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Abstract 
This thesis aims to develop an intermodal surf travel writing through the exploration 
of, and engagement with, Haïti’s coastline. Actor-network-theory (ANT) provides the 
methodological and theoretical framework to explore and explain how the key topics - 
 surf, travel (Haïti) and writing - are brought into productive conversation through 
translation across persons, artefacts and ideas as an expanding network. Fieldwork 
is structured and informed by postmodern ethnography as the primary research 
method of ANT approaches. The entire coastline of Haïti is explored through four 
research trips, where potential surfing locations are mapped, bringing together my 
practices as writer, traveller and surfer, theorised through ANT. Engagement with 
Haïti operates at two levels: the macro level is the rhythm and cycle of anabasis 
(moving from coast to interior) and katabasis (interior to coast); and the micro level is 
the activity of surfing and mapping of surf breaks, offering tropes for writing with 
surfing in mind. The resultant intermodal writing is also a means though which Haïti 
is both represented and celebrated. The core areas of study - surf, travel (Haïti) and 
writing - afford equal status (in correspondence with the methodological framework of 
ANT), as do the roles of geography, ethnography and writing. My holistic approach to 
research and writing is guided by the literal definition of both geography (‘writing out 
the earth’) and ethnography (‘writing out culture’). Both the practice based and 
discursive elements of the thesis also claim equal status. This research attempts to 
contribute original work to the subgenre of surf travel writing and its critical 
discourses, and writing on Haïti - each activity drawing on (and making particular 
contributions to) geography, and an ethnography that explicitly aims to ‘write out’ and 
celebrate Haïti’s coastscape (coastal landscape, seascape and culture). 
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Chapter outlines 
In the following sections I provide chapter outlines to help navigate the thesis and 
define key terms employed in the research.  
 
The thesis is divided into two parts: theory and practice. Part one (theory) offers 
discursive, contextual and theory-rich material about surfing, travel (Haïti) and 
writing. Part two (practice) offers experience-rich intermodal travel writing with surfing 
and surf break mapping (in mind) through four fieldtrips to Haïti. Where I discuss 
examples of the practice-based intermodal writing in part one, extracts are clearly 
indicated by use of bold text.  
 
A personal statement introduces the context for writing this thesis - the desire to 
bridge professional surfing as both activity and intellectual endeavour, captured in 
the notion of thinking with geography, or the geographical imagination. The 
confluence of surfing and extreme travel has led me to attempt to develop a form of 
writing with surfing in mind, illustrated with fieldtrips to Haïti.  
 
The introduction lists the research aims and objectives and summarises the project 
with particular reference to methodology and surf travel in Haïti. The fundamental 
‘holding’ model for the practice work of the thesis is networking as explained by 
actor-network-theory (hereafter ANT) (Latour 2009). 
 
In chapter one I outline the historical, geographical and cultural context of surfing, the 
Other and Haïti. This includes a brief history of the development of surfing in Hawaii 
and California, and the technological determinants of surfboard design that led to a 
surfing repertoire of manoeuvres (key to the development of writing with surfing in 
mind in this research). A brief overview of the notion of the Other (with particular 
reference to the work of Edward Said (1978) and postmodern geographer Edward 
Soja (1989, 1996)) paves the way for an introduction to Haïti’s culture through a 
narrative history. I discuss the 2010 earthquake, the Haïtian Revolution (1791-1804), 
Vodou, the anthropology of Maya Deren (1953), the oceanographic potential for 
surfing, and the political context of the nation before arrival for the first practice based 
fieldtrip in May 2011. This serves as essential context to the intermodal writing 
developed in this research. 
 
In chapter two I provide context on the theoretical framework of ANT and practical 
activities of travel and surfing in Haïti with relation to the geographical imagination, 
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the cycle of anabasis and katabasis, intermodal writing and the notions of arēte and 
kairos. While the geographical imagination offers a way to engage with Haïti, St-John 
Perse’s 1924 poem Anabasis provides themes for the cycle of surf travel and what 
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (2005) refer to as the conversation between the 
‘smooth’ and ‘striated’. This leads to a discussion of the ancient Greek notions of 
arēte (virtue) and kairos (opportunity) in relation to surfing and travel. Virtue is 
important here as the core of reflexivity in travel as an attempt to suspend 
imperialism in the presence of the Other. This leads to a discussion of the gaining of 
expertise through practice, with reference to the ‘10,000 hours’ rule that Malcolm 
Gladwell (2008) describes as necessary for ‘expertise’ and ‘connoisseurship’.  
 
The purpose of chapter two is to introduce the cycle of anabasis-katabasis and the 
geographical imagination (thinking with geography), as both framework and mixed 
methodology for my fieldwork, and in chapter 4.4 I specifically outline the methods of 
writing with surf travel and writing with surfing.  
 
In chapter three I situate my research in the currently restricted but developing 
academic literature of, and on, surf travel writing through a critical commentary. 
Where, as Jeff Lewis (1998: 55) suggests, “The texts of surfing have been largely 
neglected in serious cultural commentary.” I also consider how the phenomenological 
travel writing and auto-ethnography of Alphonso Lingis (1995/1996), and the 
politically inspired travel writing of Ryszard Kapuściński (1976/2001) have influenced 
my research. While there is an interesting sociological literature on surfing as a 
recreational activity (Douglas Booth 2004), and a large archive of popular, journalistic 
work on surf travel, there are two gaps in the literature: first, critical surf travel writing 
in its own right; and second, commentary on, and analysis of, that subgenre of 
writing. This research addresses the first gap by providing a body of critical surf 
travel writing, and I have theorised this new wave of surf travel writing as a form of 
auto-ethnography and as a practice of the production of network effects within ANT.  
 
In chapter four I outline the methodological and theoretical framework for data 
collection, analysis and synthesis. My chosen methodology is ANT within the broader 
perspective of elements of both deconstructive and reconstructive postmodernisms. 
My chosen method is a mix of postmodern ethnography and auto-ethnography, 
guided by tropes for writing with surfing and surf travel in mind. I review and critique 
the postmodern ethnographic approach that I have adopted. The deconstructive 
element is indicated in a primary interest with language. The reconstructive approach 
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has illuminated my use of a more florid, ‘thick’ descriptive research and writing style. 
Outlining ANT as the fundamental ‘holding’ model for the practice work of the 
research, I illustrate the initiation, development and expansion of a network and the 
meaning of a network effect through the development of the collaborative group 
surfexplore. I also set out the non-verbal syntax of surfing and surf travel as a guiding 
frame for writing with surfing in mind.  
 
Part two of the thesis constitutes four practice-based fieldtrips to Haïti, developing an 
intermodal writing. Each fieldtrip lasted fourteen days, during which time data were 
collected (employing postmodern ethnographic research and auto-ethnography) and 
then re-collected through practice-based writing. ANT, supplemented and refined by 
cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), has been the guiding framework for the 
fieldwork, and I illustrate the formation of a specific work-net or network (surfexplore) 
through its network effect (Tatnall and Gilding 1999) - intermodal writing on surf 
exploration to Haïti that has also involved mapping the entire coastline of Haïti for its 
surf potential.  
 
I summarise the research with a conclusions chapter, outlining my key contribution to 
the field and noting limitations and possible new directions.     	
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Key terms  
In this section I introduce and define key terms that are fundamental in the research.  
 
Surfing is a surface water activity in which the rider (the surfer) rides shoreward on 
the face of a moving wave.  
 
Longboards are surfboards over nine feet long. Longboard surfing in the 1960s 
developed a repertoire of manoeuvres performed while standing at the tail (back) and 
nose (front) of the board.  
 
Shortboards are around six feet in length and different in shape and volume from 
the nine feet plus longboards, allowing a more radical turning arc during 
manoeuvres, but limiting the potential for the surfer to change feet position and ride 
the nose.  
 
the Other is a notion that centres around how majority and minority identities are 
constructed, based on the assumption that the representation of different groups 
within any given society is controlled by groups that have greater political power. 
 
Haïti is located on the island of Hispaniola in the Greater Antilles archipelago of the 
Caribbean. It occupies the western three-eighths of the island which it shares with 
the Dominican Republic. Haiti is 27,750 square kilometres in size and has an 
estimated 10.6 million people, the most populous country in the Caribbean. Haïtian 
Creole is the official language. 
 
The geographical imagination is a notion that attempts to give deeper meaning to 
space, place and location. Doreen Massey (2006: 21) explained that “a lot of our 
‘geography’ is in the mind. That is to say we carry around with us mental images of 
the world, of the country in which we live, images of a North / South divide, of the 
street next door.” Massey (2005) advocated how geographies should be re-imagined 
so that spaces or places are altered mentally and/or physically to enact different 
social and spatial possibilities to allow equal opportunity and equal access. Massey’s 
(2006) definition of the geographical imagination values the interactions with real and 
imagined space in equal measure. 
 
Pyschogeography is a notion that describes getting inside the ‘mind’ of a place as 
much as the people who inhabit places. 
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Ecological perception is a notion developed by psychologist James Gibson (1979) 
suggesting that the environment shapes the way that we observe through 
‘affordance’ of features, rather than us acting on the environment. 
 
Externalism is a philosophical position stating that the conscious mind is not only 
the result of what is going on inside the nervous system (or the brain), but also what 
occurs or exists outside the subject. 
 
Phenomenology is a philosophical position based on the premise that reality 
consists of objects and events (‘phenomena’) as they are perceived or understood in 
the human consciousness, and not of anything independent of human 
consciousness. 
 
Coastscape is a term developed by geographers Nick Ford and David Brown (2006) 
to collectively describe coastal landscape, seascape and culture.   
 
Thirdspace is a notion developed by postmodern geographer Edward Soja (1996) to 
describe spaces that are both real and imagined. Soja (1996: 57) states that in 
thirdspace “everything comes together […] subjectivity and objectivity, the abstract 
and the concrete, the real and the imagined, the knowable and the unimaginable, the 
repetitive and the differential, structure and agency, mind and body, consciousness 
and the unconscious, the disciplined and the transdisciplinary, everyday life and 
unending history.”  
 
Katabasis and anabasis (from Greek kata ‘down’ and basis ‘go’ and ana ‘up’) have 
multiple related meanings in the arts, sciences and humanities. Katabasis is a 
descent of some type, such as moving downhill, the sinking of sun, a military retreat, 
or a trip to the underworld, or from the interior of a country down to the coast. 
Anabasis refers to an expedition from a coastline into the interior of a country. In this 
research anabasis-katabasis is the movement of surf travel to and from the 
coastscape. 
 
Smooth and striated is a theme in the work of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari 
(2005) who describe the smooth as the de-territorialising impulse, where the striated 
is the need for order, laying down markers and boundaries, or territorialising.  
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Actor-network-theory (ANT) describes how persons, objects and ideas and 
symbols establish networks that, through interaction with other networks, may 
expand, collapse, or become open to creative leaps such as network negotiations, 
translations and border crossings, resulting in remembered traces, such as 
ethnographic fieldwork notebooks (what I term ‘spirit-ethnographies’) in Haïti as 
network effects (what I term ‘ghost-geographies’), re-traced in the intermodal writing 
that constitutes part two of the thesis. 
 
Cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) describes how activities demand social 
coordination within division of labour and specified roles that must adapt as the 
activity expands or develops in complexity. 
 
Travel writing is a form of creative nonfiction in which the narrator's encounters with 
place or places (often Other places) serve as the dominant subject. 
 
Deep travel is Tony Hiss’ (2010: 8) term for travel taken seriously. “Deep travel is an 
exhilarating state of mind that travel can evoke, when everything seems suddenly 
fresh, vivid, intensely interesting, and memorable. Because you focus on what you’re 
looking at and listening to, deep travel is like waking up while already awake; things 
have a way of seeming emphasized, underlined. Travel can sometimes summon this 
kind of awareness automatically - we can all remember times when the world came 
alive unexpectedly - but we can also bring it to vibrant life voluntarily.”  
 
Cultural tourism refers to travel that explicitly sets out to inform and educate rather 
than entertain, and is a subset of tourism concerned with a country or region's 
culture, specifically history, art, architecture and religion(s). 
 
Syntax in linguistics is the set of rules, principles, and processes that govern the 
structure of sentences in a given language, specifically word order. Non-verbal 
syntax in this research refers to writing with surfing in mind - re-telling the activity of 
surfing. Such texts are written ‘as if’ surfed in the matter and non-verbal syntax of 
surfing that includes a series of surfing manoeuvres. 
 
Trope is the use of figurative language - via word, phrase, or even an image - for 
artistic effect such as using a figure of speech. Trope has also come to be used for 
describing commonly recurring literary and rhetorical devices, motifs or clichés in 
creative works. 
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Arēte and kairos are ancient Greek words best translated as ‘virtue’ (an ethical 
position, but also the root of ‘virtuosity’ or deliberate expertise) and ‘timing’ as 
‘opportunity’, often both used to describe the highest level of performance in sport.  
 
Reflexivity refers to circular relationships between cause and effect. A reflexive 
relationship is bidirectional with both the cause and the effect affecting one another in 
a relationship in which neither can be assigned as causes or effects. 
 
Postmodern describes a broad late twentieth century movement that marked an 
emergence from, and parallel track with, modernism. While encompassing a wide 
range of ideas and projects, postmodernism is typically defined by an attitude of 
skepticism and distrust toward grand narratives, ideologies, and various tenets of 
Enlightenment rationality, including the existence of objective reality and absolute 
truth, as well as notions of human nature and progress. Instead, it asserts that all 
knowledge and ‘truth’ are the product of unique systems of social, historical, and 
political discourse, and are therefore contextual and constructed. Accordingly, 
postmodern thought is broadly characterised by tendencies to epistemological and 
moral relativism, pluralism, and focus on subjectivity. 	
It is important to demonstrate the key context in which I am working (postmodern) as 
a departure from the following assumptions:  
• A stable self and identity. 
• ‘Progress’ and historical linearity. 
• Imperialism as ethically justifiable ‘progress’. 
• The value of grand narratives or all-explanatory theory (Marxism, science, 
rationalism) or absolutism. 
• (Male) gendered language. 
• Oppositionalism as a dominant way of thinking. 
• Intolerance of ambiguity. 
 
Through the practice based travel writing developed in this thesis, ANT explicitly 
challenges the above epistemologically (theoretically) and ontologically (life as 
experienced): 
• ‘Self’ is constructed, not given, and is fluid and multiple. 
• ‘Progress’ is relative and culture-specific. 
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• Imperialism is ethically unjustifiable as it forces one set of values on all. 
• Grand narratives are replaced by multiple, competing ‘small narratives’ that 
are local or culture-specific. This leads to relativism, but not to a values-free 
condition. 
• Language is re-gendered through feminist critique. 
• Oppositionalism is countered by both/and. 
• Tolerance of ambiguity is the sign of the anti-authoritarian. 
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Personal statement: from surfing brilliant corners to surfexplore 
Surfing, as an activity, involves both travelling (to surf a coastline) and performance 
(to ride upright on a surfboard across a breaking wave) in equal measure. This thesis 
is an exploration of surfing’s potential as a mode of academic research. A simple 
(introductory) parallel to draw is with Herman Melville’s Moby Dick (1851/2009): think 
of Ishmael, who describes whaling not just as work, but as vocation - something that 
gets in his blood. So, despite shipwrecks, accidents and terrors, he will always go 
back for more. I see surfing in the same light. As whaling stains Ishmael, so surfing 
has stained me. As Melville unfolds the narrative of the hunt for the white whale, that 
is also the metaphorical exposure of Ahab’s character flaws and the making of 
Ishmael’s character, so he writes with whaling in mind. Ishmael goes whaling to 
improve his lot, to make something of the stain and to learn to adapt to circumstance. 
Ahab’s stain is of a different colour - it is now that of vengeance and stubbornness. 
For me, surfing has stained my character as a vocation I love and respect and not as 
a sport in which I want to conquer or gain vengeance. Surfing for me quickly outgrew 
its tag as a recreation to become an identity-constructing lifestyle and an activity with 
its associated vocabulary, history and culture, informed by geography and now 
resulting in modes of research (ethnographies) that culminate in writing.  
 
My adult life has revolved around a conversation between two, often incompatible, 
forces - surfing and academic work. During my undergraduate years at the University 
of Cambridge, I also began a career as a professional longboard surfer. If I had 
chosen rowing, rugby or cricket - indeed almost any other pastime than surfing - I 
would have been supported, encouraged and acclaimed, even if my academic 
studies faltered. But surfing was different. There are no University blues in surfing. It 
has not yet been an Olympic sport. It is alternative, arguably, the pastime of the 
Other, fringe, bohemian, countercultural; described in ancient Hawaii (the birthplace 
of surfing) as ‘the sport of Kings and Queens’, but not the King or Queen of sports. 
On long weekends, as I sneaked (that is how it felt) away from Pembroke College to 
go surfing, it was as if I had visited the nearest telephone booth and changed 
identity, from ‘mainstream student’ to ‘upstream adventurer’. Studying geography, my 
heroes in any case were travellers and adventurers with a frontier mentality.  
 
Such long weekend absences were officially against the rules, as students are 
supposed to be in residence through terms, which were only eight weeks long. I 
salved my conscience again with the thought that if I were engaging with another 
sport such as rowing, I would be encouraged to practice long and hard at weekends. 
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Surfing was off most people’s radar. At the end of my first year, I thought that I might 
ditch University to become a full-time professional surfer. But my passion for ideas, 
and the thought that academic life and the career of a professional sportsman might 
make a good combination, kept me focused on the parallel worlds, and I managed to 
gain European, British, English and Cornish titles and a degree.  
 
Upon graduation I transformed my academic learning into a role as a writer alongside 
my growing commitments in the professional fields of surfing and travel, notably on 
the longboard world contest tour. My early working surf travel was based around 
serendipity, chance, youthful bravado and the insistent pulse of surf competitions. 
Over time, I began to form associations and networks with like-minded people who 
wanted to travel with a conscience and to really explore - to work, to research and 
visit spots that were largely unsurfed or showed potential, but also places of deep 
cultural lure. This coalesced into a consistent core of adventurers - intrepid, 
intelligent, and sensitive, led by expert Singapore-based photographer John 
Callahan.1  
 
When we started surfing, John’s work ethic was strict and masterful. […] Importantly, 
if the surf was not good, we would still ‘go to work’. There was always potential 
material, a story to source, landscapes and communities to interact with. John 
provided a motivation for me to surf hard, but also, he educated an eye for the 
context of the trip - his commitment to capturing cultural lifestyle, through place 
artefact and people, is supreme. John taught me that the surfing trip is just one lens 
through which to view cultures. The footprints we see on the sand of the ‘unsurfed’ 
beach are not those of the intruder, but those of the local inhabitant. We have not 
‘discovered’ any surf break. We are guests, often uninvited, of those who already live 
here. (Bleakley 2010: 68-69). 
 
While I had to maintain a profile as a competing, professional, sponsored athlete, to 
earn a living (from a surf company sponsorship), John Callahan’s trips became 
highlights: contests were replaced by ‘free’ surfing, and travel became ‘extreme’ by 
visiting places that had rarely, and sometimes never, been surfed; that are culturally 
of interest; and that are often ‘challenged’ in economic or political terms - such as 
Liberia and Mauritania. Travelling with Callahan, I could appease the demands of 
media exposure for my sponsor (by being photographed surfing and appearing in 																																																								
1 John Callahan has been a staff photographer for American magazines Surfing and Surfer, and the first to document 
surfing waves in areas of the Philippines, Sao Tome and the Andaman Islands, among other locations. John moved 
from Hawaii to Singapore in 2000 to specialise in exploratory surf travel. For a background interview with Callahan 
see appendix 1. 
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magazines) and write up each trip to a variety of surf publications (sometimes 
syndicates, sometimes translated). As I wrote these articles, first drafts revealed the 
foundations for an interesting kind of writing that reflected not only my passion for 
longboard surfing, but also modern jazz. Having gathered a decade of published surf 
travel stories from working with Callahan, I re-wrote the travelogues into book form 
(Surfing Brilliant Corners, 2010) extending this highly descriptive idiosyncratic surf 
travel writing style that called on jazz music as a metaphor.  
 
Pianist Thelonius Monk’s album Brilliant Corners (1956) was the archetype, offering 
a metaphor for surfing as a mixture of planned and improvised form - an ‘act of 
covering’ the waveface. In the planning stages of this research, I considered how 
improvisation in surfing could perhaps provide methods for writing. This proved 
problematic where the scope of the research limited a thorough context on musical 
forms of improvisation (but these topics certainly offer avenues for further work). 
Exploring these relationships also would have demanded extensive work on how 
Beat writers such as Allen Ginsberg and Gregory Corso (Honan 1987), attempted to 
imitate the music of bebop jazz in writing. I admire what the Beat writers were trying 
to do, and acknowledge that surf writing could engage closely with this work, but 
chose not to explore the Beats in this research. While jazz has of course been 
embodied in the writing of LeRoi Jones (1968/2010) and Jack Kerouac (1957/2005), 
such writing is characterised by an important displacement from jazz - the writers 
were not jazz musicians. This research moves from that position to where I can claim 
expertise and connoisseurship in the activity of surfing. My original contribution to the 
literature then rests partly in embodying the tropes of surfing from this perspective. 
Through discussion with the supervisory team, the clear relationship between surfing 
and writing alone needed to be highlighted as a method. Also, in early phases of 
planning I attempted to categorise (in a complicated format) different types of surfing 
‘performances’ (‘longboarding’, ‘shortboarding’ and an approach to longboard surfing 
developed in the 1950s and 1960s termed ‘hotdogging’), arguing for the development 
of a postmodern approach to ‘travel surfing’ that I termed ‘infusion surfing’. This 
provides an exciting body of further work, but cannot be clearly justified with respect 
to this research (and its inherent time, scale and scope limitations) as it demands 
thorough context on ‘performance’, ‘theatre’ and ‘dance’. I therefore commonly 
replace ‘surfing as performance’ with ‘surfing as activity’. 
 
Importantly, what was missing from the accounts in Surfing Brilliant Corners (2010) 
was a theoretical rationale, an epistemological (exploring writing theoretically) and 
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axiological (exploring writing as values clarification and relativisation) turn, as well as 
the ontological (experiential) dimension. I was curious to explore a new phase of 
travel writing work influenced by a sophisticated mix of approaches, such as ethically 
sensitive postmodern ethnography in the travel writings of the American 
anthropologist and philosopher Alphonso Lingis (1995, 2011) and the Polish 
journalist Ryszard Kapuściński (2001, 2007). Lingis’ bittersweet writing mixes in 
equal measure the tragic and the lyrical, with sensuous ethnographies that have 
reinvented phenomenology for postmodern times, while Kapuściński’s politically 
laced journalism demonstrates extraordinary sensitivity to the Other and cultural 
difference. These writers, however, are not surf travel writers. They write through 
inspiration for place; but I wanted to add another layer - to write about places surfed, 
where the main driver for the writing comes from the fact of being an expert surfer 
with a repertoire and non-verbal syntax that applies to the travel writing. I wanted this 
voice of expertise to engage with voices of the Other encountered in extreme surf 
travel, to formulate an innovate intermodal writing. It is for these reasons that I have 
chosen to research this potentially new wave of surf travel writing in an academic 
context as opposed to a purely practice-based route or journalist endeavour. 
 
Through Surfing Brilliant Corners (2010) I learned that extreme surf travel is a 
paradoxical mix of exceeding expectations and failing expectations, where planning 
and research brings you to a completely empty surf break, just as serendipity leads 
to accidents and injuries. At these times you really need a network to support you. To 
incubate the travel necessary for this research, I shaped a strategy to bring 
professional surfing and academic life into a productive convergence. The 
international travel that informs this work has been heavily nuanced through the 
formation of a collective team of fellow explorers and a photographer that we call 
‘surfexplore’ (with John Callahan, Breton Erwan Simon and Australia-based Italian 
Emiliano Cataldi). While we have all come to cherish the freedom of challenging surf 
travel, we are all aware that this kind of surf travel must be approached 
professionally, otherwise trips do not even get off the ground. This requires raising 
travel budgets, negotiating sponsorship, researching maps, visa and permit 
applications and co-ordination. It cannot be left to chance. I detail the function of the 
surfexplore collective within a theoretical framework in chapter 4.3. Essentially, we 
formed surfexplore to formalize the round of preparation (research via private 
Facebook groups), funding (via sponsorships), what we might offer to a local 
community, and then return to write photograph-illustrated articles for publications, 
where stories and images should play off each other in creative accounts that 
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celebrate Haïti. Since its formal inception during the planning phase of this PhD, the 
surfexplore network has become a sustainable research team, mobilising three travel 
projects per year (including sponsorship budgets that have also enabled me to spend 
considerable time writing this thesis), particularly to document the potential for surfing 
and cultural tourism in post-conflict or post-environmental disaster regions of Africa 
and Asia. As well as facilitating the research, this pattern has provided the material to 
publish four surf travel books to help finance the travel and discursive writing. Edited 
versions of this research have appeared in the following publications and films: 
 
Bleakley, S. (2012). Surfing Tropical Beats. Penzance: Alison Hodge Publishers. 
Bleakley, S. (2012). Surfing Tropical Beats (Chinese Edition). Haikou: Hainan Publishing 
House. 
Bleakley, S. (2015). The Longboard Travel Guide: a guide to the world’s 100 best longboard 
waves. Newquay: Orca Publications. 
Bleakley, S. (2016). Mindfulness and Surfing: meditations for saltwater souls. Lewes: Leaping 
Hare Press. 
Brilliant Corners Haiti: Let Freedom Ring. (2015). Directed by Sam Bleakley. UK: X-Treme 
Video. Trailer https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u2DO2QXXXpg&feature=youtu.be 
Password (BrilliantCornersHaiti) Protected https://vimeo.com/154286518 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 
Figure 1 Map of the Caribbean and Haïti. 
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Aims and objectives 
The key objectives of this research are to: 
 
• Perform four research trips to Haïti. 
• Explore and ‘write-out’ Haïti’s coastline with surfing in mind. 
• Map Haïti’s surfing locations literally (cartographically) and metaphorically (for 
my practice as a developing writer, surfer and traveller). 
 
The surf travel writing developed through this research (and, to echo the title, 
‘potentially new wave of travel writing’) aims to be: 
 
• Written with the tropes and non-verbal syntax of surfing in mind - re-telling the 
activity of surfing. Such texts are written ‘as if’ surfed in the matter and non-
verbal syntax of surfing.  
• Following the anabasis-katabasis movement of surf travel.  
• Experiential and present tense.  
• Structured by postmodern ethnography, drawing on extensive live notebook 
work in Haïti (that I call spirit-ethnographies).  
• Informed in particular by the travel writings of Alphonso Lingis (1994/1995) 
and Ryzard Kapuściński (1976/2001).  
• Educated by a geographical imagination. This is environment-centred, taking 
Haïti as both subject and character, and conscious of the Other in celebration 
of difference, where writing is a means though which Haïti is celebrated.  
• A networking mediator (via ANT), affording translations across persons, 
artefacts and ideas in expanding networks to produce network effects. The 
process of planning, implementing, documenting and evaluating any one 
segment of travel can be described in terms of the potential formation of 
networks, theorised through ANT (Latour 2005/2007). Where networks are 
initiated, these leave traces, including documentation through text. These 
traces, re-traced in writing, are network effects (Tatnall and Gilding 1999), 
that I call ghost-geographies. Bruno Latour (2007) prefers to call network 
effects work-nets, placing emphasis first on the work, the labour of producing 
the net effect. These postmodern ethnographies constitute the travel writing 
practice of the thesis.  
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Actor-network-theory 
ANT (Latour 2005/2007) provides the main methodological and theoretical 
framework to bring the key networks in this study - surf, travel (Haïti) and writing - 
into productive conversation. ANT describes how persons, artefacts and ideas and 
symbols establish networks that, through interaction with other networks, may 
expand, collapse, or become open to creative leaps such as network negotiations, 
translations and border crossings, resulting in remembered traces, such as 
ethnographic fieldwork notebooks (what I term spirit-ethnographies) in Haïti as 
network effects (what I term ghost-geographies), re-traced in the intermodal writing 
that constitutes part two of the thesis.  
 
Haïti is celebrated (Deren 1953, Acker 1978, Davis 1985) for communing with traces, 
or ghosts, who are simply on the other side of a curtain that itself is a trace, a 
memory, last week’s storm, yesterday’s winds. In this research, I show how 
surfexplore models a set of actors or actants (persons, artefacts and ideas) that 
translate across each other to initiate, maintain and expand networks to create 
lingering network effects, traces, or ghost-geographies. I then theorise surf travel and 
subsequent writing as a network effect, a vocation now embedded in a network-
producing activity. 
 
In reference to surf travel, Haïti can be defined as an ‘extreme surf travel destination’ 
due to political and environmental instability (such as the 2010 earthquake), 
inaccessibility (local and international transport networks) and lack of tourism 
infrastructure (accommodation, roads and tour guides), and, primarily, the fact that 
Haïti’s coastline offers potential for surfing, but is unfamiliar with surfing (only five 
local surfers in 2010). The challenging (cost, planning and safety) nature of surf 
travel to Haïti is precisely what mobilises the potential of this research. Haïti’s 
potential for surfing is evidenced through its coastal geomorphology, offshore 
bathymetry and oceanographic aspect to both Atlantic and Caribbean wave fetch 
(the distance over which the wind travels to generate waves).  
 
Mapping the potential surfing breaks in Haïti offers a distinctive body of work and an 
original contribution to the field of surf travel. Importantly, in this research such 
mapping is both literal (cartographically documented) and metaphorical (through 
intermodal writing). For example, Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (2005) contrast 
two kinds of space - striated and smooth. They point out that the sea is by nature 
‘smooth’, unregulated, unpredictable, its surfaces shaped by fickle winds, its depths 
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pulled in and out of shape by shifting currents. Geographical navigation lays striated 
space over the naturally smooth space of the sea - as the grids of longitude and 
latitude by which the space of the sea can be partially controlled.  
 
The experiential practice of surfing clearly facilitates an intimate relationship with the 
smooth or fickle nature of the sea. Yet many surfing locations where local surfing 
populations are established (such as Hawaii, California, Costa Rica, Indonesia and 
Australia) have been mapped (recorded and published in a global database of 
surfing breaks known as The Stormrider Guide http://lowpressure.co.uk and Low Pressure 
Publications and shared online at Magic Seaweed Swell Reports http://magicseaweed.com) 
and therefore striated, coastal geomorphology, offshore bathymetry and 
oceanographic tidal factors common knowledge. The unmapped and liminal surfing 
potential of Haïti (not recorded and published in The Stormrider Guide and Low 
Pressure Publications or shared online at Magic Seaweed Swell Reports at the 
beginning of this research) therefore presents the lure of ‘striating’ an otherwise 
‘smooth’ space (Deleuze and Guattari 2005) - echoing the theme in St-John Perse’s 
(1924/1970) Anabasis of the conqueror and imperialist who yearns for a barbarian 
adventure, leaves the confines of the (striated) city and sets out across the 
unmapped (smooth) desert regions as a nomad. I intend to update The Stormrider 
Guide database with the surf break mapping of Haïti researched for this thesis, and 
employ their system of categorizing oceanographic and coastal geomorphological 
data on the surf breaks. However, this is merely one element of the study. Mapping 
is both literal (cartographic) and metaphorical (through writing) to celebrate Haïti’s 
coastscape. But how do we visit Other places and not bring potential colonising 
tendencies, striations, territorial desires (such as the systems of measurement 
employed in the quantitative revolution in geography in the 1950s developing an 
uncritical approach to space, in which geography as a discipline became solely about 
cataloguing and recording spatial outcomes based on other outcomes)? I argue that 
it is precisely in the ‘smooth’ aspects of surfing and surf travel writing’s non-verbal 
syntax that a mode of activity can be articulated that allows the smooth and de-
territorialising aspects to exist within the necessary striated forms (passport, map, 
four-by-four, language-guides, securities, money, travel tickets, home).  
 
Surf travel in Haïti educates acute sensitivity to coastscape (Ford and Brown 2006), 
the cultural Other (Alphonso Lingis 1995, Ryzard Kapuściński 2008), and, 
importantly, to movement. The rhythmic engagement with coastlines, elegantly 
explored by the poet St-John Perse (1924/1970) as the cycle of anabasis (moving 
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from coast to interior) and katabasis (interior to coast), is central to surf travel. This 
practice demands a stage, and here the stage - in this research Haïti - shapes the 
activity of surfing and the surfer’s identity. Can this potentially imperialist movement 
be ‘de-territorialised’ (Deleuze and Guattari 2005) and offer a new approach to 
writing on Haïti?  
 
Postmodern ethnography (Lingis 1995, Kapuściński 2008) with surfing and surf travel 
in mind offers an aesthetic and ethical method of self-fashioning (Michel Foucault’s 
(1971/1989) term for identity construction) through respect for the character of Other 
coastscapes (in Haïti), demystifing the exotic and challenging the imperial. Such 
writing is grounded in sense-based observational skills and informed by the 
philosophical perspective of Externalism (Rowlands 2003) and the psychological 
perspective of ecological perception (Gibson 1979), suggesting that the environment 
shapes the way that we observe through ‘affordance’ of features, rather than us 
acting on the environment.  
 
Haïti as a research destination 
Haïti was chosen as a suitable research location for three reasons: 
 
• Its particular history of slavery, Vodou, imperialism and revolution. 
• Its coastal geomorphology and potential for surfing. 
• Its unmapped surf breaks and lack of local surf culture.    
 
Just as surfing is not wholly historically preformed but is in constant evolution as a 
response to the challenges of differing locations, so the writer is shaped by the 
demands of her or his material. Travel writer Emma Thomson (2016) describes Haïti 
as ‘beset by corruption, colonial rule and natural disasters’ : 
 
While the Dominican Republic, which occupies the eastern side of the islands of 
Hispaniola, has developed a thriving economy, Haiti, on the western side of the same 
island, has been beset by corruption, colonial rule and natural disasters. Haiti was a 
French colony for almost 200 years, with plantations staffed by slaves shipped from 
Africa. Following the French Revolution, they overthrew the colonists and won 
independence in 1804 in the most important slave rebellion in history. France, 
however, refused to recognise Haiti’s independence and sought reparations for the 
loss of its land, a demand delivered by a fleet of warships. Fearing attack, Haiti 
agreed to pay Fr150m, which left the new nation laden with huge debts. The corrupt 
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rule of Francois ‘Papa Doc’ Duvalier, President from 1957 to 1971, and that of his son 
Jean-Claude, emptied the public purse further. Then, on January 12 2010, a 7.0-
magnitude earthquake struck at Leogane - 25 miles from Port-au-Prince - reducing 
the capital to rubble, claiming about 200,000 lives and leaving an estimated 1.5m 
displaced. (Thomson 2016: 8). 
 
Writing on Haïti (Dubois 2011) after the earthquake is characterised by pity (and 
action). But during fieldtrips to Haïti I have met Haïtians who claim they have gained 
strength from the substance of the land itself, using the natural ‘disaster’ as an 
invitation to reshape character through pride. The very thin line of separation 
between life and death, this world and an otherworld, was merely made thinner, 
nearly transparent. This “great principle of violence dictated our passions” (Perse 
1924/1970: 14) where the skin was thinned a little more, the instability of the soil 
made even more clear as the passions of the Haïtian everyman/women constellated 
around revival (the constancy of inspiration) rather than survival (making ends meet). 
And this is what I hope to learn mapping the Haïtian coastline for its surfing potential 
- and thus intend to articulate through intermodal writing - that my intertwining of 
travel surfing and travel writing needs to shift its base from survival to revival (the 
constancy of inspiration).  
 
As a dual struggle against both slavery and colonialism, the Haïtian Revolution 
(1791-1804) challenged and shattered the fundamental ideologies and material 
practices of the transatlantic world. This was founded upon the racialised and super-
exploitative transatlantic slave economy and - what Aimé Césaire (1960: 12) has 
regarded as - its proto-fascist, colonial regimes of violence. Haïti's post-
independence history has often been depicted as a steady decline from its 
groundbreaking ‘glorious’ revolution to its current state as ‘the poorest country in the 
Western Hemisphere.’ In contrast, Haïti could be celebrated for its human rights and 
emancipation as a counter-history. I attempt to challenge stereotypical narratives of 
Haïti by celebrating the coastscape. 
 
ANT’s view is that the most powerful field-based ethnographies are those that ‘dig 
where you stand’ or make close observations of the activities researched that 
assume the importance of feasibility. Further, an ethnography smells out a fault-line, 
a paradox, an ambiguity, something to be followed that has been ‘black-boxed’ - 
covered up, rationalised, perhaps assumed to be unknowable or unapproachable, or 
refused to be opened because it is too complex or a stink may jump out. Haïtian 
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‘black boxes’ may include assumptions about the lack of surfing potential along its 
coastline; her dependence on aid; about the role of Vodou in the culture; about the 
political and economic instability of the country; about ‘poverty’; about the legacy of 
slavery.  
 
Through ANT I have attempted to open up these black boxes. Importantly, traces - 
ghosts, familiars, deities - are the stuff of Haïti. The ethnographic method, in ANT’s 
view, is always one of dealing with traces, with the smoking gun, or the lingering 
smell. The ethnographer describes what she/he sees in detail, but this is always after 
the event, a reconstruction. 
 
Haïti represents a challenging surf travel destination, shunning conventional tourism 
and explicitly offering otherness through restricted access. In this context, surfing is 
the activity of the ‘outsider’, that seeks a position of criticality within mainstream 
culture. Although I do not intend to centrally employ key Derridean tropes in this 
research, Jacques Derrida (1976/1990 after Heidegger 2009) perhaps would argue 
that the nascent nature of surfing in Haïti, and surfing in Haïti as a research method, 
puts ‘Haïti’ sous rature (under erasure) to offer suspension of closure. This could turn 
Haïti’s coastline not into a puzzle to be solved, but a suspension, where key 
elements will precipitate, or remain suffused, in writing, offering potential new work in 
the writing-out of Haïti’s coastscape, and maintaining something of Deleuze’s 
smooth, de-territorialised spaces, bodies without organs, where spontaneous ‘lines of 
flight’ provide surprise packages as innovative responses to an unknown. I can only 
grasp a small fraction of what ‘Haïti’ represents geographically, historically and 
culturally and so Haïti must remain for me under erasure. But, as this thesis intends 
to demonstrate, I have expertise in surfing in Haïti and here hope to claim greater 
compass.   
 
Research in Haïti is achieved with the surf travel collective, surfexplore, to plan, 
execute and document such travel. Each fieldtrip lasts fourteen days, during which 
time research material is collected and then re-collected through practice-based 
writing.  
 
Surfexplore initiate work-nets/ networks, and the writing up as auto-ethnography with 
surfing in mind affords a network effect, a memory, trace, re-fleshed skeleton, or 
what I term a ‘ghost geography’. These tales and reports from the field that constitute 
the intermodal travel writing practice can only be partial and are necessarily biased. 
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As such, I put ‘writing out Haïti’ sous rature or under erasure - Martin Heidegger’s 
(2009) way of noting the limits to any statement or argument as a resistance to 
closure; and Jacques Derrida’s (1990) way of introducing a receding horizon to any 
statement so that the content of the statement is always ‘to come’, or there is always 
‘surplus’ to any statement beyond comprehension. Such work creates a ‘network 
effect’ and a ‘ghost geography’ - a place to inhabit after travel that becomes an 
imaginary coastscape, intended to be a ‘new wave of travel writing’. This writing 
draws on several modes (therefore ‘intermodal’). Surfing, travelling and writing about 
surf travel can be represented as a cycle with the following elements, to generate an 
intermodal writing:  
 
• Conceptual: planning, research and writing (key artefacts: maps, Google 
Earth, email, Facebook, letters of application for Visas, letters of introduction, 
books). 
• Experiential: travelling (anabasis-katabasis), surfing and writing (key 
artefacts: surfboards, notebooks, pens, cameras, clothes, passport, medical 
kit, books, four-by-four, maps, GPS).  
• Reflexive: digesting, reflecting, reading, writing, reading and re-writing (key 
artefacts: notebooks, pens, books, computer, printer, internet).   
 
Each cycle leads to a new planning cycle through reflexivity gained from the previous 
cycle. Expertise is gradually developed across all phases of the cycle through 
practice and feedback. In the development of intermodal writing, modes are 
consciously interwoven rather than simply mixed. Intermodal writing (discussed in 
chapter 2.3) can also be thought of as sensuous, or working across the senses in an 
evocative way, to some extent transcending visually based texts (Lingis 1994/1995).  
 
Writing with surfing  
In part two of the thesis, I write with surfing in mind - specifically, write travel 
accounts of research trips to the whole of Haïti’s coastline that include literal surfing 
experiences but that also metaphorically frame travel itself as ‘surfing’. Surfing is an 
embodied or non-verbal language in its own right (also ‘rite’ and ‘write’), and carries a 
secondary descriptive technical language of performance activity. While ‘surfing’ has 
entered mainstream language as ‘surfing the Internet’, sitting in front of a computer 
screen is a cognitive rather than visceral experience. It is the sense of surfing, and 
not its conceptual apparatus, that guides my descriptions of travel to Haïti as 
exploration with surfing in ‘mind’. When I describe the ebb and flow of bodies in the 
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carnival at Jacmel, Haïti, or the cultural mindset that is Vodou, I am ‘thinking’ with 
surfing, the ocean swells, the unfurling wave, the presence of razor sharp coral 
sometimes inches below the water, and the non-verbal syntax of surfing as activity, 
for example (in an extract from fieldtrip three) the swooping sensation of a bottom-
turn (surfing manoeuvre), the relaxation of time in a tube ride (as the breaking 
waves curls over the rider), the feeling of weightlessness in hanging five where 
toes curl over the front tip of a longboard at speed; the slice of a sharp cutback 
(surfing manoeuvre), followed by a rubbery sensation, or the rude awakening of 
a bad wipeout (falling off the surfboard) where the white-water tumbles you as if 
in a washing machine and your lungs catch fire. These are physical events, but 
they are also vehicles with which to think, imagine and appreciate. They are physical 
metaphors. (A metaphor defined here as when one thing is appreciated, explored 
and explained in terms of another, to deepen meaning and impact). They, too, build 
character and construct identity. Most of the descriptors above are not literal but 
metaphorical. They are ‘embodied metaphors’ or feelings. This literal total immersion 
in the ocean is also akin to the kind of immersion in a culture advocated in 
postmodern ethnographic fieldwork (Taussig 2011, Scheurich 1997), to get under the 
skin of events and to celebrate the character of the Other (discussed in chapter 4.1) 
as a practice-based theory and an embracing methodology that shapes data 
gathering. 
 
Prior to writing about surfing - whether front-line journalism and reportage from the 
wave’s edge; or academic and literary responses - I consider the activity of surfing as 
a text. As a text, surfing inscribes, but its inscriptions are temporary, leaving traces 
(unless filmed, although I do not explore films in this research due to scale 
limitations). Surfing’s complex non-verbal syntax (illustrated below) includes takeoff 
(a), bottom-turn (b), cutback (c), trim (d), cross-step walk (e), noseride (f, g, k), hang 
five (f), hang ten (g), floater (h), off-the-lip (i), stall (j), soul-arch (k) and kick-out (l). 
This is the syntax with which I ‘think’ (both imagine and do) my research, and write 
with surfing in mind, outlined and developed in detail in methodology chapter 4.4. 
This, of course, raises the research potential of surfing as literature, as opposed to 
surfing as a theme in literature. By this, I mean that surfing is already a mode of 
inscribing, of mark making, of poiesis (and the aim of this research is to develop that 
into an intermodal writing based on networks and the traces left by such 
development as a work-net).  
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a)  b)  c)  
d)  e)  f)  
g)  h)  i)  
j)  k)  l)  
 
Figure 2 Surfing manoeuvres (and non-verbal syntax).  
Chachou - top left - and Sam Bleakley photographed in Haïti by John Callahan / surfexplore): takeoff (a), 
bottom-turn (b), cutback (c), trim (d), cross-step walk (e), noseride (f, g, k), hang five (f), hang ten (g), floater 
(h) off-the-lip (i), stall (j), soul-arch (k), kick-out (l). 
 
This research addresses a significant gap in the literature concerning critical (rather 
than simply descriptive) surf travel literature, where few commentaries exist on the 
relationship between surfing and literature (Thomas and Wright 2005, Wood 2009), 
and there is no work that creatively or discursively networks surfing, travel writing (for 
example Kapuściński 2008) and postmodern ethnography (for example Lingis 1995) 
that is sensitive to the dangers of a neo-imperialism, and encourages an ‘unravelling’ 
of experience considered phenomenologically (Lingis 1995, Taussig 2009). Such 
radical ethnographies as those of Alphonso Lingis and Michael Taussig seek to enter 
a culture through fault-lines or paradoxes, to ‘dig where one stands’, to paraphrase 
the key figure in ANT ethnography, Bruno Latour (2007). There is no work that 
networks surfing in Haïti, travel and writing. 
 
The following chapter provides a brief history of the development of surfing in Hawaii 
and California, and the technological determinants of surfboard design that led to a 
surfing repertoire of manoeuvres (key to the development of writing with surfing in 
mind). A brief overview of the Other leads into an introduction to Haïti’s culture 
through a narrative history. This serves as essential context to the intermodal writing 
developed in this research. 
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PART ONE 
Theory 
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Chapter one 
 
1.0 Cultural context 
In the following chapter I outline the historical and geographical background of 
surfing, the Other and Haïti. I begin with a discussion on surfing to provide an 
understanding of the cultural context of the activity. 
 
1.1 Surfing 
A current estimate for the global surfing population is 30 million (International Surfing 
Association, 2016). Surfing is largely focused on the sea but there is lake surfing 
(winds, for example, create surfable waves on the Great Lakes straddling North 
America and even the Caspian Sea coast of Azerbaijan), river surfing (along periodic 
tidal bores like the ‘Silver Dragon’ on the Qiantang in China) and a growing interest in 
developing inland wave gardens. If you think about the coastline of any country, it is 
generally indented because of the action of waves and tides. Pull that coastline out 
straight and you have an enormous mileage, inviting surfers. The growing surfing 
culture is also diverse, exhibiting a significant shift in demographics, including a 
broadening age range, increasing participation of women, multi-ethnic and multi-
ability backgrounds and vulnerable members of society. Surfing is used 
therapeutically, too, for example to treat post-traumatic stress disorder (Ponting 
2015).2  
Bellyboard surfing, riding prone on short, wooden, curved-nose boards, is three to 
four thousand years old. It appeared independently along the coastlines of West 
Africa and around the Pacific from New Guinea to Easter Island. In Peru, depictions 
on pottery of reed fishing canoes being surfed standing up date back to 1,000BC 
(Warshaw 2010). Wave-riding became embedded in the Polynesian cultures of New 
Zealand, Tahiti and Marquesas. When these ocean-roaming Polynesians settled in 
Owhyhee (the ‘Homeland’ of Hawaii) in 400AD, stand-up surfing developed into a 
complex cultural practice. Importantly, coastal geomorphology enabled deep-water 
swells to break suddenly on shallow water reefs, causing steep, powerful waves. A 
plethora of board designs, larger and more fine-tuned than the short bellyboards, or 																																																								2	Surf therapy charity The Wave Project www.waveproject.co.uk works with 8 to 18 year-olds who have been 
identified by professional services as being at risk of isolation or mental illness. Joe Taylor, Founder and CEO 
explains that “There is lots of recent evidence that being in the water, particularly in a natural environment, helps to 
calm the mind and make it more focused. The regularity and rhythm of the waves contributes towards a sense of 
mindfulness, but catching the wave and being powered by nature creates a rush of excitement, pride and wellbeing. 
Surfing also contributes to resilience, which is critical to long-term wellbeing. Getting wiped out by a wave and 
climbing back on your board to do it again is fantastic resilience training.”		
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Peruvian reed canoes, allowed expert riders to manoeuvre on the slope of the wave 
face.  
Olo boards (reserved for Hawaiian royalty) were between 18 and 20 feet in length, so 
would have taken several people to carry down the beach to launch. Surfing was the 
sport of Polynesian kings and queens because only royalty were allowed to ride 
these Olo boards. Surfing was hierarchical, not even a meritocracy (where the best 
riders could claim the best boards) and certainly not a democracy as it is today, 
where any level of surfer can own any kind of board. Most maka’ainana (common) 
Hawaiians rode prone on short Paipo boards, or standing on 8 feet Alaias. They were 
made from the koa (acacia) or ulu (breadfruit) tree, less buoyant than the prized 
wiliwili wood (used for the Olo). Expert boardmakers searched the forests for sound 
trees, felled them and shaped them on the spot with stone and bone tools. Boards 
were customized for the rider, carefully worked with adzes and coral sanding blocks. 
They were polished with stones and stained with vegetable dyes such as the ti plant, 
banana buds or burnt pandanus leaves. Finally they were glossed with kukui nut oil 
and then blessed and ridden. After the surf, the board was dried in the sun and 
rubbed with coconut oil to preserve the wood, wrapped in tapa cloth and suspended 
inside the house to prevent sun and insect damage. The board became a prized 
family member.  
In the early 1900s, the ancient sport of Hawaii became a symbol for American 
tourists to consume, as a mark of a healthy lifestyle. Now annexed territory of the 
USA, the Hawaiian economy switched from sugar to tourism. Other Hawaiian arts 
were promoted, including hula, a living theatre that accompanied an oral tradition of 
poetry and was often danced for Pele the fire goddess. Tourism presented a market 
for beach lifeguarding, surf lessons and professional hula troupes, entertaining locals 
and visitors at luaus (outdoor parties). Hawaiian music used intricate drumming 
templates, split bamboo sticks, gourd rattles, castanet pebbles and hardwood sticks. 
Famously, imported guitars and ukuleles had their strings ‘slackened’ to suit 
traditional Hawaiian songs. The slack key guitar and its tones echoed the laconic 
style of traditional Hawaiian surfing, where grace was held above aggression as the 
main virtue of surfers. Even the wipeout must be graceful. The surfer pops up, not in 
an angry lather but thankful that the gods have spared him or her.  
The island’s best local surfers, swimmers, paddlers and canoe-racers, including 
George Freeth and Duke Kahanamoku, founded the Hui Nalu (Club of Waves) in 
1908. Duke earned a place in the American swimming team for the 1912 Olympics in 
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Stockholm. He won gold in the 100 metres freestyle. Subsequently, he won gold in 
the same race in 1920 in Antwerp (there were no Games in 1916) and silver in 1924 
in Paris (the ‘Chariots of Fire’ Olympics), where his brother Samuel won bronze. 
Invited to give swimming exhibitions around the world, Duke travelled with a 
surfboard, a 10 feet Alaia. Duke was recognized internationally as the emissary of 
surfing, solidifying a reputation of expert Hawaiian watermen and women.  
Hawaii became a new magnet for travel writers, such as Jack London, who was 
taught to surf by George Freeth in 1907. London (1911) wrote in The Cruise of the 
Snark: “He is mercury - a brown Mercury” (London 1911: 23). The same year Freeth 
was hired by the Pacific Electric railroad to introduce surfing to Los Angeles through 
a marketing scheme. The company hoped to lure the public into making regular trips 
to the Pacific in its railways carriages. At Redondo Beach, and other locations along 
the Southern Californian coast, Freeth gave demonstrations and lessons to spark 
interest among young Californians.  
 
Lifeguard Tom Blake would become the next emissary of surfing. Blake was a design 
visionary and created the first hollow wooden boards and added a fin in 1935 for 
directional stability. This was a hugely significant breakthrough for surfboard 
performance. However, in the 1930s and ’40s, surfboards were heavy and 
cumbersome and a car was needed to transport them to the beach, unless you had 
the benefit of living in front of a surf break (arguably the ambition of every dedicated 
surfer). In order to really popularize and democratize surfing, boards needed to be 
lighter, easily handled and more readily transported. This would also encourage 
women, children, older people and those with disabilities to participate - making 
surfing inclusive.  
 
After America’s involvement in the Second World War, and despite the subsequent 
Korean War, a more relaxed approach to life emerged, termed by sociologists a 
modern ‘leisure culture’ (Anderson 1961, Edwards et al 2003). Quality of life and life 
expectancy increased. Gender and racial inequalities were being questioned and 
addressed, and more bohemian lifestyles tolerated. The arts were enjoying an 
explosion of innovation (Childs 2000). Post-war attitudes towards participation in 
sports, particularly in California, allowed inclusion. California was seen as a 
spearhead of liberation in terms of social values.  
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It could be argued then that the surfboard itself was an agent of democratic change 
within surfing. The hierarchical ‘sport of kings and queens’ could become the ‘sport of 
everyone’ if the board became portable and affordable - basically lighter, easier to 
handle and mass-produced. Some spotted the potential of new technologies to fulfil 
these aims. One of these was Bob Simmons - ‘the man with the withered arm’. In the 
mid 1930s, sixteen-year-old Bob Simmons developed a cancerous tumour in his left 
ankle. Cycling to rehabilitate, he was hit by a car and broke his left elbow. The joint 
had to be fused at a 45-degree angle. While in hospital recuperating, he was advised 
by another patient to take up surfing to help strengthen his arm. California surfers in 
the mid 1940s rode lumbering Tom Blake designed boards, weighing almost 30 kilos. 
With his withered arm, Simmons found it impossible to carry them. He was 
compelled to create better equipment.  
 
Malibu - a predictable, easy-to-ride warm summer break along a cobble point near 
Los Angeles - was Simmons’ favourite spot, as it was with virtually all Southern 
Californian surfers in the 1940s and ’50s. Here, the 6 feet 2 inches Simmons did 
eventually become a skilled surfer and learned the basics of designing and building 
surfboards. In the late 1940s, Simmons began applying the latest ideas in 
mathematics and engineering to surfboard shapes and materials in his Pasadena 
backyard, among potted palms and orange trees. Pre-war Californian boards had 
been heavy redwood-balsa composites coated in varnish. Simmons decided to use 
balsa only (because it was lighter) and to wrap the shaped board with a layer of 
resin-saturated fibreglass cloth - aeronautics materials that would allow surfboards to 
become lighter and stronger. Simmons praised fibreglass (invented in Germany 
during the First World War) for its ‘magical’ properties - flexibility combined with 
durability.  
 
The new Simmons board weighed 10 kilos. Importantly, it was very buoyant and 
easily ridden in small surf. Surfing could gain an identity as a sport where ‘all can be 
kings and queens’. It was typically American for the single heroic male to overcome a 
disability and conquer the dragon for the benefit of all - a mix of individualism, 
capitalist enterprise and social benefit. The American mythologist Joseph Campbell 
(1949) would later describe this archetype as ‘the hero with a thousand faces’. The 
chief boardmakers of the time all incorporated Simmons’ design features into their 
own work, coating their balsa wood blanks in fibreglass and resin. While Simmons 
made surfboards light, Dale Velzy’s designs made them change direction (turn) 
easily, facilitating movement back and forth across the waveface. The overall shape 
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of the board also allowed Velzy to learn to hang ten, rolling all ten toes over the tip of 
the board. This was hugely significant as it would become the ultimate (but elusive) 
manoeuvre in surfing at the time.  
 
The waves at Manhattan Beach were easy to ride before reaching close to shore, 
where they would become tight and claustrophobic. There, they exploded onto the 
sand, aerated like shaken soda. It was here, in the foamy, ozone-rich shorebreak, 
that Velzy learned to hang ten, signalling the emergence of style in surfing. The trope 
is fascinating and again motions what America valued culturally in the aftermath of 
the Second World War - light, effervescent balance meets deeper danger. The 
oxygenation of the world was symbolized by soda consumption, the race for the 
conquest of space, upward mobility and the boom in light entertainment, but this, to 
give it edge, was rooted in stressful conquest, facing the unknown and risk (not to 
mention the geological instability of living on the San Andreas fault line). So-called 
‘extreme sports’ were born in this ferment, putting adrenalin, style and risk in an 
alchemical mix.  
 
Surfing became associated with the Californian love of leisure and health, the wide, 
open lung of the Pacific breathing life into a post-war generation. But surfers were 
also outsiders, agitators, who would develop instinctive understanding of 
meteorology, coastal geomorphology and oceanography, and openly call themselves 
a new ‘surfing royalty’, following what was preserved for kings and queens in 
Polynesia and democratizing this.  
 
Board design facilitated a cognitive shift, letting surfers’ minds as well as bodies 
loose. Surfers were not just thinking, but ‘being’ with their new lightweight boards. 
And surfboards became bright and bold. Polyurethane foam replaced the wooden 
core. This could be moulded and colours added to laminating resins: tinted reds, 
greens, blue pinstripes and loud block patterns.  
 
The Californian revolution was complete and its new flag was that of peace and 
transparency based on a chemical revolution. But this flag was one of cloth 
transformed into shiny, hard matter in the image of the hero, the surfboard a sword. 
To those who see surfboards as living beings, or at least as material artefacts that 
engage in a lively way with the humans who ride them and the sea that aims to wash 
them ashore, there is something of the reverse of the funeral parlour in the process 
of fibreglassing a surfboard. Indeed, the embalming process is coded deep in the 
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human psyche - it is the desire to preserve not only what is dead but also what is 
fragile. From Neolithic burials through Egyptian embalming or mummifying to modern 
funeral parlour practices, there is a tradition of strengthening the fragile. The dung 
beetle was revered in ancient Egypt not only for its extraordinary industry but also 
because its carapace was a primary example of protecting the fragile interior 
(Campbell 1991). The same protection principle applied whether it was tarring the 
bottoms of wooden ships, oiling Hawaiian timber surfboards, or fibreglassing.  
Every generation looks for more advanced ways to protect what is vulnerable, 
whether this is covering the human skin with the latest sun creams or putting a 
waterproof coating on a surfboard. But this is also a metaphor for surfing. The best 
professional performers in any public or audience-based activity both literally and 
metaphorically ‘coat’ themselves before performance. The sociologist Erving 
Goffman (1967) described how ‘impression management’ pervades our lives, seeing 
human interaction as a managed performance. We put on ‘fronts’ and ‘faces’ when 
‘frontstage’, while ‘backstage’ we can let our masks slip, and slip out of our 
costumes. All cultures have staged dramatic activities, whether religious or secular, 
often using elaborate masks and costumes. Professional surfing too requires slipping 
into a role, putting on a performance, glassing oneself like a surfboard. There is a 
learned repertoire of moves - as if slipping into costume - and there must be ways to 
protect oneself against perceived public humiliation. Surfers became obsessed with 
‘glass’ - the best waves, smooth and perfectly formed, are called ‘glassy’. Indeed, 
‘glassy’ and ‘glossy’ in surfboard design are actually what the German philosopher 
and economist Karl Marx (1987) could call ‘surplus’ - unnecessary to basic supply 
and demand production. While making the bottom of a surfboard glossy makes 
sense, to cut down on resistance, glossing the deck of a surfboard is completely 
unnecessary, in fact has to be compensated for by using wax to gain traction. The 
board is polished all over purely as an object of beauty, purely for the eye.  
As waveriding expertise exploded with the development of aerospace-inspired foam 
and fibreglass ‘Malibu’ (named after their testing ground near Los Angeles) 
surfboards - cheaper and lighter than the cumbersome wooden boards of the 1930s 
(Warshaw 2006) - there was a transition from stiff stances (demanded for the heavy 
wooden boards) to flexible postures, oriented around turning and walking up and 
down the board as a kind of dance with choreographed steps (for example, only 
‘cross-stepping’ was considered legitimate - ‘shuffling’ forward on the board was an 
illegitimate move and scorned). A sophisticated ‘longboard’ (boards of over nine feet 
in length) repertoire then arose, defining a non-verbal syntax of surfing - a variety of 
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manoeuvres performed while standing at the tail (back) and nose (front) of the board. 
Ongoing subtle movements of the board were required to maintain balance; and 
riding the ‘nose’ (standing at the front tip) was seen as an ultimate test of balance via 
placing five toes (hang five) or ten toes (hang ten) over the front of the board.  
 
Jack Kerouac’s On the Road (1957) was published in the same year as Frederick 
Kohner’s Gidget (1957), relaying the story of his daughter’s (Kathy ‘Gidget’ Kohner) 
learning to surf in summertime Malibu. Putman Books sold the film rights for Gidget 
to Columbia Pictures. The first Gidget movie (1959) featured Sandra Dee and James 
Darren, with images of California surfing that advertised a sensual freedom, 
especially for young women, contrasting sharply with the prevailing Middle American 
culture of domestic containment and conformity. The film’s success spawned 
numerous sequels, spreading the appeal of surfing in America beyond California and 
Hawaii (Warshaw 2010). 
 
Phil Edwards was voted ‘the best surfer in the world’ in a 1960 reader poll in 
Californian based Surfer magazine. Edwards modelled the longboarding repertoire in 
a pioneering 1959 surf film by Bud Browne called Cat on a Hot Foam Board, a take 
on Tennessee Williams’ play Cat on a Hot Tin Roof (1955). While Sal and Dean were 
dancing ‘mambo jambo’ in Mexico in Kerouac’s On the Road (1957/2000: 262), 
Californian surfers were also heading to Mexico through surf travel, described as 
‘loose’, ‘relaxed’, ‘open toed’ and ‘cool’ in Bruce Browne’s Barefoot Adventure (1960) 
and Surfing Hollow Days (1961). This surf-inscribed beach culture lifestyle was 
echoed in the early pop music of The Beach Boys (1962) - a paradoxical translation 
as only one of the band’s members had ever surfed.  
 
Developments in board design in the late 1960s ushered in ‘shortboards’, around six 
feet in length and radically different in shape and volume from the nine feet plus 
longboards. A series of experiments with incrementally shorter and shorter boards, 
largely amongst Australian surfers and board shapers, showed that shorter boards 
had a more radical turning arc and sped faster across the wave. While they were 
more difficult to paddle, they could be pushed through the ‘whitewater’ by 
‘duckdiving’ under the surface; and while they required more paddling speed to get in 
to the wave, once moving they were highly mobile and rapid.  
 
Californian surfboard shaper George Greenough is referenced as the design guru of 
the so-called ‘shortboard revolution’ showcasing on his knees (riding short 
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‘kneeboards’) what could be achieved standing up. In Nat Young’s The History of 
Surfing (1983) fellow Australian Bob McTavish explained how watching Greenough 
kneeboard evoked a vision of shortboard surfing: 
 
Fast drop, slam into bottom-turn, then project out and under the lip. Carve off the top, 
drive back down the face, repeat. That’s it […] from that day on I had a mental picture 
of a guy standing on a shortboard, doing swooping turns and pushing into the lip with 
increasing fierceness as he worked down the line - sort of slippery and 
unencumbered. (in Young 1983: 101).   
 
Shortboards could not be ‘walked’ but were surfed from a fixed stance. As boards 
contracted, so minds expanded. ‘Thinking with a surfboard’ then required a new 
mindset of liberation from the largely horizontal plane across the wave face of 
longboard surfing to think in smaller, tighter arcs (ultimately leading to vertical surfing 
up-and-down the wave face). Surfer magazine cartoonists such as Rick Griffin 
fantasised in their panels that some day a board would be flipped all the way over, a 
head-over-heels turn, right inside the tube - the curling part of the wave. 
 
 
Figure 3 Rick Griffin’s Murphy, Surfer magazine, 1969. 
 
Longboards were re-introduced into surfing in the 1980s and 1990s because they 
allow more glide on a wave than shortboards (allowing smaller waves to be ridden), 
but could now incorporate design features from shortboards to increase 
manoeuvrability and reduce weight. Also, a growing surfing population wanted to 
further explore how a longboard allows you to adjust weight (‘trimming’) to get the 
best speed from the critical part of the wave by changing stance in a time-honoured 
tradition - ‘walking’ the board by cross-stepping up to the nose (front) and back. The 
elegance and cat-like agility of cross-stepping marked out a new wave of modern 
longboard surfers, who (it could be argued) are essentially dancers. 
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Figure 4 Surfing as Dance. Kassia Meador : photo, Dane Peterson. 
 
 
Figure 5 Three types of surfboard : Shortboard - Mid-Length - Longboard. 
 
Today, shortboards, longboards and ‘mid-lengths’ (between seven and nine feet) are 
enjoyed across surfing, catering for different sized waves, surfing locations, abilities 
and desires. While there has been thorough historical research into the context of 
longboard surfing (Lueras 1984, Holmes 2006, Warshaw 2010) there is no published 
work that attempts to articulate the performance repertoire and associated 
vocabulary of surfing, or extend its application to (and inspiration for) postmodern 
forms of research.  
 
In the following section I introduce key work on the Other / otherness, and explore 
the input of Edward Said (1978) and the postmodern geographer Edward Soja’s 
(1989, 1996) concept of thirdspace. 
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1.2 the Other  
Surfing culture in Southern California developed as outlaw, alternative, fringe, or 
‘other’. The notion of the Other or otherness centres around how majority and 
minority identities are constructed, based on the assumption that the representation 
of different groups within any given society is controlled by groups that have greater 
political power. Edward Said (1978) argued that the ways in which social identities 
are constructed is through power plays between the Other and ‘selfsame’. Social 
identities reflect the way individuals and groups internalise established social 
categories within their societies, such as their cultural (or ethnic) identities, gender 
identities and class identities. These social categories shape our ideas about who we 
think we are. From such identity positions, notions of inclusion and exclusion are 
developed. The excluded are the Other (Bauman 2004).  
 
One of Modernism’s basic structural forms is oppositionalism, and this is tied closely 
to identity and otherness. One side of the opposition is dominant (inclusion) and the 
other side is excluded or formed as a ‘minority’, such as Male: female, White: black, 
Adult: child. Such oppositions have been naturalised or taken for granted. The shift to 
a postmodern mentality, discussed in chapter 4.1, includes challenging such 
naturalised oppositions for a different metaphorical landscape - one of inclusion and 
multiplicity.  
In Orientalism Edward Said (1978) explains that, as part of the process of 
colonisation, Europeans framed so-called ‘eastern’ culture as ‘exotic’, and 
established the (pseudo)science of orientalism as the study of the ‘inscrutable’ East. 
Said argued that this European perception - a form of oppositionalism and a 
construction of the Other - divided the world into two parts; the occident and the 
orient, cast as the civilized and the uncivilised respectively. An imaginary 
geographical line was drawn between what was ours and what was theirs.  
George Herbert Mead’s (1934) Mind Self and Society argued that social identities are 
created through our ongoing social interaction with other people and our subsequent 
self-reflection about who we think we are according to these social exchanges. Ideas 
of similarity and difference are central to the way in which we achieve a sense of 
identity and social belonging. Identities again have an element of exclusivity. For 
example, when a surfer paddles out at a surf break, social ‘membership’ or 
‘acceptance’ might depend upon fulfilling a set of criteria (perhaps based on surfing 
skill or social etiquette, or usually upon being a ‘local’ or ‘regular’ at a certain break). 
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Such criteria are socially constructed. As such ‘we’ cannot belong to any group 
unless ‘they’ (Other people) do not belong to ‘our’ group. Selfsame then depends 
upon construction of an Other.  
Polish sociologist Zygmunt Bauman (2004) then argues that the notion of otherness 
is central to the way in which societies establish identity categories (for example 
‘surfers’ and ‘non-surfers’). This is clear in the social construction of gender in many 
societies, where identities are set up as opposites, without acknowledging 
alternative gender expressions. In the early 1950s, Simone de Beauvoir argued that 
‘woman’ is set up as the Other of ‘man’. Social identities, therefore, are not natural 
although they are naturalised or habitual. They represent an established social order 
- a hierarchy where certain groups are established as being superior to other groups. 
This ‘strong’ view of the social construction of identity challenges the Modernist 
tradition that the ‘self’ is a construction of agency or personal choice, or can be 
shaped according to choice. Michel Foucault (1971/1989) described ‘technologies of 
self’, where identity is constructed according to complex and elaborate structures into 
which we are socialised. Many of these become so habitual or naturalised that we fail 
to see their influences until we distance ourselves from them through a critical 
reflexivity. We are now wholly familiar with ‘self help’ techniques, for example, for 
shaping an identity. Foucault (1971/1989) points out that such self-help 
‘technologies’ were developed as early as the late Greek / Roman eras, where 
manuals for ‘care of the self’ were popular.    
How then we will authentically ‘know’ the Other? The novelist Marcel Proust (1949) 
suggests that this is through the imaginative power of art (such as literature), where 
we can encounter the thoughts and emotions of another. Emmanuel Levinas (1969) 
and Jacques Derrida (1999) in particular warn against the apparent ease of such an 
empathy model. They stress that the moment otherness is articulated in positive 
terms it is drawn into the orbit of the self-same whereby its ‘alterity’ is eclipsed 
(Levinas 1969: 121). In other words, the Other is different and this difference is 
precisely what illuminates the limitations of selfsame. 
For Levinas and Derrida, hospitality towards the Other is ideally unconditional, the 
ethical obligation infinite and to prevent converting and vitiating the Other, defined by 
and for itself, into an Other-than-self, they contend that otherness must always be 
recognized as Altogether-Other. On these grounds, then, ethically relating to the 
Other and the literary attempt to narrate, recognize, and understand the Other are 
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mutually exclusive courses of action since in the process of describing and grasping 
otherness, one is also producing it, and reshaping it to reflect one’s own image.  
Travel can offer a refreshing antidote to the disabling inertia generated by the fear of 
projecting the selfsame into Others and thus infringing and distorting the Other’s 
being. Importantly, on account of the limited access to Other minds, imagination 
becomes a precondition for transcending mere polite empathy when travelling. This 
is what can render travel writing a quintessentially imaginative activity. Instead of 
seeing a single world, that of our own, Proust contends that it is by virtue of art (and 
in my argument travel), that “we see […] multiplied” worlds “differing more widely 
from each other than those which roll round the infinite.” (Proust 1949: 247).  
Postmodern geographer Edward Soja (1989, 1996) offers an ontology of spatiality 
(along time and sociality) with no boundary between the real and the constructed, 
knowing that both are material/ideological forces. Soja notes how Michel Foucault 
(1971/1989) uses the term heterotopia to describe spaces of otherness, 
simultaneously physical and mental, such as the space of a phone call or the 
moment when you see yourself in the mirror. These are places and spaces that 
function in non-hegemonic conditions. Soja plays closest attention to the work of 
French Marxist urban sociologist Henri Lefebvre (author of The Production of Space, 
1974) through his concept of spatial trialectics. Soja develops the term thirdspace. 
These are spaces that are both real and imagined. Soja (1996) states that in 
thirdspace:  
 
everything comes together […] subjectivity and objectivity, the abstract and the 
concrete, the real and the imagined, the knowable and the unimaginable, the 
repetitive and the differential, structure and agency, mind and body, consciousness 
and the unconscious, the disciplined and the transdisciplinary, everyday life and 
unending history. (Soja 1996: 57). 
 
Further,  
 
I define Thirdspace as an-Other way of understanding and acting to change the 
spatiality of human life, a distinct mode of critical spatial awareness that is 
appropriate to the new scope and significance being brought about in the rebalanced 
trialectices of spatiality–historicality–sociality. (Soja 1996 : 57). 
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Thirdspace is a transcendent concept that is constantly expanding to include ‘an-
Other’. Thirdspace is a radically inclusive concept that encompasses epistemology, 
ontology, and historicity in continuous movement beyond dualisms and toward an-
Other. Importantly, thirdspace enables the contestation and re-negotiation of 
boundaries and cultural identity. Soja (1996) explains, “thirding produces what might 
best be called a cumulative trialectics that is radically open to additional otherness, to 
a continuing expansion of spatial knowledge.” (Soja 1996: 61). 
 
In Soja’s model, firstspace refers to the directly experienced world of empirically 
measurable and mappable phenomena. Secondspace is more subjective and 
imagined, more concerned with images and representations of spatiality - more 
idealistic than materialistic. Soja (1999) writes 
 
If Firstspace is seen as providing the geographer’s primary empirical text, then 
Secondspace represents the geographer’s major ideational and ideological 
‘discourses’, the ways we think and write about this text and about geography 
(literally ‘earth-writing’) in general. Thirdspace (as Lived Space) is simultaneously (1) 
a distinctive way of looking at, interpreting, and acting to change the spatiality of 
human life; (2) an integral, if often neglected, part of the trialectics of spatiality, 
inherently no better or worse than Firstspace or Secondspace approaches to 
geographical knowledge; (3) the most encompassing spatial perspective, comparable 
in scope to the richest forms of the historical and sociological imaginations; (4) a 
strategic meeting place for fostering collective political action against all forms of 
human oppression; (5) a starting point for new and different explorations that can 
move beyond the ‘third term’ in a constant search for other spaces; and still more to 
come. (Soja 1999: 269). 
 
Soja (1999) cites the work of feminist and post-colonial critics, notably bell hooks 
(Gloria Jean Watkins) exploring the cultural politics of class, race and gender from a 
radical postmodernist perspective: 
 
Drawing inspiration and insight from the works of both Lefebvre and Foucault, she 
creatively enriches our understanding of lived space by infusing it with a radical 
cultural politics and new political strategies to deal with the multiple axes of 
oppression built around race, class and gender. Although she speaks specifically as 
a radical woman of colour, her words resonate with much broader implications for 
contemporary politics as well as for the practice of human geography. hooks does 
this is part by empowering lived space with new communicative meaning and 
strategic significance. For hooks, lived space and what I would describe as a 
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Thirdspace consciousness provide a new political grounding for collective struggles 
against all forms of oppression, whatever their sources and at whatever geographical 
scale they are expressed, from the intimacies of the human body (what the poet 
Adrienne Rich once called the ‘geography closest in’) to the entrapments built in to 
the global political economy. (Soja 1999: 270). 
This research engages with Haïti as Other, but not presented as a monolithic, 
homogenous category. Haïti as ‘case’ illustrates how the forms and processes of 
otherness unevenly emerge and are enmeshed in intersections of social and material 
relations. In Haïti, boundaries marking difference alternately congeal, liquefy, and 
blend together in a variety of ways. Accordingly, it becomes impossible to isolate an 
othered component as such, rather, otherness is conceptualised as a provisional 
nodal point consisting of numerous and dynamic interfaces that cut diagonally across 
various parameters. Intermodal writing attempts to capture this dynamic.  
I draw on my own reservoir of accumulated life experiences (in travel and surfing) not 
to assimilate but to approach the Other. Although each individual life history is 
contextually specific, unique, and thus would, on the face of it, inhibit identically 
feeling what the Other feels, Arne Johan Vetlesen (1994) argues that one does not 
need “to feel the Other’s feeling” (Vetlesen 1994: 8) but to grasp “how the Other 
experiences the situation he or she is in.” (Vetlesen 1994: 8). Neither does empathy 
presuppose nor demand that the Other be identical to myself. Empathy, as opposed 
to identification, Vetlesen maintains, recognises “the otherness of two persons, of 
their difference and distinctness as something to be maintained rather than 
annulled.” (Vetlesen 1994: 204). But empathy can become technique and must be 
transcended. This is the heart of Levinas’ approach, where relating to the Other 
ethically is always a horizon of possibility whose limits have been historically dictated 
by the Holocaust.  
When returning home from travel (to Haïti), however, I might not be the same as 
before I embarked on the journeys described in this thesis, in sharing the experiential 
lives of Others, and of Other places, since it entails a risk: not simply the risk that the 
Other is rendered selfsame, but the becoming-other of the same in the act of 
identification, a risk that I (as traveller) am touched, affected, and emerge 
transformed. How I relate to the Other, then, is not merely a matter of knowing, but a 
matter of feeling. Travel may be cast as a technology of self but, as I argue 
throughout the thesis, the Other that I encounter in ‘deep’ travel and surfing, and the 
subsequent writing based on these activities, is not just human but encompasses 
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place (coastscape) and imagination (a geographical imagination discussed in the 
following chapter). Travel is an amalgam of the Others of both known and unusual or 
foreign artefacts, both known and unusual or foreign ideas and concepts, and Other 
persons.  
Levinas’s work reveals the danger inherent in a confrontation between self and 
Other, raising the question of how two distinct beings can survive an encounter 
without some sort of annihilation. If I employ a sympathetic model of relating to the 
Other in Haïti, I risk merely converting the Other into a duplicate of myself. And yet I 
also risk losing what defines myself as a distinct being. Levinas asks,  
“how, in the alterity of a you, can I remain I?” (and) “how can a being enter into 
relation with the Other without allowing its very self to be crushed by the Other?” 
(Levinas 1991: 77).  
Again, this is an ethical dilemma. Given the ethical pitfalls that emerge in an 
encounter with the Other, this whole project inevitably runs into problems concerning 
language and representation. I do my utmost to clarify terms employed and 
theoretical frames explored. I also advocate a borderless world where travel and 
cultural exchange celebrate difference at different scales: personalities, a close-knit 
family unit, a cultural expression, a historical legacy, and a surfing coastscape.  
I am not exploring or debating why people travel, nor the direct relationship between 
the experience and the writing of the journey. However, I recognise the vast body of 
work constituting the genre of travel writing that engages with otherness, ranging 
from Herodotus to Lonely Planet guides. Literary forms include tales of exploration, 
ships’ logs, private journals and letters and magazine articles. As travellers write 
about their experiences, they reveal place, personality, circumstances and 
prejudices. Places are inherently remote from the writer’s home and the people who 
inhabit these. Critics who have written about travel and ethnography - Edward Said 
(1978), Mary Louise Pratt (1992), Chandra Mohanty (1991) and Gillian Rose (1993) 
among others - have described the pervasive Western gaze and point of view that 
infuses the narratives of travellers. Inevitably, travel accounts and inherent survival 
stories, outfitted in gear named after places that were once among the world’s most 
inaccessible (Patagonia, The North Face), demand catastrophe - instances where 
everything goes wrong and the traveller is again traversing terra incognita. However, 
the terra incognita in this research is clear: mapping the surfing potential of Haïti. I do 
this as a surfer and writer who has an academic background in geography and 
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embraces both the cultural and the physical faces of geography. I hope to remain 
true to the descriptor that literally means ‘writing out the Earth’. 
It is over 400 years since Shakespeare (1610-11/2007) wrote The Tempest. A crew 
is shipwrecked on Prospero’s island. The wise old counselor Gonzalo, aligned with 
the banished Prospero, perceives the island as having sweet air and sees a 
paradise. His unwelcome companions, who have usurped Prospero’s position, only 
smell foul air and see a swamp. Gonzalo notes the lush grass and how the sea has 
freshened and not stained their clothes, where the others, the doubters and sceptics, 
have salt on their garments and feel damp and uncomfortable. Prospero says: ‘Here 
is every thing advantageous to life’ and discusses his vision for an ideal state, a 
commonwealth, where people would have wealth in common and there would be 
neither ‘riches’ nor ‘poverty’ nor ‘use of service’ or ‘sovereignty’ - in other words, 
neither autocracy nor hierarchy. Shakespeare’s reference is to the newfound land of 
‘Virginia’ just being settled in his time - that promised utopia. Gonzalo’s musings, and 
recall that Shakespeare lived in a monarchy where the monarch’s will was absolute, 
were about the values of democracy. This was radical stuff, given the political 
climate. The search for a utopian society involved a radical equality, where the Other 
must not be enslaved. Gonzalo is a role model, who stepped on to the unknown 
island and immediately tasted its raw gifts and expressed gratitude.		
Martinique born French-Caribbean poet Aimé Césaire’s 1969 play Une Tempête 
offers a postcolonial perspective on Shakespeare’s The Tempest, further exploring 
issues of race, power, and decolonisation. Prospero is a white master, while Ariel is a 
mulatto and Caliban a black slave. Césaire emphasizes the importance of the people 
who inhabited the island before the arrival of Prospero and his daughter Miranda: 
Caliban and Ariel. Prospero has enslaved both, though Caliban was the ruler of the 
island before Prospero's arrival. Caliban and Ariel react differently to their situation. 
Caliban favours revolution over Ariel's non-violence, and rejects the imposition of 
Prospero's colonising language. At the end of the play, Prospero grants Ariel his 
freedom, but retains control of the island and of Caliban. This is a notable departure 
from Shakespeare's version, in which Prospero leaves the island with his daughter 
and the men who were shipwrecked. This is a poignant reminder that, unlike the 
American and French Revolutions, the Haïtian Revolution was the first in a modern 
state to implement human rights universally and unconditionally. Haïti and the 
Haïtian Revolution is therefore of vital importance in thinking today about the urgent 
problems of social justice, human rights, imperialism and human freedom. 
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In the following section I introduce Haïti’s culture through a narrative history. I 
discuss the 2010 earthquake, the Haïtian Revolution (1791-1804), Vodou, the 
anthropology of Maya Deren (1953), the oceanographic potential for surfing, and the 
political context of the nation before arrival for the first practice based fieldtrip in May 
2011.  
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1.3 Haïti 
 
	
Figure 6 Map of Haïti. 
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In January 2010 Haïti’s geological fault line slipped and released a catastrophic 
earthquake, epicentred in Léogâne, south of the capital Port-au-Prince. The east-
west Enriquillo had not ruptured for two hundred years, the seismic tension 
measuring 7 on Richter’s scale. Haïti’s 2010 earthquake has been reported as ‘one 
of the greatest humanitarian disasters of the early twenty-first century’ (Dubois 2011). 
Survivors in Port-au-Prince described “blood all over, everybody totally freaked out. 
Shaken. The sky grey with dust.” (Rowley and Perse, 2010). Even the most 
experienced emergency relief workers were aghast at “the smell of death, corpses 
piled everywhere.” (Brice 2010).  
 
The streets became mortuaries, with bodies entombed in the rubble. Hospitals 
collapsed. The wounded were treated on the pavements. At a Médicins Sans 
Frontières field site, surgeons performed thirty operations per day (Mims 2010). 
News features reported bodies tangled in such grotesque poses that they beggared 
the imagination. One journalist (Mims) wrote:  
 
There are no metaphors. It needs no comparisons. It is alone in the universe. Until 
you're here, walking the streets of this graveyard of a city, you can never fully 
appreciate it. (Mims 2010). 
 
Corpses gathered, waiting for families to identify them, while free hands, volunteers 
and military hauled them away, in tap-taps (decorated Haïtian buses) or by foot, to 
mass burial sites. Baron Samedi, the Vodou patron of death, was beguiled. 
 
The seismic shock waves surfaced at Léogâne, and then reverberated through 
Grande Goave and Jacmel. The force was so precise that the national palace 
fractured, elegantly, as if carefully planned. Wherever the ground was soft and 
sedimentary, the foundations of buildings liquefied. Cinder block and concrete 
neighbourhoods collapsed whole. High-rises, the UN headquarters, universities, 
ministries and churches were paralyzed. Murals at the Sainte Trinite Cathedral were 
knocked down. The Centre d-Art gallery and museum that started Haïti’s naïve art 
movement in the 1940s (discussed later) was wrecked. Saint Trinite music school 
crumbled, instruments were lost, and students killed or maimed. Thousands of 
paintings and sculptures - valued in the tens of millions of dollars - were destroyed or 
badly damaged in collectors’ homes and government ministries. Cracks became 
contagious. Prisons cracked open like walnut shells and men roamed free who might 
themselves have cracked open safes, skulls, or shipments to make crack cocaine. 
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The port was ruined, and coral bulged above the sealine. Half of Port-au-Prince’s 
buildings were wiped out. No one knew exactly how many people lived in the capital - 
at least two million. 250,000 died, with over one million homeless (Wearne 2012). 
 
Haïtian surfers (with whom surfexplore had developed dialogue via private Facebook 
groups) Russell and Vadim Behrmann and their families came through unscathed. 3 
They explained how much of Port-au-Prince slept under tattered sheets. Parks filled 
with tarps held up by sticks, and food lines stretched while supplies waned. In these 
sprawling survivor camps, Russell and Vadim noted how the smell of rotting flesh 
mingled with human waste. “The coordination of relief was an impossible challenge,” 
said Russell. “With a gloated runway and defunct port, aid had to be delivered via 
road from the Dominican Republic. Later, adding insult to injury, there was a cholera 
outbreak. Malevolent Baron Samedi smiled. The city appeared to implode and 
suffocate. But there was hope through an abundant, irrepressible Haïtian spirit. ‘Let’s 
get on with it because tomorrow is another day.’ Petionville, a community in Port-au-
Prince, survived. The national Prestige brewery was in tact, and switched to the 
production and distribution of water.”  
 
News coverage reproduced and upheld long-standing stereotypes and narratives of 
Haïti and Haïtians as ‘in need of aid’. In response to these representations, Haïtian 
anthropologist Gina Athena Ulysse (2012: 21) embarked on an ethnography (Why 
Haiti Needs New Narratives: A Post-Quake Chronicle) to celebrate Haïtian culture, 
where, according to the Haïtian proverb, Tout moun se moun, men tout moun pa 
menm - All people are human, but all humans are not the same. 
 
Haïtian news is commonly spread via telejiol - telemouth or ‘word-of-mouth’ - recently 
extended to Facebook and Twitter. Following the earthquake, ‘crisis-mapping’ 
through street-level Tweets was the most accurate pointer for the relief effort. A 
Boston-based PhD student, Patrick Meier, mapped these Tweets live from Port-au-
Prince. “The contour of the Tweets,” Vadim explained, “offered a distinct narrative 
that described devastation but also hope through mapping supplies of water, 
medicine and shelter linked to road access.” Meier used an open source mapping 
technology called Ushahidi, Swahili for ‘witness’. The following night, fellow Boston 
students helped to build The Ushahidi Haïti Crisis Map.  
 																																																								
3 Russell and Vadim own Berhmann Motors. The following statements refer to an interview with Russell and Vadim 
durfing fieldtrip one in 2011. 
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Port-au-Prince, however, had not been fully mapped by Google - but in just three 
weeks, 1.4 million ‘crowd-sourced’ edits helped produce the most detailed Open-
Source-Street-Map of Port-au-Prince compiled. Digicel secured a free SMS number 
(4636 … 4 and 3, in Haïtian folkore, are the spirit Ogoun’s numbers, 6 is the spirit 
Chango) that allowed anyone in Haïti to text urgent information and locations. 4 
These creole messages demanded the attention of the Boston-based Haïtian 
diaspora, translating into mind maps of street-level topography, and this in turn 
inspired Port-au-Prince radio stations to accelerate a crisis-mapping response via 
telejiol - again, ‘telemouth’ or the community chain of story. This geo-linguistic model 
quickly became established as a cross-communication benchmark for future 
humanitarian crises. As a consequence, young Haïtians were consulted and 
employed to advise the crisis-mapping exercise through the Digital Humanitarian 
Network and Standby Volunteer Task Force in post-typhoon Haiyan (the Philippines) 
in 2013. 
 
Thankfully, there was no tsunami in Haïti. The Enriquillo is a ‘strike slip’ fault, 
comparable to the San Andreas in California, where two pieces of the Earth's crust 
slide by each other in opposite directions (Summerfield 1991). In contrast, the 
‘Boxing Day earthquake’ in Sumatra, Indonesia occurred along a subduction fault, 
where plate boundaries push against one another, displacing enough water to 
release a tsunami that killed 230,000 across eighteen countries (Marks 2007). Japan 
also sits alongside a subduction fault, a mega-quake (above 8 on the Richter scale) 
releasing the tsunami that devastated the northeast coast in 2011. Offshore from 
Japan the Pacific plate collides violently with a confluence of plate boundaries. The 
Caribbean is a similarly complex and aggravated tectonic jigsaw, and Haïti has a 
subduction zone to the northeast, where the North American and Caribbean plates 
have formed the rugged mountains that define Ayiti’s (‘land of mountains’ in the 
native Taino (Arawak) language) landscape.  
 
Living on the fault line is as much a part of Haïtian life as it is for the Californians and 
Japanese. In fact, eight out of ten of the world’s most populated cities are sited on 
earthquake zones. This has a long history - metals are closer to the earth’s surface 
at these points and so early civilizations settled here to mine, and these settlements 
grew. California’s geological instability seems to have formulated a culture of 
psychological insecurity, transmuted through the Hollywood disaster movie, the 																																																								4 Loa of metal and thunder respectively. 
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rollercoaster ride and the proliferation of extreme adrenaline sports (such as surfing, 
skateboarding, snowboarding, motocross and freestyle climbing), noted for their 
individualism. In the more hierarchical and disciplined culture of Japan, you would 
not necessarily expect the individualism of extreme adrenaline sports to thrive. Yet 
there is craze for such extreme sports, simulating California. Is there something in 
living on a fault line that incites risk of body and mind and turns people to activities 
such as big wave riding (a topic for further study)?  
 
The Japanese also have a great belief in the transience of the world, in 
impermanence and renewal, perhaps historically determined by the destructive force 
of earthquakes. Surfing sits comfortably in a place that values the importance of both 
nature and innovation, of the given forces of life and of cultural change through 
dialogue. There are two million surfers in Japan (Warshaw 2010). Surfing might not 
currently be prevalent in Haïti, but the religious texture of Vodou (a further 
appreciation of which is developed throughout the intermodal writing) has a great 
deal in common with Japanese Shinto - ‘the way of the gods.’ Both are nature-based 
practices. Today, few Japanese are pure Shintoists, but Shinto habits pervade 
everyday life, from an emphasis on purification to an obsession with austere 
aesthetics and the celebration of the cherry blossom. Deities - ‘kami’ - preside over 
all things in nature, both animate and inanimate (as do loa in Vodou). There is a 
tradition of bringing beauty into everything, from building, to making tea, to social 
manners. Following an ancient habit, temples are completely rebuilt every twenty 
years. Past and present appear to blend seamlessly, so that perhaps even the 
factory workers making electrical items can talk of the spirits in the tube. Along the 
production line there is a sense in which a spirit of the appliance is honoured. This is 
in some ways literally true as we spark the appliance with domestic electricity. 
 
Haïti suffered crippling earthquakes in the eighteenth century, followed by one in 
Kingston, Jamaica in 1907, as the Enriquillo fault line unzipped west. Many 
geologists believe that the region is entering a similar cycle of seismic activity over 
the next fifty years (Harmon 2010). But ’quake-conscious construction has rarely 
registered on the radar in Haïtian history. Importantly, it is collapsing buildings that 
kill and not the shaking earth (although the tsunami presents a wall of water that 
engineering cannot deflect). Mega earthquakes (larger than 8 on the Richter scale) 
hit both Tokyo and San Francisco in the early twentieth century, and the San 
Andreas fault became the spawning ground for the study of seismology (Hamblin and 
Christiansen, 1995). Geologists can never forecast the precise date of an 
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earthquake, but a culture of ‘life safe’ buildings, designed with strong corners to 
survive earthquakes, has become a fundamental principle in all development in 
California and Japan. In contrast, Port-au-Prince grew into a city glutted with hastily 
constructed buildings using cheap concrete with minimal frameworks of robust steel 
rods. The loose sediment foundations then amplified seismic waves to breaking 
point.  
 
Port-au-Prince broke down. Haïti, in fact, was born broke - handicapped by a 
financial burden from France in recognition of independence. Sainte Domingue had 
been one of the richest colonies in the eighteenth century, ripe with sugar cane, 
coffee and indigo, but also dependent on heavy importation of African slaves (Deren 
1953). 5 Treatment was horrific: plantation workers died so fast that France sent 
50,000 slaves a year in the late 1700s (Davis 1985). André Breton (1941/1996) 
described Haïti as a land where the wounds of slavery reopened:  
  
it reopens from all the magnificence of a lost Africa, from the ancestral memory of 
suffering abominable treatment, from the consciousness of a monstrous and forever 
irreparable denial of justice whose victim was a whole community. (Breton 
1941/1996: 195). 
 
In Haïtian folkore, a Vodou priest (houngan) called Boukman empowered a following 
of escaped slaves in 1791, and pledged that with the spirits' help he would liberate 
his people (Allende 2011). Half a million Haïtians were inspired to rebel. The 
uprisings took shape under the leadership of the self-educated slave Toussaint 
L’Ouverture, and after ten years of war, the French fractured and fled. Haïti founded 
independence on a demand for liberty from people whose liberty had been stolen. 
Boukman became a hero, giving special prominence to Vodou. The first free black 
nation could become a symbol for oppressed peoples everywhere.  
 
Nick Nesbitt (2008) argues in Universal Emancipation: The Haitian Revolution and 
the Radical Enlightenment that, unlike the American and French Revolutions (1775-
1785 and 1789-1799), the Haïtian Revolution (1791-1804) was the first in a modern 
state to implement human rights universally and unconditionally (both an intellectual 
and philosophical triumph). Nesbitt explains that the Haïtian Revolution is therefore 
of vital importance when thinking today about social justice, human rights, 																																																								5 In 1767 Sainte Domingue exported 72 million pounds of raw sugar, 51 million pounds of refined sugar, one million 
pounds of indigo and two million pounds of cotton (Dubois 2012). 
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imperialism and human freedom. Nesbitt suggests that in Haïti radical notions of 
Enlightenment inspired not only a total rejection of elite power structures in favour of 
universal egalitarianism, but also a land reform programme that eschewed the 
plantation structure.  
 
An enlightened early leader, Alexandre Petion, was fully committed to modernizing 
the country through land reform, and every Haïtian was given a single acre of land. 
But France imposed a trade blockade. Haïti had to pay indemnity on a staggering 
scale to cover the loss of earnings from destroyed sugar plantations and coffee 
estates. In return for recognising independence, King Charles X forced Haïti to sign a 
treaty proclaiming that they pay the French treasury 150 million francs in gold every 
year as compensation (five times Haïti’s annual export revenue). To put the cost into 
perspective, France had just sold the Louisiana Territory, an area 74 times the size 
of Haïti, to the USA, for 60 million francs (Dubois 2011). 
 
The terms were non-negotiable - the treaty was backed up by a flotilla of French 
warships. Haïti acceded. Haït had little choice. Haït was given a terrible curse - pay 
for freedom, for the next hundred years. Yet against all adversity, Haïtian culture 
crystallized. The agrarian majority, loyal to a subsistence farming lifestyle, developed 
the Creole language (Mabille 1941/1996) and fine-tuned Vodou into a powerful 
syncretic family-spirit religion. As slaves they were forced to practice Catholicism, but 
remained loyal to their African roots (mostly from modern day Nigeria, Benin, Togo 
and Senegal) in secret by cunningly aligning Catholic saints with a pantheon of 
ancient Dahomean, Yoruba and Kongo spirits. 6 It was a resilient New World version 
of ancestral African faith, a spiritual lifeline, a web with two sides - this life and the 
other life - focused not on texts, but on embodied forms of spirits, invoked for moral 
advice and help with daily affairs in an extremely tough existence (Michel 1997).  
 
Following an ethnographic study of Vodou, Michel Leiris (1941/1996) describes the  
 
																																																								6 Vodun (meaning spirit in the Fon - mainly spoken in Benin today - and Ewe - mainly spoken in southeastern Ghana 
and southern Togo today - languages) is practiced by the Ewe people of Ghana and Togo, Gun people of Lagos and 
Ogun in Nigeria, the Kabye people, Mina people, and Fon of Togo and Benin. All these peoples belong to Gbe 
speaking ethnic groups of West Africa. It is the main source of religions with similar names found among the African 
Diaspora in Haïtian Vodou, Puerto Rican Vodú, Cuban Vodú, Dominican Vodú, Brazilian Vodum and Louisiana 
Voodoo. All of these closely related faiths are syncretized with Christianity to various degrees and with the traditional 
beliefs of the Kongo people (also referred to as the Congolese, and a Bantu ethnic group who live along the Atlantic 
coast of Africa from Pointe-Noire to Luanda, Angola) and Indigenous American (Arawak) traditions. 	
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houngan and mambo (as) names given to the priest and priestess. (The) houmfar 
(as) Vodou sanctuary, with its outbuildings constituting their habitation of a priest a 
priestess, or a household of priest and priestess. […]. Each spirit has its ‘resting 
place’, a tree or a plant considered to be its preferred dwelling place. […]. Each loa 
(spirit god) has a veve, an emblematic drawing specific to it which is traced on the 
ground for each ceremony in which it is invoked. (Leiris 1941/1996: 271). 
 
Michel Leiris’ (1941/1996) explains the etiquette at the start of a ceremony:  
 
the twisting greetings […] an action expressed by the verb ‘to turn’, carried out by all 
the initiates and distinguished guests, everything done in time, to the rhythm dictated 
by the orchestra. (Leiris’ 1941/1996 : 322). 
 
Pierre Mabile’s (1941/1996) in The Jungle: A Night on the Haitian Plain notes a 
Vodou ceremony with:  
 
everyone dancing […] tensing each and every part of their body to prepare to receive 
the god. Legba is invoked, the god of the barrier and the door, he who precedes the 
other introduces the spirits into the presence of the people […] The houngan, 
approximating the dance steps so as to catch the rhythm, completes his ritual duties. 
(Mabile 1941/1996: 300). 
 
Hendrik Cramar (1941/1996) adds:  
 
when someone dies, the houngan is immediately called to extract the loa. The soul 
has gone, but the loas are still attached to the mortal remains. These loas should be 
extracted so that the body may return to the mother in a virgin state. A ceremony 
takes place before the corpse is embalmed. This ceremony is done by the houngan 
among his intimate friends. Some of the relatives and friends present reply to his 
chant by performing a backwards dance around the corpse. They have their backs 
bent and hold a stick between their legs. (Cramar 1941/1996: 311). 
 
Haïti is celebrated (Deren 1953, Acker 1978, Davis 1985) for communing with traces 
as ghosts who are simply on the other side of a curtain that itself is a trace, a 
memory, last week’s storm, yesterday’s winds. 
 
One of the leading ethnographic works on Haïti (and considered a definitive source 
on Vodou) is Maya Deren’s Divine Horsemen: Living Gods of Haïti (1953) 
edited by Mythologist Jospeh Campbell. In the editor’s forward Campbell explains 
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how Haïti can capture the imagination to, metaphorically, ‘get under the skin’ of the 
researcher: 
 
When the anthropologists arrive, the gods depart.” So declares, I am told, a Haitian 
proverb. Maya Deren, on the other hand, was an artist: therein, the secret of her 
ability to recognize “facts of the mind” when presented through the “fictions” of 
mythology. Her avantgarde films, composed before her first trip to Haiti […] had 
already testified to her understanding of the pictorial script of dream, vision, and 
hallucination. As she describes in her preface, she went first to Haiti as an artist, 
thinking to make a film in which Haitian dance should be a leading theme. But the 
manifestations of rapture that there first fascinated and then seized her transported 
her beyond the bounds of any art she had ever known. She was open, willing and 
respectfully, to the messages to that speechless deep, which is, indeed, the 
wellspring of the mysteres. And so it was that when I first met her, just following her 
plunge into what she has named, in her last chapter, “The White Darkness,” she was 
in a state of high exaltation - which even increased in force through the following 
three years of her sobering toil in the shaping and writing of this book. (Campbell 
1953, in Deren: xiv).  
 
Maya Deren also made a 52 minute long documentary (Divine Horsemen: The Living 
Gods of Haiti (1985) edited and produced by Teiji Itō and Cherel Winett Itō) visually 
exploring dance and possession in Vodou, shot between between 1947 and 1954. 
Most of the film consists of bodies in motion during Vodou rituals. The Vodou 
pantheon of deities, or loa, are introduced as living gods, actually taking possession 
of their devotees. Also featured are rara celebrations (street music often performed 
after carnival). Deren (born 1917 as Eleanora Derenkowsky in Kiev, Ukraine) 
advocated experiential filmmaking. She had closely studied the ethnographic footage 
of English anthropologist Gregory Bateson in Trance and Dance in Bali (1952) and 
travelled to Haïti with funding from a Guggenheim fellowship. Importantly, Deren was 
initiated into Vodou, and thus given privileged access with her camera. Deren wrote: 
 
This soul may achieve the status of a loa, a divinity, and become the archetypal 
representative of some natural or moral principle. As such, it has the power to 
displace temporarily the gros-bon-ange of a living person and become the animating 
force of his physical body. This psychic phenomenon is known as ‘possession’. The 
actions and utterances of the possessed person are not the expression of the 
individual, but are the readily identifiable manifestations of the particular loa or 
archetypal principle. Since it is by such manifestations that the divinities of the 
pantheon make known their instructions and desires and exercise their authority, this 
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phenomenon is basic to Voudoun, occurs frequently, and is normal both to the 
religion and to the Haitians. (Deren 1953 : 38). 
 
Anthropologists Melville Herkovitz and Harold Courlander (in Nichols 2001) 
acknowledged the importance of Deren's methodology because, “Vodou has resisted 
all orthodoxies, never mistaking surface representations for inner realities.” 
(Herkovitz and Courlander 2001, in Nichols: 225). 
 
In An Anagram of Ideas on Art, Form, and Film (1946) Deren wrote: 
 
The ritualistic form treats the human being not as the source of the dramatic action, 
but as a somewhat depersonalized element in a dramatic whole. The intent of such 
depersonalization is not the deconstruction of the individual; on the contrary, it 
enlarges him beyond the personal dimension and frees him from the specializations 
and confines of personality. He becomes part of a dynamic whole which, like all such 
creative relationships, in turn, endow its parts with a measure of its larger meaning. 
(Deren 1946: 7). 
 
By the twentieth century urban Haïti (for example, Port-au-Prince, Cap Haïtien, 
Jeremie and Jacmel) had developed art movements blending West African, 
European and native Taino (Arawak) influences, a rising intellectual class, and 
thriving street music (known as rara), electrifying unlit cities with sparks of sound 
from bamboo horn processions. The proliferation of Port-au-Prince’s gingerbread 
houses - ornate and intricate with steeply pitched roofs - became iconic. Travel writer 
Graham Greene (1966) described “the fantastic nineteenth century architecture of 
Port-au-Prince.” (Greene 1966: 16). 
 
Despite the distinguished urban cultures in Cap Haïtien, Jerome and Jacmel, Haïti 
was largely a rural society. Haïtian doctor and student Pierre Mabile (1941/1996) in 
The Haitian Panorama thus described 1940s Haïti:  
 
twenty miles or so from the towns and especially from the capital […] the long lines of 
barefoot women, balancing their heavy basket on their heads. They go their way 
singing, chatting, laughing and even dancing, never settling down their enormous 
loads which do nothing to diminish the suppleness of their gait. They walk like this for 
hours, days, nights, years, their whole lives. If I had to leave Haïti for good, the image 
I would retain of it would certainly be that of these women walking the length of 
eternity, descending the footpaths, effortlessly scaling the highest peaks, winding 
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across the plain, taking with them mountains of herbs, carrots, sweet potatoes, 
cabbages, pineapples, baskets of poultry, piles of hats, stacks of chairs, cans of mils. 
(Mabile 1941/1996: 348). 
 
In the 1940s an American watercolourist and Quaker called DeWitt Peters, objecting 
against the Second World War, moved to Port-au-Prince to teach painting. He was 
so inspired by the richly decorated tap-taps (local buses) and the raw artistic 
expression he saw on every corner, that he founded the Centre d’Art to organize and 
promote untrained artists (L’Art en Haïti, 1950). André Breton (Breton et al, 2002), 
the French writer, poet and Surrealist, visited a year later and advocated the work of 
Hector Hyppolite, which, according to Breton, ‘carried the stamp of total authenticity.’ 
Hyppolite was a houngan who painted still lives and Vodou spirits with chicken 
feathers. His work was proudly exhibited at an UN-sponsored exhibition in Paris in 
the late 1940s.  
 
Rene Depestre explains (1941/1996) how:  
 
during the inter-war period surrealism, under Breton’s dazzling authority, had effected 
a veritable revolution in poetry and modern art (in Haïti). It’s refreshing mythology, 
irrigated with a sense of the marvellous, had given pride of place to love and humour 
as well as to revolt and tenderness, which were called upon to fill (in men’s minds 
and behaviour alike) the prime positions in modernity’s values, in the face of the 
formidable political and social realities of a world constituted around the power of 
money alone, set up everywhere as raison d’Etat and as the decisive criterion of 
civilization itself. (Depestre 1941/1996: 176).  
 
Haïti’s leading Centre d-Art artists, such as Prefete Duffaut, Gesner Abelard and 
Rigaud Benoit, were invited to paint murals on the interior of the Sainte Trinite 
Cathedral in Port-au-Prince (reduced to rubble in the 2010 earthquake). Wilson 
Bigaud, a specialist at depicting the energy of cockfights, market vendors, baptism 
parties and rara bands, transformed the Marriage at Cana (usually a starchy, formal 
affair as Christ turned water into wine) by adding a pig, rooster and two drummers. 
Jesus got rhythm in a syncretic Vodou transgression! 
 
In The Haitian Turn: Haiti, the Black Atlantic, and Black Transnational Consciousness 
 Celucien Joseph (2015) discusses the role the Haïtian Revolution had in the 
construction of Black Internationalism and Black Atlantic intellectual culture in the first 
half of the twentieth century. Parallels are drawn with the Harlem Renaissance 
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through shared ideologies and confluences, celebrating Haïti’s visual and literary 
culture. 
 
Despite the urban movements in art and literature, Haïti remained economically and 
politically vulnerable, creating a void to be filled by insensitive, power-mad strongmen 
draining the country’s remaining resources for their own pet schemes. Debt 
repayments were still swallowing nearly the whole of the national budget. Haïti had to 
take out loans from US banks at extortionate rates and inadvertently entered a pact 
with the rising imperial power in the region. The US soon occupied Haïti, ensuring 
debt repayments, then setting up the Haïtian Armed Forces. 
  
The US occupation paved the way for one of the great misrepresentations of Haïti - a 
cartoonish version of Vodou introduced by W. B. Seabrook’s best selling book Magic 
Island (1929), which inspired the first (of many) Hollywood zombie films. “She was 
not alive…nor dead…just a White Zombie” proclaimed the poster of the trendsetter, 
White Zombie (1932). Murder Legendre, the evil witch doctor, portrays Vodou as 
sinister sorcery, performed to seduce innocent young women. In stark contrast, 
Vodou served as a lifeline for Haïtians - an idiosyncratic and syncretic religion of 
survival in an insecure climate, guaranteeing that black African influences could 
flourish within imperialist trappings. Illness is healed with herbs, the help of loa 
(spirits) and an open-hearted embrace of many elements of western medicine. Just 
like a family doctor, if a houngon or mambo (priest or priestess) cures a patient, 
people will use them again (Galembo 1998/2005, Deren 1953).  
 
In the late 1950s a physician called Francois ‘Papa Doc’ Duvalier was democratically 
elected as president. A student of history and sociology, he was troubled by the fact 
that Haïti had experienced sixty-nine revolutions in fifty years. 7 Haïtian politics had 
been marred through invasions and assassinations. Papa Doc was also a diabetic 
and subject to extreme fluctuations in mood (Gold 1986). In a spate of paranoia he 
disbanded the army and formed a private paramilitary death squad. Haïtians called 
them the ‘Tonton Macoutes’ after Uncle Gunnysack (Tonton Macoute, the Bogeyman 
in Haïtian Vodou folklore) who took away disobedient children in a hessian 
gunnysack to eat for breakfast. Papa Doc appropriated Vodou traditions to assert a 
brutal authority, rigging elections and self-proclaiming a ‘lifetime presidency’. The 
entanglement with Vodou folklore proved a powerful tool to unleash a ferocious 																																																								7 For a comprehensive narrative history on Haïti between the 1930s and 1960s see Herbert Gold’s (1986) Best 
Nightmare on Earth: A Life in Haïti. 
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sense of order upon the agrarian population. To embody the mythology, the Tonton 
Macoutes armed themselves with machetes and guns, wore straw hats, blue denim 
shirts and sunglasses (just as Uncle Gunnysack had been represented historically). 
They unleashed savagery on any opposition. People who spoke out disappeared, 
were assassinated, or stoned and burned in public. Corpses were put on display, 
hung out on trees like laundry. Kapuściński (1978/2007) noted:  
 
in Duvalier’s Haiti - silence akin to the silence that every mother has when her child 
falls suddenly silent in its room […] a mother knows this silence is bad […] the silence 
is hiding something. (Kapuściński 1978/2007: 189). 
 
Graham Greene’s 1966 novel, The Comedians, captured the despair Haïtians 
endured. The world-weary owner of the ‘Hotel Trianon’ (based on an actual 
nineteenth century mansion turned hotel called the Oloffson with ‘gables and 
balconies and towers’) returns from New York after failing to sell the business, only to 
find a corpse in the pool. Greene (1966) depicts Baron Samedi as Papa Doc.  
 
It was the name some gave to the President […] we dignified his shambling shabby 
figure with the title […] who in the Vodou mythology haunts the cemeteries in his top-
hat and tails, smoking his big cigar. (Greene 1966: 31). 
 
Papa Doc subsequently banned Greene from entering Haïti for life.  
 
Hundreds of thousands of educated middle class Haïtians left the country to emigrate 
to the US, Canada and France, providing a huge drain on the intellectual capital 
(Dubois 2011). This included anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot, a celebrated 
graduate of Port-au-Prince’s Petit Séminaire College Saint-Martial and Ecole 
Normale Superieur, now faced with oppression and forced to continue his academic 
career outside of Haïti, where he became Professor of Anthropology and Social 
Sciences at the University of Chicago. In Silencing the Past: Power and the 
Production of History (1997) Trouillot outlines how he has experienced first hand that 
the recounting of historical ‘truth’ can be manipulated to serve the interests of a 
particular group in power. Faced with repression from the Duvalier regime that 
governed Haïti, in 1968 Trouillot spearheaded a mass exodus of students, artists, 
writers and academics who found refuge in New York. Nevertheless, Trouillot rejects 
the proposition that history is no more than self-justifying propaganda written by the 
‘winners’ of conflict. Rather, he suggests that we can gain a broader and more 
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accurate view of past events by striving to listen to a broader spectrum of voices 
(including the Other). While recognizing that competing groups and individuals may 
lack equal access to modes of communication, Trouillot maintains that the variety of 
voices is there; we simply have to work harder to hear them. To illustrate this point, 
Trouillot examines the untold aspects of the Haïtian independence struggle as well 
as the ongoing conflict over the ‘true’ legacy of Columbus. In 1977 Trouillot’s first 
book Ti dife boule sou Istwa Ayiti explored the origins of the Haïtian slave revolution, 
written in Haïtian Creole, because as Trouillot (1997) explained,  
 
Any historical narrative is a bundle of silences. So we must pay attention to the voice 
of the Other. (Trouillot 1997: 12). 
 
Travel journalist and presenter Alan Whicker conducted an interview in English - 
“Papa Doc: The Black Sheep” - for Whicker’s World in 1969. Papa Doc warned the 
remaining rural and urban (economically) poor:  
 
if you revolt the land will burn, there will be no sunrise and no sunset, just one big 
flame licking the sky. It will be the greatest slaughter in history: a Himalaya of 
corpses. (Duvalier 1969, in Whicker).  
 
There had been a series of attempts on his life lead by political exiles. Duvalier 
proclaimed “I cannot be killed by anyone because I have faith in my destiny.” 
(Duvalier 1969, in Whicker). Duvalier took Whicker into his armoured car for a tour, 
revealing his bent style of governance (handing out wads of money) and the fear 
under which Haïtians were living. One of his few social projects - a new town called 
Duvalier-ville on the outskirts of Port-au-Prince - had run out money. 
 
Papa Doc died in 1971, and his 19-year-old son, Jean-Claude ‘Baby Doc’, took 
power. There was a ray of sunlight, reflected in the fervour of national ‘compas’ 
music. Compas had already flowered in the 1950s before the Duvaliers took power, 
the seed sown by Nemours Jean Baptiste, a Haïtian saxophonist and guitar player 
inspired by Cuban music, meringue and Haïtian big bands. Jean Baptiste’s conga 
player had struck the conga during practice in such a way that a music critic 
remarked ‘a la yon kompa direk papa - what a direct beat’ or compas direk (McAlister 
2002). The distinctive characteristic of compas was the insistent hit from the tambora 
(trap) drum, accompanied by horns, the French accordion and singing in Creole.  
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In the early 1970s a new generation of players mixed rock-an-roll with trap drums 
and horn solos, retaining the slurring accordion style and romantic meringue of 
classic compas. Shleu-Shleu (1974) and Tabou Combo (1975) fused all this with US 
soul, funk and Vodou ceremonial chants. Haïtian music was being celebrated 
globally, and there was even a new national beer, Prestige. Shleu-Shleu (later Shah 
Shah) and Tabou Combo moved to New York, while their popularity spread 
throughout the Caribbean and Europe as ‘world music’ was marketed. Les Shleu-
Shleu percussionists hit the crash cymbals in such a way that they became known 
for a particular drumming template - the bolo bolo - now a permanent addition to the 
compas rhythm. However, ‘Shleu Shleu fever’ cooled down as the ray of sunlight 
following Papa Docs’ death was eclipsed when Baby Doc continued the cycle of 
corruption and human rights abuses.  
 
Under the Duvalier dynasty, Haïti lost one million people (Dubois 2011), mainly 
emigrating (or exiled) to North America. Despite the harsh realities of life in Haïti, 
America politicians warmed to the regime. The Duvaliers offered a stable anti-
communist leadership, an antidote to Fidel Castro in Cuba. Baby Doc implemented a 
neoliberal plan to embrace free trade and open up Haïti to US agribusiness, build 
factories for the multinational textile industry, and set up international tourist resorts. 
Cheap rice flooded in killing off the national market. Later, African swine fever broke 
out in the pig population of the Dominican Republic. Nearly all the rural households in 
Haïti raised the small, black, Creole pig. They were perfectly adapted to the climate, 
ate waste and could survive for days without food. They also helped to keep the soil 
fertile and acted as a savings account to fund funerals, marriages, baptisms, medical 
advice, seeds and school fees. Aid agencies feared the fever would spread into Haïti 
and the US, causing USAID (United States Agency for International Development) to 
enforce an extermination campaign. The Creole pigs were culled and replaced with 
an American farm breed. The newcomers needed clean drinking water (unavailable 
to most of the Haïtian population), imported feed (costing about the same each year 
as the per capita income), and special roofed pigpens. 8 Pig keeping slumped. There 
was an instant drop in enrolment in schools, a decline in protein consumption in rural 
Haïti, and a leeching of soil nutrients and decrease in agricultural productivity 
(Dubois 2011).  
 																																																								
8 Haïti’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 1987 was US$1.95 billion, US$330 per capita, ranking Haïti as the poorest 
country in the Western Hemisphere and as the twenty-seventh most impoverished nation in the world at the time 
(Dubois 2011). 
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An increasing number of rural and urban Haïtians emigrated, hundreds of thousands 
illegally, including ‘boat people’ arriving in Florida. Many went to neighbouring 
Dominican Republic where they worked as cane-cutters suffering conditions of 
modern day slavery, a reminder of the French colonial period and plantation system 
that Haïtians famously rebelled against. 9 Those remaining witnessed the increasing 
opulence of Baby Doc and the continued appropriation of Vodou images as a terror 
technique rather than a cultural treasure. And Haïti’s landscape was deforested. 
Need for wood, fire and shelter only served to accelerate soil erosion at an alarming 
pace. Port-au-Prince grew rapidly and uncontrollably as people left the land.  
 
Haïti became a destination for Protestant missionaries - a spiritual battleground for 
evangelists (Frechette 1998). They arrived as bitter enemies of Vodou, denouncing it 
as ‘devil worship’ and ‘witchcraft, which is contrary to the Gospel,’ attempting to turn 
back centuries of tradition by clogging up the semi-permeable membrane separating 
Haïtians from their spirit ancestors. But Protestantism also came with capitalism as a 
partner. The German sociologist Max Weber (1904-05/2001) had made a remarkable 
proposition - that the history of capitalism was intimately tied with the history of 
Protestantism. Protestants were encouraged to make something of their lives, follow 
the frontier spirit, to become ‘self-made men.’ Business was the focus for self-
realisation and self-sufficiency. But businesses made profits and grew. Protestantism 
preached that you could not spend profits on yourself - any excess had to be either 
saved or invested back in the business (therefore making more profit). These new 
capitalists salved their consciences by arguing that they were doing good work in 
creating jobs for people. The Protestant work ethic was linked with the notion of the 
‘Protestant Elect’ - that hard work aligned with being frugal guaranteed entry to 
heaven on death. Capitalism and the Protestant work ethic were closely aligned.   
 
Haïtians were peze souse - squeezed and sucked. But this impoverishment inspired 
the workers, urban poor and their spirit revolutionaries to rise up as a mass 
movement know as Lavalas. It drove Baby Doc from power in 1986. He fled to live in 
exile in France. A widespread dechoukaj uprooted the most oppressive elements of 
the former regime and liberated the Vodou religion from its entanglements with the 
government. There were months of intense public celebration as rara bands reigned 
																																																								9 For a resource network on modern day slavery of Haïtians in the Dominican Republic see 
http://www.wilderutopia.com/international/humanity/dominican-republic-modern-day-sugarcane-slavery/ 
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supreme (McAlister 2002). Unable to do so under the Duvaliers, musicians reclaimed 
traditional Vodou folk rhythms, lyrics, and instrumentation.  
 
Social reform uncorked fizzing movements based around an upbeat and rhythmic 
Vodou, punk-rock, and dance-based music known as mizik rasin - roots music. In a 
new style, roots bands cemented the Vodou cool rada rhythms associated with Africa 
and fast and hot petwo rhythms that spoke of an emergent New World with electric 
guitars sounds. Layers of horn and drum riffs, rara trumpet tones, keyboards, bass, 
multiple vocalists and worksong melodies were added. Most lyrics were written in 
Creole, exploring Vodou poetry, ballads and prayers on themes of spying and 
betraying, feeling lost or estranged, the need for judgement and justice, or the urge 
to reconnect with an ancestral homeland, or a particular loa. The lead singer of 
leading roots band RAM (1992), Richard Morse (discussed later), became so 
involved in Vodou through his music that he became a houngan (a male priest in 
Vodou). Exploring Vodou drumming templates, Pierre Mabile (1941/1996) explains:  
 
a closer analysis of the beating of these drums proves that the rhythm is obtained by 
the interweaving of different measures, just as, in the life of a human organism, the 
individuals rhythm springs from the composition of the particular measures of its 
heart, its breath, its muscular movements, and other deeper, unknown measures. 
(Mabile 1941/1996: 208). 
 
Boukman Eksperyans (1992), Boukan Ginen (2000), RAM (1992), Tropicana and 
Azor were some of the most important roots bands. The movement also attracted the 
Haïtian diaspora, some returning to the country following the downfall of the 
Duvaliers. The energy evoked Port-au-Prince, where the mania of street life and 
imported punk outrage fanned with the calm induced by the sparsely populated 
Haïtian hills. Importantly, roots inherited the weaponry of rara and all the vibrant 
street music of Haïtian carnival, where singers and musicians blow metre-long hollow 
pipes and metal horns to the accompaniment of drums and dancers. The roots sound 
breathed new life into rara and offered a challenge at carnival to politics and 
inequalities. 
 
After the post-Baby Doc euphoria, political violence returned and a series of short-
term governments took power, culminating in the military leadership of General 
Propser Avril. Boukman Eksperyans (recalling the revolutionary houngan Boukman) 
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mixed vibrant dancehall with political agitation. 10 In 1990 they became the first roots 
band to win carnival in Port-au-Prince with ‘Ke'm Pa Sote - My heart doesn’t leap / I 
am not afraid,’ criticising General Propser Avril. 11 The roots music grew in strength 
as it continued to challenge authority. ‘Voye pwen - sending a point’ - as the Haïtians 
say. This is exactly what the post carnival rara bands had always done - chante 
pwen - confront politics. 
 
Although raised in the US, Richard Morse’s mother was a popular Haïtian singer and 
dancer, Emerante de Pradine, and he moved to Port-au-Prince in mid 1980s to 
explore local music. He signed a long-term lease to manage the Hotel Oloffson, then 
a hotel in near ruins, but immortalised as the inspiration for the fictional Hotel Trianon 
in The Comedians (Greene 1966). He hired a dance troupe to play at the hotel and, 
with his wife Lunise, converted them into roots band RAM (for Richard A Morse), 
singing in Creole, French and English. Thursday night performances at The Olofsson 
became a speciality. 
 
While the rock-influenced roots music rose in popularity, compas styles re-emerged 
once again. A cousin of Morse, singer and keyboard player Michel ‘Sweet Micky’ 
Martelly (1997), was at the forefront of the new generation of compas singers, 
looking to Caribbean zouk, soca and salsamusic for inspiration. 12 Sweet Micky 
became a pioneer in a pattering style, using techno-synthesisers and electronic 
instruments, with provocative political lyrics.  
 
The new breed of musicians rallied the democratic movement built around human 
rights and a socialist called Jean-Bertrand Aristide. He targeted corruption in 
business and revealed an apparently sound programme of land reform and social 
equality, improving literacy. He also offered a liberation theology supporting the poor, 
and became a heroic figure to Haïti’s dispossessed. Aristide was elected in 1991 (the 
first democratically since Papa Doc). The mood was hopeful. Roots thrived. The new 
hit was Boukan Ginen’s melodic, up-tempo ‘Pale Pale Ou - You can talk’ celebrating 
the new climate of free speech.  
 
																																																								10 Dancehall is a genre of Jamaican music developed in the 1970s, initially as a more sparse version of reggae, then 
dominated by digital instrumentation in the 1980s (also termed ragga). 
11 Haïtian carnival includes an open competition for music groups and bands to enter a song, with a voting system to 
determine the winner. 12 Zouk is a genre of carnival music originating in Guadeloupe and Martinique. Soca is an offshoot of calypso music 
from Trinidad and Tobago. Salsa refers to Cuban and Puerto Rican dance music.   
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But just seven months later, Aristide was overthrown in a coup d’etat. People were in 
the streets beating telegraph poles with spoons - the characteristic call to rebellion. 
Haïti fell to the feet of Raoul Cedras’ repressive military regime. RAM’s ‘Boat People 
Blues’ was a lament for the refugees who fled in unseaworthy boats following the 
coup (and soon after, New York based Haïtian hip-hop artist Wyclef Jean (2004) 
formed the Fugees, short for ‘refugees’, injected with compas, roots and rara). 
Determined to have a popular roots band playing during carnival, RAM was ordered 
by the regime to perform on the Champs du Mars, a large open park in the centre of 
Port-au-Prince. Before a crowd of tens of thousands they sang a ballad that had 
been in the Haïtian repertoire since 1950s big band, Jazz des Jeunes: ‘Kote moun 
yo? Pa we moun yo - Where are the people? We do not see them.’ It was a parable 
about the president-elect Aristide, now exiled. Soldiers cut off electricity.  
 
Aristide, his leftist political party, Fanmi Lavalas, and his supporters, were persecuted 
by the new regime. Confrontational rara bands were fired on openly. Outspoken 
enemies were stoned to death in the street. Musicians and artists either fled the 
country, or were killed. A trade embargo snipped Haïti off from the outside world. The 
refugee crisis grew. Port-au-Prince became increasingly lawless. Random violence 
and cocaine trafficking was ripe. RAM’s folkloric song, ‘Fey’, describing a leaf falling 
from a tree, became a radio anthem of support for Aristide. The song was banned, 
Morse kidnapped, then released, but told assassins would kill him for a nominal fee. 
 
In the mid 1990s, Bill Clinton won the US presidency. He was (and remains) a firm 
supporter of Haïti, and like the Kennedys before them, the Clintons became 
collectors of Haïtian art (Dubois 2011). Clinton engineered a US military intervention 
to restore Aristide to power under UN peacekeeping forces. Alphonso Lingis (2004) 
visited at the time, witnessing:  
 
the ecstatic reception for Aristide […] a force had surged up […]. It was a force as 
strong as the might of the marines outfitted in battle gear, or the warships anchored 
offshore, of the fighter planes and bombers poised to blacken the sky […] . The force 
of life, of naked life […]. I was lost in them, in the groundswell of their joy. (Lingis 
2004: 174-176). 
 
The Oloffson Thursday nights continued. But while roots bands supported Aristide 
during the years of the Cedras regime (when they promoted values of education and 
health care), like many other Haïtians, they grew disillusioned with the nation's 
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president and his Fanmi Lavalas party. Aristide had changed in exile, now corrupted 
by power - described as ‘another autocrat’ - the very thing he preached against in the 
beginning. But, as Lingis (2004) notes,  
 
The ecstatic reception for Aristide was to be without consequence. The US 
authorities had gotten Aristide to agree to new elections within a year. He would be 
constitutionally ineligible for a second successive term. At year’s end then he left the 
Presidential Palace, abandoned his priesthood, married, and moved into a mansion 
with a swimming pool surrounded by armed guards. The next time the elections came 
around, his followers rigged them such that there was no chance he would not be 
elected and the full Parliament with him. (Lingis 2004: 174-176). 
 
When Aristide aides approached RAM to request favourable songs, Morse refused. 
A newly elected mayor took offense to the lyrics in one of the new hits and 
sabotaged the breaks on RAM’s carnival float, which swerved into the crowd killing 
people and forcing the band to flee.  
 
After radical protest and spiralling violence, Aristide left Haïti in 2004. An interim 
government took over to organize new elections under the UN Stabilization Mission 
(MINUSTAH). Finally, Haïti inaugurated a democratically elected president in 2006 
lead by Rene Preval. By now, Haïti’s political complexity and vulnerability to 
repetitive natural disasters had become a power-magnet for a growing wave of 
privatised NGOs (non-governmental organisations). There are approximately 50,000 
international NGOs competing for about ten billion dollars in funding (Dubois 2011). 
Before the earthquake, over 10,000 were represented in Haïti alone, dubbed ‘The 
Republic of NGOs,’ with more aid groups and charities per capita than any place on 
the planet. After the earthquake a roll call of organisations, volunteers and private 
donations rained in. Armed with good will they worked tirelessly with able-bodied 
locals to start clearing up. By 2012, over 15,000 NGOs were represented in Haïti 
(Podur 2012).  
 
In the post-earthquake chaos, Haïti’s overdue parliamentary elections got started. 
Fanmi Lavalas was excluded. Then, like a returning nightmare, former dictator Baby 
Doc Duvalier appeared from exile on an expired diplomatic passport, the despot's 
first trip since 1986. He was detained and charged with embezzlement. 13 Days later, 
Aristide appeared after years working as a research fellow at the University of South 																																																								13 Jean-Claude Duvalier died of a heart attack in 2014, aged 63. 
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Africa in Pretoria (Podur 2012). It is strange how the elections bought back the 
bogeyman - Duvalier and Aristide. They both hung around on the fringes, in the 
twilight zone, like spirits. 
 
Finally, the elections were concluded. Pop compas singer star Michel ‘Sweet Micky’ 
Martelly was declared Haïtian president, defeating college professor and former first 
lady, Mirlande Manigat. 14 She cast herself as a concerned and wise mother figure to 
soothe Haïti’s ills. Banm Manman - Give Me My Mom - was her slogan; in retrospect, 
perhaps ill conceived for a country that needed to step forward rather than lick its 
wounds. Sweet Micky’s image as a rebellious son bent on shaking up the 
establishment was met with jubilation in the streets of Port-au-Prince. He announced 
reforms for education and agriculture, streamlining delivery of humanitarian aid, and 
restoring law and order by bringing back the Haïtian military, disbanded over a 
decade ago. Before my first fieldtrip, Haïti was celebrating a new wave of hope. But 
Haïti is not an easy ride. There are no tourist trails to follow. Travel and fieldwork 
here operate at another level, where you are reliant upon your own resources, 
wisdom and heart-felt instinct. To put this comment into perspective, in ‘Haiti: a long 
descent to hell’ (2010) travel writer Jon Henley interviews historian and author of Red 
Heat: Conspiracy, Murder and the Cold War in the Caribbean (2012), Alex von 
Tunzelmann:  
 
Among aid workers whom Von Tunzelmann has spoken to, Haiti today is ‘down there 
with Somalia, as just about the worst (most damaged) society on earth. Even in 
Afghanistan, there's a middle class. People aren't living in the sewers.’ As far back as 
the 1950s, she says, Haiti was considered unsustainably overcrowded with a 
population of 3 million; that figure now stands at 9 million. Some 80% of that 
population live below the poverty line. The country is in an advanced state of 
industrial collapse, with a GDP per capita in 2009 of just $2 a day. Some 66% of 
Haitians work in agriculture, but this is mainly small-scale subsistence farming and 
accounts for less than a third of GDP. The unemployment rate is 75%. Foreign aid 
accounts for 30%-40% of the government's budget. There are 80 deaths for every 
1,000 live births, and the survival rate of newborns is the lowest in the western 
hemisphere. For many adults, the most promising sources of income are likely to be 
drug dealing, weapons trading, gang membership, kidnapping and extortion. (Henley 
2010). 
 																																																								14 Michel Martelly’s presidency ended in Febraury 2016. Delayed elections for the new president are underway at the 
time of writing. 	
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However, it is not against this negative commentary, but against the tapestry of 
liberation politics, spiritual invention and musical innovation discussed in this section 
that this research has been shaped. I have been inspired in particular by the ‘grit’ of 
the national psyche of Haïtians who continually re-invent themselves in the face of 
hardship. It is this persistent presence of character that has motivated me on my four 
fieldtrips to Haïti. Although I have not discussed the physical characteristics of Haïti’s 
coastline, the timing of research is dictated by meteorological data archived (from 
1954) online at the National Hurricane Center. 15 In summary, Haïti has a tropical 
climate, with temperatures ranging from 15-25°C during winter and 25-35°C during 
summer. Most rainfall occurs between April and November with a peak during June 
and July. The rain comes from northeast trade winds, causing heavy rainfall to occur 
in the northern plains and the southern peninsula. Average rainfall is 1370mm. There 
are often severe storms during the hurricane season (August - October) when there 
is a risk of floods. Water temperature peaks at 29°C in September and falls to 26°C 
in January and February. Tides are irregular semi-diurnal types and rarely exceed 3 
feet. Haïti has three overlapping swell seasons:  
 
• November to March for the north coast with northeast swells and northeast 
trade winds. During this winter season northeast trade winds and Atlantic 
lows produce almost constant 3 feet swells. Shadowed by the Bahamas and 
the Turks and Caicos islands, northwest to north groundswells have a lower 
impact on Haïti’s north coast than northeast swells. 
• May to September for the south coast with southeast swells and east to 
southeast trade winds. During this summer season the south coast 
experiences regular 3 feet windswells.  
• August to October for hurricane swells, potentially generating storm surges 
and waves above 10 feet.  
 
This meteorological data advises surf travel to the north coast between November 
and March and the south coast between May and September respectively to 
maximise swell consistency. 
 
																																																								
15 The National Hurricane Center is based in Miami, Florida and is part of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration in the US Department of Commerce http://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/ 
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In the following chapter I discuss the theoretical framework of ANT with relation to 
the geographical imagination, the cycle of anabasis and katabasis, intermodal writing 
and the practical activities of travelling and surfing in Haïti. 
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Chapter two 
 
2.0 Theoretical frames and practical activities 
In this chapter I provide context on the theoretical framework of ANT and practical 
activities of travel and surfing in Haïti with relation to the geographical imagination, 
the cycle of anabasis and katabasis, intermodal writing and arēte and kairos. While 
the geographical imagination offers a way to engage with Haïti, St-John Perse’s 1924 
poem Anabasis provides themes for the cycle of travel and the relative merits of 
movement and settlement, or the ebb and flow of what Deleuze and Guattari (2005) 
refer to as the conversation between the ‘smooth’ and ‘striated’. This leads to a 
discussion of the ancient Greek notions of arēte (virtue and virtuosity) and kairos 
(opportunity) in relation to surfing and travel. This serves as a vital introduction to the 
literature review in chapter three and methodology detailed in chapter four. The 
purpose of chapter two is to introduce the cycle of anabasis-katabasis and the 
geographical imagination (thinking with geography), as both framework and mixed 
methodology for my fieldwork, and in chapter 4.4 I outline in detail the methods of 
writing with surfing and surf travel.  
 
2.1 The geographical imagination 
In this section I discuss cartography, Google Earth maps, psychogeography, the term 
coastscape, and the geographical imagination, illustrated with reference to Haïti. I 
draw particular attention to the work of David Harvey (1973), Derek Gregory (1994), 
Edward Soja (1996) and Doreen Massey (2005) to apply the geographical 
imagination to research in Haïti, and British geographer and surfer Nick Ford (in Ford 
and Brown, 2006) who first coined the term coastscape to collectively describe 
coastal landscape, seascape and culture. 
 
Getting to and from Haïti requires a pragmatic plan and a theoretical vision, an 
imaginative structure, a container within which to incubate and hatch the plan. My 
container for surf travel begins with a geographical imagination - a synthetic 
imagination that gives meaning to places. This is a kind of psychogeography, getting 
inside the mind of somewhere as much as a people. Geography, literally ‘writing out 
the earth’ (Livingstone 1993), explores relationships between space, place and 
identity, and this triangulation is common in travel writing (Conrad 1902/2007, 
Thesiger 1959/2007,	Naipaul 1962/2002, Green 1966, Kapuściński 1976/2001, 
Chatwin 1977, Davis 1985, Thomson 1992, Theroux 2002, O’Hanlon 2005). While 
there is an emerging subgenre of surf writing within the larger genre of travel writing, 
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the geographical imagination is lacking in such surf writing. Before I discuss the 
geographical imagination, I will provide some context on cartography and Google 
Earth. 
 
Cartography or map-making is the study and practice of crafting representations of 
the Earth upon a flat surface. A map is a symbolic depiction highlighting relationships 
between elements (objects, regions and themes) in space. Geographic maps of 
territory have a very long tradition, the word ‘map’ derived from the medieval Latin 
mappa mundi, where ‘mappa’ means cloth and mundi ‘the world’. 16 ‘Map’ became 
the shortened term referring to a two-dimensional representation of the surface of the 
world. Emmanuelle Peraldo and Yann Calberac (2014) describe cartography as a 
key narrative form contributing to the construction of modernity. For my research, I 
pull the map of Haïti’s coastline out into an anti-imperialist and anti-personal agency 
narrative thread. I de-mystify Haïti as a surf exploration destination, attempting to 
avoid potential exploitation of that coastscape through an imperialist mindset. Rather, 
I translate cartography into story as a celebration of otherness. Cartography then 
participates in the construction of an inclusive postmodernity and the de-construction 
of an exclusive modernist agency and ownership. ‘Thinking with’ Haïti’s coastscape 
and using surfing (with surfing in mind) as an activity, I am enacting translations 
across mediators that expand work-nets / networks and allow boundary crossings 
between activity systems of travelling, surfing and writing.    
 
Google Earth provides a key tool to explore Haïti’s coastline for my research. In 2004 
Google acquired an archive of satellite imagery and aerial photography originally 
called EarthViewer 3D, and funded by the American Central Intelligence Agency 
(CIA). In 2005 it was released as a free download - Google Earth. Street View was 
launched in 2008, and Google Ocean in 2009, showing ocean topography. By 2011 
Google Earth had been downloaded one billion times. Google Earth allows me to 
zoom into the intricacies of Haïti’s coastline, providing evidence of potential surf 
breaks dictated by aspect and configuration. 
 
																																																								16	The Hereford mappa mundi reveals how thirteenth century scholars interpreted the world in spiritual (Jerusalem at 
the centre) as well as geographical terms, drawn by 'Richard of Haldingham or Lafford' on a single sheet of vellum 
(calf skin). Superimposed on to the continents is a pictorial manuscript of 500 drawings including 420 cities and 
towns, 15 Biblical events, 33 plants, animals, birds and creatures, 32 images of the ‘cultures of the world’ and 8 
pictures from classical mythology. 	
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Figure 7 Google Earth planning and surf break mapping in Haïti. 
 
A private Facebook group (shared with members of surfexplore) provides a 
basecamp to archive and reference the highest concentration of potential surf breaks 
that will favour seasonal winds, and prevailing swells. Surf break research also 
includes bathymetry charts, meteorology records and road maps. This is followed by 
travel planning, raising budgets and visa processes. However, a Google Earth image 
might have been taken on the biggest swell of the year, or an unusual flat spell. This 
demands correlation with other sources of swell information on the region. Photo 
libraries like flickr, Panoramio and Getty Images may provide further clues about 
local geology and access. Further, access might have changed since the Google 
Earth image was taken (perhaps due to road construction). Jerry Brotton (2012) 
argues in A History of the World in Twelve Maps that all maps are partial, subjective 
and eco-centric (nature-centered). This infers the potential for maps to miss-
represent. I do not intend to critically explore mapping, however it is vital to recognise 
that the way in which we imagine space and place draws heavily upon both maps 
and actual experiences of space and place. Working with Google Earth, or any form 
of mapping, requires a ‘geographical imagination’ to translate two dimensions into 
three, inhabiting the space as if it were real.  
 
‘Geographical imagination’ is widely cited in the geographical literature, generally 
used as a framework, or conceptual tool, to give meaning to location, getting inside 
the ‘mind’ of a place as much as the people who inhabit places. Geographers David 
Harvey (1973), Derek Gregory (1994), Edward Soja (1996) and Doreen Massey 
(2005) have all been instrumental in developing the term through the fields of human 
geography, with particular reference to urban communities (Massey 2005), 
postmodernity (Soja 1996), Marxist geographies (Harvey 1973) and the political 
medium for communication of geographical knowledge (Gregory). 
 
David Harvey (1973) argues that the geographical imagination is a powerful tool for 
social and spatial justice. As a Marxist geography Harvey explores how capitalism 
annihilates space to ensure its own reproduction. A geographical imagination 
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empowers people to compare themselves not only to larger social structures across 
space and time, but to fight various forms of oppression. Derek Gregory (1994) 
employs the geographical imagination as the spatialized cultural and historical 
knowledge that characterises social groups. Gregory notes how maps, mapping 
processes, and images are literal and figurative physical representations that have a 
fierce impact of the mental forms of space and spatial security. The geographical 
imagination can therefore create or sustain ideas, and influence lived experiences, 
developing a sense of boundaries, often leading to conflict.  
 
Doreen Massey (2005) drew attention to the ways in which different people and 
places experience macro processes such as globalisation and how they imagine 
these geographically at a micro (or local) scale. While Massey saw the role of capital 
as significant in the production of space, she viewed it as having a less determinant 
role than Harvey (1973), more interested in the geographical imagination as a 
constellation of different trajectories of activity across different scales. Massey (2006) 
explained that: 
 
A lot of our ‘geography’ is in the mind. That is to say we carry around with us mental 
images of the world, of the country in which we live, images of a North / South divide, 
of the street next door. (Massey 2006: 21). 
 
Massey (2005) advocated how geographies should be re-imagined so that spaces or 
places are altered mentally and/or physically to enact different social and spatial 
possibilities to allow equal opportunity and equal access. Massey’s (2006) definition 
of the geographical imagination values the interactions with real and imagined 
spaces in equal measure. Edward Soja (1996) also considered both the imagined 
and real elements of space as essential in characterising spaces. Soja’s (1999) 
thirdspace synthesises an approach to the geographical imagination that is neither 
physical nor symbolic, but lived, experiencing social space as space-of-flows (and 
movement). Soja and Massey express the literal and metaphorical ways in which 
people conceptualise and render space. Imagination is key. Educational philosopher 
Maxine Greene (2000) explains: 
 
To call for imaginative capacity is to work for the ability to look at things as if they 
could be otherwise. To ask for intensified realisation is to see that each person’s 
reality must be understood to be interpreted experience - and that the mode of 
interpretation depends on his or her situation and location in the world. […] To tap 
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into the imagination is to become able to break with what is supposedly fixed and 
finished, objectively and independently real. (Greene 2000: 169). 
 
To imagine, then, is, in Greene’s words, to ‘make empathy possible.’ The imagination 
is a tool for reaching greater understanding of self and other, while making plans to 
change the injustices of everyday life. Intimate and global, the geographical 
imagination can open up ways to take notice of being in the world and our implication 
in making, remaking, and being made by the geographies in which we travel, surf 
and write. 
 
The notion of the geographical imagination developed by these radical human 
geographers gives deeper meaning to location. This also characterises 
‘psychogeography’ (Debord 1955, Coverley 2010) - getting inside the ‘mind’ of a 
place as much as the people who inhabit places. Psychogeography has been 
popularised by novelists such as Iain Sinclair (2002) and Will Self (2007), and 
documented in the Reaktion Books Topographics travel literature series, including 
Tokyo: A View of the City (Riche 1999), Cairo: City of Sand (Golia 2004) and 
Cambodia (Freeman 2004). Through writing about places in non-fiction, fiction and 
photography, Topographics explores the geographies people inhabit, visit, defend, 
destroy and overlook. These narratives do not depend on a journey to supply a plot, 
but instead fuse analysis with anecdote, criticism with descriptive writing to reveal 
psychogeography, geographical imaginations and the creative exchange between 
physical and human space.  
 
The Holist thinker Manuel de Landa (2000) has developed a further stream of 
psychogeography in tracing a life history of the earth through physical processes, 
informed by complexity theory. This ‘cultural geomorphology’ suggests that the 
physical environment, as a deep and slow moving historical process, shapes us. 
These ideas resonate with methods employed in this research, including sense-
based auto-ethnographic observational skills (Lingis 1995), the philosophical 
perspective of Externalism (Rowlands 2003) and the psychological perspective of 
ecological perception (Gibson 1979), suggesting that the environment shapes the 
way that we observe through ‘affordance’ of features, rather than us acting on the 
environment. This is a ‘thinking with’ the environment rather than a ‘thinking against’ 
(or in spite of) the environment. 
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Psychogeography is demonstrated with reference to African landscapes by Polish 
travel writer Ryzard Kapuściński (2007) where, for example:  
 
a breeze is a financially measurable commodity: the most expensive houses are built 
where the breeze is best. Still air has no value; it only has to move, however, and 
then it immediately acquires a price. (Kapuściński 2007b: 15). 
 
And:  
 
in the tropics […] the flora exists in a state of frenzy, in an ecstasy of the most 
untrammelled procreation. One is struck immediately by a cocky, pushy abundance, 
an endless eruption of an exuberant, panting mass of vegetation, all the elements of 
which - tree, bush, liana, vine, growing, pressing, stimulating, inciting one another - 
have already become so interlocked, knotted, and clenched that only sharpened 
steel, wielded with a horrendous amount of physical force, can cut through it a 
passage, path, or tunnel. (Kapuściński 2007b: 23). 
 
In psychogeography, the map in the mind is as important as the cartographer’s 
document, but also, the physical surroundings are animated or given voice. The 
history of western philosophy is largely one of movement from perception of an 
animated environment to description of an inner self. For example, Ruth Padel 
(1992) discusses how the ancient Greek mind saw the world as animated and acting 
upon humans, so that a force creates movement in the liver and the motions of 
thymos or a ‘blood soul’ are felt; ideas are literally in-spirations - visitations of 
phrenes or breath soul from without, to animate the lungs and bring uplift.  
 
This outside-in view of perception is continued in the psychologist James Gibson’s 
(1979) view of ecological perception, where aspects of the environment ‘capture’ 
one’s perceptual apparatus and ‘educate’ perception.  
 
But, actually, an affordance is neither an objective property nor a subjective property; 
or it is both if you like. An affordance cuts across the dichotomy of subjective-
objective and helps us to understand its inadequacy. It is equally a fact of the 
environment and a fact of behavior. It is both physical and psychical, yet neither. An 
affordance points both ways, to the environment and to the observer. (Gibson 1979: 
129). 
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The taxis once more is outside-in. Such a view is resurrected in the philosophical 
position of Externalism (Rowlands 2003), suggesting that the environment shapes 
the way we see it through ‘affordance’ of features, rather, again, than us acting on 
the environment. These theories challenge subject as agent, suggesting that persons 
are ‘subject to’ environment and enjoy an embedding in the world as extended 
cognition and embodiment. This radical philosophical position reframes the 
geographical imagination, where the environment educates us to see its ‘interiority’. 
This perceptual art allows us to appreciate the interior lives as well as the exterior 
expressions of places, and to be taught by places. Here perception is put under 
erasure, as the term carries so much weight of personal agency as it has been 
employed through the Modernist era. Gibson relaxes the personal effort or strain of 
perceiving to recast perception as reception or receptivity towards whatever the 
environment affords at any one time. Perception does not shape the world, but the 
world shapes perception as a ‘readiness’ in Gibson’s model. 
 
Geographer Stephen Daniels (1992) follows eco-perception with reference to the 
geographical imagination, discussing how  
 
the physiographic character of place needs to be re-affirmed to emphasis the 
ecological relation of land and life as well as its imaginative dimension. (Daniels 
1992: 310). 
 
British geographer and surfer Nick Ford (in Ford and Brown, 2006) first coined the 
term coastscape to collectively describe coastal landscape, seascape and culture. 
Surf travel engages intimately with coastscape. But such a possessive taxis is 
dangerous, replaying the imperial gaze of the conqueror who, historically, has 
appropriated Haïti’s coastscapes and shaped them to his (the conqueror is gendered 
male) desires in acts of territorialising. In the histories of a variety of colonialisms, 
these movements, this circular path of coastal landing to interior and movement back 
to coast, is where the Other - the stranger and the strange - is demonized. But of 
course it is me - the visiting surfer and traveller - who is the stranger and not the 
stronger. This cultural movement, this desire to conquer and teach rather than to 
learn, leads to exploitation of resources including the human, as seen in the history 
of the slave trade through waves of colonialism and neo-colonialism. These 
connections, or translations, illustrate the potential forming, development, 
maintenance and expansion of networks, remembered here as network (or, as Bruno 
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Latour (2008) now prefers work-net - also a pun on the net profit from work) effects, 
where Haïti’s coastscape lingers on as a character only in representation. 
 
Ryszard Kapuściński (2008) reversed the colonial gaze, so that his identity was 
formed in response to an Other. For Kapuściński (2008), the Other is the person of 
an Other culture who was his informant into the ways of that culture:  
 
As we travel, we can feel that something important is happening, that we are taking 
part in something of which we are at once both witnesses and creators, that there is a 
duty incumbent upon us, and that we are responsible for something. And in fact we 
are responsible for the road we are travelling. […] The road we are on is very 
important, because each step along takes us nearer to an encounter with the Other, 
and that is exactly why we are there. Would we otherwise voluntarily expose 
ourselves to hardships and take on the risk of all sorts of discomfort and danger? 
(Kapuściński 2008: 16-17). 
 
I challenge the notion that the Other has to be a human Other, suggesting instead 
that the environment itself, a whole culture, a local coastscape, or simply an incident, 
can be the mirror of the Other in which a self is discovered. One writer exploring this 
line of thinking and being is Alphonso Lingis, whose work is discussed in chapter 3.1. 
He described an experience of tropical reef diving in which the deepwater surge 
began to throw him 
 
back and forth thirty feet, so that I fought violently to stabilize myself, afraid of being 
dashed against the coral cliffs. Something then told me to put off struggling […] The 
fish accompanied me then, stable in the surge, part of the surge. I drowned the will to 
move myself. (Lingis 1983: 6-7). 
 
And then,  
 
the links of light in the blue spaces illuminate nothing, do not outline a form; they 
delight. The coral cliffs shiver with millions of antennae. Fish materialise in stripes 
and streams of colour. (Lingis 1983: 6-7). 
 
Things started awkwardly, but the environment captured Lingis’ attention, following 
James Gibson’s ecological perception (1979). He let go. A new noticing of the coral 
reef fauna emerged. The experience is powerful, sensory, encouraging a generous, 
nourishing writing. Lingis celebrates ‘thick’ descriptions and baroque detail. 
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To distinguish a feminist writing from a masculine approach, the French philosopher 
and novelist Hélène Cixous (1997) described her style as ‘writing with mother’s milk’. 
No man can do this literally, but men may allow the metaphor to guide their work, to 
give their writing succour. The metaphor is powerful - this is a generous, nourishing 
writing. Let us ‘write out’, or put under erasure, surf travel with an (m)other’s milk. (To 
put ‘under erasure’ - sous rature - is a philosophical and literary move initiated by 
Martin Heidegger and often used by Jacques Derrida. A word or clause is crossed 
out but not erased, so that its meaning or final meaning is temporarily or permanently 
suspended. The technique is often used where the descriptor is inadequate but 
necessary). Let us let go, or ‘les frape’ as they say in Haïtian Creole - literally ‘let hit’. 
Lingis (2011) notes:  
 
When we let go, let the rhythm take over, and selflessness, voluptuous pleasure, and 
communion are blended together. It happens in dance and in music. Forty years ago 
you crossed the Atlantic by ship, and for days saw only the ocean surface in moving 
furrows. You saw and felt all existence in shifting crests and troughs. The oceanic 
experience is dance and music stripped of everything narrative or anecdotal and 
become fundamental and immense. Lingis (2011: 5). 
 
Surfing along (and within) a coastscape operates in the same way, within an 
environment that educates attention. It leads us and informs us. The idea that 
thinking is a collaborative process between human cognition and context is now 
widely accepted through models of distributed and embodied cognition and cognitive 
extension (Clark 2008). Lucy Lippard (1997) follows this line to some extent where 
she argues that a sense of ‘place’ is not so much ‘in’ those who sense it, but ‘in’ the 
way that the ‘local’ (or locale) lures you and the way that that geography places us. 
This new form of the geographical imagination, as a form of Externalism, reframes 
the identity of the author, whose self is neither given nor expressed, but whose 
multiple selves are constituted and reconstituted according to environment, including 
acute sensitivity to the Other in celebration of difference (Lingis 1995, Kapuściński 
2008, Taussig 2009). Where the archetypal movement of surf travel - the rhythmic 
cycle of anabasis and katabasis - can be noted as potentially Imperialist (one of 
conquering rather than acting as guest in another’s household), in this research I am 
exploring how such territorialising of the places of Others can be readily de-
territorialised (Deleuze and Guattari, 2005) through surf travel writing. 
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Surf travel writing is descriptive of space, place and identity but does not ‘think with’ 
these elements. Thinking with space, place and identity is a good definition of the 
geographical imagination. The geographical imagination tends to privilege space and 
location over time and movement, but as Giles Deleuze (2005) suggests:  
 
“movement is distinct from the space covered. Space covered is past, movement is present, 
the act of covering.” (Deleuze 2005: 1). 
 
In this research, I ask whether or not this ‘act of covering’ through surf travel can be 
translated into a form of intermodal writing, just as surfing ‘covers’ the wave’s face as 
an activity, just as anabasis-katabasis is important in movement to and from the 
coastscape in surf travel. 
 
Can the application of this geographical imagination informed by ecological 
perception be readily illustrated? Let us start with the simplest and yet most telling of 
resemblances - Haïti is shaped like the open end of a clothes peg, where the 
Dominican Republic is snapped closed. Hence, the outline of the island of Hispanola 
(Haïti to the west, the Dominican Republic to the east) can be represented as a 
symbol of grip and leverage with Haïti as the relaxed and open end waiting for the 
human grip. But how do you get a purchase on Haïti as a visiting traveller? Exploring 
Haïti’s coastline through research trips and mapping Haïti’s potential surfing locations 
is a starting point. But Haïti may not want to be fingered by outsiders, yet is 
permanently subject to this fingering. 
 
 
Figure 8 Map of Haïti and thematic map of Haïti as ‘clothes peg’ mapping coastline for ‘leverage’. 
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Haïti must be imagined geographically before surfing its coastline, yet it must also be 
de-literalised and reconfigured through a literary or poetic imagination. It must be re-
searched, experienced, and lived in body and imagination. In particular, its Vodou 
tradition may impact upon the visitor, and it does in my research (for example in an 
extract from fieldtrip one) stripping back the skin and exposing the skeleton, 
allowing the skeleton to walk out for a brief period, convene with the dead and 
then slip back under the skin as a refreshed frame. This mode of enquiry can be 
understood as a spirit-ethnography, a methodological innovation for postmodern 
ethnographies such as those employed in ANT. 
 
In the following section in introduce the cycle of anabasis-katabasis. 
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2.2 Anabasis-katabasis  
In this section I discuss how my writing embodies themes from St-John Perse’s 1924 
poem Anabasis. I read Anabasis as a celebration of the beauty of travel and the 
relative merits of movement and settlement, the ebb and flow of what Deleuze and 
Guattari (2005) again refer to as the conversation between the ‘smooth’ and 
‘striated’. 
 
Returning to the resemblance of Haïti to the clothes peg, two images present 
themselves. With the Dominican Republic as the closed end of the peg, Haïti 
remains open and unable to grip, always in tension, ready to peg but denied this by 
the grip of the Other (the Dominican Republic here representing the territorialising 
tendency and the grip that ‘aid’ and Non-Governmental-Organisations (NGOs) of 
various persuasions have on Haïti - for example, NGOs with ideological interests 
such as Evangelist Christian organisations). The other image is that the closed end 
of the peg is the Dominican Republic, which Haïti has in its ‘grip’, so that the open 
end of the peg is now relaxed. This reading suggests that Haïti is fundamentally 
relaxed about its condition, but its territorialising ‘neighbours’ (the Other as North 
American interests) are tense and uptight about how Haïti should behave or be.  
 
St-John Perse (1924/1970) says in Anabasis that “A great principle of violence 
dictated our fashions.” (Perse 1924/1970: 12). We might think that this is the shaping 
of the conquerer as the barbarian ready to rape and pillage, but I read this differently, 
as the great forces of Nature - earthquakes, tsunamis, thunder, lightning, wind, 
lashing rain, the tides and the ocean swells (but also the big, empty silences of calm 
skies and tranquil seas) - shaping character and perception as an affordance. In this 
research, encounters with the Haïtian coastscape and geography shape an 
imagination, perception and the activities of travelling, surfing and writing.  
 
St-John Perse’s 1924 poem Anabasis describes the movement of imperialists keen 
to uproot and claim new territory, who may just be tempered by the spirit of the 
nomad and refuse new territorialising as the lure for travel is stronger. “We shall not 
dwell forever in these yellow lands” (Perse 1924/1970: 47) says the protagonist, 
referring to nomads moving from the desert. Also, “I have seen the earth parcelled 
out in vast spaces” (Perse 1924/1970: 65) - the desire for the adventurer to conquer. 
Perse’s poem is loosely based on the ancient Greek writer and warrior Xenophon’s 
Anabasis, the Greek word for an expedition from a coastline to the interior of a 
country. Travelling surfers, however, move in the opposite direction, from the interior 
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to the coast. The Greek term for this was katabasis. And the method of surf travel 
employed in this research is to sensitively explore the cycle of anabasis-katabasis. 
This involves:  
 
• thinking democratically and appreciating the varieties of cultures and ways of 
life that present. 
• resisting the imperialist urge ‘to conquer’ or territorialise. 
• gracefully attempting to surf Haïti’s coastscape, and adapt to the moment, 
and to document the occasion poetically and with precision. 
 
This round of movement from interior to coast and coast to interior is like the rise and 
fall of the lung in a steady breathing cycle, or like the beating of the heart, generating 
tropes for writing with surf travel.  
 
St-John Perse (a nom-de-plume of Alexis Leger) grew up in Guadeloupe in the 
Caribbean, but moved to Paris and entered the French diplomatic service and 
Foreign Office. In 1916, aged 29, Perse was sent on a diplomatic mission to China. 
He stayed for five years. It was here that he composed Anabasis, which explains the 
Asiatic influences registered in the poem. Perse made regular trips following caravan 
routes into the Gobi Desert. Perse described Anabasis as a poem about ‘human 
resourcefulness’ (Knodel, 1966: 40). It is ostensibly about the leader of a nomadic 
people and the psychological wrestling that leader has to undergo in weighing up the 
benefits and disadvantages of settlement (territorialising, civilizing) and nomadism 
(deterritorialising, barbarian ways). But the poem is much more than this. It is about 
the beauty of travel and the relative merits of movement and settlement, the ebb and 
flow of what Deleuze and Guattari (2005) again refer to as the conversation between 
the ‘smooth’ and ‘striated’. The smooth is the de-territorialising impulse; where the 
striated the need for order, laying down markers and boundaries, or territorialising. 
This rhythm must include katabasis also - the movement from the interior to the 
coast. This ‘round trip’ is the key metaphor for my travel, surfing and writing, and 
here is exemplified by four round trips to Haïti - interior to coast and back. 
 
But katabasis generally means any descent: not just highland to lower lying coast, 
but also journeys to the underworld and otherworld. Katabasis is a way of life for 
Haïtian culture, which moves from this world to the otherworld with such apparent 
ease, where the curtain between them is so thin. But this apparent ease is also dis-
ease, for the descent, or movement beyond, is a real meeting with otherworld beings. 
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Poetically, ‘going down’, ‘following the river’ is also a depressive episode, or an 
introspective period. This going down is, for James Hillman (The Dream and the 
Underworld, 1979: 13) a ‘making of soul’, literally a psychodrama. But to isolate 
katabasis from anabasis would be to go to one’s death. Haïti seems to invite this: it is 
a country in which you imagine that disaster might befall you at any moment, or at 
least ‘limit experiences’ (Hillman 1979) are common. To inoculate yourself against 
this possibility you must always imagine the tandem of katabasis-anabasis, keep the 
whole rhythm intact. 
 
In Anabasis, the Leader is completing the building of a great port-city on an estuary. 
But the building and its surrounding wealth and general well-being of the people, 
seems to become a burden, springing the Leader into a desire to travel away from 
the coast to the interior to rediscover the freedom of nomadism. The Leader desires 
activity, movement. My research in Haïti has embodied the same feelings but with a 
reverse trope - the desire to physically and linguistically leave the settled city to travel 
to the margins of the coast where the population thins. This is a desire not to map the 
unmapped coast as a territorialising gesture, but to spring from one unsurfed break 
to another in enjoyment of the movement itself as a conscious and reflexive protest 
against colonising tendencies. Surfing new breaks here is not like leaving a flag on 
the moon, but is about collaborative traces - the flight of the surfboard, memory, the 
gift of friendship with local people, the register of hospitality. These are ghosts as 
network effects. 
 
Further, in Anabasis the Leader wants to pull himself away from the louche state of 
the city. He is not judging it - he is happy for the people. He wants, however to taste 
solitude and a deeper communion with wilderness; and he feels something of Jack 
Kerouac’s (1957/2000) impulse to ‘gotta move’, or keep on the road: “Sal, we gotta 
go and never stop going till we get there.” “Where we going, man?'” “I don't know but 
we gotta go.” (Kerouac 1957/2000: 217). 
 
St-John Perse again in full stride:  
 
And not that a man be not sad, but arising before day and biding circumspectly in the 
communion of an old tree, leaning his chin on the last fading star, he beholds at the 
end of the fasting sky great things and pure that unfold to delight. (Perse ‘Song’ 
1924/1970: 69). 
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The decamping and journey in Anabasis is to recover (and not discover) ‘the frontiers 
of the spirit’. But throughout the subsequent anabasis, the movement to the interior, it 
is as if Perse declares the arrival of Jacques Derrida - the language unravels in a 
way that indicates that language cannot be contained within a system and code - the 
myth of structuralism - but rather human use of language never encompasses 
surplus, or language’s own ‘smooth’ spaces, deregulated, unable to be 
encompassed, a ‘democracy-to-come’. 
 
In Anabasis, the Leader and his men (yes, all male - a topic for another thesis) get to 
“the Place of the Dry Tree […] But beyond are the greater leisures.” (Perse 
1924/1970: 51). Perse hints at how you can take a short cut to the ‘greater leisures’: 
“O Traveller in the yellow wind, lust of the soul! […] and the seed (so you say) of the 
Indian cocculus possesses (if you mash it!) intoxicating property.” (Perse 1924/1970: 
53). But this seed’s intoxicant is picrotoxin, a healing stimulant but also a poison - a 
Derridean pharmakon. Picrotoxin is given intravenously as an antidote for barbiturate 
poisoning. In Anabasis, after the beauties of the open desert and the nomadic life, a 
settlement is inevitable, the pulse of territorialising kicking in, and so the pharmakon 
is lived out - the paradox of the healing poison. Settlement becomes overbearing and 
gives way to nomadism, which eventually tires and gives way to further settlement. 
One lives the contradiction of the Yin and Yang, of the striated and smooth together: 
the territorialising impulse together with the de-territorialising lines of flight. This is 
Haïti boxed: a pharmakon, a healing poison, a death-in-life, or contradictory impulse. 
And this is the Haïti I have attempted to write out, or place under erasure, to draw 
from Heidegger’s / Derrida’s syntactical moves again, or rather from their rhetoric for 
‘writing out’ as primarily an act of persuasion, of undoing. Surfing, too, acts out these 
contradictions, as this research attempts to make clear; and ANT is, I suggest, an 
appropriate methodology and method to grasp these activities where it enters at the 
point of a fault-line or contradiction, and attempts to trace resonances and ghost-
geographies. Perse is not a Romantic, but his writing is baroque and the worlds he 
conjures are overelaborated. But ANT too thrives on the baroque - on detail, on fine 
detail and on the interpenetration of fine detail.   
  
The aim of the travel writing practice is perhaps to temporarily stem, suspend, or put 
under erasure the conquering and settling frontier spirit mentality by exploring the 
cycle of anabasis-katabasis as a full cycle and an eternal return, a repetition with 
difference (Gilles Deleuze’s (2005) description of ‘difference’, the key word for 
deconstruction, is repetition with slight variation). This is a way of describing the 
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gaining of expertise through practice, the 10,000 hours that Malcolm Gladwell (2008) 
describes as necessary for ‘expertise’ and ‘connoisseurship’). Maintaining the full 
cycle of interior to coast to interior celebrates difference culturally and textually along 
the way. This is not about visiting and settling, but visiting and learning, to return 
home. This cycle of movement serves to understand surf travel as deep travel 
(where you explore and engage with ocean conditions, and where you appreciate 
and write-out Other places, often by surfing ‘right handers’). The act of surfing is 
already a mode of inscribing as activity, embodied in a non-verbal syntax of takeoff, 
bottom-turn and kick-out (discussed in chapter 4.4). And I aim for the writing to follow 
the surfing - and related travel - and capture its takeoff, bottom-turn and kick-out. I 
argue that surf travel can promote a more fluid and dynamic sense of the political 
where difference is actively tolerated, and the resources of the world are shared 
through values of equity and equality in both global and local contexts. A 
geographical imagination can therefore be extended to a poetic imagination.  
 
Travelling to Haïti’s coastscape requires dedication and promises highs and lows. 
Perse inferred that the trace of travel is like tidemark, a salt-stain that cannot be 
erased but is enjoyed as a permanent print on the psyche of deep satisfaction - 
something achieved above and beyond the ordinary, a risk that pays off. Perse’s 
tidemark is not just the mark of time, but of time well spent. American jazz bassist 
Charles Mingus referred to a ‘weird nightmare’ as a risk that nearly does not pay off, 
a batch of troubles, a mire, meeting the ghost at the crossroads. This is territory we 
may tread during travel, like illness or disappointment. My ‘weirdest nightmare’, 
however, is that of racial segregation - that one group of people should irrationally 
hate another so much that they cordon them off, repress them, and pretend they do 
not exist. For me, there is nothing more cowardly. Travel in this research brings me 
right up against these inter-cultural tensions and teaches me that the best way ahead 
is collaboration and tolerance. If there is a message from the cycle of anabasis-
katabasis, it is that travel really does broaden the mind, but also enlarges the heart 
and imagination, helping visitors to respect not only people, but also the coastscape 
and the spirit of place. 
 
In the following section I provide some background to the term intermodal writing. 					
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2.3 Intermodal writing: the ANT inspired writer 
In this section I define various uses of the term intermodal writing, and draw 
relationships between ANT and the intermodal writing developed in my research. I 
also outline two key works in ANT: Bruno Latour’s (1996) study of the failed French 
high-speed train system Aramis (Aramis or the Love of Technology) and Michel 
Callon’s (1986) investigation into the declining scallop population and fishing industry 
in Brittany’s St Brieuc Bay. This provides a launch-pad for the ANT inspired writer.  
 
Intermodal writing has been described in a science writing context as the interaction 
of the several identities of the scientist at differing times of the day - a scientist  
 
who is several persons at a time and in alternation - a teacher in his/her own domain, 
a disputed and disputing member of a team, a vulgariser of his/her research with 
specialists of other domains. (Sionis, 2000: 01).  
 
Such a scientist will be led  
 
to engage constantly in intermodal and inter-genre translation depending on changing 
situations, milieus, times of the day, etc. (Sionis, 2000: 01).  
 
This reminds us that intermodal writing both reflects and constructs multiple and 
serial identities of and for the writer. 
 
‘Intermodal’ is also commonly used to describe the transport of freight using differing 
transport modes (air, sea, land). I have taken this notion both literally and 
metaphorically to feed into my writing, where the writing boundary-crosses activities 
(surfing, travelling, Haïti) as transport systems function across differing geographies - 
air, road and sea.  
 
The travel writings of Alphonso Lingis (1998) are often shaped by travel modes. For 
example, Lingis might be framed by the mode of transport, where: 
 
The plane takes off; we look out the window, relating ourselves to the city below, 
putting ourselves down there with our car and our friends, trying to see our lover 
stretching out to us; we feel ourselves being tilted back as the floor of the plane lists. 
Then the surface of the earth slips back from our prehension, we can no longer make 
out its posts and occupations, its equipment; it becomes vague and inconsistent. 
(Lingis 1998: 33). 
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Lingis’ inclusive ‘we’ suggests that the reader is also sitting in the ’plane. Travelling 
with surfexplore, I refer to ‘we’ in the travel writing practice in this thesis. For Lingis, 
the mode of transport referred to above produces particular sensations - tilting, 
listing, slipping away from foundations where the earth can no longer be grasped. 
The imagined vehicle itself shapes our perceptions as readers, as we are untethered 
from our homes (‘posts’ and ‘occupations’) that, once to be relied upon are now 
‘vague and inconsistent’. Lingis (1998) also makes you want to ‘go travelling’, even 
from the perspective of another aeroplane seat: 
 
Below, the fog is a powdery blanket that extends unwrinkled on all sides. To the right, 
below it, there is the invisible featurelessness of the Pacific. Far to the left, the peaks 
of the Andes push irregularly through the mist to accompany us in the flight with a 
distant rhythm. The blue radiance above and the white softness below are not the 
visible features of a landscape but a luminous dream over a world that we have 
completely lost touch with. (Lingis 1998: 106). 
 
An intermodal approach is well suited to research that engages with expansive and 
fluid topics typical in geography. Work in geography by Tom McCarthy (2007), Trevor 
Paglen (2009) and Eyal Weizman (2007) follows its linguistic roots, literally writing 
the earth, by using writing to examine an intimate exploration of place. Trevor 
Paglen’s (2009) doctoral study at UC Berkeley employed the term ‘experimental 
geography’ to fuse cultural geography, urban studies and contemporary art and 
consider knowledge as a complicated performance. Eyal Weizman’s (2007) work, 
particularly in Israel, employs cartographic and linguistic ideas of ‘writing and reading 
the earth’, where violence is a performance that does not take place within the fixed 
grids of space, but actually remakes those spaces. Importantly, these geographies 
are shaped by imagination, as forms of image-making and interpretation, in a variety 
of visual experiences and practices. 
 
In Tom McCarthy’s (2007) novel Remainder there is a forensic aesthetic that 
everything must leave some kind of mark, a trace, echoing the mark-making of 
surfing, perhaps the salt-stain left on the skin or the tide-line on the beach. 
McCarthy’s International Necronautical Society (INS) collaborates with the Institute of 
Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London to allow geographers and artists to explore ideas 
about space, politics and cultural production visually, critically and through writing. In 
Jeffrey Kastner’s “The New Geography” (2009: 8) McCarthy describes the INS as a 
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‘semi-fictious avant-garde network’. In all the work discussed above, writing clearly 
mobilises theoretical context and aesthetic possibilities. These approaches echo 
William Pinar’s (2006) description that any course of study is a ‘complex 
conversation’ between history, culture and identity.  
 
In chapter 1.2, I discussed Edward Soja’s (1989, 1996) concept of thirdspace with 
reference to the Other. In Postmodern Geographies: The Reassertion of Space in 
Critical Social Theory (1989), Soja advocates the need for spatial consciousness in 
discursive and practical work through, “the reassertion of a critical spatial perspective 
in contemporary social theory and analysis.” (Soja 1989 : 1). Further,  
 
it may be space more than time that hides consequences from us, the ‘making of 
geography’ more than the ‘making of history’ that provides the most revealing tactical 
and theoretical world. (Soja 1989 : 1).  
 
Here, the centrality of space, time, and social being is the (dialectical) inescapable 
existential stuff of reality; in other words, geography, history, society.  
 
We must be insistently aware of how space can be made to hide consequences from 
us, how relations of power and discipline are inscribed into the apparently innocent 
spatiality of social life, how human geographies become filled with politics and 
ideology. (Soja 1989 : 6).  
 
In “Invention, Memory, and Place” Edward Said’s (2000) focus is the contentious 
relationship between the State of Israel and Palestine. Retelling the story of Israel’s 
rise through the demise of Palestine, Said shows how myths that assert an actual 
place in the world through claims to various locations and identities remain fixed to 
those places, such as the Abrahamic faiths’ (Jewish, Christian, and Muslim) 
attachment to the City of Jerusalem. Said asks who has the right to land and on what 
basis. As discussed in chapter 1.2, Said argues in Orientalism (1978/2003) how 
Western society posits an imaginary ‘Orient’ through travelogues, art, literature and 
academic work in order to justify and advance its colonial ambitions and practices. 
 
Intermodal writing on Haïti must celebrate admixture, seeping and mixing, and 
recognise that influences will seep into activities that by definition cannot be pure. 
Bruno Latour (1993) mockingly suggests that We Have Never Been Modern. Of 
course this is rhetorical, purposefully exaggerated, but Latour’s argument is strong. 
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Latour points out that a fundamental ideal of modernism is ‘purity’, whether this is the 
single explanatory theory, or the social drives to ethnicity and racism. But purity is 
never found in experience, which is always mixed, multiple and paradoxical. Purity 
can only be artificially induced or forged. The notion of intermodal writing that I 
explore in this research is a good example of the impossibility of the modernist ideal. 
Purity is neither possible nor desirable. Surfing and intermodal writing offer 
collaborative, postmodern open-ended approaches to engagement with Haïti. I frame 
this engagement with Haïti as operating at two levels: i) the macro level as the cycle 
of anabasis (moving from coast to interior) and katabasis (interior to coast) (St-John 
Perse 1924/1970), offering an approach for writing with surf travel; and ii) the micro 
level as the activity of surfing, offering tropes for writing with surfing in mind.  
 
These activities, in turn can be studied or re-searched. Such study aims to critically 
and reflexively account for the status and meaning of the activity; to provide evidence 
for its worth; or to celebrate its poetics. I have again chosen to frame the critical and 
reflexive study of surf travel and associated travel writing through the methodology of 
ANT in particular as this provides a comprehensive account of how networks are 
initiated and develop through translations, or of how networks fail to develop or 
crystallize, or collapse. In a study of the failed French high-speed train system 
Aramis (Aramis or the Love of Technology (1996)), Latour describes the half-car, 
half-train public transportation design from innovative inception to collapse. In the 
early 1960’s Personal Rapid Transit systems seemed poised to replace the 
automobile. These systems purportedly combined the efficiency of an automated 
train with the convenience of a personal car: walk in, enter your destination, and walk 
out after arrival. For Aramis, this was to be accomplished by programming the 
individual cars to autonomously link up in trains when travelling in a group, and then 
split off onto branching paths as per the passenger’s destination. ‘Who killed 
Aramis?’ asks Latour, concluding that though Aramis never lived, it was not 
murdered. Rather, the individuals involved in the conception and creation of Aramis 
failed to ‘love’ it; above all failing to engage with the concept of Aramis in a way that 
would make it a dynamic actor within the network that surrounded it. Non-human 
elements such as motors and microchips are actors in their own right, so this is the 
failure of a socio-technical network. Importantly, Latour explores sociological theory 
in an immersive and experiential approach.  
 
Central to translation is the presence of mediators - persons, material artefacts and 
symbols or languages that do work (producing work-nets) through innovation. 
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Persons, artefacts and ideas can also act as intermediaries. When these fail to 
provide translation and thus fail to stimulate the development of a network. This may 
be a poorly planned research trip, or a bad execution of a ‘bottom-turn’ surfing 
(manoeuvre), or a lack of imagination.  
 
In Michel Callon’s (1986) investigation into the declining scallop population and 
fishing industry in Brittany’s St Brieuc Bay, ANT claims symmetry between human 
and material actors, and outlines translations (defined as the micro-negotiations 
which shape or change the network and its actors) that account for how power 
relationships are constructed, maintained or destroyed within the network. Actors are 
given equal status, “not changing registers when we move from the technical to the 
social aspects of the problem studied.” (Callon 1986 : 200). 
 
The actors in Callon’s network are three researchers, their associated scientific 
community, the scallops in various stages of development, and the fishermen. The 
scallops have been over-fished; the scientific community has developed (in Japan) a 
new technique of intensive scallop farming; the fishermen are concerned about their 
livelihoods; the researchers want to experiment with the methods from Japan in an 
attempt to restock the bay. The researchers define what other actors want: the 
fishermen and their desire for continued livelihood; the scallops and their desire to 
survive, and the scientific community and their desire to advance knowledge about 
scallop farming. They have, “forged a holy alliance […] to induce the scallops to 
multiply.” (Callon 1986 : 204). 
  
Callon uses the term ‘interessement’ that works to include and exclude actors in the 
network.  
 
The devices of interessement create a favourable balance of power: for the first 
group, these devices are the towlines immersed in St. Brieuc Bay; and for the second 
group, they are texts and conversations which lure the concerned actors to follow the 
three researchers’ project. For all the groups involved, the interessement helps 
corner the entities to be enrolled. In addition, it attempts to interrupt all potential 
competing associations and to construct a system of alliances. Social structures 
comprising both social and natural entities are shaped and consolidated. (Callon 
1986 : 210). 
 
Interessement attempts to enroll certain actors in the network and eliminate any 
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competing relationships, such as underwater currents, marine predators or doubt 
among the fishermen. Successful interessement results in enrolment in the network, 
and enrolment describes the, “negotiations, trials of strength and tricks that 
accompany the interessements and enable them to succeed.” (Callon 1986 : 212). 
 
Callon describes transformation and displacement: the scallops and larvae become 
numbers then tables and curves in data charts for the scientific community and the 
three researchers are imposed spokesmen and have become representatives for all 
the entities in the network. The network is not stable, it is seriously disrupted, and 
its representatives are challenged and betrayed by the actors they assumed to 
represent. The different types of translation processes described in this 
study illustrate ANT in action. Callon demonstrates the power of representation in 
silencing majorities in claiming to give them a voice within a constantly changing 
social or natural world.  
 
ANT clearly works from an ontology of becoming rather than assuming that entities 
can be defined in terms of pre-given competencies and capabilities. ANT takes a 
view of actor networks where cohesion depends on the strength of associations 
between actors and the meaning that actors make of their respective connections, 
rather than the wholeness of the network.  	
In this research, I show how a team of fellow travellers, surfers and a photographer 
(collectively called surfexplore); the material objects we use (currency, maps, four-
by-four, surfboards, charts) and the ideas and symbols we draw on comprise a set of 
actors or actants (persons, artefacts and codes) that translate across each other to 
initiate, maintain and expand networks to create lingering network effects, traces, or 
ghost-geographies. I then theorise surf travel and subsequent writing as a network 
effect, a vocation now embedded in a network-producing activity.  
 
In the following section I discuss arēte and kairos, Malcolm Gladwell’s (2008) ‘10,000 
hours’ rule, and the ANT inspired surfer. 
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2.4 Arēte and kairos: the ANT inspired surfer  
In this chapter I introduce the ancient Greek notions of arēte (virtue) and kairos 
(opportunity) in relation to surfing and travel. Virtue is important here as the core of 
reflexivity in travel as an attempt to suspend imperialism in the presence of the 
Other. This leads to a discussion of gaining of the expertise through practice.  
 
Intermodal writing - and the surfing and travel that inspire it - is grounded in the 
ancient Greek notion of arēte (Hawhee 2004). Arēte literally means ‘virtuosity’ and 
was used to describe the highest level of performance at ‘bodily arts’, particularly 
sports. The ancient Greeks developed competitive sport as a complex cultural and 
ritual occasion, birthing the Olympic Games. Sport was a way of saying something 
through the body, a form of persuasion or rhetoric in front of an audience, an 
aesthetic event, a display of beauty. In developing arête, you engaged in an activity. 
Surfing’s total reliance on unpredictable ocean conditions has prevented it from 
becoming an Olympic sport. 17But surfing remains an aesthetic display, and surfers, 
in a sense, are always competing in the ocean, as a contradiction in terms, as they 
attempt to better what they did yesterday. Many people surf as if they were 
professionals in contests. I have had a career as an international competition surfer, 
but argue that the real contest is with oneself and with the mastery of a range of 
often fickle, ever-changing ocean conditions (as the surfer learns to read the 
coastscape and write out waves).  
 
In Rhetoric, Aristotle ((367-322BCE/1991) described arēte as performance rhetoric - 
a way of persuading an audience through bodily style. The athletes who command 
arēte are usually, but not necessarily, winners in their field, commonly those who 
best persuade an audience into their prowess. Aristotle marks the highest level of 
performance as a moral attribute (kalos kagathos - ‘the beautiful and the good’). 
While the Greeks placed emphasis upon how a body looks - the surface aesthetic - 
they were just as interested in how the body performs, where identity is recognised 
as the style and manner in which actions are carried out. This ethic and aesthetic are 
at the heart of the activities that result in the writing detailed here as accounts of four 
trips to Haïti. Indeed, the writing itself is arēte.  
 
While, for the ancient Greeks, the gods - each in his or her way - modelled such 
styles and manners, these were abstracted from context and served as archetypes 																																																								
17 At the time of writing surfing has been confirmed as a sport in the forthcoming 2020 Tokyo Olympics. 
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or ideal forms. For humans, style must be enacted in flesh-and-blood context through 
agon - ‘contest’ and ‘struggle’ - for Homeric heroes the battlefield, for others set 
pieces such as athletic games. This can be brought into current times by thinking of 
agon as the challenge of gaining expertise that Malcolm Gladwell (2008) in Outliers: 
The Story of Success refers to as the ’10,000 hours’ rule - the amount of time it takes 
through dedicated practice to become a world-class expert in any field of practice. I 
am not exploring why some people become ‘experts’ and others not. Nor am I 
attempting to define ‘expertise’. However I can assert that I have been surfing since 
the age of five (32 years in 2016). A modest estimate totals an average of 10 hours 
per week surfing, a total of 16,640 hours in 32 years. I can conclude that when I surf 
(even if alone) I ‘practice’ as if in front of an audience. Gladwell’s (2008) ‘10,000-
Hour Rule’ can be extended to my input whilst travelling to surf, approximately 100 x 
14 day trips: in total 33,600 hours. 
 
To incubate the travel necessary for this research, I have shaped a strategy to bring 
professional surfing and academic life into a productive convergence, a networking 
and network effect: surfexplore. While I have come to cherish surf travel, the kind of 
surf travel demanded in this research must be approached professionally, otherwise 
fieldtrips do not even get off the ground. This requires map work, politics, visa and 
permit applications, sponsors, proposals, co-ordination, and contacts. It cannot be 
left to chance - all the improvisation and uncertainty arises within the fieldtrip. I detail 
the function of the surfexplore collective within a theoretical framework in chapter 4.4.  	
The Greek poiesis describes a craft that moves into an art. The word literally means 
‘to make’, and is the root of ‘poetry’, so means to make poetically, or to move beyond 
mere technical skill (craft) to connoisseurship and expertise. Richard Sennett (2009), 
in The Craftsman describes how ‘mere’ craft can become an art through expert 
performance inspired by imagination (in this study surfing with a geographical 
imagination). Sennett describes how expert butchers look after their knives and use 
them in such ways that the knife is never blunted on bone. The work of the best 
craftsmen is of a Zen quality.  
 
There are basic forms of poiesis familiar from Homeric epics, where standard lines 
are repeated over and over to work as building blocks, so that improvisation 
becomes possible (Marshall and Bleakley, 2011). This slow mastery repeats in 
travel. You have to master the basics - rehearsal, preparation, elastic response to the 
unexpected, greet the mysteries with an open heart, listen to the locals, never 
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assume, take the surf on offer as a gift, spot the angles, the angels, ghosts and 
spirits, exit with humility. Renaissance alchemists called this process the iteratio - 
iteration, repetition, rehearsal, getting the basics down.  
 
Poiesis is an uncovering or a revelation of form that goes beyond the mundane or 
ordinary. In the triangulation of surfing, travelling, and writing about surf travel, I have 
found a complex practice that combines the ontological (doing and experiencing), the 
epistemological (thinking about and thinking with), and the axiological (valuing and 
ethical behaviour) in equal measure. The ontological element of this is done best with 
the trusted group of fellow surf travellers (surfexplore) as the forming of networks 
through common interests and translations.  
 
Expertise implies not only mastery of skill but innovation and adaptability that refers 
back to this ancient Greek notion of arēte - not just a polished activity, but the 
exquisite manner (or ‘style’) in which the activity is achieved or carried through. For 
the fifth century BC ancient Greek poet Pindar, achieving such ‘style’ in chosen or 
vocational activity was both a ‘quest’ and a ‘risk’ (Hawhee 2004). To this, the Greeks 
added kairos - literally ‘timing’, or grasping opportune moments (Hawhee 2004). The 
coming together of the individuals within surfexplore can be described as kairos. It 
could be argued that Haïti as the focus of the research is partly because of kairos or 
fortunate opportunity, and that surfexplore could develop as a travel collective 
irrespective of this PhD framework. But planned research has resulted in Haïti‘s 
coastline being systematically explored and mapped for its surf potential. 18 This I 
frame as both a geographical and writing activity resulting in the formation of key 
networks/ work-nets (outlined in the conclusion).    
 
Key to describing the manner in which an activity is carried through, as a polished 
exclamatory activity or innovative performance, is the contemporary notion of 
‘reflexivity’, central to postmodern research methods, and ethnography in particular. 
In short, reflexivity is being able not only to reflect on one’s activities after the activity, 
summing up its strengths and weaknesses, but also to reflect in the activity as it 
happens. Moreover, this reflexivity, as a kind of running commentary on social 
engagement, involves clarifying what values drive and shape activities. This is 
central to the phenomenon of ‘cultural tourism’ (Boniface 1995, Leslie and Sigala 
2005, Richards 2007, Ivanovic 2009, Smith 2009), where travel explicitly sets out to 																																																								18 Added to the World Stormrider Guide database (including Low Pressure Publications and Magic Seaweed Swell 
Reports) http://lowpressure.co.uk http://magicseaweed.com 
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inform rather than entertain. But cultural tourism has its roots in the unreflexive 
Regency ‘Grand Tour’, flourishing between the mid seventeenth and nineteenth 
centuries and enacting an educational rite of passage (Black 2003). 19The Grand 
Tour was an opportunity for wealthy young people to exercise imperialistic values 
(Urry 1990). Reflexivity is critical in ethnographic work, where engaging with an Other 
culture from the point of view of a Western, northern European researcher and 
academic, such as myself, invites the dangers of neo-imperialism and patronising 
attitudes such as casting the Other as ‘fascinating’ or a ‘curiosity’ (a key awareness 
introduced by postmodern geographies and cultural studies and ethnography (Said 
1978 and Soja 1998 and Urry 1990) discussed in chapter four).  
 
In this research, I am physically and ontologically alert to the activity - surfing in Haïti  
- aware of my outsider position as a white traveller, and the tensions this raises with 
reference to otherness. I am acutely aware that the footprints ‘we’ (surfexplore) see 
on the sand of the ‘unsurfed’ beach in Haïti are not those of the intruder, but those of 
the local inhabitant. We have not ‘discovered’ any surf break. We are guests, 
sometimes uninvited, of those who already live here. We enter a circle of hospitality 
that must be honoured and not broken. The host invites, the guest reciprocates in the 
terms that the host sets. ‘Hospitality’ has the same root as ‘hospital’ - we are 
symbolically sick and cared for as guests. As Jacques Derrida (2000) says of 
hospitality, it is an impossible condition, an aporia, yet must be enacted as if it were 
possible. Like democracy it is a condition ‘to come’. The host can never offer 
unconditional hospitality because the guest is unpredictable. But a guest, such as a 
travelling surfer, can intentionally help the host to offer hospitality simply by being 
tolerant of difference, aware that there is much to be learned through suspending 
one’s own cultural baggage.  
 
Doug Harvey (2007) explains:  
 
Due to their rigid competitive criteria, sports are under-recognized as aesthetic 
disciplines - though virtually every aspect of athletic culture is determined to some 
degree by discriminating between visual, kinaesthetic, and other sensory information, 
often with vast litanies of subjective distinctions and rankings underlying the binary 
qualitative principle of win/lose. Nowhere is this truer than in the lonely sport of 
surfing, with its odd patina of romantic bohemian introspection, its emphasis on 																																																								
19 The often year long Grand Tour, to cultural sights and centres of Renaissance art in France and Italy, was usually 
undertaken by young Europeans with the financial means, who employed specialist guides.  	
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individual experience and virtuosic performance, its frequent religious overtones, its 
incredibly detailed vocabulary for subtle variations in wave structure and board 
technique, and its strange and deep impact on popular culture in the early 1960s. 
(Harvey 2007: 15). 
 
I agree with Harvey’s statement, and argue that my desire to bridge surf travel and 
intellectual endeavour, captured in the notion of thinking with geography, or the 
geographical imagination, presents the possibility of writing with surfing and surf 
travel. In this research I reveal an important gap in the surf literature (discussed in 
chapter 3.1), which raises the research potential of surfing as literature, as opposed 
to surfing as a theme in literature. By this, I mean again that surfing is already a 
mode of inscribing, of mark making, of poiesis.  
 
The activity of surfing leaves traces, as surf travel follows tracks (and leaves tracks) 
that lead to writing, embodied in non-verbal syntax and a set of tropes such as 
takeoff, bottom-turn and kick-out. Surfing and surf travel are forms of ‘writing out’ / 
written-out or inscription that echo tracks (the best known Australian surf magazine is 
called Tracks - referring to the temporary marks left on the wave by the surfer), 
returning us to the striking image of Ishmael in Moby Dick (1851/2009), or ‘saltstain’ 
in the poetry of St-John Perse (1924/1970), that sticks in, or stains, the imagination 
and memory. Surfing can sometimes too be an act of suspension (or writing out as a 
recognition of lack of closure), or celebration of horizon. These images have already 
set up network or work-net effects as they work in and on my psyche and are 
necessarily expelled as mutated forms, to infect others through writing them out and 
writing them out or striking them out as striking images in their own write/rite/right. 
Such images are always living (in) suspended sentences, awaiting reconstruction or 
re-habilitation. Such literary images have been abroad and got sick, returning with a 
view to intermodality. Such words (saltstain amongst them) are part of the ruck, but 
also outside the common pack, sacked by the ruck.  
 
Of course there is a representation at work in writing that follows surfing, but can this 
writing capture the fluidity and surprise of surfing? Just as internet ‘surfing’ has 
become an embodiment and performance, can actual surfing as an activity be re-
inscribed discursively, creatively and through travel as a form of intermodal writing 
and as the capture of traces left in the ongoing formation of identifiable networks? 
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Within the tradition of ANT, a network is initiated through a series of translations 
between persons, artefacts and ideas. For example, surfexplore sends an email to 
surfers Russell and Vadim Behrmann in Port-au-Prince, asking questions about 
access to Ile A Vache island to map the surfing potential. Russell responds with 
information and initiates a plan to source a boat to reach the island. This is a 
translation where the persons, messages and ideas (computer hardware and 
software) act as mediators, initiating a network. Such translations may go on as other 
members of surfexplore read the posted responses to the email on a growing private 
Facebook research group page, further responding to each other and initiating new 
ideas, that are further ‘actioned’ by raised sponsorship budgets that enable 
surfexplore to pay for the boat hire. If the email to Russell had no response, the 
network fails to initiate - in good faith that we might initiate a network, the computer 
and myself both act as intermediaries only, failing to become mediators. Imagine, 
however, that the email correspondence we develop enlarges through further 
mediators, producing a large (and ‘valuable’) portfolio of research material (maps, 
literature, ideas) archived privately online via the private Facebook research page. 
The network has gone beyond initiation to growth. Such a network still has the 
potential to stall, but is now likely to continue to develop. However, the network does 
stall when (on fieldtrip two) the boat breaks down.  
 
ANT is not interested in the network per se (displayed on the private Facebook 
research page), but in its effect, its trace, the re-membered parts that re-searchers 
scrutinise (including the experience of the boat breaking down). Re-searchers are not 
the trailblazers that searchers are, but rather re-spect or look again at those 
trailblazing events and piece together a story from the historical traces. What is left in 
the wake of the ‘tangible’ network? A network effect is judged by the quality of 
change that it sustains. Surfexplore can chat away through the internet, but the 
network effect may be minimal, meaningless and have no effect on the quality of life, 
despite the fact that the network itself may be expanding. Surfexplore has been able 
to maintain a strong network effect, through memory, legacy and physical effect. 
Such effects are varied - we do fieldwork in Haïti; we donate surfboards to the island 
and we find that a small surf community is developing; connections made through 
Russell in Port-au-Prince help surfexplore to publish an article in a magazine 
(appendix 3).  
 
My fieldwork in Haïti can test this by examining the expansion of a network through: 
• Mapping, representing and celebrating the surfing coastline of Haïti. 
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• Expanding the surfexplore network. 
• Expanding the network through intermodal writing.  
• Expanding the network through publishing material on Haïti.  
 
The network also becomes a safety net, holding us. The cycles of action and 
reflection end and begin in critical reflexivity - e-valuation (a lot is done online), or a 
values clarification and relativisation, in the mirror of the Other as Ryzard 
Kapuściński (2008) suggests. The ‘fieldwork’ in Haïti is therefore not simply travel, 
but a reflexive cycle of planning, research, travelling (anabasis-katabasis), surfing, 
writing, digesting, reflecting, reading and re-writing, as a precursor to a new cycle. 
 
I claim originality where, as actor within an actor-network or work-net (again, the 
preferred term of Bruno Latour, 2005/2007), I afford an expert rather than a novice 
perspective, as a seasoned professional surfer and traveller working with 
surfexplore. In the travel writing practice I create network / work-net effects biased 
towards phenomenological accounts of experience - ontologies that account for 
identities. Further, ANT ethnographic accounts (of leading ANT theorists and 
ethnographers such as Latour (2005), Mol (2002), and Law and Hassard (1999)) 
claim to represent multiple ontologies working within common spaces. However, I 
believe that such accounts tend to generate multiple epistemologies rather than 
ontologies, as claimed - theories of knowledge rather than accounts of experience. 
The network / work-net effect is then biased towards abstraction from experience. 
Where there is a bias towards epistemologies, events may fail to turn into 
experiences because a critical component - imagination (in this case a geographical 
imagination), or more precisely the poetic imagination (Bachelard 1992, Hillman 
1997) is missing from those accounts. I intend to literally and metaphorically ‘get 
traction in Haïti’. 
 
In the following chapter I review key literature in surfing and the travel writing of 
Alphonso Lingis and Ryszard Kapuściński. 
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Chapter three 
 
3.0 Literature Review 
In this chapter I situate my research in the academic literature on surf writing through 
a critical commentary, and consider how the phenomenological travel writing and 
auto-ethnography of Alphonso Lingis (1995/1996), and the politically inspired travel 
writing of Ryszard Kapuściński (1976/2001) have influenced my own research. 
 
There is a large field of discursive work on travel writing that critically discusses the 
impacts and imagery of tourism, mobility and resultant texts of journeys and places 
(for example, Cabañas 2015, Koivunen 2009, Lindsay 2010). I engage with these 
topics intimately though my practice as a travel writer, and these works have 
informed much of my undergraduate and postgraduate research, including 
guidebook texts such as The Longboard Travel Guide: a guide to the world’s best 
longboard waves (Bleakley, 2015).  
 
Miguel Cabañas (2015), Claire Lindsay (2010) and Leila Koivunen (2009) collectively 
explore the relationship between personal mobility and the political in travel writing 
both geographically and historically. These works highlight: i) roles of mobility and 
stasis (for example the tensions and implications when the financial means to travel 
to places is juxtaposed with the reality that local communities that do not have the 
financial means to travel); ii) political, personal and cultural interventions through 
travel; and iii) representations of Otherness related to colonial visions of the world.  
 
In order to engage with the narrative space in which the traveler employs the 
subgenre of surf travel writing to assert authority over experiences of mobility, this 
research would demand more work on identity construction within surfing 
communities. Despite the value of such research, it is beyond the scale and scope of 
this work. I have chosen not to critically discuss academic work on travel writing in 
the literature review; rather I have opted for a more interdisciplinary approach to 
works on the geographical imagination, the Other, Haïti, perception in philosophy and 
psychology, anabasis-katabasis and arēte and kairos. This is mobilised through a 
detailed literature review on surf writing and the travel writing of Alphonso Lingis and 
Ryszard Kapuściński in particular. 
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3.1 Surf writing 
In this section I reveal that while there is an interesting sociological literature on 
surfing as a recreational activity (Booth 2004), and a large archive of popular, 
journalistic work on surf travel, there are two gaps in the literature: first, critical surf 
travel writing in its own right; and second, commentary on, and analysis of, that 
subgenre of writing. This research has aimed to address the first gap by providing a 
body of critical surf travel writing, and I have theorised this new wave of surf travel 
writing as a form of auto-ethnography and as a practice of the production of network 
effects (ANT, Latour 2005/2007).  
 
Surf writing, or writing about surfing, appears as a sub-genre of the genres of both 
sports and travel writing. This includes critical academic and anecdotal, descriptive 
and popular writing. While there is a growing sociological and ethnographic literature 
on surfing as a subculture (Ford and Brown 2006, Booth 2004), mainly within a 
historical framework, there is little academic study of the meaning and implications of 
surf travel, such as its impact through cultural exchange or its effects on identity 
construction. A major journal such as Cultural Geographies shows no results for a 
search of contents with the keywords ‘surfing’ or ‘surf travel’ (apart from the 
ubiquitous ‘channel surfing’ and ‘internet surfing’). And Studies in Travel Writing 
reveals no articles on surfing or surf travel or surf travel writing. Although Nick Ford 
and David Brown (2006) discuss ‘the embodiment of surfing’, this topic is under-
researched, and there are no academic studies of surfing as performance or dance, 
although ‘surfing as dance’ is referenced in relation to ‘surfboard design’ and ‘surfing 
style’ by Douglas Booth (1999) and Gerry Lopez (1976/2007) and in relation to film 
(The Water Dancer, 2012, directed by Michael Halsband). However, using the search 
terms ‘surf studies’, ‘surf writing’, ‘surf travel writing’, ‘surf literature’ and ‘surf fiction’ I 
have compiled a repository of key reviews and key articles. I have critically read 
major books and full-length articles. Much of the literature is ‘grey’ appearing outside 
the academic mainstream, but there is a growing corpus of critical, academic study of 
surfing. I have categorised my repository of key works on surfing as follows: 
 
• Historical studies - placing surfing in time (for example, Westwick and 
Neushul (2013) The World in the Curl: An Unconventional History of Surfing). 
• Geographical / oceanographic / scientific / engineering studies - placing 
surfing in space and location, exploring oceanography, meteorology and 
coastal geomorphology (such as tides, waves and beach patterns), ecological 
/ environmental impact of surfing (such as the eradication and creation of 
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surfing breaks) and equipment engineering and sustainability in the surf 
industry (for example, Butt, Russell and Grigg (2002) Surf Science: An 
Introduction to Waves for Surfing).  
• Sociological / psychological / ethnographic / sports studies - socialization, 
rites of passage, ‘in’ groups, identity construction, badges of honour, 
differences between surfing cultures (western surfing meets Other cultures), 
phenomenological studies where the experience of surfing is dissected, 
surfing as leisure sport (professional / contest surfing) and explorations of 
surfing as a spiritual practice (for example, Ford and Brown (2006) Surfing 
and Social Theory: Experience, Embodiment and the Narrative of the Dream 
Glide). 
• Gender studies of surfing (for example, Evers (2009) “‘The Point’: surfing, 
geography and a sensual life of men and masculinity on the Gold Coast, 
Australia” in Social and Cultural Geography). 
• Economic / political studies of surfing - surfing and money, capital and 
business, enterprise and power (for example, Laderman (2014) Empire in 
Waves: A political history of surfing). 
• Tourism studies of surfing - surf tourism, impact on local cultures and 
sustainable tourism management (for example, Borne and Ponting (2015) 
Sustainable Stoke: Transitions to sustainability in the surfing world). 
• Medical studies of surfing - what surfing does to the body; injuries, long-term  
tolls; the blue gym and the effects of surfing on health and wellbeing (for 
example, Nichols (2014) Blue Mind: How Water Makes You Happier, More 
Connected and Better At What You Do). 20 
• Visual arts studies / representations of surfing - surfing photography, film, 
painting, illustration and sculpture (for example, Harvey (2007) Heart and 
Torch: Rick Griffin’s Transcendence).  
• Literary / film / narrative studies of surfing - surfing as narrative, stories about 
and by surfers, surfing as epic (big wave riders); as tragic (death by 
drowning); as comic (surfing cartoons); and in popular music (The Beach 
Boys (1962)). Using surfing as a trope in literature (Winton (2008) Breath) 
and film (Big Wednesday (1978) and Apocalypse Now (1979)). 
 
																																																								
20 The blue and green gym movements refer to a variety of projects that advocate engagement with blue and green 
environments for health and wellbeing. For further interdisciplinary research see the European Centre for 
Environment and Human Health http://www.ecehh.org 
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These categories are extremely useful to activate further work. However, for the key 
topics in this research (surfing, travel and writing) I found these categories limiting. I 
therefore mobilised key works across all these categories into a narrative review 
rather than a systematic review of the surfing literature. Through the process of the 
narrative review, I identified a significant gap in the literature concerning critical 
(rather than simply descriptive) surf travel literature, drawing on critical theory models 
of activity such as ANT (Latour 2008). There is no work that treats surfing a 
performance activity, as experimental travel writing (Kapuściński 2008) and as 
contemporary, postmodern ethnography (Lingis 1995, Taussig 2009). Importantly, no 
work exists that networks these three areas. This research addresses this gap in the 
literature. 
 
In the following section, I critically address themes from key work in (1) the texts of 
surfing, (2) surf journalism, (3) surf science, (4) surfing coastscapes, and (5) surf 
fiction. This is followed by (6) reading between the lines in surf writing. I then 
consider the importance of (7) contradictions in the surfing literature: that (a) surfing 
is potentially inherently ‘ecological’ and not exploitative, and (b) surfing is potentially 
a democratic activity, participative and non-discriminatory. This leads to (8) a 
conclusion.  
 
3.1.1 The texts of surfing  
As surfing has grown as a sport and leisure activity, so its academic study has 
evolved. Jeff Lewis (1998: 55) describes “the texts of surfing”, that “have been largely 
neglected in serious cultural commentary.” In Zero break: an illustrated collection of 
surf writing, 1777-2004, Matt Warshaw (2004) points to the lack of intellectual 
content in surf writing, which is largely anecdotal and descriptive and does not offer 
critical engagement with culture or with the act of writing itself. Moser’s (2008) Pacific 
Passages: An Anthology of Surf Writing, celebrates Hawaiian descriptions of surfers 
in Hawaii (Kamakua 1865), but also points out that surf writing has generally not 
engaged with theory and aesthetics, tending towards either plain description and 
instrumentality or scientific objectivity.  
 
Can Lewis’ thinking about ‘the texts of surfing’ be progressed? In the following 
section, I consider surfing’s subtexts and contexts as these appear in the small but 
developing academic literature that studies surfing. The main context is the surfing 
‘culture’ (strictly a set of subcultures) where the subtext is a series of contradictions 
in the culture of surfing based around image, gender, identity and commodification as 
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these relate to an ideal of surfing as an alternative anti-capitalist and anti-
bureaucracy lifestyle, healthy sport, ecologically sensitive activity, promising exotic 
travel and exploration.  
 
Prior to writing about surfing - whether front-line journalism and reportage from the 
wave’s edge; or academic and literary responses - we should consider the activity of 
surfing as a text. As a text, surfing inscribes, but its inscriptions are temporary, 
leaving traces (unless filmed, although I do not explore films in this research due to 
scale limitations). Surfing has a complex non-verbal syntax (such as a takeoff (a), 
bottom-turn (b), cutback (c), trim (d), cross-step walk (e), noseride (f, g, k), hang five 
(f), hang ten (g), floater (h), off-the-lip (i), stall (j), soul-arch (k) and kick-out (l) - 
introduced in figure 2). This is the syntax with which I ‘think’ (both imagine and do) 
my research, and write with surfing in mind, outlined and developed in detail in 
methodology chapter 3.4. This, of course, raises the research potential of surfing as 
literature, as opposed to surfing as a theme in literature. By this, I mean that surfing 
is already a mode of inscribing, of mark making, of poiesis (and the aim of this 
research is to develop that into an intermodal writing based on networks and the 
traces left by such development as a work-net).  
 
Andy Martin (2009) notes that surfing, like other sports, has a pre-text: the running 
commentary going on inside the head of the performer before he or she crosses the 
line. This is supplemented by a hypertext: the athlete sees the video replay on a 
giant screen in the stadium that offers the virtual experience after the real as an 
opportunity for instant reflection. Today, this applies even to the novice surfer, where 
many surf schools offer learners the opportunity to watch themselves on video after 
the lesson. And the development of professional surfing has relied heavily on 
photography and film to market company products and sponsored riders (Rensin 
2008), with catchphrases like ‘only a surfer knows the feeling’ by Australian brand 
Billabong (Warshaw 2010). This automatically produces both a hypertext and 
paratext of surfing (a literal ‘screen memory’ - a text running parallel with the main 
text that is the primary activity in which the surfer’s performance is re-presented). A 
common theme in surf culture is to attend the screening of a new surf film, in order to 
get ‘stoked’ (‘excited’) for surfing the following day. This really does offer a 
hypertextual experience where surfers watch ‘huge’ Hawaiian waves or ‘perfect’ 
Indonesian ‘barrels’, before paddling out the next day to local small-sized waves (or 
‘onshore two-feet slop’, often in coldwater and a thick neoprene wetsuit, in contrast to 
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the Billabong campaign advertising that ‘life is better in boardshorts’ (Warshaw 
2010)).  
 
Talking about surfing (amongst surfers within a subculture) can be treated as another 
kind of text. This text has realised a rich slang vocabulary largely evolved and 
exchanged through travelling Hawaiian, Californian, Australian, and South African 
surfers (Cralle 2001). Such text reveals detailed oceanographic, meteorological and 
geomorphological understanding of scientific coastal process, juxtaposed to 
adjectives such as ‘sick’ and ‘awesome’ and ‘epic’ (‘outstanding’ and ‘excellent’) 
related to the physicality of riding a wave: ‘Did you see that awesome backhand 
barrel?’ ‘It’s going to be epic on the push (of the tide): spring tides, easterlies (wind 
direction), high (tide) is late (in the day), so that new mid-tide bank (accumulation of 
sand upon which the waves will break) will be wedging A-frames (wave morphology 
descriptor)’ Here is an explicit knowledge of oceanography and coastal 
geomorphology tied up with a cultural identity, and a further glimpse of a non-verbal 
syntax of surfing developed in methodology chapter 4.4.  
 
However, such ‘surf-speak’ (Cralle 2001) can be readily lampooned. Michael 
Fordham (2008) describes ‘surfspeak’ as “dudish…a constantly evolving language.” 
(Fordham 2008: 24). Daniel Duane (1996) adds that talking about surfing to non-
surfers becomes much like saying, “I masturbated today, and it felt great.’ Who 
cares?” (Duane 1996: 12). While ‘epic’ in the example above might affirm Duane’s 
remark, descriptions of the coastscape reveal detailed understanding of tide size, 
tide time, wind direction, littoral (coastal) bathymetry and prevailing local conditions - 
considered essential information for a surfer. As I note in Surfing Brilliant Corners 
(Bleakley 2010):  
 
While surfers intuitively know about wave action and its relationship to bottom shape, 
these links are still unexplained fully by science. Beach studies fall within the realm of 
complexity theory. The beach and sea, as interacting living processes, operate not in 
a formal and predictable balanced position between order and chaos, but at 
maximum complexity on the edge of chaos, as a nonlinear, adaptive system. Surfing 
folklore is validated within the community of surfers, not in academic circles, so the 
surf culture produces lay geographers confident at predicting the outcome of a 
combination of topography, oceanography, meteorology and even ‘crowd factor’ on 
any given day. Organized, lay surfing knowledge is a great example of practice 
expertise in action, rather than ‘specialist’ knowing - a tacit knowledge developed 
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through experience, but hard to articulate. The rewards for predicting the perfect 
wave at the perfect time are considered the perfect experience. (Bleakley 2010: 47). 
 
In the forward to The Surfin'ary: Dictionary of Surfing Terms and Surfspeak (Cralle 
2001), Thomas Farber references Italian author Italo Calvino, who writes in Mr. 
Palomar:  
 
To describe a wave analytically, to translate its every movement into words, one 
would have to invent a new vocabulary and perhaps also a new grammar and a new 
syntax, or else employ a system of notation like a musical score (Cralle 2001: ix). 
 
Later in the forward, Farber describes surfers as  
 
Using, bending, shaping, inventing a rhetoric to articulate both the experience of 
waves and subjective response to that power, mystery, beauty. […] Surfers also well 
understand the wit of understatement - the cool of restraint, of course, but also 
respect for what’s beyond words. (Cralle 2001: ix). 
 
While Farber (Cralle 2001) celebrates “surfers as alchemists, transmuting water into 
words” (Cralle 2001: ix) in his two creative non-fiction books on surfing, sailing, diving 
and travelling in the Pacific (In On Water, 1994 and The Face of the Deep, 1998), he 
abandons surf-speak for the “other vocabularies for water - the language of 
hydrology, oceanography, physics, or meteorology, for example.” (Cralle 2001: ix).  
 
Farber attempts to structure his writing like water, into “sets and lulls, sets and lulls: 
truer than clock time” (Cralle 2001: ix) to mirror the movement of the ocean. These 
works unconsciously echo the ‘poetics of water’ by the French phenomenologist and 
scientist Gaston Bachelard (1983/1994). Bachelard’s ‘essay on the imagination of 
matter’ makes water matter in a poetic way, as a medium for dreaming or reverie. 
Farber’s poetic style does not engage with the activity of surfing, and when 
referencing travel, the writing attempts to be structured by the ebb and flow of tide 
rather than act of engagement with travel.  
 
Farber’s writing evokes the sea literature of Samuel Taylor Coleridge (The Rime of 
the Ancient Mariner, 1798/1994), Herman Melville (Moby Dick, 1851/2009), Robert 
Luis Stevenson (Treasure Island, 1883/2011), Virginia Woolf (The Waves, 
1931/2000) and Lao Tzu (in Kampion 1989) who wrote “Under heaven nothing is 
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more soft and yielding than water. Yet for attacking the solid and strong, nothing is 
better; It has no equal.” (Kampion 1989: 38). Such sea literature - sometimes directly 
about, or mentioning, surfing, such as Jack London’s “Riding The South Seas Surf” 
(1907), Mark Twain’s Roughing It (1872), Herman Melville’s Mardi and a Voyage 
Thither (1849), and Hawaiian accounts of Polynesian surfing (Kamakau 1865) - has 
often been used as a convenient backdrop to accounts of waveriding, or as a link to 
more thoughtful histories. In this research I do not set out to explore this huge and 
various sea literature but rather invoke it as a backdrop, just as the constant grind of 
the ocean acts as a backdrop to life for coastal dwellers, and is therefore part of the 
coastscape, horizons shifting. 
 
3.1.2 Surf journalism  
There is descriptive and popular writing about surfing, targeted at surfers in 
dedicated magazines such as Surfer, Surfing, Tracks, The Surfer’s Path and 
The Surfer’s Journal. 21 This large and well-archived body of surf journalism 
(George 2010) begins with California’s Surfer magazine, launched in 1960. 
Surf journalism is now a global phenomenon with articles frequently networked 
across publications, appearing in English, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, 
German, Russian, Japanese, Bahasa Indonesian and Chinese. I make my 
practice-based living from contributing to these magazines and so know the 
field intimately.  
 
Much work in surf journalism is distilled into a body of large format ‘coffee-
table’, glossy, photo-rich books on surf icons, surf culture and surf photography 
(Kampion 1989, Carson 2002), and a growing collection of books offering 
histories of surfing (Heimann 2015, Holmes 2006, Young 2008, Warshaw 2010, 
Mansfield 2009) and sporting biographies (Rensin 2008, Young 2006, 
Bartholomew and Baker, 2002, Doherty 2007). Such histories and biographies 
are usually (and largely intentionally) descriptive and chronological, without 
developed arguments based on thorough archival research employing the 
usual academic methods of evidence-based argument, critique and reflexivity. 
A style of anecdotal reviews, based on a cult of personality and personal 
agency, is readily accepted and promoted in these works. For example, 
Kampion (1989) describes how: 
  																																																								
21 Check appendix 2 for a list of The Surfers Path articles published from these research projects. 
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the history of surf culture is nothing more nor less than the sum of the waves 
and the lives of all those who have surfed. At the top of surfing’s cultural 
hierarchy is a senate of beautiful, gifted, often outrageously twisted individuals 
who have at least one thing in common: they are surfers. (Kampion 1989: 
preface). 
 
The personality of the twisting wave is then displaced by a personality cult of 
the twisted wave-rider.  
 
One such admired and lionized individual is American Dale Velzy, (as discussed in 
chapter 1.1) the first to perform the hang ten manouevre at Manhattan Beach, 
California in the early 1950s. In contrast to the purely descriptive histories of surfing, 
Paul Holmes (2006) has written a cultural history of Southern Californian surfing 
centred on the life of Dale Velzy, who created a template for the Hollywood-based 
surf culture boom of the 1960s. Here, Velzy is not packaged as a twisted personality. 
Rather, he is used to explore important post-war social conditions that shaped 
identities of surfers.  
 
Although stand-up surfing was born in Polynesia (Hawaii and Tahiti) and Peru 
(Warshaw 2010), Holmes suggests that the surfing culture grew in Southern 
California (in the 1950s and 1960s) because of a particular combination of place 
(climate and geography), culture (Hollywood glamour and the cult of youth), and 
technology (post-war aerospace industry materials applied to surfboards). This 
cultural blueprint allowed Dale Velzy to develop the 10 feet long wide-hipped 
surfboard labelled ‘the Pig’ in 1954. It became the prototype of the modern longboard 
and the platform for early performance surfing: 
  
A whole new surfing emerged […] (and) Velzy and (Hap) Jacobs promoted their 
(surfboard) label not just with team riders (expert surfers), but in another highly 
prescient way: screen printing their logo as tee shirts. It was the first time any 
surfboard maker had done so. (Holmes 2006: 102).  
 
Even if spectacular inland wavepools and surfing lakes become the norm for popular 
surfing in the near future, Southern California imaginary will likely remain a reference 
for surf culture worldwide. 22 Holmes’s connections can be made sense of through 
ANT (Latour 2005/2007), where a network is formed through translations across 																																																								
22 In a freelance context I work as a ‘surf writer and research fellow’ for The Wave UK www.wave.surf who are 
currently building surfing lakes in Bristol, London and Cornwall. 
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persons (Velzy), artifacts (the Pig surfboard) and symbols or languages (the syntax 
of surfing). Only when these translations work does a network form that grows into a 
movement, as with Southern Californian surfing. 
 
Paul Holmes grew up in Cornwall - referred to by British surfer Roger Mansfield 
(2009) as ‘the California of the UK’ - where he started surfing longboards in 1963, 
and went on to edit Tracks and Surfer magazines in Australia and California 
respectively. Holmes’ writing (2006) reveals an eye for the future as its shows in the 
historical margins of the present. Surf magazine journalism, however, has generally 
refused even such a popular intellectual stream, as writers earning a living adapt to a 
popular mode employed by magazines that pay. Dave Parmenter (2007) (a Surfer 
magazine contributing writer) explains:  
 
All surf writers must bend to the cruel reality that all surfing magazines are, 
essentially, little more than picture books. In the same way adult magazines cater to 
the wish-fulfillment fantasies of the reader, surf magazines set out to stoke the desire 
of ordinary surfers who are no more likely to paddle out at Pipeline (Hawaii) than the 
average Playboy reader is to ever tussle with a centerfold model on a bearskin […] 
Because of this, the surf writer is compelled to offer something fresh and unusual, 
and I think it is within the travel genre that he (or she) has found the greatest 
opportunity to do so. The photos enhance the story, and vice versa. This symbiotic 
relationship, when seasoned with the pungent spice of escapism, has made the travel 
story the source of much of the best writing in Surfer. (Parmenter 2007: 7-8). 
 
However, a review of travel writing in the Surfer magazine annals (The Best of Surfer 
Magazine, 2007) reveal disappointing examples. In ’11 Chapters of Africa’ Kevin 
Naughton (1975/2007) is witness to a West African spirit ceremony:  
 
Tribal drums…Painted faces. Full moon. Heart of darkness. Devil dances. Costumed 
women. Night heat. Chanting. Jungle noises. Wild laughter. Congo tom-toms. 
Hypnotic rhythms. Lightning flashes. Blurring vision… ‘Pass the palm wine, please.’ 
Whispered Craig, in the midst of a bizarre dance performed around a leaping fire. 
(Naughton 1975/2007: 52). 
 
In contrast with Kapuściński’s (2007) description (below) of the West African spirit 
world, Naughton’s (1975/2007) list reads like a litany of post-colonial clichés. 
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The continuity that lives and breathes here, and that creates the threads of the social 
fabric, is the continuity of family tradition and ritual, and the pervasive far-reaching 
cult of the ancestor. (Kapuściński 2007: 23). 
 
In Surfer magazine’s ‘Morocco: Surf Madness and 1001 Moorish Days and 
Nightmares’ Bruce Valuzzi (1982/2007) describes a ‘sarcastic’ wind, the Moroccan 
people as ‘weirdos’ and the country as “still very poor, like Egypt, an Arab nation with 
no oil.” (Valuzzi 1982/2007: 114). Kapuściński (1978/2007) offers a much more 
celebratory tone of North Africa as “unique; at every moment it reveals its contrasts, 
its contradictions and its conflicts. Nothing is unambiguous and nothing fits into a 
formula.” (Kapuściński 1978/2007: 98). 
 
Surf journalism, represented through the surfing magazine literature, reveals 
important contradictions (discussed later) that can be treated as a resource rather 
than a hindrance to developing innovative surf travel writing. For example, surfing 
has been described as a once ‘transcendent’ Pacific Islands pursuit that has become 
appropriated as a heroic North American competitive sport (Nendel 2009), now 
commodified (Lanagan 2002). Stranger (2010) argues, however, that the postmodern 
commodification of surfing subverts capitalist values and virtues, where surfing 
represents an alternative culture to the mainstream. Surfing has evolved to become 
male gendered (Evers 2009, Preston-Whyte 2002), employing the rhetoric of 
masculine identities (Ormrod 2007) such as a metaphorically violent language of 
mastery (‘ripping’, ‘shredding’, ‘tearing’) (Waitt 2008, Waitt and Warren 2008), and 
actually violent localism (Scheibel 1995).  
 
3.1.3 Surf science  
There is serious academic study of surfing, a ‘surfology’, embodied in the Surf 
Science and Technology BSc degree developed at the University of Plymouth, 
UK (and still running at Cornwall College, UK), including coastal 
geomorphology and physical science, history of the sport, study of the lifestyle, 
commodification of surfing, surfing and sociologically, equipment engineering, 
industry issues, and the leisure and tourism business. The detailed 
oceanographic understanding of coastal processes has translated into a 
growing collection of surfing guidebooks with accurate travel information, 
seasonal surfing insight, generic surf histories and local surf folklore (Colas 
2000, Nelson and Taylor 2006). Within this field of surf science, The Stormrider 
Guide represents the only database and publication that gathers global wave 
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information (shared online at Magic Seaweed Swell Reports and published with 
Low Pressure surfing guidebooks). I have chosen to share the surf break 
mapping data from this research with The Stormrider Guide.  
 
While a scientific understanding (to forecast meteorology and surfing 
conditions) is driven by a quest to find the perfect wave, showcased in the first 
wide-appeal surfing film - The Endless Summer (1964), this is now translated 
into somewhat bullying publications demanding surf travel for a rounded life, 
such as The Pilgrimage: 50 Places to Surf Before you Die (Doherty 2011) and 
Ultimate Surfing Adventures: 100 Extraordinary Experiences in the Waves 
(Alderson 2010), where the ecological and imperial impact of such surf travel is 
not discussed, and surfing’s ‘ripping’, ‘shredding’ and ‘tearing’ language of 
mastery is reinforced (Waitt 2008, Waitt and Warren 2008). 23 
 
While most of the academic study of surfing has been scientific (Grigg 1998), there is 
a growing social and cultural geography literature focused upon surfing that has 
issues of space, place and identity construction as its main interests. The text by 
Nick Ford and David Brown (2006) - Surfing and Social Theory: Experience, 
Embodiment and the Narrative of the Dream Glide - is the first sustained 
commentary on the contemporary social and cultural meaning of surfing. Ford and 
Brown explore themes of mind and body, emotions and identity, aesthetics, style, 
and sensory experience. They contextualise surfing by tracking evolving historical 
perceptions of the sea and the beach, to provide an analysis of issues such as 
embodiment in, and gendering of, surfing. In ‘Directions for further research’ Ford 
and Brown (2006) explain that “surfing studies are clearly multi-, or rather trans-, 
disciplinary areas of research, with a fast growing corpus of knowledge and 
literature,” (Ford and Brown 2006: 169) and advise attention to “the experience and 
appreciation of the sea, coastscape and beach in surfing” (and) “embodiment 
experience and expressiveness of surfing performance.” (Ford and Brown 2006: 
173). These are fields that my research addresses.   
 
In Blue Mind (2014) marine biologist and surfer Wallace J. Nichols describes his 
collaborative work with neuroscientists, psychologists, economists and athletes, 
examining the impact of being in or near water. They demonstrate that proximity to 
water can improve focus, creativity, health and professional success and gives rise to 																																																								
23 Arguably, I also fall victim to this ‘demand’ to travel, advertised in a recent book (which includes material 
researched for this thesis) titled The Longboard Travel Guide: a guide to the world’s best longboard waves (2015). 
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what Nichols calls a ‘blue mind’, a neurological state ‘causing a sense of calm 
centredness’. The book was launched at the annual Blue Mind conference, which in 
2014 was held in Mawgan Porth, Cornwall. In the opening lecture, Nichols explained 
the difference between directed attention (when we deliberately focus) and 
involuntary attention (when an external stimulus captures our attention). He argued 
that being around water heightens involuntary attention, generating a blue mind. 
Consequently, neurochemicals such as dopamine (pleasure), serotonin (peace) and 
endorphins (euphoria) are released. Nichols continued,  
Juxtaposed to blue mind is red mind, when your neurons release norepinephrine, 
cortisol and glucocorticoid in response to stress, anxiety and fear. Surfing benefits 
from both a blue and red mind, but experienced surfers are able to turn red mind 
(such as the fear of the wipeout) to blue mind. The more we surf, the more efficient 
we become at recognizing the flux of water and movement of waves, and positioning 
and reacting accordingly. Ultimately the surfer can unconsciously respond in the blink 
of an eye to changing conditions. This is flow state, when we lose track of time, 
nothing else seems to matter, and we truly seem alive and at our best. (Nichols 
2014). 
3.1.4 Surfing coastscapes 
There is a new body of surf writing that engages intimately with coastscapes 
(coastal landscapes, seascapes and cultures), a term coined by Ford and 
Brown (2006), specifically through expert reading of coastal places of surfing 
interest. This relatively small, but growing material is both critical and ‘serious’ 
in drawing upon ideas and invoking a literary sensibility (Martin 1992, Duane 
1997, Weisbecker 2001, Anderson 2005, Kevan and Tempest 2007, Wade 
2007, Martin 2008, Yogis 2009, Anderson, 2010, Moore 2010, Finnigan 2015). 
 
In Daniel Duane’s (1997) Caught Inside, the author leaves his ‘secure’ job (already 
reinforcing a stereotype that surfing is ‘insecure’) to learn to surf in Santa Barbara, 
California, adapting to the local coastscape and the ‘rules of engagement’ with the 
local surfing community. Duane relays an adult’s journey into surfing (resulting in an 
authorial perspective impossible for a surf-writer, like myself, who has participated in 
surfing since youth). Duane (of course) feels the ‘outsider’, before he becomes 
‘accepted’. But (interestingly) it is not the people, but the coastal environment, 
changing by season, that educates Duane, attracting further close noticing through 
‘affordance’ of features (Gibson 1979), resulting in close, or felt, description of the 
character of the Santa Cruz coastscape, as a phenomenologist and sensitive 
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ethnographer would. For example:  
 
The morning fog drawn ashore by inland heat breaks up in vague and varied depths; 
visibility comes in leaps and starts as headlands tear off shreds of cloud. When the 
mist retreats, the mother bank rolls thick along the horizon and the wind blows down 
like a transparent cloud itself, a broad arc of dark-blue motion pressing south along 
the paper field of stillness. The whitecaps then seem to sprint together as if the sun 
had tipped their jar and spilled them all at once; one often sees them coming, sits in 
the glassy cove watching the ripped-up outer waters, knowing one’s session will soon 
end. (Duane 1997: 207).  
 
In Surf Nation: In search of the fast lefts and hollow rights of Britain and Ireland surf 
writer Alex Wade (2007) celebrates place, not only reflected in the local surfing 
communities he visits, and dialogue with locale (Lippard 1997), but also in the 
archives of literature, poetry, film and journalism that articulate the character of these 
coastscapes. Wade cites Virginia Woolf and David Thomson who (in The People of 
the Sea) “writes of the grey Atlantic seals that have, since time immemorial, occupied 
the strange hinterland where the land ends and the sea begins.” (in Wade 2007: 62). 
 
Duane (1997) and Wade (2007) rarely engage in dialogue about actually riding 
waves. This contrasts with the approach of Allan Weisbecker (and William Finnigan 
(2015) in Barbarian Days: a surfing life), whose self-confessional surf adventure 
memoir In Search of Captain Zero (2001) chases down an old friend, Christopher 
(Captain Zero) from Montauk, New York, through Central America. Weisbecker (like 
Finnigan, 2015) is a skilled surfer, adding substance to his descriptions of wave 
riding’s ‘weightless and mindless states of being’, and the powerful position an 
‘acclaimed surfer’ holds in a local beach culture hierarchy. 24 Weisbecker then 
develops a skilled surfer’s narrative through every aspect of his journey, relaying 
stories of international drug smuggling and wave riding (Weisbecker was a script 
writer for the American television crime drama series Miami Vice, 1984-89), and the, 
sometimes, tragic consequences of dedicating one’s life to the pursuit of wave riding.  
 
For Weisbecker, surfing is both a blessing and curse, but one intrinsically connected 
to the character of coastscape:  
 
The reefs were alive with charging lines of white water, their relentless high hiss 																																																								
24 Establishing ‘acclaim’ within a surf community can be connected to surfing skill, compeition results or magazine 
and film appearances. 
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underscored by a sonorous boom of green water breaking further outside. A fine mist 
of rarefied seawater wafted wraithlike over the lagoon and the fringes of the town, 
broken water having been spewed heavenward and dissipated in a vaporous state 
after its downward collision with the reef. From the glimpses I caught of the drop-ins 
of a handful of guys already out, the swell was obviously a healthy one, head-high, 
maybe better. Still, I could not get a sense from where I stood of this wave called 
Salsa Brava. (Weisbecker 2001: 233).25 
 
In Barbarian Days: A Surfing Life (2015) William Finnigan, a staff writer at The New 
Yorker, describes his childhood surfing in Hawaii, where:  
 
The surfers were good. They had smooth, ungimmicky styles. Nobody fell off […] Day 
in, day out, Glenn Kaulukukui […] was my favorite surfer. From the moment he 
caught a wave, gliding catlike to his feet, I couldn’t take my eyes off the lines he drew, 
the speed he somehow found, the improvisations he came up with. He had a huge 
head, which appeared always to be slightly thrown back, and long hair, sun-bleached 
red, also thrown lushly back. He had thick lips, and black shoulders, and he moved 
with unusual elegance. But there was something else—call it wit, or irony—that 
accompanied his physical confidence and beauty, something bittersweet that allowed 
him, in all but the most demanding situations, to seem as if he were both performing 
intently and, at the same time, laughing quietly at himself. (Finnegan 2015: 12). 
 
Surfing itself might be compared to dance, and expert surfer Gerry Lopez 
(1976/2007) in Surfer magazine’s ‘Attitude Dancing’ describes how “the surfer 
dances with the wave, letting it lead him (or her) along it’s natural direction.” (Lopez 
1976/2007: 65). 26 
 
The Water Dancer (2012) is a series of short films directed by Michael Halsband 
funded by surf brand Quiksilver and featuring four time World Champion surfer 
Stephanie Gilmore as she meets competitive breakdancer Casandra ‘Defy’ Rivera, 
New York City Ballet principle dancer Tiler Peck, and site-specific choreographer 
Noemie Lafrance, exploring connections between surfing and dance. 27 This marks 
the beginnings of a visual ethnography into the relationships between surfing and 																																																								
25 Weisbecker is trying to ‘read’ the wave. 
26 Through competition success and surfing performance, Hawaiin Gerry Lopez is recognised as a pioneer of 
powerful wave tuberiding particualry at Pipeline in Oahu, and celebrated as one of the most accomplished surfers of 
the 1970s. 
27 New York photographer Michael Halsband was tour photographer for The Rolling Stones, AC/DC and the School 
of American Ballet. In 1985, Halsband photographed artists Andy Warhol and Jean-Michel Basquiat with Everlast 
boxing gloves for their collaborative exhibition.  	
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dance, also referenced sociologically by Douglas Booth (1999) with relation to 
surfboard design and riding styles in “Sufing: The cultural and technological 
determinants of a dance.” 
 
Gerry Lopez (1976/2007) attempts to describe the contrasting styles of surfing that 
emerged in the mid-1970s from the varying cultural context of Australia, Hawaii and 
South Africa, demonstrating how surfers are also said to have a strong, communal 
and participative virtue ethic of bonding (Olivier 2010), and to be engaged in an 
improvised dynamic performance (Booth 1999). Hawaiian style thus emphasized, 
“the wave and the performer as a co-ordinated unit; the surfer dances with the wave, 
letting it lead him along its natural direction.” (Lopez 1976/2007: 65). 
 
Douglas Booth (1999) explains: 
 
Indigenous Hawaiians based their style on flowing in perfect rhythm with the breaking 
wave. Underlying this dance was a casual and relaxed Polynesian philosophy which, 
in the words of legendary Hawaii surfer Gerry Lopez, says ‘it's easier to ride the horse 
in the direction that it's going’ […] Underpinning these three styles are distinct 
philosophies based on beliefs about humankind's relationship with nature. According 
to Lopez, Hawaiians have benefited from ‘extended experience' of the ocean and are 
therefore 'older and wiser (in terms of self preservation)’. They have ‘traditionally 
exhibited an innate respect for the waves’ and ‘instead of imposing their order on the 
force of waves they seek to join forces’. (Booth 1999: 49). 
 
While my research interest rests in engaging with surfing and surf travel along 
coastscapes where surfing is either non-existent, or nascent, Welsh surf writer Tom 
Anderson (2005) is a skilled surfer engaging with established surfing communities 
and mapped surfing breaks. 28 Anderson’s quest in Riding the Magic Carpet: a 
surfer’s odyssey to find the perfect wave (2005) is to Jeffery’s Bay (South Africa). 
The archetype of the travelling surfer searching for the perfect wave is the theme of 
the formative surf travel film The Endless Summer (1964), reaching Cape St Franics 
near Jeffery’s Bay, South Africa, where the director Bruce Brown narrates ‘the surf 
travellers finally find the perfect wave’.  
 
Anderson’s (2005) writing reveals the use of the non-verbal syntax of surfing and a 
depth of understanding for surfing technique, where at Jeffery’s Bay  																																																								
28 Tom Anderson is 2015 Welsh Senior Surfing Champion. 
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hitting the flats at the bottom of the wave, I had momentum to burn. My next bottom-
turn could be delayed as long as I wanted, or so I thought […] After two or three more 
attempts to joust with the lip, the wave was running away from me, the water in front 
draining off the rock bottom like river rapids. (Anderson 2005: 275). 
 
However, for Anderson surfing is a motivation to travel, not a mode to articulate and 
represent travel. This employment of ‘surfing as a form of motivation’ is used by 
Kevan and Tempest (2007) in a ‘lawyer’s guide to self-motivation’, where surfing’s 
main asset is a spiritual relationship with the sea and self, rather than its potential to 
offer a new wave of writing. 29 Anderson is among an emerging group of surf travel 
writers whose work has coalesced into a small but significant contribution to the 
genre of travel writing due to its focus on coastscape as character. These also 
include Moore (2010, travelling to Indonesia, Germany, Morocco, the Gaza Strip and 
Japan), Yogis (2009, exploring the meditative and spiritual element of surf travel), 
and Brisik (2011), Beamish (2012) and Taylor (2007), who share experiential travel 
anecdotes with skilled surfing descriptions, but do not explore an epistemological 
framework for surf travel writing. 30 
 
University of Cambridge French lecturer Andy Martin has written two popular books 
about surfing (1992, 2008) exploring the metamorphosis that surfing, proximity to the 
ocean, or stardom in the sport can induce, and the trace that this leaves. Unlike any 
other published surf writer, Martin slides easily from popular surf culture to high 
culture and philosophical discourse, linking Sigmund Freud and Jean-Paul Sartre to 
surfing, providing a commentary on sport and psyche. In Stealing the Wave: The 
Epic Struggle Between Ken Bradshaw and Mark Foo (2008), surfers are depicted as 
philosophers and philosophers as surfers in a series of metaphor shifts. Sometimes 
surfers are depicted as poets and playwrights, where Martin (2001) describes 
Hawaiian big wave rider Laird Hamilton as having “something of the wild romantic 
dreamer in him, a kind of blond-haired, tanned, more muscular W B Yeats of the 
surf.” (Martin 2001). 
 
In Walking on Water (1992) Martin describes the tuberide at a surf break called 																																																								
29 In a recent book, Mindfulness and Surfing: reflections for saltwater souls (2016), that also distills research in this 
thesis, I explore the links between surfing and mindfulness.  
30 American journalist Michael Scott Moore was held hostage for 977 days by Somali pirates, abducted while 
researching a book on piracy in Galkayo. The Indian Ocean coastline of Somalia north of Mogadishu offers a 
collection of right hand pointbreaks visible on Google Earth. We have plans in place for a surfexplore project in 
Somalia if the political situation stabilizes enough to make foreign travel ‘safe’. 
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Pipeline on the North Shore of Oahu, Hawaii: 
 
To pass unscathed into the inner sanctum of the wave is the categorical imperative of 
surfing. Every surfer who is swallowed up by one of the blue-ribbed behemoths of 
Pipeline re-enacts the legend of Jonah and the Whale. Many myths of the hero 
retrace a common narrative: a sea journey; battle with a monster; descent into the 
belly of the beast; and, finally, triumphant re-emergence into the light of day. A 
Polynesian folktale tells of Rata, who travelled across the ocean and ingeniously 
outwitted a hungry whale by jamming open its jaws with a broken oar; venturing in 
through the mouth he came face to face with his parents who had been gulped down 
before him. So too the yawning depths of the wave, even while threatening 
annihilation, hold out the promise of rebirth. A poem by Hölderlin, ‘Patmos’, puts it 
succinctly: ‘Where danger is, there / Arises salvation also.’ (Martin 1992: 92). 
 
Martin has has forged an original aesthetic in surf literature. He manages to find fault 
lines and points of tension in surf culture that he then follows often to necessarily and 
pleasing illogical conclusions. In The Boxer and the Goalkeeper: Sartre vs. Camus 
(2012) Martin compares these two iconic philosophers and writers to competitive 
surfers sporting differing strategies and styles of attack. With a similar thread, this 
time in a short surf film for The Independent online (Once Upon a Time in New York - 
2011), Martin, the narrator, says 
  
Steven Kotler has argued (in his book West of Jesus: Science, Surfing, and the 
Origins of Belief, 2007) that there is a neurochemistry of surfing that tends to produce 
a heightened receptivity to feelings of transcendence. Perhaps there is no activity that 
is not potentially philosophical, but it has always seemed to me that the collision of 
(as Sartre would say) the in-itself (the wave) and the for-itself (the surfer), with all its 
possible outcomes of pleasure and pain (the wipeout and the hold-down), and 
especially the tube-ride, with its narrative of being buried and then (ideally) re-born, 
naturally gives rise to a contemplative state. (Martin 2011). 
 
Here, the analogies, elastic by nature, may be being stretched to their limits. We 
might enlarge the connections to suggest that the coastscape is the fabric of 
transcendence holding the surfer in its field. Surfing is neither sport nor recreation, 
but what the late poet, novelist and lay psychoanalyst Peter Redgrove (Roberts and 
Redgrove, 2012) called a ‘hole-in-the-day’ (a pun on ‘holiday’), an everyday 
opportunity for transcendence. Surfing is less the contemplation of such connections 
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than the voicing of these connections, an uttered celebration of the hole-in-the-day, 
or a grappling with opportunity.  
 
Certainly, what Martin’s work does is to remind us of the literary element of surfing - 
not just in writing about surfing, particularly as literature (see next section), but in the 
poeisis of surfing as an activity. And if this research considers Martin’s metaphor of 
philosopher as surfer and surfer as philosopher, the highly sensuous, certainly travel-
inspired, and deeply experiential Alphonso Lingis is my model, as I replace Lingis’ 
writing on phenomenology with writing as surfing, through experiential travel (while 
actually taking Lingis surfing is a different project altogether). 
 
3.1.5 Surf fiction 
There is a growing body of fictional works on surfing - notably Lauren Davies’ Swell 
(2014), Kem Nunn’s Tapping the Source (1984), The Dogs of Winter (1997), and 
Tijuana Straits (2005), and Tim Winton’s Breath (2008). In Swell (2014) British 
novelist Lauren Davies uses the male professional surfing world tour as the stage for 
the love affair of a struggling author. 31 The character study is striking, as are the 
surfing coastscapes evoked in Hawaii, Tahiti and Indonesia, with a gritty portrayal of 
surf localism, overcrowded surf breaks and the lifestyle of touring surf competitors. 
Describing Pipeline in Hawaii: 
 
The swell was building every half hour and was now three times overhead. […] We 
had counted over seventy surfers crammed like sardines into the small take-off area 
at Pipe. Catching a wave involved not just positioning and strength but a battle of 
wills. Those in contention paddled aggressively, the war cries audible from land. 
Boards touched and arms bashed against each other. Leashes were pulled and 
locals laid claim to the best waves. If, heaven forbid, a surfer dropped in recklessly on 
another surfer’s wave, all hell broke loose with fights on and off land, because to 
encroach on another surfer’s ride at Pipeline could be a matter of life and death. If a 
wipeout did not kill you, the surfer you had crossed probably would. (Davies 2014: 
344). 
 
American Kem Nunn spent his youth in Southern California surfing and working 
on boats, mirrored in his three surfing novels that are set either in the 
convoluted geology of the coastscape of Northern California, or the higher 																																																								
31 Lauren Davies is a Cambridge graduate and wife of British professional shortboarder and big-wave pioneer in 
Ireland, Gabriel Davies.   	
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temperatures (described by Nunn as ‘sultry’ and ‘somber’) of Southern 
California. Nunn’s novels are compelling, tragic and violent, where the 
coastscape offers a paradoxical electric gloom. Nunn and Lauren Davies are 
particularly attracted to traits in surf culture where the elevated hero is, in 
reality, often a broken man (gendered male). Nunn co-wrote the screenplay 
with David Milch for an American drama John from Cincinnati (2007), screened 
on HBO (by the producers of The Sopranos). A dark underbelly to surfing is 
played out through a dysfunctional family of talented surfers in Imperial Beach, 
polluted by Mexican-borne sewage from Tijuana. In comparison with William T. 
Vollmann’s (2009) encyclopaedic and harrowing account of the border 
struggles between Mexico and California in Imperial, Nunn‘s contributions 
appear tame. Nunn’s plots also fail to capture the rich layering of relationships 
between surfers, coastscapes and the changing seasons treated for example 
as a theme (discussed later) in John Milius’ film Big Wednesday (1978).  
 
In an interview with Tim Baker (2008), Australian novelist and surfer Tim 
Winton is caustic about what comes out of the surfing media, particularly the 
quality of writing, which he says is ‘deadly embarrassing’, in itself perhaps a 
clumsy phrase. Andy Martin (2010) describes Winton’s Breath (2008) as a 
‘hymn to surfing’. There is little in the way of relaxation in this taut novel. The 
land, sky and sea have personality, take big gulps, and release their tensions 
suddenly: “The sea was dark now and the sky even blacker. Vapour hung in 
shrouds above the cliffs. Quite suddenly and with great force it began to rain.” 
(Winton 2008: 46).  
 
It is like a stretched rubber band about to snap. In fact, like gasping for breath. 
In comparison with the natural elements, the characters are small, barely 
sketched. The western Australian coastscape is the character. This is also 
evident in Land's Edge: A Coastal Memoir (2012), where Winton recalls “the 
sun on my back…like a blush of recognition.” (Winton 2012: 9). Andy Martin 
(2012) describes Winton’s Land's Edge (2012) as “an existential evocation of 
his own life on the beach, which walks a tightrope between ocean and desert 
[...] (a) short but shimmering book, like a poem of the beach. Winton's beach is 
a state of mind, poised precariously, poignantly, between the savage and the 
symbolic.”  
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Land's Edge describes the setting for Breath, where two boys, Pikelet and Loonie, 
grow up in a backwater in western Australia (recalling Winton’s own upbringing), and 
are bonded by a love of swimming. An older ‘guru figure’ and ‘no-limits’ surfer, Billy 
Sanderson (Sando) enters the boys’ lives, driving a wedge between them that will 
eventually destroy their friendship and lead Loonie into self-destruction. Sando has a 
neurotic wife, Eva, who was once a top freestyle skier, but is now retired with a 
mangled knee and an addiction to painkillers. “Her tongue often tasted of […] the 
brassiness of painkillers” (Winton 2008: 174) recalls the adult Pikelet. Seduced by 
25-year-old Eva while Sando and Loonie are on a surf trip to Indonesia, an 
emotionally naïve 15-year-old Pikelet becomes an unwilling accomplice in her 
perverse erotic games of auto-asphyxiation (games that make her ‘come like a 
freight train’). Pikelet is soon out of his depth.  
 
‘Depth’ would be an alternative title for Winton’s novel. There is always something 
rumbling from below. While the boy is a reluctant accomplice to Eva’s strange 
pleasures, “There were whale songs on the stereo” (Winton 2008: 170), a resident 
great white shark occasionally appears from the deep at a big wave spot that Sando 
introduces to the boys. The paradoxical mix of fear and pleasure in big wave surfing 
resonates with the uncertain depths of relationship. A point comes where you can no 
longer hang around at the edge of the boil - you either takeoff to gamble with the 
extraordinary, or you paddle in, choosing the safety of the ordinary. Paradoxically, 
riding a big reef break is “like a moth riding light,” (Winton 2008: 96) where the 
weight, the gravity, the initiation, is in the depths, in the hold-down: “Things went 
narrow […] the white world was trying to kill me […] when the sea let go…it seemed 
my throat was jammed shut” (2008: 96).  
 
In Winton’s account, big wave surfing perversely becomes a compensation for things 
missing in life, not an enrichment of that life. As Winton says in an interview (Baker 
2008), “I guess surfing and the sea got me through the grimmer parts of 
adolescence” and “I think surfing has, at times, saved me from doing self-destructive 
things.”  
 
From this more negative viewpoint, the passion of surfing is inherently destructive 
rather than creative. It is in the paradoxically erotic turbulence of the wipeout, in the 
danger of the hold-down, in the near-asphyxiation, that surfing generates its charge, 
and not in what Winton calls the ‘dance of surfing’ and the “doing something 
beautiful. Something pointless and elegant.” (Winton 2008: 23). At the end of the 
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novel the narrator is older, has kids, but is divorced (a self-proclaimed ‘failure in 
relationships’). He likes to take his children to  
 
the Point, because when they see me out on the water I don’t have to be cautious 
and I’m never ashamed […] They probably don’t understand this, but it’s important for 
me to show them that their father is a man who dances […] who does something 
completely pointless and beautiful, and in this at least he should need no explanation. 
(Winton 2008: 216). 
   
At times Winton’s surfing descriptions are inspired. “He’d stand at the very tip of the 
board with his spine arched and his head thrown back as if he’d just finished singing 
an anthem that nobody else could hear” (Winton 2008: 28) is an account of Sando’s 
soul arch nose ride. And,  
 
The way the swell rose beneath me like a body drawing in air […] I leant across the 
wall of upstanding water and the board came with me as though it was part of my 
body and mind […] I still judge every joyous moment, every victory and revelation 
against those few seconds of living. (Winton 2008: 32-33). 
 
Despite the sensual, and clearly experiential, surfing sequences, for Winton surfing is 
the feel of riding a wave, not the movement upon the waveface, or the movement in 
travel to and from the waves (as explored in this research). It could be argued that 
Winton captures the poiesis of surfing, but does not explore the activity of surf travel. 
Also, Breath brings out both bright and dark aesthetics of surfing, based on 
narcissistic pleasure, echoing erotic auto-asphyxiation. This ignores surfing as a 
cultural and communal pleasure that does not come from deliberate restriction. 
People make their living from designing, building (shaping) and selling surfboards, 
from competing in a world surfing league, and from the associated industries of 
fashion, travel, and journalism. So, for all his rejection of his previous incarnation as 
a ‘high-profile surfer’ appearing in the ‘glossy magazines’, Sando’s lifestyle is just 
another fashion statement: the long hair, the earrings, the ‘yoga routine’, and Carlos 
Castaneda (1968/1990, long since outed for his ‘sham’anthropology’) on his 
bookshelf. In summary, Sando embraces the surfing fashion of the day - attitude and 
rebellion as retreat to ‘country hippie soul’. But the commercialism is evident. He 
cares enough about the surfboards he rides to have the best: “they were Brewers, 
huge beautiful things.” (Winton 2008: 87). 32 																																																								
32 Hawaiian Dick Brewer is considered one of surfing’s most influential boardmakers, noted for his development of 
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In an interview with Tim Baker (2008) Winton suggests that surfing should not be 
tainted by commercialism - “the professional sport side” of surfing is “mildly more 
interesting than golf.” But with this book is Winton not making a living from writing 
about surfing, and is that not to be applauded? How is this different from professional 
surfing? I would not be engaging so passionately with Winton’s novel if it were not 
worth engaging with. Breath is certainly one of the best novels about surfing, and is 
written by a novelist who is a surfer. But Winton has attempted to abstract the 
aesthetic and feeling of surfing from its evident material and cultural dimensions. This 
is naïve, just like Sando having Castaneda on his shelf and not knowing, as we now 
do, that Don Juan, as noted above, was a fiction of Castaneda’s imagination, and 
those shamanic experiences were written from the safety of Castaneda’s office in a 
Californian University as a way of making a living (1968/1990). Winton, Duane (1997) 
and Nunn (2005) forget that surfers bring culture with them in the boards they ride, 
and the way they ride them. Surfing has always been a marriage between form and 
function. The combined craft of the surfboard shaper and glasser (a surfboard 
manufacturing process discussed in chapter 1.1) precedes the expert rider who turns 
craft into art. Also, the feeling of ‘going surfing’ is not just derived from the sensation 
of plummeting down a wave face, but is already prepared for us culturally by a surf 
industry, including, most importantly, the surf movie, whose impact is to ‘stoke’, or 
get a mindset going that prepares us for surfing.  
 
The study of surf films and their relationship to travel and surfing as activity could 
facilitate an entire thesis. The genre is worthy if engagement via a variety of 
discursive methods beyond the scope of this research. I will, however discuss the 
narrative themes of Big Wednesday (1978).   
 
While Tim Winton captures the character of the western Australian coastscape 
through the eyes of a surfer in Breath (2008), John Milius’ film Big Wednesday 
(1978) captures the character of the Californian coastscape. In this case, stepping off 
the edge of the West Coast frontier into Pacific swell promises identity in freedom - 
being a ‘surfer’ symbolises turning your back as you paddle away from the land 
mass. The construction of this surfing identity is framed further through dialogue with 
a certain surf break. Malibu (‘The Point’, and a warm water summertime break) 
smoothes you out to produce seamless style, drawing a tight line across the wave 																																																																																																																																																														
shortboard designs in the late 1960s and early 1970s. For a short biography see The Encyclopedia of Surfing 
http://encyclopediaofsurfing.com/entries/brewer-dick 
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face, where the best surfers leave a feather trace as their surfboard fin slices through 
the water. In contrast, Santa Cruz (further north, a wintertime break in coldwater 
California) hardens your edges, as you carve out a name deep in the wave face 
coming hard off the bottom. Demonstrating mastery of a place, becoming a ‘local’ or 
perhaps the hottest local for a time, is apparently how all surfers start out in their 
minds. Director John Milius (who grew up surfing in California in the 1950s and 
1960s and co-wrote the script with another Californian surfer called Dennis Aaberg) 
captures this unique relationship between dream, desire and place. By this, I don’t 
mean aggressive ‘localism’, but a strong relationship between space, place and 
identity, where the more you step in the more you stand out.  
 
The juxtaposition of the hot and the cold (Californian surf breaks Malibu and Santa 
Cruz in Big Wednesday) is repeated by Kapuściński (discussed in the following 
chapter), where the Siberian chill is an enemy, aggressive, “an omnipresent 
whiteness, blinding, unfathomable, absolute” (Kapuściński 1993/1994: 3), whereas in 
Africa  
 
It was an intense light, blinding, quivering, flickering. One had the impression of a 
liquid substance, like molten lava. […] The entire luminous apparition was something 
alive, full of movement, vibration, energy. (Kapuściński 2007a: 11). 
Through the Beat and Vietnam eras Big Wednesday uses the changing Californian 
seasons as a metaphor for the changes in life. It is a poignant cultural history and 
realistic character narrative, and a visual essay about varieties of relationship with 
coastscape. This is embodied in the tight friendship between Matt (Jan-Michael 
Vincent), Jack (William Cat) and Leroy (Gary Busey). Matt, the ‘natural’, embodies 
grace, but finds solace in the bottle. Jack is an achiever, a worker, cautious and 
competent, who willingly enlists for Vietnam. Leroy ‘the Masochist’ is the ‘no brains, 
no headaches’ hell-raiser out for a good time. Put the three together, Milius seems to 
be saying, and you have the ideal man (Big Wednesday is undeniably masculinist).  
Hawaiian Billy Hamilton plays the surfing stunt-double for Matt Johnson. Gerry Lopez 
(1976/2007: 65) in Surfer magazine’s ‘Attitude Dancing’ describes how Hamilton 
embodied an ‘unobtrusive style of ‘surfing as dance’. Lopez (1976/2007) writes:  
Ever wonder what happened to Billy Hamilton? Well, he got so smooth in the water 
that sometimes a wave would go by and spectators wouldn’t even notice he was 
riding. ‘After about six years of concentrated effort, perfecting turns, cutbacks, 
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noserides, etc.,’ said Hamilton ‘I became aware of the total correlation of man, 
surfboard and wave. This discovery had a profound effect on my surfing, and sent me 
one step further into a new dimension - the flow [...] I would surf with my mind open, 
reacting to the situation as it appeared, and utilizing whatever manoeuvre it took to 
get to the next experience. (Lopez 1976/2007: 65).   
Matt is a highly skilled surfer, but as the film unfolds, Matt cannot adapt to change. 
Director Milius tracks the emergence of the ‘quick buck’ in surfing and the 
exploitation of laidback surfers with raw talent who would be turned into stars through 
the surfing industry. The film climaxes with the ‘great swell’ that reunites the boys for 
a tearjerker scene for men (recall the masculinism), putting aside all differences. This 
is where they will all ‘eat it’, but not before each has a moment of glory. Heroism is 
not grounded in war, neither literally in Vietnam nor in the lost battle against change, 
but in finding kinship through a common love of the sea. Watching Big Wednesday 
makes you want to go surfing, desperately. There could be no better accolade for a 
surf film. You wake up early the next day, the following Thursday - Thor’s Day - ready 
to make some local thunder and lightning. But you will not find Big Wednesday on 
the list of ‘all time great films’. 33  
Milius’s Hollywood recognition came in the script for Francis Ford Coppola’s 
Apocalypse Now (1979). It was based on Joseph Conrad’s novella Heart of 
Darkness (1902/2007), that tells the story of a journey by a sailor, Marlow, upriver 
into the Congo interior, to track down a megalomaniac ivory trader, Kurtz, who had 
‘gone native’ and adopted the role of a savage god. The story works on many levels - 
an observation on the ills of colonialism (the Congolese were disgracefully exploited 
by King Leopold of Belgium, for rubber and ivory); on greed and self-importance; and 
on madness induced by an inner and outer journey to a heart of evil. Transposed to 
Vietnam, Willard (Martin Sheen) tortuously follows the tracks of the mad Green 
Beret, Kurtz (Marlon Brando), who had drawn around himself a rogue army.  
Written into Coppola’s film by Milius is a scene where surfer Colonel Kilgore’s 
(Robert Duval) chopper unit takes on a raw recruit who happens to be a famous 
surfer back home in California (Lance Johnson). ‘Lance’ is based on Malibu surfer 
Lance Carson, also the model for Big Wednesday’s Matt Johnson. Kilgore intends to 																																																								
33 John Milius was a classmate at the University of Southern California’s School of Cinematic Arts with George 
Lucas. American Graffitti (1973) was Lucas’ ode to his California youth, but despite a $11 million budget spent mostly 
on shooting the surfing sequences (Warshaw 2010), Milius’ Big Wednesday did not rival the audiences of American 
Graffitti. 
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go surfing while a North Vietnamese village is bombed. At ‘Charlie’s Point’ Kilgore 
discusses the finer points of surfboard design with Lance, and asks him if he will go 
out and surf. Kilgore sniffs the air: “I love the smell of napalm in the morning,” and, 
when Lance shows natural trepidation at going surfing in the middle of a war zone, 
Kilgore fixes his eye: “You either surf, or you fight.” Lance thinks he will get killed out 
there, but Kilgore quells his fears, because “Charlie don’t surf.” Charlie (the Vietcong) 
could not touch the white Californian sports hero. Conrad’s story exposes colonial 
racism as ‘the heart of darkness.’ In a final twist of fate, the freshly unloaded 
bombshells cause a vortex to blow the wind onshore (from surf to land), destroying 
the ‘clean’ (no wind) surf conditions. 
  
3.1.6 Reading between the lines in surf writing 
This scene discussed in Apocalypse Now (1979) at Charlie’s Point is a reminder of 
surf travel writing’s tradition where the coastscape becomes an object of desire upon 
which the gaze of the travelling surfer rests, to exploit its waves (also revealed in 
Moore 2010, Yogis 2009, Brisik 2011, Beamish 2012, Taylor 2007, Finnegan 2015 
and Weisbecker 2001). This taxis is dangerous, replaying the imperial gaze of the 
conqueror who so often, historically, has appropriated coastscapes and shaped them 
to his (the conqueror is gendered male) desires. In Anabasis, the Nobel prize-
winning poet St-John Perse (1924/1970) describes the movement from coast to 
interior of a country. In the histories of a variety of colonialisms, these movements, 
this circular path of coastal landing to interior and movement back to coast 
(katabasis), contains the ‘heart of darkness’ examined in Conrad’s novella 
(1902/2007).  
 
This movement has been one of conquering, exploitation of resources, the slave 
trade and cycles of disease in waves of imperialism, colonialism and neo-colonialism. 
In the wake of these heroic acts follows exploitation. It has been argued that is some 
locations (Ponting 2015) that the contemporary equivalent of this is non-sustainable 
organised surfing tourism, such as in the Mentawais Islands, Indonesia, where 
surfers are, as it were, parachuted in and out. 34 This can be seen as a larger wave 
of commodification of the coastscape in which surfing as a global industry is heavily 
implicated.  																																																								
34 Located off the west coast of Sumatra, the Mentawai Islands are considered the world’s ‘richest wave zone’ due to 
the high concentration of surfing reef breaks in the 125 kilometre long archipelago. Surf tourism started here in the 
1990s, and by 2002, 30 surf boat charters were circulating the islands, carrying 300 surfers per day, causing 
overcrowding at key breaks (Warshaw 2010). Currently there are 10 land based surf camps, although their design 
and regional governance has employed consultation from surf tourism academics, notably Dr Jess Ponting, to tackle 
issues of sustainable resource management (Ponting 2001).     
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The development of surf tourism can be seen as a neo-imperialist activity (Poizat-
Newcomb 1999, Buckley 2002, Ishiwata 2002, Shields 2004), changing the ‘lifeways’ 
of regional inhabitants (Augustin 1998). 35 Once disparate and hard-to-get-to 
locations are now globally networked and stabilised as suitable for playful activity, 
with a subtext of the ‘exotic’. While the majority of popular surf magazine articles are 
devoted to travel, and many travelling surfers may experience what Hiss (2010) calls 
deep travel, these texts offer little traction for serious critical engagement. Again, surf 
journalism has generally refused the intellectual stream common to the wider genre 
of travel writing revealed in Kapuściński’s work (1976/2001). 
 
Lewis Carroll’s comic map from The Hunting of the Snark (1876 / 2011) can be taken 
as a warning for my surf travel research. The map is blank, representing the collapse 
of an impossible imperialistic voyage (funded by a banker, a broker and a railway 
share) of an improbable crew to find an inconceivable creature. Setting out across 
the ocean to capture something is a bad start, but the project is doomed ontologically 
(what is a snark?). 
 
We can draw on two traditions to challenge the neo-imperialist and neo-colonialist 
gaze of identity where the coastscape and surf travel is recreated in the image if the 
coloniser. The first is embodied in the travel writing in particular of Ryszard 
Kapuściński (2008). For example, in Travels with Herodotus, Kapuściński (2007) 
writes:  
 
Other cultures are mirrors in which we can see ourselves, thanks to which we 
understand ourselves better - for we cannot define our own identity until having 
confronted that of others, as comparison. (Kapuściński 2007a: 264). 
 
The second tradition challenges the notion that the Other has to be a human Other, 
suggesting instead that the environment itself, a whole culture, a local coastscape, or 
simply an incident, can be the mirror of the Other in which a self is discovered as 
response to that Other. The landscape or coastscape can become the subject of the 
sentence. Again, Kapuściński (2007: 3-4) writes:  
 																																																								
35 This deserves further study in the field of Tourism Geography, the current leading work in the topic being 
Sustainable Stoke: Transitions to Sustainability in the Surfing World (2015) edited by Gregory Borne and Jess 
Ponting. During the research and writing of this thesis I have written and published “Making Cultural Pearls out of 
Political Grit” in Sustainable Stoke: Transitions to Sustainability in the Surfing World, exploring cultural sustainability 
of surfing in the Maldives.   
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And finally, the most important discovery - the people. The locals. How they fit this 
landscape, this light, these smells. How man (male gendered) and the environment 
are bound in an indissoluble, complementary, and harmonious whole. […] We shape 
our landscape, and it, in turn, moulds our physiognomy. (Kapuściński 2007: 3-4). 
 
We should be cautious of such ‘environmental determinism’, widely explored by 
geographers in the 1920s as the role that climate plays in influencing culture. At 
worse Ellen Churchill Semple and Ellsworth Huntington (Livingston 1992) argued that 
tropical climates induced a ‘tropical inertia’ - lazy and relaxed attitudes - in 
comparison to cooler climates that motivated a ‘work ethic’. More recently such racist 
and Eurocentric ideology has been superseded by geographer Jared Diamond’s 
(1998) research on how society is related to climate and environment. But 
Kapuściński’s meaning is clear - the environment is a mirror in which an identity is 
formed. Academic views support this model. First, as already discussed, the world 
educates and shapes our perceptions according to the psychologist James Gibson 
(1979), as an outside-in process. Second, the philosophical movement of 
Externalism (Rowlands 2003) formalises this view, seeing identity as shaped by 
‘outside’ forces, rather than a given self that acts on the world. Third, new work in 
cognitive psychology (Clark 2008) suggests that cognition should not be modelled as 
restricted to inside the skull, but rather is extended, and that we are embodied in the 
sense of being situated in a networked environment that shapes such an embodied 
cognition. 
 
Both Lingis and Kapuściński bring the environment to life, as character, where:   
 
colours, tones, odours, saturating our sensibility, extending their levels imperatively 
about us, require not a laborious and task-centred posture but a vitality drifting in a 
play of phosphorescence, dancing in the moving pathways of melodies, exposing its 
surfaces to the caresses of the moss, the tropical damp, wholly lungs in the midst of 
scents rising at high noon or sliding through the sultry night. They command us to 
reconstitute our bodies as ecstatic, melodic, carnal and no longer competent bodies. 
(Lingis 1998: 107). 
 
A ‘new wave of travel writing’, with a focus upon surfing and coastscapes, could then 
challenge the imperialist and colonialist (male gendered) and identity-centred 
approaches with a focus on democratic participation (including the teamwork 
networking modelled by surfexplore in this research), the character of coastscape as 
an Other shaping the character of the traveller and writer. In this writing, the process 
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of adaptation is central. This research describes such a development. Such an 
activity mirrors surfing, the anabasis-katabasis of surf travel, and leads to 
experimentation in the writing, resulting in intermodal writing with surfing in mind.  
 
A guiding lens for this is surfing as activity, movement on the waveface, and 
movement to and from the coastscape (anabasis-katabasis). Surfing must deal 
consistently with contradiction - it is a contradiction itself that one stands (and then 
moves) on a moving object (surfboard) on a moving plane of water (wave) set in a 
spatial complex of tide, current, wind and swell, through which the identity of the 
‘surfer’ is constituted. Key to the intermodal writing developed in this research is 
exploiting contradiction - seeing this as a resource rather than a hindrance. 
 
One noticeable aspect of the surfing literature is the tendency to pun. Thus, Jeff 
Lewis (1998) talks of ‘between the lines’ in a semiotic study of surf texts. ‘Lines’ refer 
to sets of waves approaching a beach. Dean Scheibel’s (1995) study of the rhetoric 
of localism in surfing is entitled ‘making waves’ - punning on how a group may create 
an impact on others. Clifton Evers (2009), in a discussion of the production of 
masculinities in surfing, talks about getting the (and getting to the) ‘point’ - the Point 
also being the shared surf break (Winton 2008, Big Wednesday 1978) where these 
surfers gather for their shared rituals. In this research, I talk of a potential ‘new wave’ 
of surf writing.  
 
Eric Ishiwata (2002: 257) employs punning as a form of rhetoric to suggest that 
surfing in Hawaii has provided a catalyst for a new kind of politics, moving from 
conservative “sedimentation” of political orders to a “more fluvial and dynamic sense 
of the political”. This suggests that surfing offers a force for democratizing a political 
order. 36 Ishiwata’s use of ‘fluvial’ suggests a fluid or liquid political order 
recognizable to both postmodernists (for example, Zygmunt Bauman’s, 2000, 2007, 
notion of a ‘liquid life’ and ‘liquid modernity’) and surfers themselves, whose lifestyles 
have often been characterised as ‘loose’, ‘open’, ‘bohemian’, ‘hip’ and ‘responsive’ 
(Toffler 1970). Notably, Ishiwata’s metaphors are also geographical (‘sedimentation’, 
‘fluvial’), where ‘surfing’ itself is used as a rhetorical device to challenge the stability 
of social order, re-informing the idea of surf travel with a geographical imagination 
discussed in chapter 2.1.   																																																								
36 US President Barak Obama grew up in Hawaii and is a keen bodysurfer. Born in 1961, he is the same age as 
surfexplore photographer John Callahan. They were classmates attending Punahou School (formerly Oahu College) 
in Honolulu.  
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3.1.7 Contradictions in the surfing literature 
The literature on surfing and surfing as travel does reveal a number of important 
contradictions, which can be exposed and explored as a resource rather than a 
hindrance, prior to linking this specifically with travel writing and surfing. The 
discussion below lays the foundation for a methodology (chapter 3.3) that draws 
heavily on ANT (Latour 2005/2007), originally derived from the sociology of science 
and science studies and related to complexity theory, with a central tenet that 
perturbance, instability, or internal contradiction in any system is essential to its 
development as this provides a motor for innovation. 
 
a) Surfing is potentially inherently ‘ecological’ and not exploitative  
In the late 1950s, when surfing first boomed in California, surfers were considered 
not just to be archetypal rebels, but ‘work shy’ and ‘drop outs’, of no use to the frantic 
post-war American economy. Worse, they were stereotyped as plain stupid. The 
stereotype, of course, is off-beam - most people who surf do so in their spare time, 
hold everyday jobs and raise everyday families. For some, surfing is a full time 
profession, as sport, art and industry. Importantly, devoted and long-time surfers 
develop expert knowledge of coastal geomorphology - an intuitive, holistic 
environmental knowing. Further, the surfing culture is currently wrestling openly with 
ecological issues (such as marine litter and surf clothing made from recycled plastic), 
and these are widely discussed in an intelligent way in the surfing press, notably The 
Surfer’s Path, a magazine printed on 100 percent post consumer recycled paper, 
processed without chlorine bleach and with non-GMO soy inks. 37  
 
No surfer wants to paddle out in polluted waters, or to sit back without protest while a 
pristine area of coastline is ‘developed’ as a marina. It was surfers who first 
collectively noticed how much raw sewage floated around Britain’s coastline, and 
protested. In 1990, the environmental action group Surfers Against Sewage (SAS) 
was formed in Cornwall. Their work spread, to clean coastal waters nationally, 
making often flamboyant, but well researched, representations - even to the 
European Parliament. Following ten years of campaigning, private water companies 
finally started to invest in comprehensive sewage treatment schemes, aiding the 
																																																								
37 Despite the celebrated green credentials, The Surfers Path (edited by Alex Dick-Read) proved financially 
unsustainable, the publisher (Factory Media) ending the title in December 2013 (following 100 issues over 17 years) 
due to declining advertising revenue.  
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number of Britain’s Blue Flags - a European wide strategy that rewards clean bathing 
waters.  
 
But the surfboard industry has a toxic past, heavily reliant on oil-based chemicals 
grafted from the aerospace industry in the 1950s (Hill and Abbott, 2009). 
Polyurethane foam and fibreglass, although carcinogenic, was cheap, versatile, had 
a cosmetic appeal, tolerated thermal ranges and was easy to construct, giving rise to 
constantly evolving surfboard designs. Surfers worldwide consume three quarters of 
a million toxic, non-sustainable surfboards per year (Warshaw 2010). In 2008, the 
leading American manufacturer of polyurethane foam (Clark Foam) was closed down 
because the product had become too toxic for Californian environmental laws 
(Warshaw 2010).  
 
However, while surfers commonly forget that the boards they ride are largely made 
from non-sustainable, non-recyclable materials, and surf travel may not actually 
engage with issues of global warming, surf travel can help one to sensitise to the 
environment. For example where I am (in an extract from fieldtrip three) howling like 
a dog at the sky, neck arched, paddling like fury, sneaking over the first lip 
before it smacks down to repeat the familiar alchemical transformation of blue 
glass to white foam. The surfboard becomes the frozen double of that 
transition - a rainbow bridge that allows me to step in the blink of an eye from 
inertia to adrenaline-fuelled ecstasy to the fear of the water-wrestling hold-
down over the razor-sharp electric coral heads, caught between fish and bird. 
 
While there are inherent contradictions to surfing’s stereotype as environmentally 
conscious, surfing has also been commodified, extending beyond the beach and 
surfing culture to a wider sportswear market (Lanagan 2002, Hill and Abbott, 2009). 
Where surfing has become global, an imperialist North American model prevails as 
the dominant discourse, and the rhetoric of this model tends to occlude other 
possible cultural approaches (Ormrod 2007). Mark Stranger (2010) provides an 
alternative reading of the commodification of surfing, suggesting that surfing brands 
have actually become the badge of a new counterculture (with a geographical 
imagination):  
 
a substructure […] shown to provide goods for insiders and […] a commodified 
surface of symbolic tokens for mainstream consumers of surfing style […] (acting) 
both as a bulwark against mainstream subsumption and an agent of 
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postmodernisation within the mainstream. (Stranger 2010: 1117). 
 
As noted above, when surfing is introduced to a coastal region it changes the 
‘lifeways’ of those who inhabit the region (Augustin 1998) through tourism. A 
previous bathing resort now becomes a ‘surf spot’. This follows a trajectory - from 
‘sea gazing’ to participation in bathing in the ocean as a health benefit, to ocean-
based sports as desired but democratic lifestyles (charted by Ford and Brown, 2006). 
This subsequently, as a form of commodification, is extended into surf tourism 
(Poizat-Newcomb 1995 and Borne and Ponting, 2015), progressively widening 
locations to include the ‘exotic’ (and also the ‘wild’ cold-water ‘surf frontiers’ of 
Iceland, Norway, Scotland, Ireland and Canada). Surfing package holidays are 
introduced and a new contradiction emerges - surfing imperialism. A particular further 
contradiction also unfolds - localism, a form of territorialism, defending one’s break 
against outsiders. In a chapter titled ‘Badlands’, Alex Wade (2007) explores localism 
along the north Cornish coast, concluding,  
 
Don’t drop in, don’t hassle, be respectful and you should be OK. ‘Dropping in’ is, 
indeed, the cardinal sin in surfing, given that surfing’s primary rule is that the surfer 
who is already on the wave has right of way. (Wade 2007: 86). 
 
The democratic aspect of access to the sea for all is now compromised by ‘surf 
nazism’ (Scheibel 1995). However, even rampant and potentially violent localism 
offers a contradiction. Steve Olivier (2010) argues that the tight bonding of tribes 
within surf localism offers the conditions of possibility for the emergence of a moral 
code - a virtue ethics. The contradictory virtuous acts of localism offer conservation 
and preservation of local surf breaks and may be ecologically significant. Further, 
surf etiquette amongst locals is highly codified and strongly expressed and 
maintained, offering a kind of participative democracy. Douglas Booth (2004) 
reiterates the stereotype of surfing as embodying “anti-competitiveness, anti-
regulation, high risk and personal freedom.” (Booth 2004: 94). 
 
This may be read as individualistic and self-centred, following the Protestant-
Capitalist ‘self help’ philosophy; but autonomy may be eclipsed by democratic 
participation, where anti-regulation means collective revolt against bureaucracy.  
 
Sustainable tourism and ecotourism can be taken as oxymorons. Is it really possible 
to travel as a Western surfer without embodying a neo-imperialism? Rob Shields (in 
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Sheller and Urry, 2004: 44-52) describes the paradoxes of surf travel within a global 
space where one must dwell at some point in the local, or the locale of the Other. 
How does one do this sensitively? Mimi Sheller and John Urry’s (2004) Tourism 
Mobilities argues that once disparate and hard-to-get-to locations are now globally 
networked (the ‘mobility turn’) and “stabilised as fit for playful performances.” (Urry 
2004: 30). This reflects ANT’s (Latour 2005/2007) approach to phenomena that 
become stabilized and legitimated as networks develop and interact, where 
potentially sticky points of translation are negotiated and boundaries are crossed.  
 
Paradoxically, networks develop because of inherent contradictions that consistently 
produce instabilities, engineering change, adaptation, improvisation and creativity. 
The contradiction of surf travel is that new arenas are opened for potential tourism, 
but on the back of this comes potential commercial exploitation, compromising 
ecotourism ambitions (Borne and Pointing, 2015). For example, Buckley (2002), 
focusing on surf tourism in Indo-Pacific islands, notes: “While adventure tourism may 
provide an economic alternative to logging and plantation agriculture, the reality is 
that growth in tourism carries risks to drinking water and subsistence fisheries” 
(Buckley 2002: 405) thus reinforcing the contradictions in the surf literature.  
 
b) Surfing is potentially a democratic activity, participative and non-
discriminatory 
Surfing is a relatively inexpensive opportunity for expression and participative social 
engagement (Johnson and Orbach, 1986) - inviting participation in a common wealth 
(Hardt and Negri, 2006). However, there are several confounding factors in surfing’s 
potential as a ‘great leveller’. While promising democratic participation, a further 
contradiction of surfing culture is that it merely reproduces the conservative culture it 
promised to challenge, where it is patriarchal or gendered male (Ford and Brown 
2006, Waitt and Warren 2008). This gendering has been noted as particularly 
oppressive in Australian and North American surfing cultures. Waitt and Warren 
(2008) argue that male bonding through localism at a particular break (for their 
research in an Australian context) provides the basis for forming and maintaining 
unreconstructed masculine identities based on thinking spatially. Surfing a local 
break over time produces a deep spatial knowledge (geographical) that becomes a 
kind of shared container for bonding - a common alembic for sharing surfing stories 
that can evoke either pride or shame, where the identity of the surfer is co-produced 
(also explored in the 1978 film Big Wednesday discussed earlier).  
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This is set in a classic heroic mould and reproduces the archetype of the hero as 
conqueror, reflecting the anabasis-katabasis cycle, referred to earlier, of waves of 
imperialisms. This movement from beach to conquering of the wave (mirrored in 
violent slang such as ‘slashing’ surfing maneouvres, and ‘killing’ wavefaces) is not 
poetic, as St-John Perse’s account is, but violating.  
 
However, the apparent masculine gendering of surfing culture has been 
problematized. First, there is not a single surfing culture but a plurality of cultures. 
Second, as Gordon Waitt (2008) argues, while much of the rhetoric of surfing 
appears macho or martial (such as ‘killing’ a wave, as mastery), surfers tend to think 
spatially (an archetypal feminine attribute) rather than temporally (an archetypal 
masculine attribute) and this spatial thinking is embodied and affords subjectivities. 
Robert Preston-Whyte (2002: 307) also notes that surfers tend to think both 
sensually and spatially, but also socially or collaboratively, in identification as a group 
with a particular location or surfing break. Here, the material environment affords a 
kind of sensuality that constructs an identity as a keen observer of wave shapes, 
winds and currents. 38  
 
‘Surfing spaces’ generates a feminine connectedness with coastscape and 
performative space that is subjectifying, rather than a masculine gaze that distances 
and is objectifying. For example, in a study of male Australian Gold Coast surfers 
Clifton Evers (2009: 893) suggests that such connectedness with place and space 
brings a particular sensuality to the male surfer, as they “learn to do masculinity”. 
Spowart, Burrows and Shaw (2010) in a study of ‘surfing mums’ show that surfing 
also affords female gendered subject positions. Drawing on Foucauldian theory, 
where self-forming is a product of lifestyle, surfing is a powerful ‘technology of the 
self’ as its central motif of freedom is mobilized to disrupt the ties of domesticity 
(Foucault 1971/1989).  
 
Early depictions of Polynesian surfing feature women (Leuras 1984, Holmes 2006, 
Moser 2008), and Hawaiian surfing has historically been democratic - open to men 
and women. Nendel (2009) notes that the ‘transcendental’ nature of surfing in Hawaii 
has been displaced by an American competitiveness, where a sport with a dominant 
male gendered discourse now replaces a lifestyle that transcended gender for a 																																																								
38 The School of Marine Science and Engineering at the University of Plymouth, UK, has become recognized as a 
leader in beach and wave studies and surf science, led by former European surfing champion Professor Paul Russell 
https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/staff/paul-russell 
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common experience. Thus, modern surfing advertises a gendered imperialism.  
 
However, surfing offers a form of resistance to domestic life and is a source of 
power. Importantly, surfing acts as an aesthetic impulse, so that these women 
cultivate a style of life that is critical and reflexive towards conservative and 
patriarchal models of femininity and motherhood. Knijnik, Horton and Cruz (2010) 
argue that in Brazil, a traditionally patriarchal society, women’s bodies have tended 
to be represented as commodities for a male gendered culture (evident in the 1990s 
and 2000s marketing campaign of bikini models for Brazilian-owned surf brand 
Reef). However, since the success of Brazilian women in professional surfing, there 
has been a movement by these surfers not to be exploited, but treated as 
professional athletes. 39 In this resistance to the dominant discourse, women surfers 
have ‘written out’ their subservience and roles as decorative or fetish objects to 
present powerful new images of women as liberated from patriarchal tradition. The 
emergence of surfing in Hainan, China, has been spearheaded by the annual 
Women’s World Longboard Championships, and Chinese longboard champions 
Darci Liu and Monica Guo have become cultural ambassadors for the birth of the 
sport in China. 40 The role of women in surfing constitutes an empowering dimension 
to feminism (Knijnik et al 2010, Spowart et al 2010), a powerful subject for another 
thesis.  
 
3.1.8 Conclusions 
The literature on surfing reveals paradoxes and contradictions that can then be seen 
as resources rather than hindrances to further academic work. However, with the 
exception of one study on the impact of surfing on literature in Peru (Wood 2009), 
there are no critical academic studies of the relationship between surfing and 
literature that asks questions such as ‘what kind of writing may emerge from the 
activity of surfing and surf travel itself?’ - i.e. how might the non-verbal syntax of 
surfing and surf travel be translated into a style, mode or inter-mode of writing?  
 
Further, can a discursive and critical academic style be integrated with a creative 
writing text, or engage in conversation as two networks, where the critical product 
may be the border crossing, or translation, across the networks? At this border point, 																																																								
39 A notable example is Silvana Lima, and both the 2015 and 2014 Men’s World Surf League Championship tour has 
been won by Brazilians: Adriano de Souza and Gabriel Medina respectively. Peruvian Sofía Mulánovich became 
Women’s World Champion in 2004. 40	During my research I have participated in a number of surf development events (funded by tourism boards, 
sponsors and publishers) in Hainan China, documented in https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSU1a_uoT5o and 
(password: BrilliantCornersChina) https://vimeo.com/126241340 
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suggests ANT, there will inevitably be high levels of instability. This instability, 
suggests complexity theory (Kauffman 1993), is an emergent property of the 
networks, and promises innovation. David Wood (2009) suggests that part of the 
attraction of surfing as a theme or trope for writers is its attraction of non-hegemonic 
members (non-whites, women) already offering an intrinsic, potentially creative, 
instability.  
 
While there is an interesting sociological literature on surfing as a recreational activity 
(Booth 2004), and a large archive of popular, journalistic work on surf travel, there 
are two gaps in the literature waiting to be filled. First: critical, intellectual surf travel 
writing in its own right; and second: intellectual commentary on, and analysis of, that 
subgenre of writing. This research aims to address the first gap by providing a body 
of critical, intellectual surf travel writing, and begins a debate about how we may 
critically theorise this new wave of surf travel writing as a form of auto-ethnography 
and as a practice of the production of network effects.  
 
In the following section I discuss the work of Alphonso Lingis and Ryszard 
Kapuściński. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2 Travel Writing: the influence of the work of Alphonso Lingis and Ryszard 
Kapuściński on fieldwork methods  
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In this section I critically consider how the travel writing of Alphonso Lingis 
(1995/1996) and Ryszard Kapuściński (1976/2001) has influenced my own research 
and fieldwork methods to produce intermodal writing. 
 
3.2.1 Alphonso Lingis - lust, trust and risk 
 
Everything that is resounds. A voice conveys the warmth or coldness and vigour or 
timidity of someone speaking […] But sounds also dematerialize the substance of the 
things they resounded and extend their own patterns, their pulse, rumble, melody, or 
din over the space vacated. They drift off things and link up with one another, and we 
hear a Morse code or jazz of sounds ricocheting in the free space. (Lingis 1998: 99). 
 
Here, Lingis is like a drummer. He does not just describe sounds but plays them: 
‘pulse, rumble, melody, or din’ rattled out on the snare - ‘a jazz of sounds 
ricocheting’. My fieldwork methods, and subsequent writing inspired by fieldwork, 
have been influenced by such travel writing of the American philosopher and 
anthropologist Alphonso Lingis. Lingis was a Professor of Philosophy at 
Pennsylvania State University until retirement in 2001. He was a radical thinker, 
translating modernist phenomenology into a postmodern sensibility.  
 
Recently I met Lingis at a conference at Dartington Hall (2015), where he shared his 
own stories of travelling to Haïti and explained, “I do not necessarily draw on formal 
methods of research such as interviews that code for themes, and bypass issues of 
validity, such as trustworthiness, for the benefit of a good story and a powerful tone.” 
Pacing the stage during his Dartington Hall lecture, Lingis flamboyantly discarded 
each page as he finished reading from it, gesturing as a sort of liturgy. Stephen Janis 
(2004) characterises Lingis brilliantly in one such (enhanced) performance as “a 
spectral presence, posed as an otherworldly griot, his voice phasing in and out of 
sync with peppery Brazilian music that boomed from a pair of formidable speakers. 
Silhouettes of dancers moved behind an opaque screen, writhing with a shadowed 
eroticism, as Lingis read a page, then tossed it in air.” 
 
Peter Jackson (1999), while one of Lingis’s strongest critics, is gracious enough to 
note two innovations in Lingis’s phenomenology - first “to take Western philosophy 
out of its claustrophobic ivory tower and try to do philosophy out in the world”. 
(Modernist phenomenology, after its founder Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1945/2002), 
has been theoretically focused, drawing on the abstract apparatus of the psychology 
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of perception rather than on how people actually act in the world). Second, Jackson 
(1999, online) notes that Lingis manages to free phenomenological accounts from a 
tradition of strangulating theoretical prose, where “I am far from alone in experiencing 
academic speak as a disturbing and often imprisoning form of expression,” where 
Lingis manages to succeed “in talking about (himself) and the people (he studies) in 
both human and theoretical terms.” 
 
Lingis’s ‘human’, indeed humane, ethnographic (and auto-ethnographic) accounts 
are based on close observation of the surprisingly delicate and sensuous events 
embedded in otherwise bruising and degrading socially challenging contexts, such as 
city slum environments. Sparrow (2007: 101) calls Lingis “a transcendental 
phenomenologist of sensuality.” Fellow anthropologist Michael Taussig (in Lingis 
2004: 3) said of Lingis that he “single-handedly created an entirely new genre of 
thought, art, and emotion. Combining philosophy and anthropology with storytelling 
and modest prose, he opens our eyes to what lies around us.” Lingis is a ‘dangerous’ 
writer, not simply because he writes about placing himself in potentially dangerous 
situations, but because his writing style absorbs and expresses this danger.  
 
Walt Fuchs (in Janis 2004), creator of the first course taught solely on Lingis in a 
North American University (Towson University, Maryland), describes Lingis’s 
innovation as a serious writer in terms of nerve, where Lingis is “willing to take the 
chance that his writing will be rejected completely” by the academic community. 
Lingis (2000: 12) himself describes the “dangerous emotions” incited by his fieldwork 
and embodied in his subsequent writing. He also says,  
 
Life is most intensely, profoundly alive when it hurls itself toward the unknown in 
order to become ignorant, stupefied, dazzled. When all their forces are released, 
humans seek out the greatest dangers. Life is essentially extravagant; life is an 
extravagance in the interlockings and gearings of the world. (Lingis 2004: 176).  
 
Paradoxically, Lingis uses mechanical metaphors - locks and gears - to describe an 
organic ‘hurling’, but perhaps this is dictated by his focus on human ‘forces’ rather 
than human presence.  
 
As a good phenomenologist, I trust that Lingis is true to what he is noticing. 
Phenomenology is a branch of modern philosophy that attempts to describe 
phenomena - the world of appearances - ‘as they are’, unmediated by intellectual 
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filters. Phenomenologists ask themselves - how can we best allow the world of 
objects to shine forth? Preconceptions and the intellectual apparatus are ‘bracketed 
out’ in an attempt to let the world present itself - not as it ‘is’ (a truth assumption that 
phenomenology does not make), but how it ‘appears’ to the senses. Of course, 
phenomenologists do not assume that human perception is like a camera, 
unmediated by social frames, expectations, motivations, and so forth. They are well 
aware that perception is culturally primed. However, close description of phenomena, 
rather than explanation, is seen to be the best way to approach the world, where 
explanation carries the majority of cultural and personal bias - the rule is appreciation 
before explanation. This already suggests an aesthetic and ethical fieldwork 
methodology of close observation and sensitive, reflexive, accounting where 
appreciation precedes and shapes explanation (a method adopted in this research 
and discussed in chapter 3.1).  
 
Lingis (1998) hints at his method, where he says: “The sensuous elements are not 
there as a multiplicity that has to be collected or as data that have to be identified, 
but as depths without surfaces or boundaries.” (Lingis 1998: 20). 
 
He then warns us not to ‘collect’ the world in fieldwork as data, but to appreciate its 
sensuous depth. Again, he follows the psychologist James Gibson’s (1979) notion of 
ecological perception, where the world educates us into perceiving it, bypassing 
interpretation: “The philosophy of the mind has failed to recognize the way perception 
responds to directive […] obeying directives it finds in the environment.” (Lingis 1998: 
40). In fieldwork we must reverse perceptual orthodoxy or simple reception of a 
world. Rather, we must carry an awareness of how the world shapes and educates 
our attention and perception, guiding us to its forms. 
 
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (2005) discuss the notion of haptic space, which 
they oppose to classical distance and perception (recall our discussion of striated 
and smooth space in chapter two). Deleuze and Guattari use the example of an 
Eskimo in snow: a spot on which his (or her) vision alights could be five kilometres 
away or a flake in front of his (or her) nose. Space therefore becomes tangible, 
close-up, all around you; you do not dominate it with your gaze and your perspective 
anymore. Surfers can relate to this, as they ‘read’ set waves approaching from a 
distance ‘outback’, and adapt/react to close-to-feet changes in the surface texture of 
waves, often felt as well as seen. 
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Lingis (1998) is a master in engaging with such an adaptive eco-psychology, and 
turning it into a method of auto-ethnography: 
 
As we approach an outdoor café in the night, we see a volume of amber-hued glow. 
When we enter it, our gaze is filled with the light. We begin to make out forms 
discoloured with an amber wash, like fish seen through troubled waters. After some 
moments, the luminous haze neutralizes and the faces of the people emerge in the 
hues of their own complexions. The tone of the light has become a level about which 
the colours of things and faces surface according to the intensity and density of their 
contrast with this level. The light ceases to function as a radiance in which we are 
immersed; we begin to look not at it but with it and according to it. Our gaze follows 
the light as it penetrates open spaces, outlines contours, stops on surfaces, and 
comes upon things it finds and does not make visible. (Lingis 1998: 25). 
 
This is an extraordinary guide to fieldwork - first, there is Lingis’s interest in the tone 
of the light, as we might be interested in the tone of a conversation, or of a 
coastscape or surf break in Haïti, or of a city’s features, or the tone of a breaking 
wave. This reinforces my stated interest in sensing, surfing and writing with surfing in 
mind, where the features of the wave and how the surfer moves within that 
environment is one of the guiding principles for writing.  
 
Second, Lingis gives us a masterclass in phenomenology, where perception is 
centred on how the tone of light becomes a ‘level’, or background, around which 
things (such as faces of people) gradually ‘surface’ or are foregrounded. Surfers, of 
course, surf the face of the wave, offering a model of connectivity to the sea’s 
surface. In Lingis’ quote above the tone of light has become both a horizon of 
perception and the meniscus of the ocean’s curve, which we are slowly about to 
break in surfacing. Finally, Lingis educates us into Gibson’s ecological perception as 
we no longer look ‘at’ the light (an inside-out view of perception) but ‘with’ the light, 
and deeper, ‘according to it’, in other words, with the light’s current properties such 
as intensity and hue. 
 
From the same work, Lingis (1998) suggests that perceiving colours is not a passive 
process but one in which the environment educates the body sensually, tonally: 
 
To see the water, our eyes do not fix on where it is, do not fix on the pool; our look is 
led by the light which precedes it and guides it and is led by the movement of the 
water which makes visible the zigzags of the tiles and the sheets of light within it and 
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sends flashing ripples across the screen of cypresses at the back of the garden. It is 
each time with a specific focusing and movement of the eyes rubbing across it and 
with a sustaining postural schema of the body that we see red, yellow, or green. We 
see yellow with a tightening up, green with a sliding up-and-down movement in the 
muscle tonus. Red is rending, yellow is stinging, blue and green induce rest and 
concentration. Green accelerates and red slows down movements outward. The body 
opens to see blue and green, contracts to view red and yellow. (Lingis 1998: 31). 
 
Among admirers, Lingis is famous for the boldness of his fieldwork accounts. He 
chose to visit areas where there was potential danger or hazard, physically or 
emotionally, to investigate ideas that became the stark and bold titles for his books: 
Excesses (1983), Foreign Bodies (1994), Abuses (1994/1995), Dangerous Emotions 
(1999/2000), Violence and Splendour (2011). Exploring big ideas - love, trust, death, 
lust - through contextually local narratives, such themes are considered in extreme 
situations including dishevelled urbanscapes, backwaters, jails, and so forth. These 
are, for readers, unfamiliar, hostile environments. In this research the fieldwork is 
performed in Haïti - a country that can be defined as ‘extreme’ due to inaccessibility 
and lack of tourism infrastructure and the fact that the coastline offers potential for 
surfing, but is unfamiliar with surfing (the surf breaks unmapped).  
 
Lingis re-members his extreme situations in writing through the tone of the body, 
where the reader cannot help but make connections between thought and 
physicality. Surf travel in this research is a constant interplay between feeling and 
writing (with surfing in mind). Lingis brings muscle to the academic’s mind and 
finesse to the explorer’s muscle, always crossing boundaries. For example, in 
Abuses (1994/1995), an affair with a cross-dressing prostitute in Thailand ends in a 
shoddy hotel room. 
 
Lingis’s writing style evolved from a formal academic style, in which he became a 
translator of French texts on phenomenology, into something more electric and 
sensuous, and certainly inspired by travel. For example, in Tombouctou, Mali, the 
Sahara  
 
The sands were very fine, yellow beach sand, rippled like patterns in watered silk […] 
(and) […] the great dunes that loom up are as ephemeral as the crest of waves in the 
oceans. Everything is ephemeral in this immemorial time. (Lingis 2004: 3). 
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He explicitly draws on techniques of fiction (metaphor in particular), and journalism 
and reportage (connecting with the lay reader). What stimulated this change from 
academic translator to writer, says Lingis (Janis 2004), was a trip to India to visit the 
temples of Khajuraho, particularly the erotic art in Madhya Prodesh. After spending 
weeks studying the temples, he found that practically nothing had been written about 
them in English. How would he translate his fieldwork, one of explicit arousal, into a 
sensitive written account? 
 
Lingis recounts (in Janis 2004) “I realized I was probably the first Western academic 
to study them, and that in a sense I had the opportunity to write about something that 
really mattered […] a lost history.” What particularly gripped Lingis was that he was 
confronted by something Other, a cultural production so far away from his own 
history as, in his own words, “a son of Lithuanian immigrants” brought up in an 
austere regime (Janis 2004). Sensitively re-presenting the Other became his life’s 
work. But, again, what kind of writing style would do justice to these erotic rock 
carvings? Lingis decided that, just as the carvings were about human passion, and 
raised human passion, “I decided at that point to simply write about something which 
provoked passion.” (Janis 2004). Passion thus became an informing principle of his 
fieldwork and subsequent ‘analysis’.  
 
Ryszard Kapuściński also developed a ‘passion’ for travel via India:  
 
The more bitter the cold of the Polish winter, the more readily I thought of hot Kerala 
[…] Kashmir’s dazzling sunrises. The world was no longer uniformly cold and snowy, 
but had multiplied, become variegated.” (Kapuściński 2007a: 39).  
 
Lingis (in Janis 2004) continues, “I had to write about things that moved me most 
deeply, something that would lead to original insights […] I was happy that my first 
book (Excesses: Eros and Culture, 1983) was not academic. I think that writing about 
encounters with things that moved me most deeply is a sort of gratitude, and one 
form of gratitude is to do it with respect and care.” Such passion, respect and care 
would run as a thread throughout his mix of ethnography, auto-ethnography, 
academic philosophical reflection, travel writing, journalism, reportage and social 
realist fiction. Lingis is a good model of intermodal writing grounded strongly in an 
academic sensibility.  
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In Abuses, Lingis (1994/1995) had already indicated a shift in interest from the high 
art of temples, to the everyday shrines of human concerns of the (economically) poor 
and underprivileged (limited access to education and healthcare) - living in slums, or 
victims of war - offering a transcendental phenomenology in Lingis’s writing that is 
not simply the ecstasy of religious experience, but the ecstasy of everyday 
encounters under conditions of hardship.  
 
Those who find ecstasy do so not by visiting the shrines of civilization but by trudging 
in the swamps of human destitution and misery. Our literature of ecstasy recounts the 
dark nights of the soul and encounters with mystics in the slums and in the refugee 
camps of genocidal wars (Lingis 2004: 169)  
 
For Lingis, the sensuous can appear even in the environments discussed above. In 
The Imperative (1998), he writes of “The zone of the alien” (Lingis 1998: 79) or 
Other, that is a “region where the order of the home enters into decomposition. It is 
where the things that furnished the home, no longer cared for, pile up, break, blister, 
decay.” (Lingis 1998: 79). More, it is the culture and landscape in which these 
‘homes’ are situated - the descriptor ‘home’ maintained as a signifier of dignity -  
“the outer regions exposed to erosion and to meteorological and geological 
catastrophes.” (Lingis 1998: 79). A description readily applied to reportage on Haïti 
(Dubois 2011). 
 
I have tried to capture Lingis’ feeling and tone particularly in my writing on post-
earthquake Haïti, outlined in a set of principles below. Lingis, himself, carried out 
fieldwork in Haïti, but concluded:  
 
Haïti is not worth one American life, there was also nothing there for me. I could in no 
way contribute to Haïti an economy or society. There was nothing I could bring back 
… not thoughts, no insights, no knowledge usable elsewhere. I was not an outsider, 
inside the garden, observing the crowd. I was lost in them, in the groundswell of their 
joy. I had stolen five days from my teaching duties at the university. I would return to 
my routines there. (Lingis 2004: 174-176).  
 
Importantly, Lingis’ visit to Haïti was in a different political context to my research, but 
my reaction to Haïti is starkly different that of Lingis.   
 
For Lingis (1998), the macro- and the micro- are regularly brought into conjunction, 
so that the ‘zone’ of suffering  
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is the zone where the thrusts of our life are excremental, where they eject forces 
without return, where our voice seeking no reply issues in laughter and tears. As we 
wander in the alien our substance is left behind in waste and corruption. It is the zone 
where our vital energies stain and befoul our way with sweat, secretions, spilt blood, 
and semen. (Lingis 1998: 79). 
 
As the travel writing in research reveals, Lingis’ “outer regions exposed to erosion 
and to meteorological and geological catastrophes” (Lings 1998: 79) are often 
misrepresented, and can be re-represented as places of resourcefulness and energy 
in the face of hardships.  
 
3.2.2 Lingis’ guiding principles for research and writing  
What then can I draw from Lingis for my own work? I have extracted the following 
principles that have guided my planning, research and writing: 
 
• Trust. As Lingis (2004) says: “Trust is inherent in travel. We ask strangers for 
directions. We live among people whose language, culture, and motivations 
we don’t understand. Trust binds us to one another with an intoxicating 
energy.” (Linis 2004: preface). We must trust not only in the act of travel, but 
in our readers who are central to maintaining network effects and ghost-
geographies (discussed in chapter 3.3) beyond travel, through travel writing. 
Further, “Trust is the strong surge of feeling that connects us with others. 
Trust is impulsive and immediate. You do not decide to trust someone: you 
just trust him (or her), or you do not. The leap of trust is exhilaration. There is 
nothing more exhilarating than trusting a stranger with whom you have no 
religion, ethnic or moral community, or language in common” (Lingis 2011: 
13). 
 
• Live dangerously. I am aware that this may be a male gendered notion, 
following writers such as Kapuściński (1976/2001), Hemingway (1951/1994) 
and Vollmann (2009) who believe that the best education for journalism is to 
visit a war zone. I have a family and a mortgage and am not visiting war 
zones in this research, although the fieldwork destination has been a war 
zone and is represented as ‘dangerous’ or ‘hostile’. Lingis is certainly not a 
stereotypical macho warrior adventurer, but rather follows Nietzsche’s 
(1886/2003) view that to ‘live dangerously’ is also to think dangerously. 
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Nietzsche also pointed out how the world in which we live directs us to act, in 
an ecological perception after James Gibson (1979). However, Vodou 
ritualises danger. In the syncretic Vodou view, Haïtians live dangerously, 
close to death, and invite the dead into the place of the living as a preparation 
for the afterlife. There is a thin and permeable curtain between this world and 
the otherworld that can be crossed in ecstasy and possession. Vodou 
promises risk in such spirit conversations, but the great gift is that of living 
elegantly. 
• Cultural differences may need to be explained, but first they should be 
explored and appreciated. And often humour is part of this appreciation, as 
laughter is a great communicator. Lingis (2004) notes “laughter is contagious, 
a force that passes through the boundaries of individual identities. The 
anthropologist, who has worked out in a fitness club for a year in preparation 
for the rigours of the field, advances with bold steps over the log fallen over 
the river; halfway across he slips, tries to grab the log as he holds on to his 
video camera, and lurches into the water and much below […] he looks up 
and sees laughter spreading in the waves across the natives (I shall replace 
‘natives’ with ‘locals’) he had come to ingratiate and study. He feels the 
immediacy and the reality of their presence in the force of the shared 
laughter. He laughs with them, with their hilarity.” (Lingis 2004: preface). 
• Occupy the world of the everyday. Randy Wheeler (in Janis 2004) suggests 
that to understand Lingis’ work, you have to go beyond normative academic 
criteria of judgement (a quality assurance mentality) and venture into ‘the 
paperback crowd’ or the world of popular culture. Wheeler further notes a 
literary technique of audience engagement in Lingis’s writing, where “He 
starts with the particular or the example, rather than the abstract, which is the 
opposite of the traditional philosophical approach. For the general reader this 
makes Lingis’ work more concrete.” (Janis 2004). Publishing diluted versions 
of the fieldwork writing from this research in magazines (appendix 2) and 
book form (appendix 3) is not just an economic imperative to make a living, 
but a way for the research to feel more ‘concrete’ in Lingis’ advice.  
• Seek the sensuous experience. This demands risk in fieldwork, as we have 
seen. For example, “The diver who descends into the coral seas abandons 
the breast and crawl strokes she had learned to cover distance at the surface 
of a pool or lake, and drifts with the currents, using finned feet as fish steer 
with their fins. Though she is returning to the warm oceans from which all life, 
and she too, came, she is only a visitor, freed from the upright posture and 
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surface-strokes, freed from all appropriation. And yet, in the rapture of the 
deep, we find we can be at home, here with the coral fish, the octopus, the 
gorgonians. We can be at home in outer space in nights spent with sleeping 
bags on mountaintops and deserts.” (Lingis 1998: 44). 
• Write ‘in’, rather than ‘write out’, emotional experiences. Academic writing has 
a well-known phobia for affect and Lingis is the perfect antidote to this 
symptom. I also write the travel sections in this research in the present tense. 
“As our steps advance, the visible domain laid out as a geographic projection 
in which things are distributed in lines of perspective turns into a landscape 
made of voluptuous contours and hollows of things and of the waves and the 
rain that caress, of mossy forests and nocturnal fragrances that fondle our 
surfaces and penetrate our orifices.” (Lingis 1998: 115). 
 
3.2.3 Lingis’ limitations  
Lingis’s taking up of risk in his fieldwork and subsequent writing has naturally opened 
him to criticism. His methods have been seen as a new form of imperialism and 
intellectually superficial. Peter Jackson (1999) criticises Lingis’s direct and sensuous 
‘fieldwork’ with Thai katheoy (transvestites) as an example of western neo-
colonisation. Gayatri Spivak (in Shamdasani 1994: 41), in an essay on fieldworking, 
offers a close reading of Lingis’s essay ‘Lust’ (in Abuses, 1994/1995) accusing Lingis 
of neo-colonialism slippage. For example, Lingis uses descriptions of the tropics 
such as ‘it is a muggy tropical evening’ that would not be used by locals. For the local 
community, perhaps it is an ‘evening’. Recall ‘Mount Everest’ is also called 
‘Qomolongma’ and ‘Sagarmatha’ in Chinese and Tibetan. And the Haïtian proverb 
‘Kay koule twompe soley men li pa twombe lapli - The leaky house can fool the sun, 
but it cannot fool the rain’ is a good message for travellers.  
 
Peter Jackson (1999) further accuses Lingis of “shoddy scholarship” and insensitivity 
to cross-cultural issues, concluding that “Lingis’s work is not taken seriously” in the 
academic community, and that Lingis is “just another angst-ridden colonizer feeling 
guilty about his power rather than a liberator.” There may be a subtext to such 
criticism, where Lingis apparently borrowed from Jackson without acknowledgement, 
saying later that this was an oversight on his (Lingis’s) part. Jackson rather 
sheepishly admitted that the paper was written in response to Lingis’s growing 
popularity, contradicting the claim that Lingis was not taken seriously within 
academic circles: “I realized that […] he is relatively widely read and his work is taken 
as serious scholarship rather than as a travelogue or journalistic approach to pop 
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philosophy,” although Jackson’s scepticism prevailed, where “I got quite a shock 
attending conferences to hear academic presentations on his work as if his reports of 
non-Western societies could be taken as accurate.” 
 
Randy Wheeler (in Janis 2004), however, argues that Jackson is missing the point 
methodologically, where “Jackson is talking about gathering data, or empiricism, and 
empiricism is way of breaking things down, not living them.” For Wheeler, Lingis 
“simply takes that idea of life to its logical conclusion, by living the situation first and 
thinking about it second.” Lingis would agree. In Dangerous Emotions (1999/2000) 
he writes: 
 
How awesome the thirst for truth, when contemplate it sovereign in the great 
scientist, the great explorer! Here is someone contemptuous of honours and wealth, 
craving a mind open to the most tragic realities, to the cosmic indifference of the 
universe to our wishes and to those of our species craving to know with the wounds, 
rendings, and diseases of his or her own body the oceans and tundra, rain forest and 
glaciers [...] It is not from human culture that those consumed with the thirst for truth 
learn to program their lives, but from the albatross that leaves its nest to sail all the 
latitudes of the planet and all its storms and icy nights for seven years before it 
touches earth again, in order to give its mature strength to raising offspring like itself. 
You, researchers and consolidators of knowledge, Nietzsche said, have only turned 
the ways of the universe into a spider web to trap your prey: that is because your soul 
does not fly like eagles over abysses. (Lingis 1999/2000: 64). 
 
Lingis, of course, makes the researcher want to get out into the world and perform 
fieldwork, and I celebrate this inspiration. I argue that Ryszard Kapuściński, whose 
work is discussed next, does the same.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.4 Ryszard Kapuściński - tough- and tender-minded  
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Old Delhi! Its narrow, dusty, fiendishly hot streets, with their stifling odour of tropical 
fermentation. And this crowd of silently moving people, appearing and disappearing, 
their faces dark, humid, anonymous, closed […] One has to walk carefully, to pay 
attention, because many vendors spread their wares directly on the ground […] here 
is a man who has laid out two rows of human teeth and some old pliers on a piece of 
newspaper, thereby advertising his dental services.” (Kapuściński 2007a: 19).  
 
India was my first encounter with otherness, the discovery of a new world. It was at 
the same time a great lesson in humility […] embarrassed by my own ignorance […] 
a culture would not reveal its mysteries to me at a mere wave of the hand; one has to 
prepare oneself thoroughly and at length for such an encounter. (Kapuściński 2007a: 
39).  
 
Ryszard Kapuściński (born 1932), the Polish journalist, reporter and travel writer was 
described in a New York Times obituary in 2007 (Kaufman) as “perhaps the world’s 
leading literary journalist.” Kapuściński himself said in The Shadow of the Sun (2001) 
that he “witnessed 27 coups and revolutions […] followed 12 wars (and) […] was 
sentenced to death four times” (Kapuściński 2001: 3) because in Africa a “wave of 
liberation was sweeping the entire continent: in one year alone, 1960, seventeen 
African countries ceased being colonies” (Kapuściński 2007b: 37). 
 
Kapuściński was clearly a writer inspired by extreme experiences, a crosser of 
borders. “I wanted one thing only - the moment, the act, the simple fact of crossing 
the border” (2007a: 9). Perhaps Kapuściński’s writing offers a warning about 
masculinist bias, or macho elements, in extreme contemporary travel writers - a 
model again for the advice of William Vollmann (2009) that good writing is best 
honed in war zones. But Kapuściński was open about the influence of Ernest 
Hemingway - indeed it was from reading Hemingway that Kapuściński learned 
English (Bissell 2007). Kapuściński, too, is sometimes a hard-edged writer, evoking 
what William James (in Shook 2011) called a ‘tough minded’ psychology. For 
example, this is what he draws from writing about Africa: it “was dynamic. It was 
aggressive, on the attack. And I liked that. Afterward, now, finding myself in quiet 
surroundings, amid conditions of stability in Europe, I become bored.” (in Bufford 
1987: 12).  
 
Travel is a little like an attack, an insemination, a movement to the heart of an almost 
impenetrable forest:  
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I resort to the Latin phrase silva rerum - the forest of things. That’s my subject - the 
forest of things, as I’ve seen it, living and travelling in it. To capture the words you 
have to penetrate it as completely as possible. (Bufford 1987: 12). 
 
But Kapuściński can suddenly switch to what William James (in Shook 2011) called 
‘tender minded’ thinking. Under (or perhaps within), severe temperature, a poetic 
quality emerges: 
 
The heat was terrifying, and it intensified with every minute, as if the road we were 
on, and all others as well, led directly towards the sun, and as we drove we were 
inexorably approaching the moment we would be consumed by fire, like offerings laid 
at its altar. The burning air started to quiver and undulate. Everything was becoming 
fluid, each view blurred and washed out as if in a film left running out-of-focus. The 
horizon receded and smudged, as if subject to the oceanic law of ebb and flow. The 
dusty grey parasols of the acacias swayed rhythmically and moved about - as if some 
confused madmen were tossing them here and there, at a loss for anything better to 
do. (Kapuściński 2007b: 41-42). 
 
In the introduction to Kapuściński’s collection of poems, I Wrote Stone (2007c) Diana 
Kuprel retells an interview in Polish between Kapuściński and Wojciech Kass 
(Kapuściński 2007c). Kapuściński says that he:  
 
cannot imagine that I would be able to write anything without first having read poetry. 
It is the highest form of language […] the greatest alchemy of language because the 
poet concentrates on what is happening when the words strike themselves and new 
meanings arise. (Kapuściński 2007c: preface). 
 
Again, the tough and tender within the same sentence - ‘poetry’ is rarefied language, 
but is produced from words striking themselves. ‘Strike’ is an interesting description, 
as if words were flint, producing sparks, and certainly one could describe 
Kapuściński’s (1993/1994) style as like sharp stones. Here is his flinty, directly 
judgemental, view about the Cold War in Africa: it “is one of the darkest, most 
disgraceful pages in contemporary history, and everybody ought to be ashamed,” 
(Kapuściński 1993/1994: 1) and on Russia: “There are several reasons why 
Russians view the oppressive state positively. First, in the Russian Orthodox religion, 
there is an understanding of authority as something sent by God.” (Kapuściński 
1993/1994: 3).  
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It is, for Kapuściński, a moral obligation to represent such hard facts beautifully, to 
create beauty out of terror, to give a heart to darkness. And this is captured 
technically in the rhythm of writing: “prose must have music, and poetry is rhythm. 
When I start writing, I must locate the rhythm. It carries me along the river.” 
(Kapuściński 2007c: 10). Writing with surfing in mind can be the same. 
 
3.2.5 Encounters with the Other  
Out of perceptive encounters with a range of cultures, Kapuściński distilled a 
philosophy, summed up in The Other (2008), familiar from the work of Emmanuel 
Levinas (in Marcus 2008) and philosophers who debated the consequences of the 
Holocaust. Kapuściński’s (2007c: 12) travels, especially to conflict zones, taught him 
tolerance and respect, where “indifference” is a “frightful sickness” and 
understanding comes from “the knowledge of roots: (because) life comes from 
penetrating depth.” (2007c: 55). 
 
As discussed in the introduction, Emmanuel Levinas promoted a radical philosophy 
of identity - that we do not have an essential self to which we can return as a 
reference point. Rather, self is only ever known in the face of the Other, as an 
appreciation of difference. The greatest ethical challenge is to ‘face’ the Other who is 
also most different from oneself. It is only in contemplating the (im)possibility of such 
a contemplation of difference that ethical relationships can be formed in a world of 
such wide cultural differences. For Kapuściński, the Other was encountered in 
particular through extensive travel in Africa, although (as mentioned earlier) it was on 
his first journey out of his native Poland to India (sent by the Polish state news 
agency as a foreign correspondent) that “represented my first meeting with the 
Other.” (2007a: 48). 
 
If there is a running theme through Kapuściński’s work, it is in the endless play of 
difference and indifference. He was not particularly fascinated by the Other as 
‘exotic’ or different from the European. Rather in Africa in particular, he focused on 
the postcolonial political transitions that forced Africans to consider how they would 
frame a new identity of ‘liberation’: 
 
The so-called exotic has never fascinated me […] I discovered instead a different 
reality, one that attracted me more than expeditions to the village of witch doctors or 
wild animal reserves. A new Africa was being born […] the hour of its birth was 
sometimes dramatic and painful, sometimes enjoyable and jubilant; it was always 
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different (from our point of view) from anything we had known, and it was exactly this 
difference that struck me as new, as the previously undescribed, as the exotic. 
(Kapuściński 1978/2007: 21). 
 
But the Other is subject to idealisation. Like Lingis, Kapuściński can also be accused 
of environmental determinism:   
 
And finally, the most important discovery - the people. The locals. How they fit the 
landscape […] How man and environment are bound in an indissoluble, 
complementary, and harmonious whole. I am struck by how firmly each race is 
grounded in the terrain in which it lives, in its climate. We shape our landscape, and 
it, in turn, moulds our physiognomy. Among these palm trees and vines, in this bush 
and jungle, the white man is a sort of outlandish and unseemly intruder. Pale, weak, 
his shirt drenched with sweat, his hair pasted down on his head, he is continually 
tormented by thirst, and feels impotent, melancholic. He is ever afraid: of mosquitoes, 
amoebas, scorpions, snakes - everything that moves fills him with fear, terror, panic 
[…] With their strength, grace, and endurance, the indigenous move about naturally, 
freely, at a tempo determined by climate and tradition, somewhat languid, unhurried. 
41 (Kapuściński 2007b: 3-4). 
 
For Lingis (2004) even a trip to “the prim conventional shape of so many houses in 
so many English towns” (Lingis 2004: 179) becomes ‘exotic’.  
 
The owners led us down the paths, identifying on either side of the paths azaleas, 
Asiatic boxwoods, oakleaf hydrangeas, buddleias, tree peonies, Japanese iris, 
lungworts, Carpathian bellflowers, foxgloves, Oriental lilies. The beds were also 
planted with thousands of tulips, daffodils, jonquils, Siberian squills, now dormant but 
which, the owners told us, spread blazes of colour from earliest spring. We were 
dumbfounded by the botanical erudition and unremitting industriousness of the 
owners, which set them apart in this mediocre town where we had imagined only 
drab and conventional lives. (Lingis 2004: 179).  
 
The tropics are, of course, readily romanticized in travel literature. Mark Twain 
(1897/2005) wrote:  
 
And there was that swoon in the air…that smother of heat, heavy with odours and 
unknown flowers, and that sudden invasion of purple gloom fissured with lightnings - 
then the tumult of crashing thunder and down-pour and presently all sunny and 																																																								
41 I will replace ‘indigenous/native’ with ‘locals’. 
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smiling again; all these things were there; the conditions were complete, nothing was 
lacking. (Twain 1897/2005: 212). 
 
This view slips into the imperialist mindset that the tropics are places of torpor, drift 
and haze, occasionally punctuated by a cleansing storm, that must be ordered and 
provoked into action by a more civilized mind. But Twain (1869/1990) also noted 
“travel is fatal to prejudice, bigotry, and narrow-mindedness.” (Twain 1869/1990: 3). 
The tropical belt has also been a place of provocation. Many areas are steeped in 
savage civil wars and political strife as a paradoxical recovery from colonial rule (as 
Kapuściński documents), where nations try to recover identity but rediscover the scar 
tissue of old tribal conflicts. Kapuściński understood the often crippling historical 
influences of colonial rule. However, it was not until 1983 that his highly politicised 
The Emperor: Downfall of an Autocrat (1978/2006) became his first book translated 
into English, described by Birrell (2012: 37) as a “taut parable of power that 
deservedly elevated its author to global fame.” This was followed by Shah of Shahs 
(1982/2006). Although about Ethiopia and Iran respectively, the books were 
allegories of the falling power systems in Eastern Europe, a theme also taken up in 
Imperium (1993/1994), an exploration, with impressive ethical sensibility, of the 
psychology of empire and the collapse of the Soviet Union. Kapuściński’s fascination 
with social change and charismatic personalities such as António Agostinho Neto 
(Angola president from 1975-79), Kwame Nkrumah (Ghanaian leader from 1951-66) 
and Julius Kambarage Nyerere (Tanzania president from 1961-85) is revealed in all 
his travelogues, notably Another Day of Life (1976/2001), The Soccer War 
(1978/2007) and The Shadow of The Sun (2001). 
 
In Travels With Herodotus (2007), fifth century BC Greek Herodotus becomes 
Kapuściński’s bedside book on his own travels. Kapuściński’s (2007a) describes 
Herodotus as a “consummate reporter: he wanders, looks, talks, listens, in order that 
he can later note down what he learned and saw.” (Kapuściński 2007a: 102). 
Herodotus, Kapuściński suggests, “was the first globalist […] (despite having) never 
heard of China … or Japan, he did not know of Australia or Oceania, had no inkling 
of the existence, much less the great flowering, of the Americas. If truth be told, he 
knew little of note about western and northern Europe.” (Kapuściński 2007a: 102). 
 
Indeed, we do not know exactly how much Herodotus travelled, but, asks 
Kapuściński, “Perhaps he had a naturally inquiring mind?” (Kapuściński 2007a: 102). 
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3.2.6 What is a ‘travel writer’?  
Certainly, for Kapuściński (in Buford 1987), an inquiring mind is the primary attribute 
for a travel writer, and an open mind is required to appreciate difference. He defined 
his own travel writing as “a combination of three elements. The first is travel: not 
travel like a tourist, but travel as exploration. The second is reading literature on the 
subject. The third is reflection.” (in Buford 1987: 4).  
 
We might add to this a sense of acidic realism. While Kapuściński famously 
juxtaposed the real and the ideal, the gritty and the near mythical, it was the 
aphoristic grit that stuck in the memory of the reader, for example: “Money changes 
all the iron rules into rubber bands” (Kapuściński 2007a: 12). 
 
In both Tourists with Typewriters: Critical Reflections on Contemporary Travel Writing 
(Holland and Huggan, 2000) and “The places in between” (Theroux 2011) travel 
writer Paul Theroux (2002) suggests that in an era where the volume of travel writing 
has exploded, both writers and readers should be more discerning about what 
constitutes ‘good travel writing’. For Theroux, most travel writing is to be dismissed 
because it does not engage with the key dimension to travel itself - hardship and the 
challenge of the impossible. Good travel writing in Theroux’s view is grounded in 
facing adversity (Santos 2006, Theroux 2011). Indeed, if disasters occur, this adds to 
the possibility of an exciting account.  
 
But some of the best travel writing of psychogeographers such as Iain Sinclair (2002) 
comes from careful, detailed noticing of what is on your doorstep. And Peter 
Ackroyd’s (2010) historically saturated accounts of cities such as Venice, can act as 
deep preparation for travellers who want something more than tourism. Novelist 
Thomas Pynchon (2006) writes that tourists “want only the skin of a place, the 
explorer wants its heart” (Pynchon 2009: 65).  
 
Theroux’s approach to travel and subsequent writing avoids the mundane yet 
necessary acts of preparation for travel itself. Kapuściński reminds us that pre-travel 
bureaucracy and paperwork to obtain visas can be as exhausting as travelling 
through the country you are visiting. And the trauma around just getting your 
surfboards safely from A to B can be as great as the dangers that await you from 
shallow-water reefs and live coral in Haïti.  
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The travel writer Tony Hiss (2010) coined the term deep travel to describe the feeling 
that wherever we are, everything can come alive, or be seen anew. Deep travel can 
happen on your doorstep, as well as on a long journey or in a foreign encounter.  
 
Deep travel is an exhilarating state of mind that travel can evoke, when everything 
seems suddenly fresh, vivid, intensely interesting, and memorable. Because you 
focus on what you’re looking at and listening to, deep travel is like waking up while 
already awake; things have a way of seeming emphasized, underlined. Travel can 
sometimes summon this kind of awareness automatically - we can all remember 
times when the world came alive unexpectedly - but we can also bring it to vibrant life 
voluntarily. (Hiss 2010: 8). 
 
Hiss seems to be saying that a second sense is restored and re-storied, as an animal 
sense or animalizing imagination (Bleakley 1999), certainly supporting Gibson’s 
(1979) model of ecological perception. If deep travel is travel taken seriously, then 
one of the great models of this approach is Kapuściński. “Africa was a puzzle, a 
mystery. […] Nobody knew what would happen when 300 million people stood up 
and demanded the right to be heard.” (Kapuściński 1978/2007: 20). So Kapuściński 
reported the emerging independence of most of the African continent throughout the 
1960s and 1970s: 
 
In the course of one month I had driven through five countries. In four of them, there 
were states of emergency. In one, the president had saved himself only by chance; in 
a third, the head of government was afraid to leave his house, which was surrounded 
by troops. Two parliaments had been dissolved. Two governments had fallen. Scores 
of people had been killed in political conflicts. Over a distance of 300 miles, I had 
been checked 21 times and subjected to four body searches. Everywhere there was 
an atmosphere of tension, everywhere the smell of gunpowder. (Kapuściński 
1978/2007: 20). 
 
Kapuściński models how to leave the trace, the smoking gun, lingering in the nostrils 
of the reader, as a network (or work-net) effect, described and discussed in chapter 
3.3 and modelled in the practice writing in Haïti where I describe writing with surfing 
in mind. 
 
What can we learn from Kapuściński about intermodal writing? Stylistically, 
Kapuściński’s journalism has been described as “an honest and vividly rendered 
confusion” (Bissell 2007), which is also a good description of postmodern auto-
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ethnography (reviewed in the following chapter) with its necessarily selective but rich 
description. First, Kapuściński’s style of social realism does not aim for impartiality or 
suspension of opinion. (Writing for Kapuściński is necessarily rhetorical). Second, 
Kapuściński’s style is an unusual mix of the plain and the poetic, where, as Bissell 
(2007) suggests, “One is contentedly earthbound, while the other mingles in a Milky 
Way where morality is not a matter of proper dates and chronology but of 
representational accuracy, context, language.” (Bissell 2007: 13). Such an intermodal 
(and clearly postmodern) style “is not discursive, or even necessarily informative, but 
visionary. It is called poetic license for a reason: one has to earn it.” (Bissell 2007: 
13) 
 
Kapuściński’s observations are also emotional: he puts thoughts into the minds of 
characters he meets, giving them a voice. Shore (2010) explains his  
 
talent was […] for capturing the ineffable atmosphere; mentalité was his speciality. 
He puts thoughts in the minds of his subjects, giving voice to the subaltern by making 
him literally more articulate. This has long been clear to sensitive readers. 
Kapuściński did not draw attention to these techniques, but he did not disclaim them 
either. (Shore 2010: 11). 
 
3.2.7 Kapuściński’s limitations  
Kapuściński, like Lingis, has been criticised for his methods and writing. Where 
Lingis pushes the boundary of what is acceptable behaviour with the Other, 
Kapuściński pushed the boundary with his writing style, now noted by his biographer 
Artur Domoslawski (2012) to be economical with the ‘truth’. But I will note (in the 
following chapters) how truth claims are relativised by postmodern auto-
ethnographies, where ‘transgressive validity’ (Scheurich 1997) is common in such 
accounts. And what, precisely, are the limits of ‘poetic licence’? Domoslawski, both a 
friend and protégé of Kapuściński, suggests that Kapuściński exaggerated his stories 
in turning plain journalism into embellished fiction. We should not condemn 
Kapuściński, but rather seek a deeper understanding of his methods. 
 
There was a motive at work - Kapuściński did not want to be received simply as a 
journalist, but as a literary writer and thinker. Transgressions clearly played a part in 
developing a literary style, leading us to now see Kapuściński as master of 
hyperbole. Does this lead us to re-assess his work? At worse, suggests Marek Kohn 
(2012: 28) the knowledge that Kapuściński was an active Communist all of his life did 
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not lead him to persecute or endanger people who he might have reported to the 
security services. And the fact that he embellished stories, while “Kapuściński’s 
transgressions were legion, they were low-level. He spun false impressions rather 
than flagrant lies.” 
 
Birrell (2012) notes: “Kapuściński’s reputation remains high for the brilliance with 
which he turned frontline journalism into a form of literature […] Ultimately, 
Kapuściński created a new language for telling the stories of oppressed peoples on 
the cusp of change.” (Birrell 2012: 37). England (2012) explains that “Everyone liked 
him […] (he was) shy, charming […] (and) had a seductive side to his nature, and 
was evidently very adept at telling people what they wanted to hear. He prided 
himself […] for his feeling for ordinary people and his ability to talk to anyone, 
anywhere.” (Englad 2012: 7). 
 
Hochschild (1994) described this form of literature as ‘magic journalism’, a 
counterpoise to ‘magical realism’ (Márquez 1967/1985). If ‘magic journalism’ sounds 
like a postmodern style, Domoslawski’s biography reads like a postmodern collage, 
juxtaposing long citations from Kapuściński (a model I have employed in this chapter 
to explore Lingis and Kapuściński’s influence upon my own research). Kapuściński’s 
works, in fact, also read like postmodern collages, with a preoccupation with multiple 
subjectivities and multiple places.  
 
While Domoslawski suggest that Kapuściński’s own experiences in Communist 
Poland contributed to his deep understanding of places as varied as Iran, Ethiopia 
and Cuba, his main concern is Kapuściński’s mysterious relationship with the Polish 
government. Domoslawski (2012) claims that in Imperium (1993/1994), a largely 
autobiographical work, Kapuściński had a perfect opportunity to discuss both his role 
with the Polish Press Agency and explain to his readers how he enhanced his notes 
in a creative way. Instead, in Imperium Kapuściński takes a series of trips to the 
Soviet Union and to the Russian Federation (in the years preceding the collapse of 
the regime) and describes the relationship with the regime that has ‘oppressed his 
country’, wiping out his hometown Pinsk, in Eastern Poland (now part of Belarus). 42 
He does not explore either his ethnographic techniques or commercial imperatives, 
but writes an auto-ethnographic account, articulating the character of landscape, 
where Siberia has three enemies: cold, hunger and the excessive power of Stalin. 																																																								
42 In April 1919 at the beginning of the Polish-Soviet War, 35 Jews from Pinsk were killed by Polish soldiers who 
suspected they were Bolshevik collaborators.  
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The environment is a threat, the outside world is dangerous; the glacial cold that 
reigns is an enemy. The aggressive climate is a metaphor for a tense and oppressive 
politics.  
 
I argue that on close reading of Travels with Herodotus it is here where Kapuściński 
openly explores the slippage between so-called ‘fact’ and ‘fiction’, but through the 
lens of an Other (2007a):  
 
Herodotus is entangled in a rather insoluble dilemma: he devotes his life to 
preserving historic truth, to prevent the traces of human events from being erased by 
time; at the same time, however, his main source of research is not first hand 
experience, but history as it was recounted by others […] (He) expresses an 
awareness of this predicament, constantly qualifying what he reports: ‘as they tell me’ 
[…] In fact, though, however evolved our methods, we are never in the presence of 
unmediated history, but of history recounted, presented, history as it appeared to 
someone […] This has been the nature of the enterprise always, and the folly may be 
to believe one can resist it […] This fact is perhaps Herodotus’ greatest discovery. 
(Kapuściński 2007a: 272). 
 
Domoslawski failed to remark on the section above. 
 
If Kapuściński’s style violates rules of consistency, moving freely between the 
terrestrial and the cosmic, as Bissell (2007) suggests, this may be because his 
subject matter is of epic proportions - major world events of violent political and 
social upheaval. For example, in Another Day of Life (1976/2001) Kapuściński 
hitches a lift on one of last military aircraft flying to Angola. The Portuguese residents 
are deserting the city as four hundred years of colonial rule comes to an end in a 
messy, murderous struggle:  
 
Confusao is a good word, a synthesis word, an everything word. In Angola it has its 
own specific sense […] (It) means confusion, a mess, a state of anarchy and disorder. 
Confusao is a situation created by people, but in the course of creating it they lose 
control and direction, becoming victims of confusao themselves […] (it) is a state of 
absolute disorientation. (Kapuściński 1976/2001: 118). 
 
There is sapping heat, an atmosphere of fear, and electric tension, where “Everyone 
was everyone’s enemy, and no one was sure who would meet death. At whose 
hands, when, and where. And why.” (Kapuściński 1976/2001: 118).  
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The ‘why?’ is of course the hardest question and one might criticise Kapuściński for 
deep description but lack of explanation in his prose. Kohn (2012) argues that 
“Kapuściński’s books asked questions that they left unanswered, but they were 
stylistically resolved.” (Kohn 2012: 28). Yet, as already noted many times, following 
Bruno Latour’s advice for ethnographic method (chapter 4.3), a good description 
precedes and supplants ‘explanation’, for the ‘explanations’ are in quality of the 
descriptions. Here is an example of a close description that does not apparently need 
an explanation, very similar to something that Lingis may write. Kapuściński is in 
Accra, Ghana:  
 
It is the smell of a sweating body and drying fish, of spoiling meat and roasting 
cassava, of fresh flowers and putrid algae - in short, of everything that is at once 
pleasant and intriguing, that attracts and repels, seduces and disgusts. This odour 
will reach us from nearby palm groves, will escape from the hot soil, will waft above 
stagnant city sewers. It will not leave us; it is integral to the tropics. (Kapuściński 
2007b: 3). 
 
But, as with Lingis, we must ask what does this scene smell like from the point of 
view of those who inhabit it on a daily basis? We know from cultural histories of smell 
that what is ‘putrid’ and ‘disgusting’ now did not necessarily raise such gustatory 
responses as, say, in late medieval times (Classen, Howes and Synnott 1994).  
 
3.2.8 Kapuściński’s preparation for travel and travel writing  
I have learned one practical, vitally important thing about travel and travel writing 
from Kapuściński: preparation. Travelling in Africa in particular, Kapuściński not only 
prepares you for border crossings, but for the inevitable checkpoints (or crossroads 
in Haïti captured in fieldtrip two) at and between those borders: “You have to learn 
how to live with the checkpoints and to respect their customs, if you want to travel 
without hindrance and reach your destination alive” (Kapuściński 1976/2001: 42). 43 
 
Kapuściński not only teaches you to literally to prepare mentally for such events, but 
metaphorically. He shows how the checkpoint (or crossroads in Haïti) is an important 
trope in writing - changing direction or subject matter in the prose, serving as 
transitions, and helping the reader into another mindset, where:  																																																								
43 The crossroads is a central image in Vodou: the place where the two worlds (earth and spirit) meet (Deren 1953). 
Virtually all Vodou practises and rituals, even healing, begin with the acknowledgment of the crossroads. 
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Every encounter with a checkpoint consists of: (a) the explanatory section, (b) 
bargaining, (c) friendly conversation. You have to drive up to a checkpoint slowly and 
stop at a decent remove. Any violent braking or squealing of tyres constitutes a bad 
opening; the sentries don’t appreciate such stunts. (Kapuściński 1976/2001: 43).  
 
But sometimes, in life and in writing, you have to speed through the checkpoint at 
risk of death:  
 
There was only one way out: to run the roadblock…I floored it…the car shimmied and 
I gripped the wheel more tightly…The activists were waving their knives for me to 
stop. I saw that two of them were winding up to throw bottles of gasoline at the car…I 
smashed into the fire, the car jumped, there was a hammering against the belly pan, 
sparks showered over the windshield. And suddenly - the roadblock, the fire and the 
shouting were behind me. (Kapuściński 1978/2007: 135).  
 
Checkpoints become, like markets, the centre of life: “Life centres around the 
checkpoints […] the local marketwomen set their wares on scraps of linen: meaty 
bananas, hen’s eggs as tiny as walnuts, red pili-pili, dried corn, black beans, and tart 
pomegranates.” (Kapuściński 1976/2001: 47). At every checkpoint, money may 
change hands, but there is also “one universally repeated question: Do we have any 
cigarettes?” (Kapuściński 1976/2001: 48). 
 
But ‘checkpoints’ occur (and the crossroads in Haïti) at every phase of travel and 
writing - such as obtaining travel visas and letters of permission. Here are 
Kapuściński’s three phases for travel:  
 
• mentally framing the journey, understood as exploration and excluding any 
tourist curiosity; again, this demands solid theoretical preparation: “When I 
say travel, naturally I do not mean tourist trips. In a reporter’s understanding, 
a journey is a challenge and an effort, involving hard work and dedication; it is 
a difficult task, an ambitious project to accomplish”. (Kapuściński 2008: 16). 
Rather, travel demands a moral imagination: “As we travel, we can feel that 
something important is happening, that we are taking part in something of 
which we are at once both witnesses and creators, that there is a duty 
incumbent upon us, and that we are responsible for something.” (Kapuściński 
2008: 16). The ‘something’ to which we are responsible is of course the 
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Other: “we are responsible for the road we are travelling […] we must not 
miss anything from this journey, we cannot overlook or lose anything, 
because we are going to give an account of it all, write a report, a story - we 
are going to examine our conscience. And so, as we travel we concentrate, 
we focus our attention and sharpen our hearing. The road we are on is very 
important, because each step along it takes us nearer to an encounter with 
the Other, and that is exactly why we are there. Would we otherwise 
voluntarily expose ourselves to hardships and take on the risk of all sorts of 
discomfort and danger?” (Kapuściński 2008: 17). 
• continuous reading - books, maps and research. 
• post-travel personal reflection.  
 
A further extension of this list could be reader reception. Kapuściński (in Buford 
1987: 3) himself notes a “most intimate relationship between literature and its 
readers: they treat the text as part of themselves, as a possession.” Indeed, reader 
reception goes beyond this lyrical connection to an explicitly political one - writing 
must change readers’ lives. In an interview with Bill Buford (1987: 3), Kapuściński 
says “writing was about risk - about risking everything. And that the value of the 
writing is not in what you publish but in its consequences. If you set out to describe 
reality, then the influence of the writing is upon reality.” 
 
As far as Kapuściński’s description of the round of travel is concerned (introduced as 
a set of cycles in figure 13, chapter 4.3), there are eight fundamental requirements: 
physical health, psychological resistance, curiosity, knowledge of language, capacity 
to travel, ability to meet, passion, and capacity to think. This sounds like a baroque 
challenge, with attention to detail at the centre. But in essence, says Kapuściński 
(1978/2007), there is a well-rehearsed minimalism to ‘deep’ travel that strips travel 
itself of the ‘exotic’: 
 
Pack the suitcase. Unpack it, pack it, unpack it, pack it: typewriter (Hermes Baby), 
passport (SA 323273), ticket, airport, stairs, airplane, fasten seat-belt, take off, 
unfasten seat-belt, flight, rocking, sun, stars, space, hips of strolling stewardesses, 
sleep, clouds, falling engine speed, fasten seat-belt, descent, circling, landing, earth, 
unfasten seat-belts, stairs, airport, immunization book, visa, customs, taxi, streets, 
houses, people, hotel, key, room, stuffiness, thirst, otherness, foreignness, 
loneliness, waiting, fatigue, life. (Kapuściński 1978/2007: 198).  
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3.2.9 Lingis and Kapuściński come home as different people, in difference 
Kapuściński and Lingis remind us that the Other can be many things - place, people, 
points-of-view. The point is to celebrate difference. But the Other is not necessarily 
the foreign. The Other can be the unusual, the original, even the familiar. You can 
find the Other on your doorstep, in a new mindset, in a recycled habit. The best 
riches are often in your backyard, resting with your family, or awakened in a new 
outlook. Travelling to Haïti in this research explicitly offers otherness through the 
more difficult route of restricted access. The point of the surf travel in this research is 
to demystify the exotic and challenge the imperial through a celebration of surfing, 
and sense-based experience. Suspension of the imperialistic ‘I’ will hopefully allow 
the character of Haïti’s coastscape to ‘shine’, where the land, sea and waves have 
personality, as do countries themselves. Again, a network is initiated through 
suspension of the ‘I’ and celebration of difference. Difference is in fact the fabric of a 
work-net, or a network effect (discussed in chapter 4.3). Jacques Derrida (1976, 
1990) explored multiple notions of difference/differance/deferral, however I have 
chosen not to review, critique and employ key Derridean terms in this research, but 
consider these vital strains of work to progress further research in surf travel writing 
beyond this project, and therefore refer to them throughout the research.  
 
The aim of the travel writing in this research is to reverse the conquering and settling 
frontier spirit mentality by exploring the cycle of anabasis and katabasis in surf travel, 
and celebrating difference culturally and textually along the way. This is not about 
visiting and settling, but visiting and learning, to return home. This cycle of movement 
employs the non-verbal syntax of surfing, where I establish rhythm with ocean 
conditions, and surf travel, where I appreciate and write-out Other places, often by 
surfing ‘righthanders’. And I aim for the writing to follow the surfing - and related 
travel - anabasis/katabasis. I argue that surf travel can promote a more fluid and 
dynamic sense of the political where difference is actively tolerated, and the 
resources of the world are shared through values of equity and equality in both global 
and local contexts. Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri (2004) refer to this as an 
emergent ‘commonwealth’, returning us to the island of Shakespeare’s The Tempest. 
Many now use the term ‘glocal’ to describe that state of realizing the global in the 
local. While the surf travel in this research has been dependent upon the opportunity 
for global networking in a local context, such as reliance on the Internet, one of the 
wonders of surf travel fieldwork is to be entirely engaged by the ‘deep local’, to sit on 
a peak some way from the shore, wireless, on a deep patch of sea.  
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Alphonso Lingis and Ryszard Kapuściński have offered inspiration for my fieldwork 
methods. In the following chapter I describe my methodology - postmodern auto-
ethnography, and the particular issues that this raises within surf travel as a research 
process. I draw critically on the work of ANT as a guiding framework.  
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Chapter four 
 
4.0 Methodology  
In this chapter I outline the methodological and theoretical framework for data 
collection, analysis and synthesis. My chosen methodology is actor-network-theory 
(ANT) within the broader perspective of elements of both deconstructive and 
reconstructive postmodernisms. My chosen method is a mix of postmodern 
ethnography and auto-ethnography, guided by tropes for writing with surfing and surf 
travel in mind.  
 
By situating my fieldwork within postmodern research I do not intend to reduce the 
complexities of modernism and postmodernism to an oppositional pair, in which 
modernism is treated as a ‘straw man’ in a reductive way. I am acutely aware that 
both modernism and postmodernism offer fragmentary attributes and should be 
referred to in the plural.  
I see postmodernisms as critical responses to modernisms that run parallel with the 
latter. For example, in his flawed yet influential work The Postmodern Condition, 
Jean François Lyotard (1984) sees postmodernism as a critical response to certain 
modernism’s totalizing ‘grand narratives’, such as science’s truth claims. The 
architect Charles Jencks (1995) sees postmodernism’s rupture with certain aspects 
of modernism coded in a revolt against monolithic steel-and-glass corporate 
buildings for small, environmentally sensitive designs. Jencks introduces a distinction 
between deconstructive and reconstructive postmodernisms. The former is a 
continuation of modernism (‘late modernism’) grounded in a nihilistic view that 
language cannot fully contain ‘truth’, and so ‘truth claims’ should be put ‘under 
erasure’ (as in Derrida’s work, 1990). The latter he sees as a critical response to 
certain modernism’s interest in machine metaphors. Jencks argues for a sensuous, 
ecologically sensitive approach to social life that offers, in Lyotard’s term, a new 
meta-narrative - of holism and complexity - where distinctions between science and 
art are broken down.   
Through my chosen methodology of ANT I employ both deconstructive and 
reconstructive postmodernisms. The deconstructive element is concerned with 
challenging totalizing language and truth claims. The reconstructive approach 
informs my use of a more florid, ‘thick’ descriptive research and writing style 
embracing complexity theory. In employing postmodern auto-ethnography as the 
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primary research method of ANT to produce new work on surf writing and writing out 
Haïti, I juxtapose, rather than oppose, themes from modernism such as the Fordist 
industrial production line with postmodernism’s skepticism toward grand narratives, 
ideologies, and various tenets of Enlightenment rationality, including notions of 
human ‘progress’. Here, knowledge and ‘truth’ are read as the product of unique 
systems of social, historical, and political discourse, and are therefore contextual and 
constructed. Accordingly, I advocate a ‘mixed’ or eclectic postmodern approach (that 
has elements of modernism also, such as the drive to break with tradition) that is 
characterised by epistemological and moral relativism, pluralism, and focus on 
subjectivity as identity construction in the presence of the Other. The key factor here 
is late modernism’s / postmodernism’s postcolonial critique of high modernism 
imperialism. 
4.1 Situating my fieldwork within postmodern research  
In this section I situate my work in a tradition of phenomenological, postmodern auto-
ethnography, and concentrate on the epistemological (theory-based) and axiological 
(values-based) elements of my research. I review the postmodern ethnographic 
approach that I have adopted, arguing how this draws from both deconstructive and 
reconstructive approaches. I also set out why a discussion of ‘validity’ in research is 
important, as the central issue concerning debate between modernists and 
postmodernists in research has focused on the issue of ‘truth’ and ‘honesty’ or 
‘authenticity’. 
 
4.1.1 The modern and the postmodern 
 
In a two-week trip by camel into the featureless Sahara extending under blank skies 
you knew the cadenced pace of the camel over the undulations of the dunes and 
rhythms in your nervous circuitry and brain that induce the serenity of yogis and 
mystics. There are no rhythms in the cabin of the transcontinental jetliner and in your 
body the seat position in which you are buckled builds up muscle tensions that 
cannot be released. You do the opposite of meditation: your mind sucks on trivial and 
inconsequential distractions. You watch the in-flight movie or you read a light novel. 
The 12,250 kilometres to Mongolia are eighteen hours of twitchy urges to do 
something and a heavy lethargy smothering those urges. (Lingis 2011: 12). 
  
In chapter 3.2, I extolled the virtues of Alphonso Lingis’s work as a postmodernist. 
But here, Lingis writes almost as a Luddite. He would not be able to experience the 
two-week trip by camel into the Sahara without flying. In-flight movies could 
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potentially show a travel documentary in which Lingis appears. A ‘lite’ novel may be a 
perfect complement to Jacques Derrida or Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Sometimes 
meditation also ‘sucks on trivial and inconsequential distractions’. The postmodern 
response may not be so crass as ‘lighten up!’, but it would certainly suggest that 
things are a little more complicated than nature versus culture, than real camel hump 
versus tanned leather seat.  
 
If the camel trip across the Sahara offers a regression to pre-modern travel and the 
jet airliner is a symbol of postmodern cultural crossings, Lingis pondering the 
phenomenology of muscle binding on the airline seat is here perhaps a good symbol 
of modernism, with its emphasis upon the personal and the experience of the 
moment. ‘Modernism’ is from the Latin modo, meaning ‘of the moment’ or ‘of the 
now’ - existentialism and phenomenology (angst and experience), are amongst its 
pinnacle philosophies. One of Modernism’s products is the Fordist industrial 
production line. Henry Ford suggested that ‘history is bunk’. Modernism may look to 
the future, but not with an eye to the past.  
 
Postmodernism, however, recovers the past in order to see in to the future. 
Postmodernism (literally what comes ‘after’ modernism, but in reality what runs 
parallel with high modernism) embraces what the seventeenth-eighteenth century 
philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1998) referred to as ‘folds’ - moments in 
experience that are determined in some way by history, and that contain glimpses of 
the future (Deleuze 2005). The fold is a reflective moment (what has just happened, 
what might have caused this?) and a point of reflexivity (would this have happened 
this way if it was driven by different values?). The historical fold affords the conditions 
of possibility for the emergence of any phenomenon.  
 
Modernism (Baudrillard 1987) is driven by what Jean-François Lyotard (1984) calls 
‘grand narratives’ - explanatory catchall perspectives, such as Marxism, 
psychoanalysis and positivism. 44 These views are out of the fold as they fail to 
accommodate other views by definition. Postmodernism in contrast is driven by 
multiple small stories (Lyotard 1984) - local explanations for context-specific events. 
This has led to a parody of postmodernism of ‘radical relativism’ or ‘anything goes’, 																																																								
44 If positivism is a philosophical position stating that positive knowledge is based on natural phenomena and their 
properties and relations (i.e. information derived from sensory experience, interpreted through reason and logic, 
forms authoritative knowledge), the World Stormrider Guide database system of wave measurement can be seen as 
positivist. Although this system (outlined in chapter 4.4) employs both quantitative (empirical) and qualitative (sensory 
and experiential) descriptions in equal measure.  
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as in the story by cultural anthropologist Richard Shweder (in Anderson 1996) of 
Santa Claus nailed to a cross in a Tokyo department store (when the Japanese were 
developing an interest in the symbolism of Christmas from a commercial 
perspective). But this is an unfair view. Postmodernists suggest that differing events 
require explanations of ‘difference’ - no one model can capture all experience. Local 
phenomena require local explanations, where some models are better than others for 
explaining phenomena in context. Or, there is no one ‘truth’ or final explanation that 
captures phenomena. Michel Foucault (Best 1991) is important here in suggesting 
that phenomena have multiple and competing historical antecedents providing the 
conditions of possibility for the emergence of a social phenomenon such as 
‘madness’, ‘prison’, ‘sexuality’, and ‘self’. Postmodernism is then sceptical of 
modernist truth claims. 
 
Phenomenologists suggest that phenomena should be explored before they are 
explained, and that a rich description obviates the need for an explanation. In this 
sense, ‘deep’ or radical phenomenology is important to postmodernists interested in 
ethnographic research, who are not looking for the ‘why?’ as much as the ‘what?’, 
and who are not interested in truth claims, but in competing notions.  
 
Postmodernism does not attempt to replace, displace or transcend modernism. 
Rather, as noted above, it grows out of, and runs parallel with, modernism. Architect 
and cultural commentator Charles Jencks (1995, 2007) calls this parallel tracking 
‘dual coding’. What Fredric Jameson (2002) calls the ‘postmodern condition’ or 
‘postmodernity’ is the cultural aspect of the historical phase termed the ‘postmodern’. 
This cultural phase has also been called ‘late modernism’, ‘high modernism’, and 
‘liquid modernity’ (Bauman 2000), each descriptor suggesting a transformation of 
modernity in some way. Jencks (2007) now calls postmodernism ‘critical modernity’, 
while postmodernism has also been called the ‘posthuman’ - by this, commentators 
mean ‘post humanist’, where the human is displaced as the centre of experience as 
the essential and stable ‘inner’ self is revised as a shifting product of discourse.  
  
4.1.2 Two streams of postmodernism: deconstructive and reconstructive 
There are two established streams of thought within postmodernism. Deconstructive 
postmodernism argues for a radical rupture between modernity and postmodernity, 
where the ‘natural’ world, empirical science’s stable object of study, is taken as 
constructed through language and discourse (the effects of language embodied in 
social practices and material artefacts). Meanings become historically and culturally 
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contingent. Where the modernist project is to raise the unconscious to 
consciousness, postmodernism recognises limits to meanings and explanations, a 
surplus that can never be accounted for, and an inherent ambiguity to language that 
creates an interesting gap between production and reception.    
   
The second stream of postmodernism - the ‘reconstructive’ school - is less interested 
in language and more in historical and cultural issues such as politics, art, and 
ecology. There is a particular interest in the new sciences of complexity and chaos 
theory (Jencks 1992, 1995, 2007) and theories of catastrophism versus 
uniformitarianism in geology (Officer and Page, 1993), which, against the grain of 
deconstructive postmodernism, is seen as a credible emerging grand narrative. 
Chaos theory has been applied to beach and waves studies (Komar 1976). 45 Jencks 
(1992, 2007), however, sees reconstructive postmodernism in its social forms as a 
‘messy democracy’.  
 
Charles Jencks, as an architect, critiques modernism’s obsession with ‘grand’ design 
as a soulless block display of corporate identity embodied in steel and glass high-
rise, rather than more intimate, smaller but complex spaces based on baroque 
principles, and hybridity including juxtaposed use of old and new materials. Jencks’ 
call for a new counter-Reformation of complexity and sensuousness challenges 
modernism’s reduction, often to the brutal (raw, concrete structures). Reduction in 
modernity is exemplified by Swiss-French architect Le Corbusier’s (whose notebooks 
are discussed in the following chapter) ideal living space as a sanitised white box 
raised off the ground, or away from the ‘dirt’. 46 
 
This modernist mentality readily seeps into research, where objective, scientific 
approaches parallel the ‘white box’ mentality. Sensuous baroque approaches of the 
type preferred by Jencks can be associated with ‘messy’ ethnographies and auto-
ethnographies, famously termed ‘thick description’ by Clifford Geertz (1977) and 
exemplified in the work of Alphonso Lingis (1994/1995) and Ryszard Kapuściński 
(176/2001).   
 
Jencks’s school of postmodernism is called ‘reconstructive’ and ‘affirmative’, to 
distinguish it from ‘deconstructive’ and ‘skeptical’ approaches (Rosenau 1992). The 																																																								
45 Professor Paul Komar is one of the leading academics in the field of Coastal Geomorphology, his text Beach 
Processes and Sedimentation (1976) referenced as a masterwork in the topic. 
46 Charles-Édouard Jeanneret-Gris. 
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latter are seen as nihilistic, abstract intellectual approaches to concrete problems, 
focusing on language and discourse at the expense of the florid and varied 
expression of material phenomena. Importantly, deconstructive postmodernism does 
not engage with the new sciences of complexity and chaos, as do reconstructive 
approaches. Reconstructive postmodernism refers to deconstructive postmodernism 
as ‘eliminative’ or ‘skeptical’ (Rosenau 1992), because of what they see as both a 
pessimistic and narrow focus of interest.  
 
In the following section, I pick up on my remarks above, linking postmodern 
approaches to research in more detail. In summary, the postmodern ethnographic 
method that I have adopted draws from both deconstructive and reconstructive 
approaches. The deconstructive element is indicated in my interest in writing with 
surfing and with surf travel (chapter 4.4). The reconstructive approach has 
illuminated my use of a more florid, ‘thick’ descriptive research and writing through 
auto-ethnography and ANT (the following chapters). In the remainder of this chapter, 
I set out why a discussion of ‘validity’ in research is important related to ‘truth’ and 
‘honesty’ or ‘authenticity’. 
 
Modernists look for objective measurements of ‘reality’ as a truth claim. 
Postmodernists suggest that all such ‘objective’ approaches are subject to local 
historical and cultural influences that must be reflexively accounted for, so that 
‘validities’ boil down to one argument - what is the nature of ‘truth’? For postmodern 
ethnographies, explored in in the following chapter, ethical considerations shape 
accounts. Where ‘factional’ - part fact part fiction - ethnographic accounts slur, malign 
or deliberately bewilder, this should be challenged. However, where accounts are 
baroque and deliberately messy, they often try to capture the reality of paradoxical 
and uncertain events. ‘Authenticity’ and ‘validity’ might be reconsidered not as 
passive, but as active processes, where the researcher actively transgresses ‘truth 
claims’ to approach paradox and messiness head on.   
 
4.1.3 Postmodern research 
Research in the postmodern does not seek truth claims and assumes that the 
identity of the researcher is partly constructed by the context in which the research 
takes place. For example, an ethnographer’s identity is constructed in the mirror of 
the Other culture (Said 2003). Alvesson and Sköldberg (2009) describe postmodern 
research as ‘anti-ideological’ and ‘reflexive’. It attempts to capture the values that 
drive it, and to note how the research may conform to a particular discourse, such as 
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complicity with neo-colonialism. Deleuze and Guttari (2005) describe this as a 
conscious act of ‘de-territorialising’ by which they mean a deliberate distancing from 
ownership.  
 
Mats Alvesson and Kaj Sköldberg (2009) suggest four key elements informing 
postmodern methodologies:  
• research work and texts capture a plurality of different identities or voices 
associated with different groups, individuals, positions or special interests; 
• single participants may convey multiple representations; 
• phenomena can be presented using a variety of modes and media, including 
the use of different sorts of descriptive languages;  
• reflexivity is key to research, as the command of different theoretical 
perspectives moves to the ability to critique such perspectives on the part of 
researchers. This leads to the possibility of the surfacing of (re)flexibility - 
openness and different sorts of readings in the research.  
 
Elements such as these break the mould of traditional research patterns through use 
of irony, pastiche, subversion, inversion, innovative forms, humour, slyness, paradox, 
and so forth, that Janice Jipson and Nicholas Paley (1997) refer to as ‘daredevil 
research’: “to make the strange, familiar - and the familiar, strange.” (Lather 1991: 
91). Patti Lather (1991) suggests that postmodern-oriented researchers should worry 
less about ‘proving’ a point, or providing evidence to ‘support’ an argument, and 
concentrate more upon generating a “polyvalent data base that is used to vivify 
interpretation.” (Lather 1991: 91). 
 
Again, the appearance of the baroque is encouraged by Jencks (2007) as a principle 
of reconstructive postmodernism, and by Bruno Latour (2007) as a principle guiding 
ethnographic data collection (such as ‘layering’ of notebooks - or use of multiple and 
parallel notes in the field focusing on differing aspects of the same phenomenon, as 
discussed in the following chapter). Patrick Slattery (1997) calls for “alternative forms 
of research presentation […] such as fiction, art installations, dance, and readers 
theatre (theatre)” (Slattery 1997: 1-2) as a sequel to an ‘arts-based inquiry’. This is a 
key suggestion, as it switches attention away from instrumental values to aesthetic 
values informing both data collection and analysis, to parallel the ethical concerns 
that I have already discussed. The aesthetics of inquiry is central to my own work in 
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translating through ANT (chapter 4.3) field inquiry into intermodal text (in an age 
where texting is as important as the textual). 
 
Research in the postmodern does not then start from a naïve ‘realist’ position, as if 
the world were presented raw and need only be discovered or uncovered. Research 
is a method of re-covering, of placing another level of interpretation over an already 
interpreted world (through sense data). In a widely recognised classic account of 
‘research in the postmodern’, James Scheurich (1997) explicitly challenges the 
assumptions of the realist position of modernist research on four counts. Firstly, the 
assumption that there is a transparent, autonomous subject (agency) who 
authentically ‘speaks’ the research - often termed the ‘crisis of identity’ of both 
researchers and subjects of research. Secondly, that there is a re-search mind 
executing practices of reason to which methodologies naïvely conform. This is 
termed a ‘crisis of methodological certainty’. Thirdly, that the accounts of the 
autonomous, reasoning and authentic-speaking agency can be taken as direct 
representations of reality and not as narratives or re-presentation. This is termed the 
‘dual crisis of representation and validity’. And fourth and finally, that the research 
seeks essences or truths, through objective data. This has already been discussed 
above. Data should be treated with scepticism where ‘fact’ claims are made. Rather, 
data are usually descriptive and context-specific, demanding relative readings - for 
example, to be placed in a historical and cultural setting. Again, what does this mean 
for the traditional notions of validity (truth claims) and reliability (reproducibility) in 
research?  
 
4.1.4 Validity and reliability: a postmodern critique  
How will readers know if my ethnographic fieldwork is trustworthy? In modernist 
objective research, this is defined by ‘validity’. Validity, in general terms, refers to the 
appropriateness of a tool for the job. A surfboard is appropriate for riding a wave, 
where a bicycle is not appropriate (such ‘self evident’ general validity is usually 
referred to as ‘face validity’). A research instrument that measures, describes or 
evaluates what it sets out to measure, describe or evaluate is valid.  
 
Validity, as a kind of icon for modernists, reproduces itself in many forms, as we shall 
see. This is a typical pathway for icons. Bruno Latour (2002), in a postmodern take 
on icons in art, science and religion, coins the term ‘iconoclash’ to signify the 
impossible positions of icons that are no longer iconic. For example, Andy Warhol’s 
silkscreen prints of Marilyn Monroe are both iconic and refer to iconoclash as they 
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deliberately set out to be cheap, flimsy, ephemeral and open to mass production. 
There is no original in Warhol’s mind, yet he is aware of the marketplace and able to 
manipulate this simultaneously. Of course the irony of this is that the commercial art 
world still seeks the ‘aura’ of the original, as Walter Benjamin (1936/2008) describes 
the power of an artwork outside the field of mechanical production. But Warhol had 
already explicitly erased ‘the aura’ through mechanical reproduction at the same time 
that he recognised that the inflated prices paid for his ‘originals’ (considerably 
increased of course since his death) merely reinforce the vulgarity, ephemerality and 
virtuality of the postmodern art market.  
 
The irony, and the beauty, of Warhol’s parody is then that many consumers continue 
to revere the original and the iconic in the face of a postmodern condition of 
reproduction without an original, the condition of the simulacrum described by Jean 
Baudrillard (1987). Hence, Warhol’s images are ‘iconoclashes’ rather than 
‘iconoclastic’. The same can be said for Michael Taussig’s (and my own) 
ethnographic field notebooks, discussed in the following chapter. They represent 
iconoclashes rather than icons. Their ‘validity’ as research tools is always in a 
condition of suspension and animation.    
 
Louise Cohen, Lawrence Manion and Keith Morrison (2000) suggest that  
 
in quantitative data validity might be improved through careful sampling, appropriate 
instrumentation and appropriate statistical treatments of the data (where) in 
qualitative data validity might be addressed through the honesty, depth, richness and 
scope of the data achieved, the participants approached, the extent of triangulation 
and the disinterestedness or objectivity of the researcher. (Morrison 2000: 105). 
 
These authors offer a perfect prompt for a postmodern reworking of notions of 
validity. In referring to qualitative research, just what might they mean by 
‘disinterestedness’ and ‘objectivity’ - the first surely ethically unsound and the second 
impossible by definition? The lingering positivism shaping this description of validity 
neglects even the interpretivists’ view of the role of researcher, which is firmly 
criticised as never being neutral, especially in areas such as ethnographic research 
(Alvesson and Sköldberg, 2009). Glyn Winter’s (2000) critique immediately questions 
the values underlying such positivistic approaches, where validity is “entirely relative 
to the […] belief system from which it stems.” (Winter 2000: 2). Louise Cohen (2000) 
accepts that validity “should be seen as a matter of degree rather than an absolute 
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state,” (Cohen 2000: 105) but frames validity as an ideal research should strive for. 
The aim is reduction in contamination of data collection and analysis such as bias 
and standard error: “at best we strive to minimize invalidity and maximise validity.” 
(Cohen 2000: 115). 
 
Invalidity is demonized as “both insidious and pernicious as it can enter at every 
stage of a piece of research.” (Cohen 2000: 115). Modernists may value the aura of 
the original, the purity of the one-off, but they also like to strengthen the value of 
claims through multiplying up the ‘faces’ of things. One way of doing this is to 
classify. As Foucault (1971/1989) shows in The Order of Things, classification 
systems are a product of Enlightenment thinking that bring apparent order and 
cohesion to an otherwise disorderly universe. Cohen et al (2000) list eighteen kinds 
of validity: “content, criterion-related, construct, internal, external, concurrent, face, 
predictive, consequential, systemic, catalytic, ecological, cultural, descriptive, 
interpretive, theoretical, and evaluative)” faithful to eight ‘positivist principles’: 
“controllability, replicability, predictability, the derivation of laws and universal 
statements of behaviour, context-freedom, fragmentation and atomization of 
research, randomization of samples, and observability.” (Cohen et al 2000: 104-105). 
 
James Scheurich (1997) in contrast offers a caustic postmodern deconstructive 
investigation of such proliferation of kinds of validity, where “the myriad kinds of 
validity are simply masks that conceal a profound and disturbing sameness.” 
(Scheurich 1997: 80). This is a move that Latour would applaud as a form of 
iconoclash, rather than simply iconoclastic. Scheurich is not just bringing down a 
whole edifice, but exposing its internal contradictions.  
 
Validity originates as a truth claim, and postmodernism, as explored in the opening to 
this chapter, is skeptical of such claims (Gaskell and Bauer, 2000). Modernist 
research methodology sees reliability (largely replicability) as a necessary, but not 
sufficient, condition for the rigour of research, where validity provides sufficiency. 
Another way to put this is that within the positivist model, invalidity invites distortion of 
possible truth or fact, acting as a corruption to objectivity, and leaving the researcher 
as untrustworthy guide to truth and reality. In this view, validity equates with 
legitimacy, and legitimacy is relative to the standpoint of the particular dominant 
epistemology (theory of knowledge). Scheurich’s (1997) claim is that all forms of 
validity are regulatory or policing devices separating so-called ‘trustworthiness’ from 
‘untrustworthiness’.  
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Scheurich (1997: 88) does not offer a deconstructive view, leaving the analysis 
without a conclusion, but a reconstructive one. He suggests that validity in research 
must reflect the ‘play of difference’ in the field that rejects simple dualisms 
(truth/untruth) for a celebration of ‘polyphony, multiplicity’. Such ‘new imaginaries of 
validity’ need to ‘unmask and undermine’ the dualism pervading models of validity 
that mask their regulatory mechanisms. Postmodern ethnographies, suggests 
Scheurich (1997), must pay more attention to “dialogue and collaboration between 
the researcher and the Other.” (Scheurich 1997: 88). 
 
However, this requires extraordinary sensitivity to ‘local knowing, local validity, and 
local choices,’ avoiding ‘any non-local, prescriptive meta-narrative’ - precisely what I 
aim to do in my fieldwork. Scheurich notes how difficult it is to realise the project of 
activating ‘transgressive validity’, and how it also may transform from ideal to 
ideology. Such a postmodern challenge to validity is a project, a direction, not a goal 
for mastery. Scheurich (1997) sees the “carnival of the play of difference” (Scheurich 
1997: 98) at work in cultures that must be respected in fieldwork activity. 
Researching the carnival must be an act of dialogue with, not monologue about, 
difference, leading to my writing on carnival in an extract from fieldtrip one: Carnival 
literally means ‘farewell to flesh’. This is the time when you can get out of the 
body you inhabit and into another persona, an animal form, or leave the body 
entirely, in trance. Bands blaze compas - (a Haïtian jazz-meringue), roots music 
(mizik rasin) and dance the ga gun, intensely, elaborately, competitively. They 
creep through the crowds, the audience ecstatic, floats bouncing in time to the 
beat, beating until dawn. Thousands jam the streets for three days, from 
takeoff, right through Mardi Gras - Fat Tuesday - to kick-out. Papier-mache 
masks depict parrots, proud horses, bug-eyed frogs, enormous snakes, even 
zebras, apes, giraffes, elephants and rhinos. These are augmented by human 
figures with bulging red eyes and lips, reproduced in local naïve paintings.  
 
The researcher employing such new validities as Scheurich describes values 
tolerance of difference and ambiguity, attentive listening rather than prescriptive 
interruption, elasticity in method to adapt to local concerns, and a willing suspension 
of habitual practices to explore emergent meanings. Sometimes, this may offer a 
‘hard’ edge, where dissension must be tolerated rather than striving for consensus, 
and unknowing may be a preferred state of being to knowing. Importantly, a literacy 
of ‘difference’ is activated. Scheurich (1997) describes this ideal attitudinal state 
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informing research in the postmodern as “holding open a space of difference.” 
(Scheurich 1997: 89). 
 
It is both an ethical and aesthetic task, modelled by postmodern ethnography that 
resists the temptation to revert to a “civilizational project”. (Scheurich 1997: 89). Patti 
Lather (1993) enriches such a view of validity from a feminist poststructuralist 
perspective, under the heading of ‘transgressive validities’. These include ‘ironic’, 
‘paralogical’, ‘rhizomatic’ and ‘voluptuous’ validities. Here, ‘truth’ telling takes on 
fictional and meta-fictional properties. Irony - dissimulation or feigned ignorance used 
as a rhetorical device - is always present in postmodern ethnographies and auto-
ethnographies as a kind of tongue-in-cheek presentation that softens the blow of ‘I 
know best’ from the person giving the account. Irony distances the account from both 
piety and grand narrative, especially if fun is poked back at the teller of the tale. 
Paralogical validity runs parallel to the logical account. It captures the flaws and 
illogic, the faultlines, inherent to field work, and reproduces these in accounts, 
through styles of writing that may offer aporias or dead ends, folds, twists and turns, 
recourses rather than discourses, sudden plunges to depths in the wipeout or long 
cutbacks across the wave surface, intolerable waits for a denouement, a resolution 
and conclusion. 
 
Rhizomatic validities run underground and feed a main narrative through a tangled 
root system. Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (2005) famously espouse rhizomatic, 
‘horizontal’ thinking as an alternative to vertical ‘tree’ thinking where root inevitably 
grows into stem and trunk, to produce flowers and fruit. The latter is seen as 
masculinist, upright, striving, heroic and territorial. Rhizomes creep and spread 
unseen, offering a good image for non-imperialistic fieldwork. Yrjö Engeström (2008) 
has developed rhizomatic thinking to offer mycchorhizae as a better metaphor than 
the rhizomatic. Mycorrhizal structures are symbiotic - they work with trees and plants, 
attaching to and feeding off their roots, but then spread to cover vast areas of 
underground tangled systems as a web or net. Where Jencks describes the dual 
coding of modernism and postmodernism, perhaps this can be viewed as, 
respectively, the tree and its roots living alongside the mycorrhizal network (see 
fieldtrip four in Cap Haïtien).     
 
Voluptuous validities are described to purposefully challenge the sterility of thinking 
about validity in research as supporting ‘cold’ facts. ‘Facts’, or data, can be warm and 
warmed to; hot and difficult to manage ethically; sensuous in terms of their 
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voluptuousness and attractiveness. But phenomenological approaches to research 
are by nature sensuous, as described in the previous chapter on Alphonso Lingis’s 
work.  
 
Having outlined the methodology of postmodern inquiry (both deconstructive and 
reconstructive), in the following chapter I turn to specific methods, showing how an 
understanding and use specifically of ethnography and auto-ethnographic work in the 
postmodern has influenced my own fieldwork. This again draws on the background 
understanding outlined in this chapter concerning postmodernism’s emergence from, 
and parallel track with, modernism. 
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4.2 Auto-ethnography and the notebook 
In this section, I situate my work in a tradition of phenomenological, postmodern 
auto-ethnography, and discuss the particular issues that this raises with reference to 
the notebook. I set out the theoretical framework for my auto-ethnographic fieldwork 
even as I paddle back out, after the wipeout, because the fieldwork, as I know from 
experience, is unpredictable, open-ended, but always generous, sometimes 
gorgeous, occasionally grotesque. When you sit outback on your surfboard, you 
cannot tell what the next wave will be like. You can infer and prepare, but never 
accurately predict.  
 
4.2.1 Writing out ethnographies 
A ‘transgressive validity’, discussed in the previous chapter, questions the ‘truth 
claims’ of ethnography. Validity has its roots in the Latin validus, meaning ‘strong’. In 
research, ‘strength’ typically refers to cogency and logic, where research findings can 
be trusted for their ‘truth’ and quality of argument. However, what if strength appears 
as a fault-line (literally, in Haïti’s earthquake, fieldtrip one), or a paradox (such as the 
Haïtian dollar, fieldtrip one)? And what if research is less concerned with truth and 
authenticity than with creative accounting of experience.  
 
Postmodern ethnographers and auto-ethnographers salve their consciences in such 
work by placing more emphasis upon ethical aspects of their accounts that relate to 
sensitivity to Otherness and difference; and in reflexive accounting, articulating the 
values that inform research accounts. In the title to this chapter, writing out 
ethnographies, the strikethrough is deliberate, to signify a suspension of closure, as 
recognition that a truth claim cannot be made. Postmodern ethnographies and auto-
ethnographies are necessarily partial, partly fictional, usually unconsciously 
embellished, baroque or ‘rich’, but again faithful to the ethic of difference and the 
integrity of the Other. 
 
The deliberate striking through of the title also signifies the impossibility of ‘writing 
out’ an auto-ethnography (and writing out Haïti’s coastscape) at all, or at least 
declaring severe limitations, where the author is multiple and partly unknown, places 
visited for fieldwork (Haïti) are multiple and partly known, or agency is suspended or 
struck out (as in the surfing wipeout, resurfacing for air). Jacques Derrida (1990) 
points to the impossibility of closure in any utterance, where there is always an 
unaccountable surplus. Symptoms demonstrating the impossibility of closure or full 
meaning through language include aporias and double meanings. Without such 
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ambiguities, punning would not be possible. ‘Pun’ comes from the Latin pungere - to 
prick, and so means not only coming to a point but also bursting any sense of 
inflation in truth claims at that point. All ethnographic accounts must have their folds, 
rents, tears, and faults (some split open seismically, but leading, as in Haïti, to 
intermodal writing) - they are necessarily partial and flawed from the point of view of 
a ‘truthful’ account. 
 
‘Ethnography’ literally means ‘writing culture’, or ‘writing out culture’ - and this has a 
double meaning. As an ethnographer, writing out experiences may mean an 
unconscious ‘writing out’ of the culture on which you are focused. Postmodern 
ethnography recognises these limits not as limitations, but as potential strengths, for 
again truth claims are not the aim of this approach. Rather, rich slices of experience 
are offered. Thus, Amanada Coffey and Paul Atkinson (1996: 137) describe 
postmodern ethnography as the way we ‘reconstruct cultures’ through our own 
personalised ‘acts of representation’. A re-presentation can be a partial but authentic 
narrative. By ‘authentic’ I mean that the author has considered the axiological, or 
values-based aspect of the work, and adopts an ethical position to not deliberately 
warp or misrepresent, and certainly to not offer malicious accounts. 
 
4.2.2 Auto-ethnography 
Where traditional anthropology and ethnography attempt to suspend any authorial 
intentions in an account of the culture that is studied, in auto-ethnography, the focus 
turns from describing the culture to the ethnographer talking about him- or her-self 
approaching that culture. A first wave of auto-ethnography evolved through ‘hyper-
reflexive’ or ‘narrative’ ethnographies (Baszanger and Dodier, 2004), or ‘confessional 
tales’ (Van Maneen 1988), where the final text is no longer the representation of a 
culture revealed following data analysis, but a description of a journey recounting 
events the ethnographer has faced (or given a face to) in the field.  
 
The ethnographer does not try so much to acknowledge the Other culture and Other 
world picture but to reveal the dialogue established during the fieldwork, in seeking 
meaning for the activities observed, as presence and interactions in the field are 
managed (Van Maneen 1988). Reflexivity and accounting for cultural background 
and mediated framework are crucial, as the researcher positions him- or her-self to 
focus upon and celebrate difference in relation to the Other who is re-searched and 
re-covered (Moore 1994).  
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Writing auto-ethnography in the postmodern can invite ‘fictional’ writing as well as 
traditional concern for methodologically obtained ‘fact’. All forms of textual 
representation, even those that conform to familiar patterns, are seen to involve 
some fictional techniques, such as narrative effects, often through selection of data 
extracts (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996). This ‘fictional’ element in ethnography has 
been identified by a number of writers (Geertz 1977, Clifford and Marcus 1986, Van 
Maanen 1988) and modelled by influential contemporary ethnographers Alphonso 
Lingis (1995), Paul Rabinow (2007), Michael Taussig (2009), and fiction writers who 
write postmodern auto-ethnography but would not see themselves as ethnographers 
or social scientists, but as novelists, such as William Vollmann (2009). As Darlene 
Juschka (2003) suggests, such ethnographies may freely employ a sense of ‘magical 
realism’, but, as a writer such as Vollmann makes abundantly clear, good auto-
ethnography has an ethical core. Authors may be writing on behalf of those written 
about, without patronising or territorialising. Thus, when Vollmann (2009) writes 
about (economically) ‘poor people’, he is never judgemental but caring and 
appreciative, suggesting that ‘poverty’ has many dimensions beyond the material, 
while never neglecting the realities of material deficit.  
 
A common measure of poverty is how much money you have in relation to other 
people - that is useful as far as it goes, but that excludes the case of, say, a hunter in 
the rainforest who has no money but is not poor. And there can be a number of 
people with money but who can consider themselves unwanted or invisible or 
estranged from society. (Vollman 2009: 16). 
 
For example (in an extract from fieldtrip two): Haïti was crossed once by Arawak 
Indians, then by African mysteries, and double-crossed by a host of Catholic 
saints sprinkled on the earth and in the national psyche by imperialists. But 
Haïtians took these white saints and adapted them to their Vodou outlook, 
drawing them back to the black, reinvented as iconoclash. The resultant 
syncretic icons were framed, set up, the images already set on ‘fade’ and the 
frames made of flawed timber. Haïti is held up/trodden down as having no 
ambition, lacking an economy, gripped by superstition, spiritually and 
materially corrupt. But this adds up to no more than amateur footwork. 
Haïtians, in contrast, have style (“style” defined by Alphonso Lingis, 1998: 38 
as something “that captivates us”) - but perhaps their critical audience is blind 
to the spectacle.  
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I argue that there is no poverty of spirit in Haïti, upholding such a claim only through 
my ethnographic observations. Further, a geographical imagination in Haïti is a 
powerful and mercurial presence, with the metaphorical capacity to bring material 
and mental worlds into closer conjunction, to connect the mythical and the mundane.  
 
In postmodern auto-ethnography, focus switches from ‘data collection and analysis’ 
to reflexive accounting for rich experience, as the ethnographer uses an 
‘ethnographic imagination’ (Gubrium and Holsten, 1997) engaging and exercising the 
moral imagination of the writer. In my own field studies, I extend these imaginations 
to a geographical imagination (and later in this chapter discuss a spirit-ethnography). 
Realistic writing may become elastic, certainly rhetorical, and often drawing on 
hyperbole. In this sense, auto-ethnography can become a ‘genre-buster’, just as 
soap operas are taken as ‘real’ only in the sense that they re-present realities. They 
are in fact simulations.  
 
4.2.3 The role of auto-ethnographic analysis  
Amanda Coffey and Paul Atkinson (1996) remind us that auto-ethnography is about 
the representation or reconstruction of social phenomena. We do not simply ‘collect’ 
data, we fashion them out of our transactions with others, and in the context of this 
research, Haïti. Likewise, we do not merely report what we find - rather we create 
accounts of social life (and physical descriptions and atmospheres and characters) 
and in doing so we construct versions of the social world and social actors (and 
physical world and physical actors and physical characters) that we observe. It is, 
therefore, inescapable that analysis implies representation. 
 
The strength of ethnography and its ability to provide rich accounts, allowing unique 
insight, should remain the focus, rather than preoccupation with analytical 
methodology. The ethnographer should refrain from emphasising the exotic, falling 
into the oldest trap of anthropological work, but rather might emphasise the 
problematic and strange, again, through ‘difference’ (Moore 1994). In noting and 
celebrating difference, the identity of the ethnographic ‘researcher’ is (re)constructed.    
 
Patricia Alder and Peter Adler (1987) and Norman Denzin (1998) argue that it is the 
ethnographer’s field notes and observations over time that can provide the richest 
source for insight in ways that even those engaged in its setting may be unable to 
articulate. Powerful description of unique interactions, routines, rituals, temporal 
elements, interpretations and social organisation can emerge, illuminating strange as 
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well as familiar or ‘non-exotic’ settings. Indeed, if there is one aim for postmodern 
ethnography and auto-ethnography, it is to make the familiar strange. Erving 
Goffman’s (1967) account of the presentation of the self in everyday life, where the 
familiar is recast as the strange, is a classic example. Goffman rarely spoke of 
‘analysis’, reflecting later that his 1967 publication had very serious methodological 
limitations, but defending it by claiming traditional research designs “have 
considerable limitations of their own.” (Goffman 1971, in Alder and Adler, 1987: 24).  
 
The ‘postmodern turn’ in ethnographic writing, specifically hyper-reflexive narrative 
accounts (Baszanger and Dodier 2004, in Silverman) and alternative literary forms 
(Coffey and Atkinson, 1996), not only acknowledge the ethnographer’s role in 
identifying culture, but also celebrate it (Atkinson and Hammersley, 1983). These 
stances reject the authority of traditional ethnographic claims to truth and 
authenticity, seeking credibility from a different analytic perspective as the analysis 
process becomes entwined with the writing process and the ethnographer seeks 
“juxtaposition of alternative perspectives and their artful arrangement into dialogues.” 
(Coffey and Atkinson, 1996: 122).  
 
Reflexive accounting (Finlay and Gough, 2003) is an attempt to unravel how 
biography intersects with interpretations of field experiences. Personal mediated 
framework and personal difficulties in defining where formal and informal analysis 
begins or ends, is central to this reflection. Here ‘reflection’ is the process of 
deliberation and cognition on any phenomenon, including affective response. And 
‘reflexive’ is taking reflection a stage further to account for the values that drive one’s 
deliberations and cognitions, including preferences for theoretical stances, activities 
and practices. Reflexivity does not stultify or lead to an empty relativism. Rather, it 
creates a critical space to identify and justify one’s stance in relationship to other 
points of view, both conceptually (epistemologically) and ethically (ontologically).  
 
Judith Okely (1996) explains how the fieldworker cannot separate the act of 
gathering material from that of its continuing interpretation. Ideas and hunches 
emerge during the encounter and are explored or eventually discarded as fieldwork 
progresses. Writing involves a similar experience. The ensuing analysis is creative, 
demanding and all consuming. It cannot be fully comprehended at the early writing-
up stages by someone other than the fieldworker. Okely (1996) suggests that the 
process is recorded in memory, body and senses, with ideas working themselves 
through the whole body. They will have gestated in dreams and the subconscious in 
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both sleep and waking hours in a variety of work and social contexts within and 
outside the ‘field’. The totality of this experience cannot be cerebrally written out - the 
material found in notebooks or transcripts providing only a guide and trigger. Writing, 
reading, re-writing and analysis are described as comprising a movement between 
the tangible and intangible, the cerebral and the sensual, and the visible and 
invisible, where interpretation moves from evidence to ideas and theory, and then 
back again. 
 
Amanda Coffey and Paul Atkinson (1996) explain how we reconstruct cultures 
through our own acts of representation. It is incumbent on us not only to recognise 
the fact we do such things but also to do them carefully, responsibly, and explicitly. 
As suggested by Alder and Adler (1987): “qualitative observers are not bound, thus, 
by predetermined categories of measurement or response, but are free to search for 
concepts or categories that appear meaningful to subjects.” (Alder and Adler 1987: 
81). 
 
John Cresswell (2008) suggests that reading through all collected information allows 
the ethnographer to obtain a sense of the overall data, where patterns emerge like 
features of the coastscape and surf breaks in Haïti.  
 
The discussion above reveals that auto-ethnography might begin in the informal pre-
fieldwork phase and formulation of research problems, but continues through 
intermittent writings and in continuous memoranda and analytical notes (Hammersley 
and Atkinson 1983). Importantly, such writing remains informally “embodied in the 
ethnographer’s ideas and hunches.” (Hammersley and Atkinson 1983: 204).  
 
Formalising analytical techniques or a distinct stage of analysis is therefore difficult 
within such a contemporary frame. The inescapable relationship between ‘analysis 
and representation’ (Coffey and Atkinson, 1996) guided by the ethnographer’s 
mediated framework, remains central. How the ethnographer functions and acts as 
the research tool and vehicle through which the data will finally speak is as important 
as the analytical techniques they employ. Ultimately, in auto-ethnography, there is no 
attempt to cleanse the muddy waters of analysis, (as is common in other quantitative 
and qualitative research methods), where the residue affords the interesting matter 
and not the clean water. Importantly, it is not just the ethnographer who does the 
work of recounting, but the ethnographer’s vital tools such as the notebook - the 
long-cherished totem of ethnography, discussed below.  
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4.2.4 The notebook and my auto-ethnography (a spirit-ethnography) 
Australian anthropologist Michael Taussig (2011) explores the role of the fieldwork 
notebook, celebrating the approach of German literary critic, writer and philosopher 
Walter Benjamin. According to Taussig, Benjamin’s notebook “transforms the 
everyday into an underwater world in which things on the surface become 
transformed, rich, and strange.” (Taussig 2011: 4). Benjamin describes his notebook 
as a “collection” (Taussig 2011: 4) and a “magic encyclopaedia.” (Taussig 2011: 4). 
Further, Taussig (2011) explains how “chance determines what goes into the 
collection, and chance determines how it is used.” (Taussig 2011: 5). Taussig adds  
“the notebook is actually an extension of oneself, if not more self than oneself, like an 
entirely new organ alongside one’s heart and brain.” (Taussig 2011: 5). The 
notebook, says Taussig, “I will call a fetish, an object we hold so dear as to seem 
possessed by spiritual power.” (Taussig 2011: 5). 
 
For Taussig (2011), the notebook’s spiritual power played an important role in his 
first two years of fieldwork in Colombia, South America:  
 
I came across sugar cane cutters, corteros, who, paid by the ton cut, were rumoured 
to be in league with the devil and possessed of a wooden figurine secreted in the 
undergrowth toward which the cortero would, in his solitary way, cut a swath through 
the cane while uttering strange cries so as to magically harvest well above the 
average worker. And there was I, the anthropologist, recording all this in my notebook 
full of its own strange cries. The cane cutters might have their mysterious figurines. 
But I had my mysterious notebooks, which sure improved productivity, comparable to 
tons cut, and the notebooks did this because they were not a dumping ground or 
parking lot for information. The notebooks became ends in themselves and thus 
actively encouraged contributions from the field, the field being of course at once 
observer and observed and observer observed. The notebooks became hungry for 
inputs, like the demons said to rest in the stomachs of witches in Cameroon that I 
have read about, demons that were initially allies in self-advancement, but ever ready 
to turn on their masters. (Taussig 2011: 6). 
 
Taussig writes of the spirit of the gift that the notebook draws out, its magical quality 
and the cult notebooks create for the owners as commodity fetishes, mirrored in his 
first book title: The Devil and Commodity Fetishism in South America (1980). 
Benjamin, it turns out, was also obsessed with a particular colour and style of 
notebook. Is this a form of animism? How can a notebook take on such an animated 
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role? Bruno Latour (2005/2007) suggests that fieldworkers keep a series of 
notebooks at various levels - ‘factual’, ‘fictional’, ‘wild ideas’, ‘boundary ideas’, ‘voices 
of those you have met’, and so forth. In ANT (discussed in the following section), the 
artifact such as the notebook takes on the same status as persons and ideas. The 
notebook is an embodied spirit presence. It offers a possibility of translation across 
persons and ideas to set up a network effect. Of course it is a fetish - look at the 
mystery surrounding the ‘Moleskine’ notebook so loved by Bruce Chatwin (1993), 
where even the colour of the notebook provides a code. In another book, Taussig 
(2009) asks What Colour is the Sacred? 
 
Michael Taussig (2011) warns, with reference to the architect Le Corbusier (whose 
notebooks are published in original form), where the notebook is the fetish of the 
owner it can become fetishized by the follower - “fetishization of the fetish!” (Taussig 
2011: 8) - as if the notebook provides the inside story, the inside track to the soul of 
the person keeping the notes. Like Taussig (2011), my notebook is an essential in 
travel:  
 
Notebooks like to travel, first to new places, second to new ideas. There is a 
disquieting rhythm to my own notebooks. I keep them only when travelling, when 
engaged in what I think of as ‘fieldwork’. I do not and cannot keep a diary, journal, 
notebook - call it what you will - when at home. (Taussig 2011: 8). 
 
Taussig (2011) continues to describe the notebook as a faithful companion: “like a 
magical object in a fairy tale […] (that) inhabits and fills out hallowed ground between 
meditation and production.” (Taussig 2011: 9). 
 
In this research the notebook plays a vital role in the field (appendix 5). It is a 
constant companion when travelling, with pocket-sized pads and robust pens chosen 
on instinct before travel at the airport. For me, this chance purchase adds to the 
allure and character or a particular notebook and pen set, which will thus vary per 
trip. I choose colours (red-blue) that reference Haïti’s national flag. 47 In other words, 
the notebook takes on the aura of place. But it also acts as a preparation for place, at 
first a clean sheet, later soiled and turned over (I take pride in travelling home with a 																																																								
47 The first Haïtian flag was adopted in 1803 when revolutionary leader Jean-Jacques Dessalines tore the white 
centre from the French tricolor, and sewed the blue and red together. Early Haïtian leader Alexandre Petion turned 
the colours horizontal and added a coat of arms. 
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muddy, ruffled, well-trodden notebook, because I have noted earlier that auto-
ethnography finds interesting matter in the muddy waters).  
 
Within the notepad I write in large lettering, outlining short ideas, statements or 
words, usually phonetic, often misspelt (to emphasise deeper personal meaning), or 
accurately spelt for a place name, foreign language phrase or person’s name. More 
lengthy ideas tend to be written in a purposefully illegible style (so others cannot read 
into the idea, which might be mis-interpreted). Sometimes I get caught out, where the 
writing is so illegible, that even I cannot transcribe it, and the writing takes on new 
meaning in the imaginary. Taussig (2011) comments on  
 
the microscopic writing of the notebook [...] at the outer reaches of language in its 
ungrammatical jottings and staccato burps and hiccups. And it lies at the outer limits 
of order because it represents the chance pole of a collection, rather than the design 
pole. It is more open to chance than the diary, for example, which is ordered by the 
wheel of time. (Taussig 2011: 10-11). 
 
Importantly, I judge the timing of using the notebook. A moment can disappear when 
the notepad note is noted, so I aim to prolong the moment, reading situations like 
waves and surfing them, often later in secret (after the session, or during the 
wipeout) jotting notes once the moment (the ride, the wave, the session) of interest 
has ended. I like to hide the notepad, but sometimes reveal it as a symbol to 
encourage accuracy from a participant in the notes. This has to be handled with care, 
as leaving a note too long away from the notepad can result in a forgotten note (an 
undocumented session). Transcribing the notebook after the research trip is a 
highlight, either on the ’plane home, or tackled at the first opportunity at the desk - 
with anticipation and excitement, as every note evokes an image, a moment, a 
picture. The research trip is re-lived, re-surfed, in a new cycle. Once the notes are 
transcribed I like to recycle the notepad (and paddle back out for more) as the 
reflexive cycle (illustrated in figure 13) continues.  
 
But what happens when the notebook gets lost? Thankfully my notebooks returned 
home with me following each field research trip for this research. Taussig (2011) 
writes: 
 
Behind the lost notebook stands the ghost notebook. (What does the fetishist do 
when he (she) loses his (her) fetish?) […] The converse is no less true. How many 
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notebook keepers go on to complete their projects without once consulting their 
notebook? [...] There is something absurdly comforting in the existence of the trinity 
consisting of You. The Event. And the Event notated as a Notebook Entry. (Taussig 
2011: 9). 
 
The notebook, then, is helper, talisman, fetish, spirit guide, an animal on the loose. 
For a notebook, as artefact, to work as a mediator, to translate across borders, and 
to bring persons, ideas and objects into creative conversation to form and develop 
networks (and then to leave traces as network effects), the notebook must be 
animated. It must act as mirror to the self, or significant Other. The otherness of the 
notebook can be gauged from its strangeness when re-reading - where the familiar 
becomes once again strange. Latour’s (2005/2007) notion of using multiple 
notebooks as layers of representation suggests multiple identities for the notebook 
as intimate Other; and suggests a baroque sensibility for the notebook - 
complexifying rather than simplifying. The minimalist idea of the notebook as ‘jotter’, 
simplifier, ‘notes’ rather than sentences and prose, is misleading. Taussig (2011) 
notes how, no matter what your limitations as a visual artist, images and diagrams 
can complexify the notebook. As the mirror of the Other, the notebook also comes to 
complexify the self in auto-ethnography. Is it any wonder that Leonardo da Vinci 
(2005) perfected mirror writing for the notebook? Not necessarily to keep its contents 
a secret, but to literally mirror and make more complex the self. 
 
In short, notebooks have taken on four main features in my own fieldwork: 
• As animator. Notebooks that sit stolid, in their own oil, or that are heavy with 
technical content, or try to ‘capture’ the scene the ethnographer views, will fail 
as mediators and become intermediaries, mere repositories of content rather 
than animators of future translations and networks. Notebooks must be alive 
and kicking (‘capturing’ the surf conditions alone offers a new approach to 
writing about Haïti).  
• Notebooks will have multiple voices, to provide a complex Other to self. In 
auto-ethnography, they represent mirror writing, a ghost account, a spirited 
voice for what is experienced.  
• Notebooks invite multiple genres accounts - fact, factional and fictional. As 
Taussig (2012) notes about drawings in his notebooks - they are often what is 
seen out of the corner of the eye, in passing, from a car window, in a glimpse 
or a glance (or glance of a glimpse), ‘made up’, re-stored and re-storied.  
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• Notebooks provide a key geographical feature (a voice to the geographical 
imagination). They are a permanent part of the local in travel, appearing at 
both critical and reflective moments now as looming hillside, now as reflective 
surface of the sea, now as the bend in a coastline where swell gathers and 
unfolds. Now it is time to paddle out and leave the notebook in the pocket, 
awaiting another encounter.  
 
Taussig (2011) talks of notes hibernating in the notebook like spirits of the dead: “Do 
not all writers have their familiars? [...] The point is that a fieldworker’s diary is about 
experience in a field of strangeness.” (Taussig 2011: 12). 
 
The spirit of something need not be strange - it is its animating principle, either 
present or absent. An auto-ethnography is automatically a spirit-ethnography, 
because one is dealing only in traces, memories, effects, network effects like echoes 
or reverberations, ridden waves, faded swells. But these are real, tangible, 
embodied, in the same way that shamanic encounters and initiations are real (as 
experienced in Haïti on fieldtrip three). 
 
Talking of the spirit world, Kapuściński (2007b) sets out a mini-phenomenology and 
classification of the spirit world in Africa, where notebooks take on the quality of 
‘traces’: 
 
The first is the one that surrounds us, the palpable and visible reality composed of 
living people, animals, and plants, as well as inanimate objects: stones, water, air. 
The second is the world of the ancestors, those who died before us, but who died, as 
it were, not completely, not finally, not absolutely. Indeed, in a metaphysical sense 
they continue to exist, and are even capable of participating in our life, of influencing 
it, shaping it. That is why maintaining good relations with one’s ancestors is a 
precondition of a successful life, and sometimes even of life itself. The third world is 
the rich kingdom of the spirits - spirits that exit independently, yet at the same time 
are present in every being, in every object, in everything and everywhere. 
(Kapuściński 2007b: 16). 
 
The first level that Kapuściński describes is a level of animation. Ethnographies and 
auto-ethnographies suffer when they lack animation, typical of the objective accounts 
of modernist anthropologists (or early 1900s geographers such as Ellen Semple 
developing environmental determinism, in Livingstone 1993) trying to make sense of 
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an experience such as a shamanic vision, rationalising this as hallucinatory or 
psychotic. Such shamanic vision can extend to research drawing on a geographical 
imagination that describes a ghost-geography - the trace of an encounter signified by 
place.  
 
As I suggested in chapter 2.1, Haïti must be imagined geographically, historically and 
politically before gaining traction on its coastline. It must be re-searched, 
experienced, and lived. In particular, its Vodou tradition must touch the visitor,  
(for example in an extract from fieldtrip one) stripping back the skin and exposing 
the skeleton, allowing the skeleton to walk out for a brief period, convene with 
the dead and then slip back under the skin as a refreshed frame. This mode of 
inquiry can be understood as a spirit-ethnography, a shamanic inquiry, evidenced on 
fieldtrip three: 
 
Vodou allows you to ‘see through’ things - to see through the lens of animal 
life getting close to nature, and to see through the follies of humanity. But 
there can be slippage, the danger of possession leading to madness. Wearing 
the skeleton on the outside of the body, as inversion, says that you accept that 
life sits with death. Put up your hand and say, honestly, ‘I am scared.’ Only the 
foolish and the vain would aim for immortality. ‘Seeing the skeleton’ is the 
central vision of shamanism, which is to allow life to rattle your bones. Vodou 
is a risky business, as is life. Vodou says: care for a friend, love your children, 
share your food and always walk the line, even where the roots rise to tangle 
your steps. 
In a further example, (from an extract in fieldtrip two) Agwe (Vodou loa or deity) 
rules the sea, and we have negotiated the crossroads with due care to meet 
this force at close quarters. At Jacmel (southern Haïti) we hear the ocean’s low 
growl and its top notes sung off the back of breaking waves. A (surf) break 
called Pistons - named by Russell and Vadim (Haïtian surfers) after the 
remaining engine of a wrecked boat - pumps mechanical lefthanders across 
knucklebone pebbles. The midday onshore has hit land to mess with the wave, 
and on my first drop the water-fist unclenches to swat me as I am hauled over 
from the heels. Wipeout. The wipeout is a reminder to get my traction - feet-on-
wax-on-board-on-water, toes relaxed, uncurled, arch of the foot dropped, dead 
weight, look down the line, flow into the turn, walk to the nose, toes over - 
traction regained. The Kongo spirits (Vodou loas or deities) also rule the cross-
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step and the three-step rule: invoke, enjoy, and repeat. But the wipeouts are a 
mystery, inverted like the Tarot’s Hanged Man, hung like meat for a few 
seconds in the churn, contemplating the drop. And then you bob up like a cork, 
renewed, re-turning.  
 
4.2.5 Limitations of ethnography 
As with structured analytical approaches, postmodern methods have their 
weaknesses. Narrative autobiographical accounts have been described as 
“predominantly post hoc reflections with projects tidied up by their authors before 
being presented to the wider public.” (Bryman and Burgess, 1994: 8). Also, as 
suggested by Dingwell (1992, in Silverman 2007), whilst empathy should be 
embraced in ethnography, there are dangers in writing that lacks rigour in being 
purely descriptive, a collection of the researcher’s impressions or sensations, rather 
than more analytical or synthetic in scope. Further, overemphasis on creative 
imagination in the development of analytical ideas can lead the ethnographer to 
forget how his or her existing knowledge of the social world still shapes the 
processes of inquiry (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1983). But these are limitations that 
reflexivity purposefully sets out to address. And in the following chapter these are 
also accounted for via ANT (Latour 2005/2007), placed within the research tradition 
of observational fieldwork, ethnography and auto-ethnography. 
 
Bruno Latour (2007) suggests that thorough, thoughtful and imaginative ethnographic 
fieldwork or data collection negates the need for data analysis, where  
 
we are in the business of descriptions. […] we go, we listen, we learn […] it’s called 
inquiries. Good inquiries always produce a lot of new descriptions (where) if your 
description needs an explanation, it’s not a good description. (Latour 2007: 146-7). 
 
ANT encourages ‘thick’ descriptions and baroque detail. In the following chapter, I 
explore and explain ANT as ‘stereoscopic’ - simultaneously both a research 
methodology and a method. In a nutshell, ANT describes how people, artefacts and 
ideas and symbols interact to produce lasting and expanding network effects, or what 
Latour (2007) has come to call work-nets, placing proper emphasis upon the ‘work’ 
required to both create the ‘nets’ and to re-search the traces of nets set up through a 
variety of transactions between persons, artefacts and ideas.   
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4.3 From activity to network 
In this section I introduce cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), outline the basics 
of ANT as a guiding framework for fieldwork, and illustrate the formation of a specific 
network and network effect as a case study. Here, the activity expands into a 
network. This network is ‘surfexplore’, the travel collective elemental in the research. 
Surf travel writing of the kind I articulate and defend throughout this thesis is an 
integral part of the network - an ‘actor’ that engages in translation with other actors 
(persons, material artefacts and ideas) to maintain and widen networks. Without 
networks, there is no production as innovation, merely reproduction. 
 
4.3.1 Cultural-historical activity theory 
In the early part of the twentieth century, the Protestant-Capitalist ideology (Weber 
2013) of ‘self-help’ and the Frontier Spirit outlook of heroic activity and ownership 
through settlement shaped learning theory in North America. This outlook 
emphasised both hands-on experience - learning by doing - and individualism in 
learning. In sharp contrast, after the Revolution in 1917, learning theory in Soviet 
Russia was shaped by the twin ideologies of collectivism and materialism. While this 
outlook shared the value of learning by doing with North American approaches, the 
individual was considered secondary to the collective, while ‘materialism’ was not 
about collecting capital but rather distributing capital, while object resources (paper, 
pencils, chalkboards, heating and lighting, and so forth) were considered to be active 
ingredients (artefacts) along with persons in a learning experience. This is ‘second 
nature’ to us now as information technologies are such an integral part of learning, 
artefactually extending human capacity. 
 
North American and Western European outlooks on learning then, baldly, saw a 
person having an experience that may or may not lead to a lasting change in 
behaviour (through relationships between subjects and objects) that could be 
described as ‘learning’. 
 
Models of Soviet learning, led in particular by Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934), added two 
key elements to this model (figure 9). First, learning is social, or happens within a 
community. Second, learning involves mediation through artefacts - instruments and 
languages. Artefacts also include specialist languages and codes. Both social 
contexts (community) and artefacts help to ‘scaffold’ learning. The learner is 
constantly striving to deepen learning, but must be helped through provision of 
artefacts and community (teachers, co-learners). Taking a step too far out of one’s 
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zone of capability will lead to collapse of learning, but taking a significant step within 
a ‘zone of proximal development’ (ZPD) as Vygotsky termed the learning zone, will 
push the learner far enough out of his or her comfort zone that a learning leap is 
made, but it is ‘scaffolded’ by significant others (facilitators) and key artefacts 
(mediators).  
 
Figure 9 First wave model of cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) (Engeström 2008). 
 
This level of modelling is referred to as the ‘first wave’ model of what Vygotsky called 
‘Cultural-historical activity theory’ or CHAT (Engeström 2008). The learning depends 
upon doing or ‘activity’. It is culturally specific, connected to a cultural group (a 
community of practice) to scaffold learning; and historically sensitive or shaped by 
development whose conditions of possibility can be traced historically. A Finnish 
psychologist, Yrjö Engeström (2008), has significantly developed Vygotsky’s CHAT, 
referring to it in shorthand as ‘Activity Theory’ (AT). Engeström adds two key 
components to the model: while artefacts and communities mediate learning, those 
communities have specialist tasks or roles (as division of labour) and are governed 
by rules (conventions and ethical behaviour). This sophisticates the model and is 
referred to as a ’second wave’ model of CHAT (figure 10). 
 
Subject 
Object 
Community (or Practice) 
Artefacts (instruments / 
languages)  
OUTCOME 
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Figure 10 Second wave model of cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) (Engeström 2008). 
 
Here, learning becomes a complex adaptive activity that is inherently unstable due to 
the multiple and processual relationships between the six elements of the activity 
(figure 10). A third wave of development of CHAT comes with recent work that looks 
at how a number of activity systems might relate to each other in dynamic 
encounters, that can arise from developments in any one of the six elements within 
the activity system: Central Activity, Object-Activity, Rule-Producing Activity, Subject-
Producing Activity, Instrument-Producing Activity, Culturally More Advanced Central 
Activity. This third wave engages with what Hannele Kerosuo (2003) describes as 
‘boundary crossing’ (Kerosuo and Engeström, 2003), where several activity systems 
engage each other. How will interactions proceed through ‘boundary crossings’? Or 
will boundary crossings be frustrated such that activities do not necessarily engage 
one another? How will the various goals or outcomes of separate activities vie as 
activities are developed? 
 
These are questions that I ask myself as I bring together distinct activity systems to 
engage in boundary crossing. These could be theorised as activities within CHAT. 
However, boundary crossing describes the dynamics of engagement between 
activities very well, but it falls short of a synthetic model. ANT provides that model. 
CHAT is necessary to model elements meeting at boundaries, but is not sufficient to 
explain how a network develops. ANT (figure 11) provides sufficiency in this respect.  
 
Artefacts 
Subject Object 
Community  Rules Roles (division of labour) 
OUTCOME 
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This shift in modelling takes into account the complexity, dynamism and inherent 
stability of the network, including sub-networks that may have separated from the 
main network and may be decaying or crystallising, or may be a neighbour or a 
‘lingerer’ within the system. 
 
Figure 11 Actor-network-theory thematic. 
 
The elements in the network involved in this PhD are: surfing, travelling (in Haïti) and 
writing. These activities form a network (figure 12) whose dynamic movement 
produces network ‘effects’ or traces. These provide artefacts for further activity 
development. 
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Figure 12 The PhD network or work-net. 	
4.3.2 Actor-network-theory 
ANT has its origins in sociology, particularly the work of Bruno Latour (2005/2007), 
where its main contribution has been to describe social activity as forms of 
networking through a ‘radical symmetry’ of ‘actors’ (sometimes termed ‘actants’) - 
persons, physical artefacts, and ideas or symbols given equal ontological status in a 
radical democracy. Again, Latour (2008) has argued that work-net is perhaps a more 
apt descriptor than network, where the former places emphasis upon the work that is 
needed to achieve the expansion of a network.  
 
A network is initiated through a set of translations between or across actors (persons, 
artefacts and ideas or symbols). However, such a translation (an interaction or 
exchange) must be meaningful for a network to be initiated. Latour (2008) describes 
a difference between the work of a ‘mediator’ and an ‘intermediary’. Imagine that a 
text message is sent and even received, but is not looked at and therefore not acted 
upon. This describes an intermediary. Here, the network that could be potentially 
initiated by the text message is stilted and fails to develop. Where that message is 
received and acted upon, it acts as a mediator. Here, a network is initiated. The 
network may expand as mediators increase, or it may crystallise or collapse due to 
an increase in intermediaries. On a small scale, friendship groups are good 
examples of networks that may have some stability, may expand, or may collapse. A 
Travelling 
(in Haïti) 
Writing 
 
 
Traces 
 
Traces	
Surfing	
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typical network effect of a friendship group is a reunion. On a large scale, Empires 
are examples of highly expansive networks that, for various reasons, collapse as 
intermediaries come to outweigh mediators. A typical network effect of an Empire is 
annexation and imperialism. The Haïtian revolution is the backlash, or postcolonial 
independence documented by Ryzard Kapuściński (1976/2001) in Africa in the 
1950s, ‘60s and ‘70s. 
 
Here, I discuss a small network (surfexplore) as a work-net in progress. Each 
surfexplore trip offers potential for the formation of a new network based on elements 
of existing networks or work-nets.     
 
4.3.3 Networking and network effects 
Here is a partial list of essential objects for surf travel to Haïti: aeroplanes, taxis, tap-
tap buses, four-by-fours, passports, visas, introductory letters, surfboards, surfboard 
bags, leashes, surf shorts, surf wax, suncream, surfboard roof straps, maps, 
notebooks, pens, medicines, GPS and ’phones. Let us expand this list: improvising a 
language, non-verbal communication, reading a road sign, ideas, imagination, 
patience, courage, moral courage, choice, respect, determination, restraint, 
improvisation, energy, suffering, joy and tolerance. Of course, people do the 
travelling, use the objects or artefacts listed above and experience the feelings. 
However, it is only in the productive coming together - or ‘translations’ (as mediators) 
leading to networking - of persons, objects and ideas that a surf trip (or any other 
aspect of life for that matter) is real-ised, made tangible. Where a translation does 
not occur (lost or mis-translations, or an imbalance of intermediaries) a network fails 
to be initiated or developed. The ‘net’ collapses because the ‘work’ has not been 
effective or fruitful.  
 
ANT (Law and Hassard 1999, Mol 2002, Latour, 2007) describes theory-as-practice 
(Schatzki et al, 2001) in which something conceptual is realised through the forming 
of a network. The radical idea of ANT is that each of the ‘actors’ (people, artefacts 
and ideas) is as important as any other in forming a network. This is also the aspect 
of ANT that is most vulnerable and open to critique. 48 Without the letter of 
introduction to an official (leading to a visa), a trip can falter; without anti-malarial 
medicines, illness can ruin travel; without surfboards arriving, there is no surfing; 
without transport, there is no anabasis-katabasis; without courage and imagination, a 																																																								
48 For a resource base on critiques and applications of ANT, see ANTHEM: https://anthem.wordpress.com 
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trip falls flat; and so forth. But if these ‘actors’, or factors, interact meaningfully, or 
‘translate’ in ANT terms, then something is initiated, things change and develop, and 
a network is formed. 
 
The ‘success’ of a surf trip can be gauged by the strength (power to expand) of the 
network achieved, although much, of course, can be learned from trips where 
networks have not been set up, or failed to hold up after initiation. The travel writing 
that constitutes the practice in this research describes the setting up of networks. In 
short, if two or more actors - say myself, a paper application for a MoneyGram 
transfer to allow Yanouchka Guerrin (fieldtrip three) to hire a four-by-four before our 
arrival in Port-au-Prince, UK Post Office staff and Haïtian bank staff, successfully 
translate between or across each other (Yanouchka receives the money), these 
actors, in ANT, are again called ‘mediators’. A network is then initiated. If the 
application is unsuccessful - say Yanouchka’s name on her passport (identity card) 
does not match the spelling on the MoneyGram paperwork, and the transaction is 
denied - then a network is not initiated and the components are, again, called 
‘intermediaries’. Intermediaries still exist (myself, a MoneyGram application, the Post 
Office and bank staff) but they fail to translate across one another, or something is 
lost in translation, and a network effect does not follow. There is, in effect, stagnation 
or no change amongst the actors. 
 
Latour (2007) warns: “The word network is so ambiguous that we should have 
abandoned it long ago.” Latour (2007: 129). Indeed, as introduced earlier, Latour 
(2007) suggests that we abandon network for work-net. The latter places emphasis 
on the ‘work’, where networks are only initiated, maintained, serviced, and widened 
through application. We use ‘network’ for example to describe the Internet, but much 
of what happens through the Internet is not ‘networking’ as described by ANT. If I 
browse some websites and nothing changes either in the sites (they are not 
interactive) or myself (I am a passive observer) as a result, then we have both acted 
as ‘intermediaries’ rather than ‘mediators’, and a ‘network’ is not initiated. As a 
passive observer, I have done no ‘work’. Madeleine Akrich, Michel Callon and Bruno 
Latour (2002) then offer a concise account of ANT as a research method where they 
say that “Innovation is the art of interesting an increasing number of allies who will 
make you stronger and stronger.” (Akrich, Callon and Latour 2002: 205). Networking 
involves planning ahead, judging how actors may translate from one to the other in 
generating a far greater number of mediators than intermediaries. 
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4.3.4 Ghost geographies: the ANT inspired ethnographer 
ANT, as noted above, is a theory in action, or theory as a practice. The practice is 
within the research tradition of observational fieldwork or ethnography, including 
auto-ethnography. Latour (2007), as mentioned earlier in the thesis, controversially 
suggests that thorough, thoughtful and imaginative ethnographic fieldwork or data 
collection negates the need for data analysis, where  
 
“we are in the business of descriptions. […] we go, we listen, we learn […] it’s called inquiries. 
Good inquiries always produce a lot of new descriptions (where) if your description needs an 
explanation, it’s not a good description.” (Latour 2007: 146-7). 
 
ANT encourages ‘thick’ descriptions and baroque detail. For example in an extract 
from fieldtrip four I describe: Marche au Fer - the iron market - once collapsed 
through bagay la - that terrible ‘thing’ (the 2010 earthquake) - but now 
resurrected in style. People confirm the joy of being alive with displays of 
craftwork and rows of bargains. One side is crammed with food, the other art 
and Vodou paraphernalia. Black Madonna trinkets and Christian saints sit next 
to Mami Wata (the goddess of the ocean) masks, mortars and potions, a 
syncretic mix of Black African and Catholic mythologies, merged during the 
years of slavery. The paintings show earth, water, fertility and roosters on 
crosses. The colour and bold figuration shouts: “we still have the sun, music, 
love and hope!” We all know about Haïti’s scarring deforestation. But Haïtian 
paintings depict a wild and fertile land, and reforestation is the new theme of 
carnival. Michel Martelly’s government has a catchy Creole slogan “Yon 
ayisyen, yon pye bwa” - “One Haïtian, one tree” underpinning a campaign to 
double the nation’s forest cover by 2016. But in Port-au-Prince, artists paint 
what is missing and imagined rather than real, where surrealism is a way of 
life.  
 
The other side to life here is a world of death, heaving crowds and stinking 
garbage. Stoical acceptance and compassion gets you through the hard times. 
One canvas depicts a Nativity with a lonely Joseph standing off in a corner, 
eating a banana. This painter chose the right fruit and discovered the joke of a 
husband’s irrelevance when his virgin wife gives birth, cuckolded by a Haïtian 
spirit. 
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A functional description (‘why’?) would strip out the ‘what?’ of the occasion, losing 
detail for clarity. However, it is in the detail, or the ‘what?’, suggests Latour, that the 
‘why?’ becomes evident. John Law (2004) describes ANT research as guided by a 
baroque sensibility, where the researcher can ‘look down’ to grasp the details and 
the textures of relations between actors and the messy business of practice, rather 
than looking up for some guiding framework or principle. Latour (2007) suggests 
using a series of notebooks during fieldwork to record important events, the effects of 
translations, the voices of the actors, and your own wild ideas, where you develop as 
a “myopic, workaholic, trail-sniffing, and collective traveller.” (Latour 2007: 9). In 
chapter 3.2, I described both Lingis’s and Kapuściński’s work as good examples of 
such trail-sniffing, close observers of fault-lines and contradictions. And earlier, I 
described the role of the notebook in this research with reference to the 
anthropologist and ethnographer, Michael Taussig.  
 
The researcher is not ‘looking’ for anything in particular during fieldwork, but has a 
sense of where to be, where to place him or her self to best experience the ‘field’. 
Research is necessarily limited to what is feasible. ANT is a way of accounting for 
how persons, material objects and ideas become linked as fluid networks through 
tracing effects generated by the ‘work’ that is the assembling and strengthening of 
the network. This judgement can only be made retrospectively, as a network effect is 
considered - a trace that I term a ghost-geography. All accounts are retrospective 
and then ‘fleshed out’ from original experience. On many occasions, of course, 
networks fail to materialise through lack of translation and abundance of 
intermediaries rather than mediators. Research then makes translations across 
actors ‘visible’, as network effects. Often this is through observing how differing 
actors make sense of the same objects - for example, what do ‘dance’ and ‘carnival’ 
mean to Yonel in Jacmel (fieldtrip three)? How is an object such as a ‘drum’ or a 
‘skeleton’ conceived amongst Haïtians at carnival (fieldtrip three)? How do Haïtian 
surfing brothers Russell and Vadim Behrmann interpret the publication of articles 
about their local coastline? Each of these phenomena is held in a network and each 
phenomenon cannot be fully realised without reference to its dynamic place in the 
network. 
 
Conventional research is biased towards epistemologies (theories of knowledge) 
rather than ontologies or ways of being or experiencing. ANT is interested in how 
objects (the surfboard, the trace - ghost-geography - of surfing and surf writing, the 
drum, the skeleton) are ‘held’, developed or progressed, mutated, and so forth, 
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across ‘nets’ set up by people, objects and ideas. Researching with this kind of 
ethnographic eye gives insight into the hearts and minds of the persons and cultures 
subject to research, as an expression of ‘difference’, also explored in chapter 3.2 
through the ideas of Lingis and Kapuściński.  
 
Rather than list ‘outcomes’ of the research, an ANT approach again looks at the 
dynamic work-net that has been created, as a network effect. The fecundity of such 
work-nets provides a stimulus to intermodal writing, where such writing serves to 
widen and progress the work-net. Since the outcome of a research project depends 
on the alliances created and the translation effects across an unpredictable number 
of persons, material objects and ideas, a priori statements about aims or goals are 
considered premature. ‘Outcomes’ to research do not offer solutions to problems, but 
describe the ‘net’ effect of the research, the quality of trace (ghost-geography) left by 
the work-net at the point that the travel (or a single surf session) and the subsequent 
intermodal writing are complete. The net effect is a trace because it is unknown - the 
traveller is no longer on the road and the audience reception for the writing may not 
be articulated. 
 
Just as travel, surfing and subsequent writing can be framed as cycles of activity, so 
ANT is an example of what Ted Schatzki (Schatzki et al, 2001) describes as “the 
practice turn in contemporary theory,” (Schatzki 2001: 11) where theory is performed. 
ANT is not a reductive analytical apparatus, but “more like a sensibility, an 
interruption or intervention, a way to sense and draw nearer to a phenomenon.” 
(Fenwick and Edwards, 2010: 56). Indeed, in avoiding reductive approaches and 
sticking with the baroque, ANT invites ‘mess’ rather than ‘clarity’ (again sticking with 
the muddy waters discussed earlier). Fenwick and Edwards (2010) suggest: “What 
ANT brings to its ethnographic methodological approaches is a sensibility for mess.” 
(Fenwick and Edwards, 2010: 146). The ground-rule is to stick with (and to) the mess 
in closely following the actors, the unfolding scenes, and the scripts. ANT 
researchers develop a nose for fault-lines and the extraordinary in the ordinary. 
 
Recovery of fieldwork experience through auto-ethnography can be delicate work, 
trying to spin a web without rupturing it with unethical, offensive or imperialistic 
sleights. The researcher is left with a handful of tracery. In recounting how any one 
actor (person, object, idea or symbol) acts upon or mobilises another as a work of 
translation (so that the actors are both now transformed, as mediators) in initiating a 
network, one is spinning a web. Not a web of lies, but a narrative version of truth. 
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The materials one is working with are memories - fragile, homespun, and readily 
torn. The ‘mess’ of research is then fragile web rather than sticky mud. 
 
4.3.5 Work-nets are delicate, but must be made robust 
Networks may involve things, but are not things themselves, or resist reification. 
Networks are unpredictable processes, although they take form as tangible prose, 
and cannot be studied like samples under the microscope. Yet everything realised by 
the network effect (such as a nascent surf scene developing in Jacmel (fieldtrip 
three); or a community cleaning up a polluted beach before carnival (fieldtrip three); 
or audience reception, in Port-au-Prince, of surfing and subsequent writing about 
surfing in Haïti, can be treated as concrete and sensible - as things that happen, 
present themselves to the senses or mind. The dynamic net effect of a series of actor 
translations and transformations that the ethnographer attempts to partially re-trace 
in an auto-ethnography is a net working, an echo of what was observed in fieldwork 
and is now re-membered through writing - a traceable “set of relations defined as so 
many translations” (Latour 2007: 129).  
 
Key writers in ANT, such as Bruno Latour and Annemarie Mol (2002), have been 
described as baroque stylists, and although much may literally be lost in translation 
(in these cases from the French and Dutch - respectively - to English), they are often 
dense in their writing styles. Here is a piece of advice from Latour (2007) for the 
fieldworker concerning translation from notebooks to research text: “The unique 
adequacy one should strive for in deploying complex imbroglios cannot be obtained 
without continuous sketches and draft.” (Latour 2007: 134). 
 
‘Imbroglio’ means entanglement, and ‘complex’ is then surely redundant? ‘Deploy’ is 
a militaristic term meaning to get in place ready for battle (not Sun Tzu’s advice in 
The Art of War, 2007, to follow strategy over combat). Is this how ANT researchers 
must go about their business? Can we develop a more tender-minded and less 
cumbersome writing style for ANT-inspired research, as auto-ethnographic 
accounts? Does baroque mean ‘impenetrable’? Can rich ‘academic’ writing be 
aesthetically stimulating and not serve as an an-aesthetic, or a dulling? 
 
In the following section, I illustrate ‘deployment’ of ANT. Or should that be 
‘employment’, to maintain the work ethic that is central to ANT activity as ‘myopic, 
workaholic, trail-sniffing, and collective traveller(s)’ in Latour’s (2006) phrase, sticking 
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with a fault-line in research and tracing its origins one way and impact the Other? 
This is done through an account of the activities of the travel collective surfexplore. 
 
4.3.6 Surfexplore: networks at work 
The travel in this research is based on developing our collective surfexplore as a 
network or work-net effect. The surfexplore members include John Callahan 
(American lives in Singapore), myself, Emiliano Cataldi (Italian lives in Australia) and 
Erwan Simon (Brittany, France). Callahan is the lead photographer (see interview, 
appendix 1), while myself, Cataldi and Erwan are the lead surfers (being 
photographed by Callahan). We all contribute to the research of each trip and archive 
and share our data on private Facebook groups (appendix 20). I specialise in the 
research and the publishable travel writing from the projects, Erwan speaks French, 
English and basic Haïtian Creole (therefore is the ‘linguist’ of the team), Cataldi uses 
mapping and GPS applications (via iPad) to help navigate the projects, while I carry 
paper maps correlated with Google Earth research. We use MotionX GPS which 
takes advantages of GPS hardware built into the iPhone / iPad, enabling downloaded 
maps to be used 'offline' - reducing costly data connection (paramount in areas 
where no cellular networks are available). 49 We preload and download (a process of 
using a circular tool or elliptical tool to select the area required) maps onto the device 
and mark routes, waypoints and potential surf breaks.  
 
Importantly, during the research projects the surfexplore network has expanded to 
include brothers Russell and Vadim Berhmann (Haïtians, living in Port-au-Prince), 
Chachou (Haïtian, lives in Jacmel), Yanouchka Guerrin (Haïtian, lives in Port Salut) 
and Tony Casseus (Haïtian, lives in Cormier Plage). I do not, however, attempt to 
develop these individuals as characters and personalities in the writing, favouring the 
‘character’ of the Haïtian coastscape with reference to affordance of features (Gibosn 
1979). 
 
Within the tradition of ANT, as explained above, a network is initiated through a 
series of translations between persons, artefacts and symbols, images or a 
conceptual apparatus. For example, surfexplore sends email to make travel plans in 
Haïti through a translation where the persons, messages and ideas (computer 
hardware and software) act as mediators, initiating a network. Such translations may 																																																								
49 The 3G mobile phone or tablet has three antennas: the cellular antenna, for phone calls and data over a cellular 
network; the WiFi antenna, which connects to the internet for data from a WiFi hotspot; and the GPS antenna, which 
searches for satellites and can pinpoint position by triangulation. 
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go on as other members of surfexplore read the posted responses to the email on a 
growing private Facebook (appendix 20) research group page, further responding to 
each other and initiating new ideas, that are further ‘actioned’ by raised sponsorship 
budgets.  
 
Surfexplore has been able to maintain a strong network effect, through memory, 
legacy and physical effect. Such effects are varied - local kids get ‘the surf bug’ in 
Anse a Foleur (fieldtrip four) and Jacmel (fieldtrip one), we leave surfboards and find 
that a small surf community is developing. Connections made through Russell 
Berhmann in Port-au-Prince help surfexplore to publish an article in Magic Haiti 
(appendix 3). The network also becomes a safety net, holding us. 
 
The ‘fieldwork’ in Haïti is not simply travel, but a reflexive cycle of planning, research, 
travelling (anabasis-katabasis), surfing, writing, digesting, reflecting, reading and re-
writing, as a precursor to a new cycle (figure 13). 
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Figure 13 The reflexive cycle. 
 
The ‘field’ is wider than the locales visited, and is better thought of as a ‘net’ or 
‘network’, of which the intermodal writing aspect is again a network effect. The 
network could be widened to include ‘audience response’. Audience response occurs 
critically during the act of surfing and as a reception of writing. 
 
The full work cycle has three elements: 
 
• Epistemological (guiding theories of knowledge, as safety net(work)s) 
• Ontological (experiential, always fluid) 
• Axiological (values informing the research as fluid or in processes of 
relativisation) 
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Most importantly, the network effect is widened through responsive writing, where 
writing becomes the focal element in a cycle of events that is itself a network effect: 
 
• Conceptual (epistemological): planning, research and writing 
• Experiential (ontological): travelling (anabasis-katabasis), surfing, and writing 
notebooks  
• Reflexive (axiological): digesting, reflecting, reading and writing drafts with 
ethical awareness. 
 
 
 
Figure 14 At each box is a sub-triangle, as follows: 
 
 
 
Figure 15 The interactions between these triangles form new waves that come to constitute the network or 
work-net effect of surfexplore. 
 
These network effects (performed via surfing, published in magazines, journals, 
books and displayed on private Facebook pages, appendix 20) hold a variety of 
people, ideas, symbols, images, maps, local knowledge, sponsors logos, a 
geographical imagination, intellectual frameworks, local and colonial habits, customs, 
and artifacts (surfboards, rucksacks, food, aeroplanes, four-by-fours, GPS) in an 
expanding process of innovation, as a creative knowledge environment. 
Conceptual 
Reflexive Experiential 
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The writing is also auto-ethnographic (Lingis 1995, Taussig 2009) offering a hybrid of 
postmodern ethnography to demystify the exotic and challenge the imperial. Such 
writing is grounded in sense-based observational skills and informed by Externalism 
(Rowlands 2003) and ecological perception (Gibson 1979), suggesting that the 
environment shapes the way that we observe through ‘affordance’ of features, rather 
than us acting on the environment, and this effect is wound tightly into the writing.  
 
The chief features of this writing (as outlined in the introduction) are: 
• Written with the tropes and non-verbal syntax of surfing in mind - re-telling the 
activity of surfing. Such texts are written ‘as if’ surfed in the matter and non-
verbal syntax of surfing.  
• Following the anabasis-katabasis movement of surf travel.  
• Experiential and present tense.  
• Structured by postmodern ethnography, drawing on extensive live notebook 
work in Haïti (that I call spirit-ethnographies). 
• Informed in particular by the travel writings of Alphonso Lingis (1994/1995) 
and Ryzard Kapuściński (1976/2001). 
• Educated by a geographical imagination. This is environment-centred, taking 
Haïti as both subject and character, and conscious of the Other in celebration 
of difference, where writing is a means though which Haïti is celebrated. 
• A networking mediator (via ANT), affording translations across persons, 
artefacts and ideas in expanding networks to produce network effects. Where 
networks are initiated, these leave traces, including documentation through 
text. These traces, re-traced in writing, are network effects (Tatnall and 
Gilding 1999), that I call ghost-geographies. These postmodern 
ethnographies constitute the travel writing practice.  	
In the following, and final, methodology section, I outline my research as writing with 
surf travel and surfing in mind. This fleshes out the skeletal process of ethnographies 
and auto-ethnographies through ANT as a body of activity, enacted and traced. 
Indeed, in surfing, the research process is literalised, embodied, practiced, perfected 
(expertise taking a minimum of 10,000 hours, Gladwell 2008) and ‘pushed to its 
limits’ through experimentation in the field. But this activity is also a way of thinking - 
thinking and transforming identity and practice.  
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4.4 Writing with surfing and surf travel  
In the previous sections, I have outlined the methodological and theoretical 
frameworks for data collection, analysis and synthesis. In this section, I outline the 
non-verbal syntax of surfing and surf travel as both framework and mixed method for 
my fieldwork, writing with surfing in mind. 
 
Below I describe and illustrate (all images are from fieldwork in Haïti photographed 
by John Callahan, surfexplore) specific surfing terms and phrases employed in this 
research. Prior to writing about surfing - whether front-line journalism and reportage 
from the wave’s edge; or academic and literary responses - we should consider the 
activity of surfing as a text. As a text, surfing inscribes, but its inscriptions are 
temporary, leaving traces (unless filmed). Surfing has a complex non-verbal syntax, 
such as a takeoff (a), bottom-turn (b), cutback (c), trim (d), cross-step walk (e), 
noseride (f, g, k), hang five (f), hang ten (g), floater (h) and off-the-lip (i), stall (j), soul-
arch (k) and kick-out (l). This is the non-verbal syntax with which I ‘think’ (both 
imagine and do) my research. Below I extend this into a comprehensive list and 
definition of terms (figure 16), but in writing with surf travel and surfing in mind, these 
terms will be transformed into ‘life sentences’ (William Gass’ (2012) pun on how 
writing - sentence by sentence - comes to be a vocation or dominate a life). Think 
again of Ishmael (Melville 1851/2009) who describes whaling not just as work, but as 
vocation - something that gets in his blood.  
 
a)  b)  c)  
d)  e)  f)  
g)  h)  i)  
j)  k)  l)  
 
Figure 16 Surfing manoeuvres (and non-verbal syntax). 
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Chachou - top left - and Sam Bleakley photographed in Haïti by John Callahan / surfexplore): takeoff (a), 
bottom-turn (b), cutback (c), trim (d), cross-step walk (e), noseride (f, g, k), hang five (f), hang ten (g), floater 
(h) off-the-lip (i), stall (j), soul-arch (k), kick-out (l). 
 
Figure 16 illustrates a set of tropes for the activity of surfing (employed by surfers 
when talking about surfing and described in the surfing literature reviewed in chapter 
3.1). I will now add to this a surf science vocabulary for surfing equipment (appendix 
6) and description of wave morphology and coastal geomorphology (again, employed 
by surfers when talking about surfing and described in the surfing literature). This 
surf science vocabulary is evident in the World Stormrider Guide Database (including 
Low Pressure Publications and Magic Seaweed Swell Reports, http://lowpressure.co.uk/ 
and http://magicseaweed.com/. See appendix 7 for World Stormrider Guide Database pages 
for the mapping of Haïti’s surf breaks). Most of the descriptors below are not literal 
(for example, ‘Hazard’) but metaphorical (for example, ‘Barrel’, ‘Bomb’, ‘Curtain’, 
‘Glassy’, ‘Pocket’, ‘Surf Bug’). They are ‘embodied metaphors’ or feelings. This 
vocabulary is noteworthy for its attention to the following:  
 
• Descriptors regarding surfboard design, such as longboard, shortboard, rails 
and fins (see appendix 6). 
• Descriptors regarding wave type, such as beachbreak (breaks over sand), 
reefbreak (breaks over coral or rock), pointbreak (breaks along a headland), 
rivermouth (breaks close to a rivermouth). Waves break when the shape of 
the wave becomes too steep as waves travel from deep water to shallow 
water. This causes the waves to slow down, increase in height and break 
when they reach a water depth of 1.3 times the wave height. Therefore the 
shape of the coastline and the ocean bathymetry impacts wave breaking.  
• Descriptors regarding wind direction, tide, swell period, wave size and wave 
frequency, such as northerly (the wind blows from north to south), low-tide, 12 
seconds period (the time between waves, with longer period inferring longer 
fetch, meaning the waves have travelled a greater distance, from storm wind 
birth to breaking point), three feet (the size of the wave) and consistent / 
inconsistent (wave frequency). 
• Descriptors regarding wave shape, speed and power, such as hollow 
(rounded shape during the breaking phase of the wave), fast (momentum) 
and bowly (‘peaking up’ or ‘wedging up’ into ‘bowl-shaped’ wave sections). 
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• Descriptors regarding water depth and wave takeoff (the point at which the 
surfer attempts to catch - takeoff - and ride the wave), such as shallow and 
critical. 
 
Figure 17 Surf science vocabulary (wave size measured in feet or metres), listed and defined  
(used by World Stormrider Guide).  
(All images John Callahan / surfexplore - research in Haïti). 
 
• Ability Level: Scale of Wave Accessibility and Wave Safety influenced by 
Wave Power, Shape and Length of Wave Ride, ranging from Beginner, 
Intermediate to Excellent. 
• Air Drop: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave Shape at 
Takeoff, dictated by bathymetry, causing the wave to become extremely 
Steep extremely quickly as it moves from Shallow to Deep water. Air Drop 
tops the scale of Takeoff descriptors above Critical, Vertical and Easy. 
• Backing Off: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave Shape, 
dictated by bathymetry, causing the wave to decrease in power and size as it 
moves into deeper water. 
• Backwash: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave Shape, 
dictated by Shoreline (bathymetry) Reflecting Wave Energy back out to 
sea, causing Backwash as the approaching wave and returning wave meet. 
This commonly causes the Wave Face to become Choppy and Chaotic. 
• Barrel: Hollow section between the Wave Face and the Curl. Waves can be 
described as having Barrel Sections. 
• Beach break: Surf spot where waves break on a sand-bottom. 
• Blown out: Waves affected by onshore wind (blowing from sea to land). 
• Boils: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave Shape, dictated by 
Shallow Water Wave Depth (bathymetry), causing the wave to Drain Water 
from the sea bed (commonly a Reef) and reveal Boils (air bubbles) on the 
Wave Face. 
• Bomb: Exceptionally large set wave. 
• Bowl: Fast moving water at the base of a breaking wave. 
• Chop: Rough surface of waves due to crossshore or onshore (blowing from 
sea to land) winds. 
• Clean: Smooth surfaced waves due to either light or offshore wind (blowing 
from land to sea). 
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• Close-out: Wave breaking all-at-once, as opposed to Peeling which breaks 
in a predictable way across the shoreline. 
• Crowds: Scale inferring number of surfers in the water at a surf spot during 
average conditions, ranging from: Always Crowded, Often Crowded, 
Sometimes Crowded, Rarely Crowded to Solo Surfing. 
• Curl: Curving top part of the breaking wave. 
• Curtain: Wave section separating the unbroken Face with the broken Soup / 
Whitewater. 
• Depth: Water depth at breaking point of wave, directly correlated to Wave 
Shape and Wave Power, and categorised into Super Shallow, Shallow, 
Well Covered, Deep, with Super Shallow inferring more powerful breaking 
waves, particularly where Swells have experienced a sudden depth change 
from Deep Water to Shallow Water. Depth (bathymetry) can also cause the 
wave to Suck Water from the seabed (commonly a Reef) and reveal Dry 
Spots on the sea surface. Dry Sucks / Sucks Dry tops the scale of Wave 
Depth descriptors above Boils, Flat Spots and Backwash. 
• Dry Sucks / Sucks Dry: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave 
Shape, breaking in Shallow Water. Sucks Over can infer a Hollow breaking 
wave. 
• Face: Shoreward-facing surface of the breaking wave. 
• Favourable Tide: Tide Time and Tide Phase (High, Mid, Low, Incoming, 
Outgoing) that generates highest wave quality (due to bathymetry) at the surf 
spot. 
• Favourable Wind: Wind direction that blows Offshore (land to sea) at the 
surf spot. 
• Flat: No waves. 
• Flat Spots: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave Shape, 
dictated by Deep Water Wave Depth (bathymetry), causing the wave to slow 
down and flatten in shape. 
• Freight Train: Extremely fast breaking wave, topping the scale above Fast, 
Medium and Slow. 
• Glassy: Extremely smooth wave (and sea) surface caused by light local 
winds, or no wind. 
• Hazards: Surf spot hazards can include Sharks, Rip-Currents, Motorised 
Traffic, Urchins and Submerged Objects or Sealice, Jellyfish and 
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Localism (where resident surfers behave with physical or verbal hostility 
towards visiting surfers). 
• Hollow: Tubing or barrelling waves. 
• Lefthanders / Righthanders: Waves breaking left to right from shore, or 
right to left from shore respectively. 
  
• Leg-burning: Wave descriptor for length of ride (commonly more than 100 
metres), thus causing ‘the legs to burn’ due to energy exertion. Leg-burner 
tops the scale of Wave Length-of-Ride descriptors above Long, Medium 
and Short. 
• Line-up: Area where most of the waves are breaking and where the surfer 
has to be positioned in order to catch a wave. 
• Lip: Thin-edged top of a breaking wave. 
• Outside: Beyond the Line-up where waves begin to break. 
• Peak: Steepest Takeoff spot. 
• Performance: A non-barrelling wave, easy to ‘perform’ manoeuvres on. 
• Pollution: ‘None’ is optimum, but surf breaks can be polluted by 
Stormwater, Residential Effluent, Estuary/River Flow, Commercial 
Waste, and in some locations, Radioactive Waste. 
• Pointbreak: Surf spot where bathymetry or geology causes waves to peel 
down a point or headland. 
  
• Pocket: Fastest section of the breaking wave. 
• Pier / Groyne / Jetty: Surf spot where waves break along anthropogenic 
structures. 
• Rating: A scale of Wave Quality ranging from World Class, Excellent, 
Good/Average to Poor. 
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• Reef: Surf spot that breaks on rocks or coral. The reef can be composed of 
Boulders, Rock Ledge, Live Coral or Dead Coral. 
• Rip-Currents: Strong seaward-moving currents which develop as a 
compensation mechanism to balance incoming wave and tide energy (not 
dissipated in wave breaking). 
• Rivermouth: Surf spot where waves break due to the shallow bathymetry of 
rivermouth deposits (commonly sand, silt and boulders). 
• Sand bars: Accumulations of sand upon which waves can Break and Peel. 
• Sections: Parts of the breaking wave that are rideable (or ‘surfable’). 
• Session: The period of time spent surfing. 
• Set: Group of waves of larger size within a swell. 
• Shoulder: Unbroken part of the wave. 
• Size Range: Average largest and smallest waves during the peak swell 
season. 
• Slop: Small, slow-breaking onshore waves. 
• Soup / Whitewater: Churning, foamy, broken section of the wave. 
• Square: Extremely hollow shaped wave, topping the scale of wave shapes 
above Hollow, Steep and Crumbly. 
• Swell: Series of waves that have travelled from their source (via distant storm 
winds), breaking across a varying period of time over shallow enough water. 
• Swell Direction: Average swell source direction during the peak swell 
season. This will infer Optimal Swell Direction most favourable to highest 
quality waves at the location (dictating time of surf travel for travelling surfers 
who want to maximise optimum local conditions). 
• The Surf Bug: Following a formative experience of surfing, the participant 
wants more, and has thus caught ‘the surf bug’. ‘The sport is a disease’ is a 
catchphrase from the film Big Wednesday (1978). 
• Thick: Extremely powerful wave, topping the scale of Wave Power above 
Bowly, Sloppy and Fat. 
• Walling Up: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave Shape, 
dictated by bathymetry, causing the wave to Rise Up in size as it reaches 
shallower water. 
• Wave Consistency: High: surf spot breaks on a weekly time scale (>52 
times a year). Medium: surf spot breaks on a monthly time scale (>12 times a 
year). Low: surf spot breaks on a yearly time scale (<12 times a year). 
• Wave Crest: Highest point of a wave. 
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• Wave Fetch: Distance over which the wind has blown to create waves. 
• Wave Period: Time in seconds between two successive Wave Crests 
passing a fixed point. Longer period means longer Wave Fetch, thus larger 
waves. 
• Wave Refraction: Distortion of the original straight-line approach wave due 
to shallowing of water (bathymetry). Wave Crests are parallel in deep water, 
but as the depth of water decreases, so the Wave Velocity decreases, thus 
the wave front (Wave Shape) becomes curved (refracted), approaching the 
shoreline from a different direction and concentrating Wave Energy / Power. 
• Wavelength: The distance between successive Wave Crests, connected to 
Velocity and Frequency. 
• Wedge / A-frame: Peak shaped wave or surf break. 
• Wedging: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave Shape, topping 
the scale of Wrapping, Walling Up and Backing Off. 
  
• Wrapping: Wave descriptor inferring Wave Power and Wave Shape, 
dictated by bathymetry, causing the wave to bend (Refract) as it reaches 
shallower water. 
 
Figure 18 Example of surf break mapping (from figure 23) from Haïti fieldtrip one  
(added to the World Stormrider Guide database). 
(All images John Callahan / surfexplore - research in Haïti). 
• Break name Grande Cay Aquin 
    
Speedy short righthander with a critical takeoff and a bowling section. 
• Stormrider ID 21 50 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°13’16.32” N / 18.22111° 
• GPS Long 73°24’39.45” W / 73.41083° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 																																																								
50 Stormrider ID determined by mapping 30 spots, numbered north coast (east to west) to south coast (west to east) 
respectively. 
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• Swell Direction E - S 51 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Rock Ledge and Sand 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Right 
• Favourable Wind Northwesterly 52 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections / Performance 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wedging 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical / Vertical 
• Length Short 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium  
• Crowds Solo Surfing  
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town Aquin 
• Directions Boat access from Aquin 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 																																																								
51 N - North. E - East. S - South. W - West. 
52 Notes both source of wind and direction of offshore wind. 
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Figure 19 Extended surfing manoeuvres (and non-verbal syntax).  
(All images John Callahan / surfexplore - research in Haïti). 
 
• Bottom-turn: Turning at the base (bottom) of the wave. 
  
• Carve: Arcing direction change with the board. 
  
• Cross-step walk / Footwork / Walking the board: Walking up and down the 
longboard. 
• Cutback: Turning with the board towards the breaking part of the wave. 
  
• Duck dive: Pushing the board underneath (underwater) an oncoming wave 
to ‘paddle-out’. 
• Drop in: Standing upright and ‘taking-off’ (Takeoff) by dropping into the 
wave. 
• Fade: Changing direction with the board on the wave face. 
• Fins-free: Turning sharply or taking-off so the board fins are not connected to 
the wave.  
• Floater: Riding across the top of the breaking curl of the wave, and launching 
back down with the ‘lip’. 
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• Flow: Moving with control in response to the ‘shape’ and ‘speed’ of the wave, 
thus following its breaking motion. 
• Goofyfoot / Regularfoot: Surfing with the left or right foot on the back of the 
board respectively.  
• Hang-five / Hang-ten: Rolling five or ten toes respectively over the nose 
(front tip) of the longboard. 
  
• Hit the lip / Off the top: Projecting the board to ‘meet’ with the peak of the 
wave (the lip), or area above the face of the wave (lip / top). 
  
• Kickout: Exiting the ride by projecting off the back or top of the unbroken or 
broken wave. 
• Noseride: Placing five or ten toes over the nose of the longboard. 
  
• Over the falls: Being ‘pulled’ underwater with the breaking wave. 
• Pearl: Driving the nose or rail of the board underwater. 
• Pump: Up / down ‘carving’ movement to generate speed along the wave. 
• Re-entry: Hitting the lip vertically and re-entering the wave. 
  
• Snap: Quick, ‘sharp’ turn (direction change) against the Trimming direction 
of the breaking wave. 
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• Soul arch: Arching the back for control and balance when riding a wave, 
usually during the Noseride. 
  
• Stall: Slowing down by shifting weight to the tail or rail of the board, or putting 
a hand in the wave face. 
• Style: Finesse on the surfboard (often ‘measured’ by posture, movement, 
arm position and control. Alphonso Lingis (1998) defines style as something 
‘that captivates us’).  
• Takeoff: Standing upright and ‘taking-off’ or ‘dropping into’ the wave. 
• Trim / Trimming: Positioning parallel with the breaking wave where the water 
motion is the fastest. 
• Tube ride / Barrel: Riding inside the hollow curl of the wave. 
  
• Weighting / Unweighting: Shifting balance points between board, body and 
wave. 
• Wipeout: Falling off, or being knocked off, the board. 
 
I have revealed an important gap in the surf literature (chapter 3.1), which raises the 
research potential of surfing as literature, as opposed to surfing as a theme in 
literature. By this, I mean that surfing is already a mode of inscribing, of mark 
making, of poiesis, a series of embodied metaphors. The activity of surfing leaves 
traces, as surf travel follows tracks (and leaves tracks) that lead to writing, embodied 
in a non-verbal syntax and a set of tropes such as takeoff, bottom-turn, cutback, trim, 
cross-step walk, noseride, hang five, hang ten, floater, off-the-lip, stall, soul-arch and 
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lick-out. There are common tropes that I bring not only to surfing, but also to the act 
of travel itself related to the surf science vocabulary - the backwash, the barrel, 
backing off, blown out, whitewater. This is writing with surfing’s prescription - (for 
example in fieldtrip four) oily waters underfoot, wind stripping foam from the 
wave as I glide by, bending the cutback so hard that my fins pop clear in a 
sharp wail, and then snap back as the wave collapses whole and I kick out in 
an arc that allows me to seamlessly snatch the surfboard in mid-air, land with 
grace and paddle out with a gaze already anticipating and summarizing the 
coming wave. If the act of surfing is already a mode of inscribing, then I aim for the 
writing to follow the surfing. (Again in fieldtrip four) Key to the activity of surfing is 
exploiting contradiction - seeing this as a resource rather than a hindrance. 
Surfing must deal consistently with contradiction. It is a contradiction itself 
that the surfer rides upright, ready to be tipped but always working against that 
gravity, maintaining the point of balance. Imagine playing tennis on a moving 
court! Surfers too have to read between the lines, where ‘lines’ also refer to 
sets of waves approaching a beach, and physical conditions are ‘read’. Surfers 
‘make waves’ as a form of rhetoric, persuading others of their creativity and 
character. Surfers and surf culture is often blunt - getting to the point - the 
Point of course also being the shared surf break where surfers gather for their 
shared rituals, create their texts, spout their rhetoric, and spin off for hundreds 
of metres across glassy walls of water breaking on sharp coral reef worked 
over by the underwater churn of the spinning waves.  
 
Surfing and surf travel are forms of ‘writing out’ or inscription that echo tracks and the 
process of tracking, returning us to the striking image of ‘saltstain’ in the poetry of St-
John Perse, that sticks in, or stains, the imagination and memory; and Charles 
Mingus’s ‘weird nightmare’ that resonates in the same manner. These images have 
already set up network or work-net effects as they work in and on my psyche and are 
necessarily expelled as mutated forms, to infect others through writing them out, and 
writing them out - or striking them out - as striking images in their own write/rite/right. 
Such images are always living (in) suspended sentences, awaiting reconstruction or 
re-habilitation (finding a new home). Such literary images have been abroad and got 
sick, returning with a view to re-habilitation as ‘intermodality’. Such words (‘saltstain’ 
amongst them) are part of the ruck but also outside the common pack, sacked by the 
ruck. 
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Extending this to surf travel (whose basic cyclical movement is katabasis: interior to 
coast, and anabasis: coast to interior), I take as a powerful stimulus the poem 
Anabasis by St-John Perse (1924/1970) that describes the tracks of a conqueror who 
founds a city and sets out its boundaries (an act of ‘territorialising’, to draw on 
Deleuze and Guattari (2005)). But the conqueror longs to de-territorialise and return 
to nomadic ways by crossing (or better, roaming) the desert untethered: “Nomad 
laws […] Roads of the world, we follow you […] I have seen the earth spread out in 
vast spaces.” (St-John Perse, 1924/1970: 51).  
 
Perse’s poem is loosely based on the ancient Greek writer and warrior Xenophon’s 
Anabasis, the Greek word for an expedition from a coastline to the interior of a 
country. Travelling surfers, however, move in the opposite direction, from the interior 
to the coast. The Greek term for this was katabasis. The method of surf travel 
employed in this research is to sensitively explore the cycle of anabasis-katabasis. 
This involves; thinking democratically and appreciating the varieties of cultures and 
ways of life that present; resisting the imperialist urge ‘to conquer’ or territorialise; 
gracefully attempting to surf Haïti’s coastline, and adapt to the moment, and to 
document the occasion with the surf science precision demanded to cartographically 
map the surfing breaks. This round of movement, from interior to coast and coast to 
interior, is like the rise and fall of the lung in a steady breathing cycle. And like the 
beating of the heart, offering tropes for writing with surf travel.  
 
  		 		  
Figure 20 Anabasis (moving from coast to interior) and katabasis (interior to coast)  
in Haïti by four-by-four and local bus (taptap).  
The means of transport however is not the whole experience of being transported by the Haïtian coastscape. 
(All images John Callahan / surfexplore - research in Haïti). 
 
In tracking the coastline of Haïti these complementary rhythms - of ‘settler to nomad 
to settler’; ‘interior to coast to interior’; ‘licensed travel to unlicensed exploration to 
licensed traveller’; ‘paddle to takeoff to bottom-turn to noseride to cutback to kickout 
to paddle to takeoff’; ‘word to sentence to paragraph to story to word’ - become again 
what William Gass (2012) calls ‘life sentences’ (a pun on how writing, sentence by 
sentence, comes to be a vocation or dominate a life) - compulsions, and insistent 
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desires. The passport, map, notebook, surfboard, four-by-four, local currency are the 
material artefacts that potentially co-create translations and developments of 
networks that ultimately provide safety nets for often complicated journeys in charting 
Haïti’s coastline. The traces of these journies are caught in their recounting. 
Translation across persons, artefacts and languages and symbols is key, as ANT 
suggests - key to initiating, developing and maintaining the networks that hold and 
grow expertise and innovation. Gass’ (2012) ‘life sentences’ are grounded in a 
radical deconstruction of the normal arc of narrative. Gass sees no need for storyline, 
developments or plot or character, so that each sentence stands in its own right. 
Surfing restores conventional storyline and plot, otherwise the ride is stalled, 
incomplete. A takeoff leads to a bottom-turn and possibly a noseride or a series of 
manoeuvres, culminating in a kick-out. Otherwise, there is an unwanted wipeout. But 
a noseride does not lead to a take-off, and a wipeout can happen at any time during 
the wave. The takeoff itself might be stalled - choking because it is critical, getting 
flipped by the lip in a strong offshore wind, or getting clipped by a fast-breaking wave 
and sent over the falls with no time to adjust to the speed. But when the takeoff is 
perfectly timed, the ride begins. 
  
In the travel writing practice I have deliberately set out to write as if surfing, following 
the contours or waveface and improvising around the demands of the moment. As 
mentioned above, the non-verbal syntax - literally the rules for formation of the texts - 
of surfing includes: takeoff, cutback, re-entry, floater, footwork, rail to rail balance, 
cross-step, noseride (hang five and hang ten), stall, and kickout. While the 
description of breaking waves includes: set, peak, bowl, point, reef, wedge, face, 
soup, lip and curtain. The ‘as if’ - the ‘fictionalism’ described by Hans Vaihinger 
(1924), first written in 1911 - is the primary trope in translating the experience 
recounted to the experience of reception by the reader. The ‘as if’ is the metaphorical 
and fictional stance - recounting fact as if it happened this way. This of course can be 
carried out with a conscience, an ethical stance, the reader in mind, and so can 
include claims for veracity and authenticity in ethnographic and auto-ethnographic 
contexts of research (explored in the previous sections). The ‘as if’ is also a writing in 
the subjunctive mood rather than the indicative mood (Bruner 1985) - a writing 
soaked in paradoxes and possibilities, with embodied metaphors, and not tied to 
literal fact and then couched in modal auxiliaries: ‘maybe’, ‘possibly’, ‘potentially’.  
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In the process of ‘as if’ - the transition from indicative to subjunctive mood and from 
illocutionary to perlocutionary speech acts - the ghost-geographies and network / 
work-net effects are brought alive, or the skeleton is re-fleshed and re-freshed as: 
1. Cancelling distance between the writer and reader, as if this were the 
embrace of surfer and wave. 
2. Writing in a cyclical fashion, as a narrative effect, mirroring the ride from 
takeoff and bottom-turn to kicking out, as a complete event and not a 
disjointed set of experiences. 
3. Writing in the present tense as if both bird (the bird’s eye view) and fish (a fish 
in water), writing with felt experience, such as a packet of muscle guided by 
fins, wings and limbs. 
4. Writing as an act of balance between surfing and travel, including movement 
in katabasis-anabasis, description, mapping, humour, impressions, glossing 
and a range of metaphors, deliberately drawing on inversion, subversion and 
irony. 
5. Writing with surfing in mind, in terms of employing a basic set of tropes as an 
aesthetic toolkit or advanced craft (Sennet 2010) of surf writing:  
(i) the takeoff and bottom-turn (how do you open an account or a 
section?) 
(ii) the cut back (how do you revise, reverse, invert, backtrack, look back, 
and adapt so that you do not lose speed by being too far ahead of the 
curl (the reader)?) 
(iii) trimming: weighting and unweighting (where do you place emphases 
and where do you de-emphasise; how do you keep up momentum 
through narrative effects such as mini-climaxes? Further, how do you 
punctuate sentences for effect?) 
(iv) walking the board (the elegant way to trim and the apotheosis of 
longboard riding) - how do you weight and unweight with unhurried or 
effortless style and elegance? 
(v) noseriding - hanging five and ten: the ultimate in trim, balance and 
style (maintaining aesthetic high points without wiping out). 
(vi) stalling (allowing the wave to catch you up - how do you guarantee 
reader reception? How do you change gears in the narrative, 
purposefully braking / breaking momentum?) 
(vii) the kick-out: where and how do you conclude? 
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For example, in fieldtrip two, in Jacmel I write with surfing in mind (takeoff, bottom-
turn, stall and cutback) as I ‘objectively’ describe a break called Pistons - named 
by Russell and Vadim after the remaining engine of a wrecked boat - pumps 
mechanical lefthanders across knucklebone pebbles. I plump for a critical 
takeoff, but stall because: The midday onshore has hit land to mess with the 
wave, and on my first drop the water-fist unclenches to swat me as I am hauled 
over from the heels. I perform a long cutback (fact, detail): The wipeout is a 
reminder to get my traction - feet-on-wax-on-board-on-water, toes relaxed, 
uncurled, arch of the foot dropped, dead weight, look down the line, flow into 
the turn, walk to the nose, toes over - traction regained. And punctuate (kick-out) 
with a subjective turn: The Kongo spirits also rule the cross-step and the three-
step rule: invoke, enjoy, and repeat. But the wipeouts are a mystery, inverted 
like the Tarot’s Hanged Man, hung like meat for a few seconds in the churn, 
contemplating the drop. And then you bob up like a cork, renewed, re-turning.  
 
In the following wave (paragraph) I am paddling out, then riding to generate 
experiential description: Pistons is a tight-to-shore, claustrophobic ride - not for 
crisscrossing turns, but for finding space in the cramp, so our crew surf in 
succession, in line, orderly queuing, quiet against the grain of the disorderly 
Haïtian soul, invoking spirit over soul. Then I reference another surfer’s 
catalogue, before I kick-out from the ride, this time with a set of metaphors: where 
the wave gets a little busy, Cataldi conjures drawn-out floaters to slow things 
down. Erwan land off-the-lips as if at the very eye of the storm, in a still patch 
of ocean, the movie reel flicking over and over, the screen gone white. Cataldi 
is cat-like, with model technique and grace. Erwan is fast but light-footed, 
bringing timing and torque into conversation. There are Zen moments and 
concrete poems - short, snappy manoeuvres and turbulent duck-dives that 
impress the body with watermarks. We are patient, open-minded, and alert. 
You have to rehearse these things in Haïti to get the best out of the cracks of 
opportunity. Callahan quietly catches ghosts through his viewfinder, 
documenting the one-off mix of types and styles.  
 
Heading out of Port-au-Prince (fieldtrip two) I am both driving and writing with surfing 
in mind (inspired by Alphonso Lingis and Ryszard Kapuściński), trying to get traction 
with a black Madonna jangling from the rear-view mirror: 
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I take the wheel in Vadim’s four-by-four, following Russell through Port-au-
Prince to Jacmel in the south. We trust in traction and find that we can grip at 
last. Our freeform band is the sound of worn tyres, shuddering bolts, 
threadless threads, loosening nuts, jerking wheels, and bucking seats. I must 
suddenly write my own script on the pitted roads with this bucking beast, or 
we are dead before we arrive. My text is in trail - constantly flickering taillights 
as I work the brakes against the forward lurch from clutch, gears, and 
accelerator. This is how you get a grip here - by shuffling back and forth, 
almost irritably but with precision, between accelerator and brake, between 
exhaustion and the inexhaustible, knowing and unknowing. Concentrate, or we 
will be written off. Traction rules, imagination grips and the body will follow, 
with instinct at the wheel, a black Madonna jangling from the rear-view mirror.  
 
In fieldtrip three, I am back in Jacmel, before carnival, writing in the present tense as 
if both bird and fish. Fosaj, a local dance troupe, is warming up, practicing for 
their carnival procession that accompanies the papier-mâché puppeteers and 
the driving drum-based music. There is keen anticipation in the air, like 
arriving at a corner of coastline and seeing huge waves thundering around a 
point, or being dragged underwater during the wipeout with live, lacerating, 
sharp, poisonous coral reef shaving your leg hairs. I’m cancelling distance 
between the writer and reader, as if this were the embrace of surfer and wave. The 
Fosaj dancers form three snaking lines at the back of the floor. Seated and 
facing the light, drummers caress the skeins of a variety of different sized 
instruments, negotiating intertextual rhythms through the briefest of eye 
contact.  
  
I takeoff: …the small cata drums are hit in cadence through long thin sticks that 
are flexible extensions of the drummers’ hands. The segon group follows with 
a completely different pitch and a cross-current of rhythms while the three 
largest maman drums wait to kick-in as the dancers begin to move. I bottom-
turn: The lead dancer Samba Yonel sets the pace and the other dancers lock 
into the cross-rhythms, appearing to skate across the smooth-worn cement 
floor in bright striped socks. I cutback: Other, supporting dancers are barefoot, 
and now hotfoot as the petro drumming enters like a storm, offbeat, sharp and 
unforgiving. The drummers begin to tease their skeins. The dancers repeat the 
basic trope of throwing off the shackles of slavery in apparent rage, violence 
and delirium, but with a core of elegance, precision and pride.  
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I’m trimming, weighting, unweighting: Samba Yonel acts as houngan - male priest 
- in a part-choreographed, part-improvised Vodou ceremony. He sways, then 
swings side-to-side, like a building swell, the whole group moving forward as a 
set of waves, arms now splayed, leaving the rolling ocean like ascending 
seabirds, the dance looking to me like a mirror of surfing here at the breaks we 
have mapped in Jacmel: the long arc of a noseride, feet sliding back and forth 
like footwork on a board, quick, improvised direction changes, flow in the face 
of swirling waters. The dancers are now as one, feet rising, jumping in unison, 
the drummers like sets of crashing waves. Salt foam whipped off the back by a 
strong offshore wind catches reflected light and simultaneously produces a 
series of rainbows, stinging the eyes. The dancers gain momentum, following 
the ever-rising cross-beats of the drummers. I snap off the lip and roll with the 
whitewater, slapping down on the green skin and torque to beat the clawing 
foam that wants to swipe me off my board...  
 
Post carnival, and: the waves are ready to nail me to the reef as the carnival 
parade passes by like a steam train and the surfboard is my way of joining the 
parade and escaping a drilling. Surfing invites dance, where the sea, is the 
drummer. […] Outback the sea is a big sweep of blues at the purple end of the 
spectrum, bruised by deep currents. On the inside is a band of green as the 
waves rake the coral heads. 53 We swing into the sets, turning sharply from the 
tail to map the geography and disappearing down the line in imitation of the 
train ride that is the breaking wave itself. The rides are like trading jokes - a 
slow build up finishing in a sharp punch line of laughter.  
 
The shorebreak causes the kick-out: The wave is tight and shallow, and once the 
reef is negotiated at takeoff, there is the danger of dancing on the cobbles 
along the shore. The surf re-stimulates our senses only to remind us that at the 
tideline the water tastes foul - it is polluted […] The ocean’s carnival of 
drumming waves and bass currents topped by the melodies of seabirds has a 
disappointing coda, as if mystery and invention suddenly expired where sea 
and beach kiss. We tread onto the beach that is littered with a virtual ocean of 
green and blue plastic bottles. Despite the pre-carnival beach clean, overnight 
the beach has been covered again in plastic bottles from the Grand Riviere de 																																																								
53 Local surfers Chachou, Russell and Vadim. 
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Jacmel, which flows onto the sand, bringing boulders and sculpturing the surf 
break. But there is no reason why these plastic bottles cannot have value - 
local kids could clear them up and sell them for recycling. The river that brings 
these bottles onto the beach should be cleaned further up its reach. Chachou 
understands these environmental paradoxes, and his interaction with this 
beach has given him a particular perspective on the coastscape. The sea is 
Chachou’s workshop as fisherman, lifeguard and surfer, and the bridge of 
sand that is his local beach is the daily portal to each of these crafts and arts. 
He knows better than anybody that for Jacmel to grow as a market of cultural 
tourism, it must clean up its act. 
 
Here I argue that surfing could offer a manifesto for ecologically sensitive values that 
promote a ‘multitude’ (Hardt and Negri, 2004) - a “more fluvial and dynamic sense of 
the political” (Ishiwata 2002: 257) where difference is tolerated to promote a 
‘commonwealth’ (Hardt and Negri, 2009), a radical democracy.  
 
The following part two of the thesis includes four practice-based fieldtrips to Haïti, 
developing an intermodal writing. Each fieldtrip lasted fourteen days, during which 
time data was collected (employing postmodern ethnographic research and auto-
ethnography) and then re-collected through practice-based writing. ANT, 
supplemented and refined by cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT) has been the 
guiding framework for the fieldwork, and I illustrate the formation of a specific work-
net or network (surfexplore) through its network effect (Tatnall and Gilding 1999) - 
intermodal writing on surf exploration to Haïti that has also involved mapping the 
entire coastline of Haïti for its surf potential. Surfexplore initiated work-nets/ 
networks, and the writing up as auto-ethnography with surfing in mind affords a 
network effect, a memory, trace, re-fleshed skeleton, or ghost geography. These 
tales and reports from the field that constitute the intermodal travel writing practice 
can only be partial and are necessarily biased. As such, I have put ‘writing out Haïti’ 
sous rature or under erasure - Heidegger’s (2009) way of noting the limits to any 
statement or argument as a resistance to closure; and Derrida’s way of introducing a 
receding horizon to any statement so that the content of the statement is always ‘to 
come’, or there is always ‘surplus’ to any statement. Such work creates a ‘network 
effect’ and a ‘ghost geography’ - a place to inhabit after travel that is now an 
imaginary coastscape, a ‘new wave of travel writing’. 
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PART TWO 
Practice 
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Writing out Haïti Fieldtrip one  
 
Figure 21 Map of Haïti and thematic map of Haïti as ‘clothes peg’  
mapping coastline for ‘leverage’ around Jacmel, Aquin and Aquin Islands. 	
Figure 22 (over page) Photo-montage from fieldtrip one  
(all images John Callahan / surfexplore) celebrating anabasis and katabasis in Haïti. 																										
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Flying in from Santo Domingo, Port-au-Prince is bathed in titanium white light. It is a 
kind of meta-light, appearing above and beyond the immediate reflected colours. It is 
as if the world suddenly falls into two stereotypical forms - heaven and hell, this world 
and the other. Titanium literally means ‘daylight’, from the Greek tito, both ‘day’ and 
‘sun’. Haïtian painters often see this white reflection where others see blues and 
greens bouncing from the sea. At the serrated sea’s fringe, where the land is a 
runway, the titanium daylight dissolves and something bleeds back into the white like 
seeping rust, a loose skin of the sea peeling off. As the ’plane descends, the brilliant 
white gives way to a spent coal spectrum, from smudged to grey to ash. Port-au-
Prince is literally ash-blown, its skyborne perspective lost to cinder.  
 
I spot mounds of earth north of the city - mass graves from the earthquake. Nobody 
wants death to appear this way - anonymous; especially in the country of Vodou that 
venerates ancestors, calling on their spirits to promote a fervent love of the living. 
The dead feed the living through memories and conversations - but here is a sudden 
and tragic blanket death, a red mist descending, and this is too much for the living. 
Hundreds of thousands of burials with no belongings, no time to be dressed in their 
best, seated, cigarette in mouth. A single spirit, according to Vodou, has sixteen lives 
(Deren 1953). After each death, the spirit returns to the sea, cleansed before ‘a 
proper body’ can be found for the next incarnation. Throughout the cycle, the spirits 
of the dead are a constant, accessible presence beyond the chemicals of memory. In 
a striking symbol of that belief, sculptures and paintings show a skeleton locked in an 
embrace with a woman who represents Haïti, dancing with tradition and ancestors 
who are dead yet animate in cultural memory. 54 Ignoring the dead of the family is 
highly dangerous. Honoured and cared for family dead are helpful to those in life. But 
now there is mass mourning, anonymity. Too many dead too soon. The wakes begin, 
the mass waking of the dead to assist the rebirth of Haïti itself, coaxing fire from the 
coals, drawing the ash greys back into blistering whites. 
 
																																																								54	Haïtian painters in this example reference Haïti in the feminine. In Why Haiti Needs New Narratives (2012: 71) 
anthropologist Gina Athena Ulysse notes that post independence art, literature and folklore produced by Haïtians 
references Haïti as feminine, commonly chéri, while French literature on colonial Haïti (Dubois 2012) uses masculine 
definitions. I have chosen not to present Haïti as feminine in my own contribution to research and writing on Haïti 
because this stance potentially risks reproducing gendered (and anthropocentric) perspectives on place, whereby 
places and landscapes are either to be penetrated/ exploited or protected by a particularly masculine (postcolonial) 
endeavour.	
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Life is laid out in layers: the foothills of Petionville are bristling with the exoskeletons 
of cars and lithe pedestrians weaving through them: the gaze of the tourist meets the 
new iron market with its rusty halo, before it settles on Cité Soleil, where up to nine 
people might live in one room, scanning all the way through swathes of blue-grey 
tent towns to the docks where the dust finally settles. Tomorrow the ash will clear 
and the white light will spill out. The surrounding bay is deceptively serene, baked by 
the sun ghosts who beat their chests with fury day in, day out. Life feeds off the 
friction. Somewhere, archetypally, drums are beating. The drumhead within my ear is 
at the point of bursting as three pressure zones - inside my head, inside the cabin, 
outside the ’plane - attempt a compromise.  My eyes are bloodshot, stinging deep. 
We land, skidding ominously. 
 
The airport is awash with ’planeloads of aid workers with mixed motives, and 
different plans for resurrection - from Mennonites for the soul to mechanics for the 
infrastructure. Chief among the merchants are Protestant evangelists - the ‘fanatical 
aid’ wing. ‘God’s Hands - Our Plan’ is emblazoned across the t-shirts of one team. 
Children tag along, their tops advertising an alphabet soup: ‘A for Angel, B for Bible, 
C for Christ…Q for Quake.’ The earthquake has attracted a strange kind of aid 
vulture, trying to get the needy into prayer but baldly preying on the needy, capturing 
them with their guard down. Haïti has become overloaded with ‘well-meaning’ 
volunteers who believe that they are, in their own way, answering God’s call to 
provide aid, as they evangelise. The restoration of Haïti is a sub-text to the bigger 
resurrection. John Callahan suggests an insurrection: “Help Haïti. Help yourself.” 
 
We were not here when the buildings buckled, and the emergency services were 
reduced to dangling telephones with no-one answering. But on first impressions, 
outside the airport, Haïti does not feel shattered or destroyed, but oddly fresh and 
filled with potential. Red crowned flamboyant (flame) trees are standing proud. 
Nearby a local banner exclaims ‘Buy Local - Build Haïti.’ Berhmann Motors is 
booming. Aid workers need four-by-fours to navigate Haïti (and its largely unpaved 
road network) and brothers Russell and Vadim (the country’s first two surfers) are 
hard-pressed to keep up with demand. The plan is to hire a four-by-four from 
Berhmann Motors, stay in Port-au-Prince for the night, and head to Aquin tomorrow, 
where we will search for a boat captain to explore a series of islets and inlets on the 
central south coast. Then we aim to travel to Jacmel and go west, off-road to Bainet.  
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First we take a taxi from the airport to the Visa Lodge to meet Russell and Vadim and 
collect the four-by-four. I have to make notes, to spread the load from my overloaded 
senses to a clean white page. The road is so rough that the scribbled letters are 
spidery, illegible. I focus hard on just getting down key words: express partout - to 
hire for anywhere. Every vehicle is up for rent, the buses and tap-taps with gaudy, 
luminescent designs.  
“If the tap-tap doesn’t look good, people won’t get in,” says the taxi driver. “They only 
leave when they are full,” he adds.  
 
One tap-tap advertises ‘I Love You Lucky,’ another ‘Merci Jesus.’ Jesus on 
evangelists’ t-shirts, Jesus on the buses, Jesus in fear and trembling when the 
buildings collapsed as the old gods, the titans, rumbled and thundered and rose up, 
buckling the ground and ripping at the roots of the city. Disasters always hit the poor 
and vulnerable hardest. Tent towns and portaloos line the parks between mimosa 
and powderpuff trees like a music festival site, but nobody is playing and nobody is 
celebrating. Electricity was already a luxury - why cut us off again? 
 
At the Visa Lodge, groups of NGOs mingle as if at a conference. Natural disasters 
are not only seen as opportunities for conversion but, sickeningly, as growth 
industries. You can sense the competition and a preoccupation with branding efforts 
so that they can advertise their ‘successes’ to their donors to raise more dollars.  
“A Haïtian NGO worker might earn three times more than he or she could within the 
Haïtian government,” explains Russell. Perhaps their presence to ‘aid’ those in need 
paradoxically undermines self-help? Russell and Vadim describe their new sideline 
developing compact solar and wind generators specially geared for rural Haïti: “It’s 
great to give, but how are you giving? There’s a new sense of reliance on aid and 
handouts, so everyone is coming back to Port-au-Prince, despite the decentralisation 
that has been proposed since the earthquake. I’m sick of the t-shirt wearing ‘Save 
Haïti’ missions, and the glut of small, ineffective groups storming in with inappropriate 
‘relief’. The longer-term agencies providing care without strings attached are just 
slowed down trying to clean up after them. This is not some alternative Disaster 
Disneyland,” concludes Russell, agitated. He has to head back (with Vadim) to a 
busy schedule at work, but we plan to meet up in Aquin to explore unmapped surf 
breaks together when the forecast swell peaks. 
 
We load our gear and drive the four-by-four into the heart of Port-au-Prince towards 
Petionville and the Kalbas Hotel, just below Bois Jalousie. The earthquake damage 
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reveals layer upon layer of consequence. One of the most difficult things to swallow 
is how certain quarters constructed on soft sand were completely flattened, while 
others on hard ground remained unscathed. Worn scaffold is in huge demand for 
rebuilding, but land ownership disputes are holding up the pace. Properties are 
tagged - green for safe, yellow in need of repairs, red for ready to fall. ‘Bonne Fete 
Danger - Happy Birthday Danger’ is sprayed across a precariously balanced wall-
side. This is usually reserved for celebrating your second birthday, your ‘saint’s day’. 
Here, the saint is a Haïtian syncretic matrona, a mother goddess looking after 
‘danger’ herself.  
 
Paradoxically, the street art market is thriving, aimed at the influx of aid workers, with 
a permeating theme of post-earthquake life. Haïtian artists are astonishingly resilient, 
continuing to create, sell and survive through crisis.  
“When something bad happens, the imagination gets better,” says one of the art 
vendors. Further along the road, dripping paint details an open contest to design low 
cost ‘quake-and-hurricane-proof-homes. Roll on ‘empowerment’ - the new NGO 
catchphrase. Other businesses upturn in times of adversity. If you build new houses 
you have to furnish them. Carpenters are in vogue - new beds, dressers, cupboards, 
wardrobes, in burnished hardwood, the craftsmanship flawless. A tap-tap passes 
with ‘Wood + berth = LOVE’ written across the side, evoking Loco - the loa or deity of 
trees and healers. This is the formula of rebirth, the bare essentials laid out. 
Alongside are celebratory Creole slogans of Tet Kale - Bald Head - for the new 
president, Michel ‘Sweet Micky’ Martelly. His campaign positioned him as the clean 
sweep that post-’quake Haïti needed, to breathe life into the country and rock the 
establishment. Sweet Micky’s popularity with the urban youth is on display. There is 
a calm atmosphere in town, the election tension dissolved, the vivacious pop singer 
sworn in.  
 
The sky turns steel grey, cool descends, the day packs-up and leaves. The following 
morning, business is buoyant below Bois Jalousie. People are setting up, bartering, 
eating and arguing, all for Ayizan - the goddess of the marketplace. Women dressed 
in radiant tops carry fourty kilogram trays of bananas on their heads, and set up 
shop, berating their husbands and lovers, gossiping with fellow street vendors, and 
spreading news by tele djol - word-of-mouth. Baskets also do the talking, overfilled 
with mangoes, plantains, figs, breadfruit, cashews, meat-packed pastries and dried 
fish. In this setting it is hard to confirm that Haïti is (economically) one of the poorest 
places on the planet. 
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We eat a streetfood breakfast of fruit and pastries. Callahan is jet-lagged and 
somnambulant. But he’s typically loose limbed, appearing to operate in slow motion, 
speaking when he needs to, languid, efficient. Cataldi is fresh-faced despite having 
travelled from Australia. He seems to have gained time, and we confirm all the 
possible surf spots on his iPad GPS that we will explore on the south coast. Erwan is 
fired up, and needs some flip flops, now transfixed by shoe shiners who sit next to 
men selling odd shoes from which a new pair might be made - difficult, as the shoes 
are heaped in a pile rather than laid out in some order. He finds a pair of Brazilian 
Havianas (‘Hawaiians’) next to a stack of second hand stereos, with no electricity 
supply at hand to test them. Erwan receives his change from a vendor clutching a 
bag filled with three live chickens. She also sells hair curlers and pharmaceuticals. 
Her neighour runs a whisky counter offering Black Label Johnny Walker, a Scottish 
brew called Something Special, and a new delivery of cheap Indian rye that might 
strip the skin off the roof of your mouth. Ice blocks are wheeled by, defying the now 
blistering sun. A man hacks up goat meat and the flies gather. Box loads of water 
sachets are unpacked. Dough is rolled out for pastries. I catch a swirl of apple green 
skirt out of the corner of my eye, and somebody shakes their hair, brimming with 
beads. Sweat runs as the day grows hotter. Coconuts are split, their flesh mirroring 
the light.  
 
Someone sells books from a stall - French Creole dictionaries, romantic novels and 
Haïtian histories. There are the ever-present Western Unions, a Pharmacia Sophia, 
supermarket moneychangers, and an astonishing range of mobile ’phones for sale. 
The Irish entrepreneur Denis O’Brien, who made his fortune from mobile ’phones, 
abandoned the sterile Irish market and formed the Digicel company, selling ’phones 
all over the Caribbean. He has invested wholeheartedly in Haïti’s recovery, spraying 
Port-au-Prince cherry red, and funding the reconstruction of the iconic iron market, 
collapsed in the earthquake and now risen from the mess. Cars prowl through the 
crowds, as animal as they are mechanical, unable to keep a low profile, with whining 
engines and rattling bodywork. ‘Used auto parts for sale’ is on-hand, oil-stained 
fingers working delicately on car bodies like street surgeons. Couples on affordable 
Chinese motorbikes go by, resurrected, Vodou depictions of Jesus stickered onto the 
headlights. People carry themselves with pride, panther-like, ready to pounce on a 
deal.  
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Callahan knows the value of hard work and spots the ingenuity of the Haïtian traders: 
“In life, you get what you negotiate for,” he says, lighting up a cigarette. And right 
here we discover that the buying price is half the asking price at the shop stalls, 
Erwan now sure he paid double for his flip flops. Most of the workforce operates 
within this untaxable shadow economy. Haïti is a cash and carry society. No credit. 
No loan. What you have is what you spend. In need of funds, the Haïtian government 
turns to the few things it can tax, so Haïti has the highest wharf fees in the world 
(Thomson 1992). Many companies simply cannot afford to dock their parts and 
supplies. Yet this is a city with industrious and motivated people who want to work. 
Sweet Micky has to somehow make sense of the ingenious, thriving shadow 
economy.  
 
We leave for Aquin, straight into painfully slow traffic with inches between crawling 
vehicles and patience running thin. Inside the four-by-four we are sucked away from 
the life of the streets. Through the windows, the air takes on the dun colour of the 
worn cement all the way to Léogâne, the epicentre of the earthquake, where 30,000 
died. Most of Léogâne’s population are living in temporary tent camps or, brutally, 
right on the road in front of their destroyed homes. Various NGOs are inevitably 
camped out too, the most visible being the US ‘All Hands’, rebuilding schools and 
sanitation systems. There are no signposts, only NGO posters: the Red Cross, the 
Samaritans, Shelter Box. Reports by the UN mission (2012) use colour-coded maps 
to show what parts of the country are dominated by which NGO, as if they are 
subsidised states within Haïti. Some locals welcome the support, others, 
understandably, just want to tell the visiting blancs to fous le camp! 
 
The traffic thins out, and the road curves around bays to reach deep into the 
countryside. Wrecked and rusting wagons are abandoned at the roadside, overgrown 
with vines. Trucks fly by filled with rocks or bananas, and then truckloads of people 
sitting on top of rocks or bananas. We pick up the pace. Cinnamon red and white 
hibiscus flowers meld with blue and coral-coloured clothes pegged out to dry. We 
weave through buzzing country markets where vehicles, full to the brim with goods, 
block the main artery. Tap-tap drivers find a passage through, as ever, one with ‘U 
Talk 2 Much’ emblazoned across the side. We follow, lips now zipped.  
 
Tyres smack an unknown surface and we are sure that the rubber is being ripped off 
in strips. We pass a line of lotto houses and slow down. The tyres are still alive, while 
a minor frenzy erupts around two stalls - Chez Titi and Chez Toto - as the numbers 
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come in. The Haïtian lottery - borlette - is the national pastime. Numbers are selected 
in visions and dreams - mon reve (my dream). The appropriate Vodou loas are talked 
about and invoked for the winning numbers. Ezili Danto is a raw, hardworking 
countrywoman, fiercely devoted to her daughters. She drinks neat rum, eats fried 
pork, and smokes unfiltered Camels. Her face is scratched - a reminder of her bitter 
rivalry with Ezili Freda, her city cousin. Freda, goddess of love and orgasm, is 
flirtatious, adores fine fabrics, jewels and perfumes. She takes on many forms: earth 
mother, muse of beauty, the Virgin Mary, coloured pale pink. She smokes mild 
Virginia slims. Her drinks must be sweet and made with orange syrup, but she weeps 
because the love she seeks is forever unrequited. The winning numbers are zapped 
in by cell ’phone from the New York State draw. But at these stalls today there are no 
celebrations and the crowd disperses, tickets torn. Dreams remain as dreams. Freda 
the city goddess can read the future in dreams and perhaps she should have been 
invoked today.  
 
In Aquin, hens scrap around the thin branches of canap trees, and there is a 
reassuring sight - Creole pigs. They are being bred and repopulated by Haïtian 
agronomists in an effort to recapitalise farmers. A motorbike flies by with a mattress 
strapped to its back, the rider in perfect balance. Another has a wheelbarrow 
attached as a trailer, loaded with sugarcane. The main street is named after Julien 
Raymond, the locally born co-writer of Toussaint L’Ouverture’s Constitution that 
abolished slavery in Haïti (Dubois 2011). Walls are painted in celebratory flag colours 
red and blue, alongside trademark hot pinks and vivid greens with the national 
slogan - L’Union Fait La Force - Unity Makes Strength.  
 
An off-white dusk descends like a falling feather, the dust settles, the four-by-four 
metal cools down. The smell of charcoal spreads where couples are sitting rocking 
babies and fanning the fires. Coils of smoke rise from the slopes accompanied by the 
worksong of families ferrying wood. The kids are returning from collecting water after 
an hour round-trip to the nearest spring, freeing adults to work the maize fields.  
“It is children who save the household,” explains a local mother. “Fetch a little water, 
get some fire for you, help if you are hurt or sick. Otherwise you’re finished.” Large 
families pull together. But there is no sympathy for the sore. You just get on with it 
because you cannot be weak in spirit here. The mum shares an anecdote with us 
from a recent funeral: “One of the mourners, hired to cry, got tired and said to his 
colleague, ‘Hey keep up the crying, I got to take a leak and have a quick smoke.’” In 
Dangerous Emotions Alphonso Lingis (1999/2000) writes  
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One night you call up everybody you know and tell all the jokes you know, so that you 
will not be able to tell any of them again. When you wake the next morning your mind 
is buzzing with new, still more ingenious and extravagant scripts. (Lingis 1999/2000: 
69). 
 
Unlike the popular view of meditation, where the mind is cleared, therapy through 
laughter - the kind of belly laughter that doubles you over so that you cannot catch 
your breath and you are crying because it is so funny, excruciatingly, achingly funny -
is to fill the mind to brimming, to allow its scripts to overflow, to open the tap to full, to 
release the floodgates. Lingis (1998) concludes  
 
Language is not the primary medium, then, for communication. It is not in speaking to 
another that we cease to deal with him or her as an instrument or obstacle, and 
recognize his or her subjectivity. It is in laughter and tears that we have the feeling of 
others. (Lingis 1998: 127). 
 
Aquin is not overshadowed in laughter, but by the runaway hills. Haïtian naïve 
painters use this stacked-up feeling of the surrounding landscape as a central motif. 
The hills are not a backdrop but a glowering presence. It is as if the pressure of life 
and the responsibility given by history is deposited in these places, where the slaves 
hid during rebellions, like battery acid. But now the once plentiful woodland coating 
has been stripped off, peeled away for charcoal, resulting in landslips where the 
roots of trees once held the soil intact. The hills are active with the sound if slippage. 
These sliding lands - their roots removed - have become a symbol for the economic 
uncertainty of the people who live here. Life untethered. 
 
“Ayiti se te glise - Haïti is quicksand,” the local mother says. What you have to 
admire is the indomitable spirit of everyday Haïtians going about their business. It 
cannot be crushed. You must draw the best from life under whatever circumstances 
you are in. This is what our surfexplore journey, and my research, is feeding off. And 
the best way to engage with this is to feel the atmosphere and risk that pervades 
Haïti, soak in the culture as flaneur - meticulous observer, and appreciate that as a 
backdrop against any judgement. And, of course, as Lingis advices, bow to the local 
customs and get down and dirty with active participation.  
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At dawn the roosters’ crowing instincts kick in and three small fishing boats move 
across the bay as the sun rises. Haïtian Yanouchka Guerrin (part of the extended 
network before arrival) introduces us to one of the Aquin boat captains. He has a 
hardy twenty feet long boat with a decent outboard engine. We set out to explore our 
first unmapped surf spots around Grande Cay Aquin. The lee side of the island 
(sheltered from the waves) is easily accessed, then we follow footpaths to the south 
side (exposed to the swell), and ride a speedy short righthander breaking over a rock 
ledge and sand bottom combination. There is a steep and critical takeoff followed by 
a bowling section, the wave contours favouring the pushing low to mid tide and a 
northwesterly wind. The set waves arrive in rhythm from the ubiquitous southeast 
swells striking this southern facing coast between May and August. Cataldi springs 
into action. He surfs with an inflecting, high-in-the-lip style, performing snaps before 
short barrel sections, where he crouches low and grabs-the-rail. Erwan kicks in, 
operating at speed. Erwan’s surfing is uncluttered - no embroidery, just power.  
 
The water is pure glass transparent. Sharp reef is just below my dangling feet. I can 
hardly see the set arriving. There is a bend in the approaching wave, just enough to 
pick out its curve as it barrels towards me. I let it pass to judge my position. The 
second wave, thin as cellophane, but with the power of a small truck, begins to peak 
and I swivel and paddle in one arc. The wall stretches out in front and now explodes 
behind as I takeoff. Dropping in I put weight on the outside rail and throw the board 
into trim. Trough meets crest meets wall, and I climb into the top third of the face, 
now crouching, my senses singing, skin severed if I slip. But I outwit the reef with a 
Haïtian speciality: wear your fear as a skeleton brought out of the skin, your own 
inner reef exposed in a moment in which, for a few seconds, you shake hands with 
death. 
 
After a three hours’ long session we spot more good reefs to the west of the island, 
but, while the swell is active, we opt to walk back to the boat and motor west to surf 
and map Aquin Sandbar. Here a lefthander and shorter right bend around the island, 
both easy to read and ride, and working all tide over shallow dead reef. This spot is 
sensitive to the wind and backwash, excess ocean energy forming rip currents that 
generate a teasing choppy texture across the wave faces through the inside section, 
causing our fins to slide out. The bigger set waves boil up, wall and wrap as I speed 
over the reef with a low centre of gravity, before some extreme torque, the rails on 
edge, the board outracing the curl, now hooking under the pocket and snaking away 
for more down-the-line surfing. I paddle back out, hungry for more slippery surfaces, 
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this session now a blur like Roadrunner. Even on the empty waves I am mind surfing 
- riding every part of them: anticipation, bottom-turn, positioning, roundhouse 
cutback. I takeoff, refusing to shuffle, walk to the nose, craving style, an aesthetic of 
longboard surfing that is not limited to functional values. Callahan is positioned on 
the sandbar, his camera seeming to move with the light changes that dance across 
this wide coastscape until sunset. Documenting the waves surfed puts new pieces 
into the jigsaw of exploration (following oceanography, mapping and accessing), 
conceptual, experiential, reflexive: anabasis, katabasis. 
 
We arrive back into Aquin after dark. The main gas station is closed and we’re low 
for our planned early start tomorrow, so the captain gives us his jerrycan to fill at the 
informal ‘after gas’ station while he goes back to his family. The ‘after gas’ team hand 
fill the ‘6.5 gallon’ marked jerrycan gallon by gallon, right to the top. Then they charge 
us for nine gallons, in Haïtian dollars. There is actually no physical monetary unit that 
represents a Haïtian dollar. It is just imaginary. The actual currency is gourdes. In 
1912 it was pegged to the US dollar at a value of five gourdes to the dollar, so the 
gourde was quickly referred to as a ‘Haïtian dollar’ (Dorsainvil 2012). Back then you 
had to multiply the US value by five to calculate the amount in gourdes. Easy. But 
somehow the term ‘Haïtian dollar’ stuck in the mind of every Haïtian, although the 
value of the gourde has drastically fallen behind the US dollar. Five gourdes are just 
five gourdes. Now 40 gourdes is one US dollar. But five gourdes is still one Haïtian 
dollar. Confused? So are we. Haïtians are outstanding at the five times table, 
converting from gourdes to Haïtian dollars, then paying in gourdes. That still leaves 
the problem of the gas overcharge. 
 
We burst into laughter at the Haïtian dollar mind games, and right now a new puzzle 
- Haïtian gallons. We convert our Haïtian dollar fee for nine gallons of gas (which is 
surely six-and-a-half gallons) into gourdes, but have to dispute the two-and-a-half 
gallons discrepancy. Our demand is met with disbelief, a raised eyebrow: “how can 
you possibly not trust me?” Perhaps I should start demanding to be paid by surfing 
magazines in Haïtian words - 1,200 Haïtian words for every 1,000 words. Determined 
to prove a point, the ‘after gas’ team empty the jerrycan and refill it, gallon by gallon. 
It turns out that their gallon containers are part-filled each time. But we pay our fee 
anyway (thousands of gourdes, hundreds of Haïtian dollars) for nine Haïtian gallons 
(six-and-a-half conventional gallons). Haïtian calculators are made of rubber to 
stretch the imagination. Ayizan is goddess of the marketplace, but behind her stands 
Ti Malice, the trickster god. Haïtian commerce tickles the funny bone of Ti Malice.  
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Finally free from a stacked workload renting four-by-fours to aid workers, Russell and 
Vadim set out before dawn from Port-au-Prince and arrive in time to greet a peaking 
swell (with a nine seconds period). We motor by boat towards Baie Du Mel, 
inaccessible by vehicle from the land route. A long lefthander comes into view, and 
we beach the boat, welcomed by thousands of urchins living on the reef, and a small 
village of fishing families. It’s another market day and some are getting ready for a 
long walk to trade at the crossroads, while we hotfoot through the urchin pin-tips to 
paddle outback, to our exchange where boards clap waves. The big Caribbean Sea 
weather drummers begin to play rolls on the tom-toms, the long-distance sets a 
soundtrack to savour. The first section stands up like a giant drum-stick and beats 
away to its destiny, reverberating at the shoreline. The middle section is a long live 
wire, fizzing in the lime water. The inside is a series of shallow bowls snapping at the 
urchins across the reef, forcing us to hop rather than glide.  
 
Paddling in I smack my fingers into a sharp reef section. It’s like having them 
slammed in the door of the four-by-four. After the first surf we prepare sweetcorn with 
local kids, cooked over hot coals, and gather abricot, ananas and bananes. This 
feeds the desire for a second surf and another encounter with the vicious pin-tipped 
(urchin) shoreline. The set waves shake our bones as this set-up shakes up our 
nervous systems, worn inside out as outback a shoal of fish makes a collective 
water-dart, making for nervous stares as the shark-register sets to maximum 
vigilance. Another set rolls in - ghosts birthed in the Atlantic, full-bodied and raised to 
their peak as they unload on the reef - and our minds are diverted, back to wave 
faces rather than ominous underwater shadows. We face the music of the waterspill 
and dance until sunset, say farewell, and board the boat at dusk, our backs slowly 
regaining their flex. Russell and Vadim are beaming, and re-boot to Port-au-Prince 
fully refreshed.  
 
Back in Aquin I am lured into a kick-around with one of the local football teams, soon 
wringing with sweat as the star-player, dubbed ‘Messi’, runs rings around me. Every 
few years, Haïtian tap-taps adopt a new champion footballer to elevate alongside the 
big ones - (although drawn from Catholicism still elemental in syncretic Vodou) Jesus 
and God, top scorers every season. Once it was Brazilian favela hero Ronaldo. Now 
it’s Argentinean Lionel Messi. He visited recently (Hahn 2010), and overnight Haïti’s 
tap-taps re-sprayed their rears, promoting arguably the best footballer in the world to 
holy status. Phonetically, Messi chimes with mesi - ‘thanks’ in Creole. The ball is 
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rudimentary, clad in strands of fabric, so balloon-like it’s hard to control. The threads 
soon unravel, but the kids have a rapid-fire response to re-wrap it and continue the 
game. After another hard volley the ball bursts. As the kids untie the reels of material 
I spot the construction. It is a blown up condom, tied up, put in a plastic bag, then 
wrapped in ribbons of shredded t-shirts. Sex education at its best - teach the kids 
how to use a condom to make a football, and kick-off some family planning. Mesi, 
mesi, mesi. The metaphors gather like a storm cloud - the slippage of the untethered 
hills, robbed of the anchoring web of the trees’ root system; the unravelling of the 
football like the unravelling of lives stained by the slippage of histories and the 
syncretic, uneasy mysteries of Vodou’s marriage with Catholicism.   
 
Having now mapped the convoluted coastline around Aquin, the following morning 
we say farewell to Yanouchka and we head to Jacmel, moving through the country at 
pace, formulating ideas, watching and absorbing. In deep travel - Tony Hiss’ (2010) 
term for travel taken seriously rather than literally - everything is fresh, vivid, intensely 
interesting, and memorable. Because you focus on what you’re looking at and 
listening to, deep travel is like waking up while already awake to things now 
underlined. I take notes while overtaking a UN Nepalese truck that irritatingly 
tailgates us for five kilometres. I lose a pen, tear a page, and find a spare (borrowed 
from Callahan). I write Creole-style, phonetically, each word spelled as it is 
pronounced, every letter a wave, each line a set, every statement in the image of a 
coastscape. But, as the Haïtians say, Tanbou prete pa janm fe bon dans - A 
borrowed drum never makes good dancing. Wipeout. 
 
We move through the mountain pass where the earth quaked from Léogâne, in-and-
out the limestone rocks and bauxite to Jacmel. The old town shook. Many of the 
semi-decaying, already crumbling mansions and merchants’ coffee warehouses were 
fractured. Some collapsed, others were torn apart, their elegance mocked. Thankfully 
Ogoun Ferraille, the Vodou spirit who fights against misery, is strong here.  
 
Jacmel is a steam-heated, caffeinated place. Men unroll canvases now for sale. 
Women ride side-saddle on motorbikes, off to work. Positive-minded locals clear up 
the carnage caused by the earthquake, singing satirical ballads, removing rubble 
piles and breaking down metal. And, of course, there is outside help. The Hotel de la 
Place is revived, people dining on the terrace, facing the square packed with the 
tents of those who lost their homes, some nestling in the playground, but not giving 
up hope. The iron market is scheduled to be re-built. The chic late-nineteenth century 
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Hotel Florita with its antique four-poster beds has survived, young aid workers 
toasting in the bar and testing the mattress springs.  
 
We explore the streets, overlooked by imposing balconies from colonial buildings. An 
old coffee port, Jacmel sports faded francophone glories - graceful mansions, 
merchants’ warehouses and elegant iron-railings. Jacmel boasts a vibrant local art 
community that has cast off imperialist history and reclaimed tradition. The people 
are proud, active troubadours - making, performing, reinventing - culminating in 
carnival.  
 
Carnival literally means ‘farewell to flesh’. This is the time when you can get out of 
the body you inhabit and into another persona, an animal form, or leave the body 
entirely, in trance. Bands blaze compas - (a Haïtian jazz-meringue), roots music 
(mizik rasin) and dance the ga gun, intensely, elaborately, competitively. They creep 
through the crowds, the audience ecstatic, floats bouncing in time to the beat, 
beating until dawn. Thousands jam the streets for three days, from takeoff, right 
through Mardi Gras - Fat Tuesday - to kick-out. Papier-mache masks depict parrots, 
proud horses, bug-eyed frogs, enormous snakes, even zebras, apes, giraffes, 
elephants and rhinos. These are augmented by human figures with bulging red eyes 
and lips, reproduced in local naïve paintings.  
 
Rara season begins the moment carnival ends, on the eve of Lent, for six weeks until 
Easter. In a raucous procession of percussion and whistling, drummers roll a hot and 
fierce petwo with fast banda snaps, while singers add chorus and harmony, and 
bamboo horn players blows single sounds that build and build into a melody. Rara is 
a rite built on rhythm - a ritual enactment of life and life’s difficulties danced out where 
the Haïtian majority can assemble freely in bands numbering from thirty to thousands 
to shout, declare a point of view, confront their political masters and challenge one 
another. Mirroring the exhausting national climate of insecurity, the music and 
meaning shift rapidly and unpredictably to minimize the risk of persecution of any one 
particular group. The songs are ingeniously archived as texts in minds and bodies of 
generations, re-enacted and re-created. It is a sophisticated way to circulate 
sentiment through a community and to critique those in power as a sly civility.  
 
Fuelled on kleren - pure cane liquor - troupes walk for tens of kilometres attracting 
fans. You watch or join in, and perhaps pran yon roulib - take a ride. Sacred places 
are saluted. Rituals are performed at crossroads, bridges and cemeteries to pay 
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tribute to the zonbi - recently dead. We are reminded again that Haïti’s call is to 
maintain traction in two worlds at once - this world and the otherworld of the dead. 
We should be masters at this. Surfers know the ocean as well as the land.  
 
There are first-rate hotels in and around Jacmel, such as Hotel de la Place and Hotel 
Florita, but our Haïtian gourdes have almost run out. We take up a recommendation 
to stay at Piano Piano in Cyvadier, down a narrow track where weeds rise up and 
over to the entrance. Inside, the courtyard is choked with tall grasses, wild flowers, 
sea grapes and gnarled branches of ficus trees. Behind the tangle there are four 
cabanas with thatched roofs and lime-washed walls. We are the only guests. The 
manager has passed away leaving no will, so the establishment is directionless, with 
ownership disputed between a widow and a former wife. There are spiders, 
cockroaches, and a crushed crab in one of the showers, with frogs lingering in the 
corner, but we sense the potential of the place, given some adventurous leadership.  
 
We sleep the first night short of beds. Erwan necks Barbancourt rum shots to help 
him crash out on the stone floor with only a towel for comfort. Blow dart mosquitoes 
make me restless and I have nightmares, my psyche no doubt rinsed with some 
zombie contagion, and I see Haïti’s skin entirely stripped, the country eroded, the 
depths replaced by the surfaces of technological crackle that advertises talk of 
outsiders taking control, of corruption and insurrection, their interests at the wheel. I 
wake in a cold sweat.  
 
In the morning, when we pay a deposit, it is as if the zombie curtain is lifted for the 
live show to begin. Diesel is bought to start the generator and there is food for 
breakfast. Suddenly, we have hot water and electricity. We are served a feast of 
strong, dark, sweet coffee, omelette and passionfruit. We recognise that business in 
Haïti is not about longer-term investment, but enjoying the brief appearance of 
blossom as the season dictates. This is low-key opportunity capitalism.  
 
Over the coming days we ride a series of reefs together from Marigot to Cayes 
Jacmel, where the Caribbean Sea is peeled back, salt-licked, the water mottled 
cobalt and indigo. Marigot delivers a fast, tight-to-shore pointbreak left, chattering 
over boulders, with clattering hollow sections. A small coral grove at Kabik reveals 
some enticing beachbreak peaks, easy to ride rights and lefts, favouring the smaller 
swells. Cayes Jacmel is a shallow left reef that works all tide and offers good peaky 
takeoffs, fast walls and open faces for cutbacks. This proves the best option to surf at 
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the beginning of a seven seconds period Caribbean Sea swell when the line-up is 
more chaotic. By day two, as clean, organized swell lines appear, we head to the 
neigbouring reefs east at Cotterrelle. Here the narrow coast road is hemmed in by a 
steep granite hillside, and we catch the morning glass and avoid the afternoon 
onshores (caused when the land heats up faster than the sea, so the air moves from 
high to low pressure). Cotterrelle Beach is a peaky break, peeling over sand and 
cobbles and clearly one of the most consistent spots in the Jacmel area, likely to 
even have a rideable wave (under five seconds period) in the November to March 
northeast season (when surfers should head to the north coast for bigger waves). 
The short lefts and longer rights wedge up on takeoff, peel for a short slide, then 
meet a shorebreak closeout that can clearly break bodies and boards on a bigger 
day. There are at least three peaks to choose from. Then, when the east-south-east 
wind creates a seven seconds period swell, we sample Cotterelle Point, a right reef 
point connecting into a 100 metres ride with performance walls, and shallow boils. 
 
For meals we meet up with Jacmel’s resident surfer, Chachou, taught by Russell and 
Vadim. He introduces us to tasot cabrit (fried goat), mais moulu (cornmeal) with 
pigeon beans, fried plantain and a hot pepper sauce called picklese. As the swell 
period rises to nine seconds we head west with Chachou towards Bainet. We arrive 
at the carrefour - the crossroads - the crucifix, to cross the river, where the road ends 
and the mountain track begins. We now know that this is where the two worlds meet, 
earth and spirit, where plaintiffs and defendants have arrived. Charcoal from the hills 
finds cash from the town. Ezili Danto (countrywoman) meets Ezili Freda (city cousin) 
and they catfight, searching for direction. Everything in Haïti acknowledges the 
crossroads and searching for direction. Best take notes or you will be marked for life. 
Here, your hand is dealt: hearts, clubs, diamonds, spades - or one suit is missing at 
the three cornered road, and that is the suit that death brings in order to bargain with 
you - a heart in hand, your beating heart in a skeletal palm. The card that belongs to 
no suit is the joker, who is death in a friendly mood, ready to bargain but to trick. The 
club is clover - ordinary three leaf, a not so special life, no privileges here. The spade 
is to dig your grave. The diamond is your luck and the heart is your pluck. Whatever 
the suit, find a direction but never go directly. Haïtians will tell you that the straight 
road is doomed. You must always find the bend and linger there waiting for direction.  
 
The track climbs rapidly up the mountainside. In the 1700s brave slaves ascended to 
these hills and gathered their spirits for rebellion. The trackside becomes dense with 
sacred baobabs, flamboyants and the soul of Loco - loa of trees and healers. A man 
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on horseback with a machete walks alongside as we grip the corners and guide the 
wheels. The roots grip the ground deep at the summit, where the man on horseback 
advises ‘kembe pas laggaie - hold on don't let go’ for the steep descent. We corner, 
curve, corner, snaking short breathed to the first rivermouth hamlet along the track.  
 
Here families meet, bikes are washed and couples bathe in the clear-water stream. 
The children sport fruitskin tops with denim skirts. Donkeys with wood framed-
saddles are loaded with sugarcane. There’s the ubiquitous man with a machete. 
Another has his ’phone charger wrapped around his neck like jewellery - a Nokia 
necklace - ready to take advantage of a generator. There are lotto houses in the form 
of a folding table set up at the intersection of two footpaths: Africa Bank and Solution 
Center. Gamble your money twice a day. Will your numbers come up in New York? 
The risk-lite of the lottery is the slippery surface to the deep risk of life itself. And 
close to every lottery stand, beside every house, there are gravestones, life and 
death side by side, the earthquake an unforgettable presence. In Haïti you sit down 
and play poker with the other side. You take the hand you are dealt and deal with it. 
The dead men make the stakes. You might end up falling in love with the place. But 
that is like playing chess with the Grim Reaper in Bergman’s The Seventh Seal 
(1957). 	
 
But do not develop a cartoonish image of Vodou (Seabrook 1929). Vodou welcomes 
the brutal shock of death as a friend, a conversation partner, however scary. This is 
the opposite of violence. Vodou shakes hands with violence, not to make peace, but 
to de-literalise it, to turn it from acting out into metaphor. Vodou is a mind-shock, a 
possession by unpredictable spirits, not a senseless slugging-out of warring sides, a 
cracking of heads. Nobody expects a funeral through Vodou - ritual is not a killer, 
death is not an enemy, but a friend. Yet do not think that handshake with death is a 
shakedown, a party, a stretch in a stretch limousine, because it stings like hell and 
you can smell the flesh burning afterwards. Surfers already know the feeling - in the 
interminable wipeout, the hold-down, or being combed across a live-wire razor-reef, 
popping up, serrated and infected at the tunnel’s end - and going back for more. The 
skull is a mighty friend protecting and housing a room of images on limited rent.  	
 
At the next rivermouth of Brasiliene there is another gathering of people, and a 
reeling left hander snapping over large cobblestones, with morning offshores sending 
spray high into the air. Bathymetry makes this a swell magnet with four to six feet 
sets joining the pack. Diamonds and hearts are dealt out, and we play hard. No black 
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hands are dealt as yet so we enjoy the full gift of the blood red card suits. A new 
group of kids convene and watch us gamble with the waves, while their pocket radio 
crackles with roots music. We humbly accept the invitation, reminding ourselves that 
‘hospitality’ comes from the same root as ‘hospital’, hoping that razor-edge risk 
brings rewards, and not unwelcome visits to Davy Jones’ tattoo parlour through 
razor-reef lacerations. Set approaching. Paddle in, synch just behind the curl, all 
hipsway into, and all smooth arc out of a bottom-turn; stall, stately walk, hang under 
the lip glued to water. Footwork: weighting and un-weighting the board to create trim. 
At times the beat is a series of mis-steps. But this adds to the challenge. Often I just 
ride in a straight line, do less - minimalism. Actually, the movement of the wave, the 
feet and the swell offer a weaving of many points of balance. The goal is co-
ordination. And the noseride is the moment of stillness, a squashed but weighted 
punctuation.  
 
After the surf we buy some bread rolls and coconuts from the kids who are now 
seizing the moment to sell their wares. They jump into the back of the four-by-four for 
a ride towards Bainet, and jump out at the next rivermouth, another crossroads of life 
along this coastscape. Close to Cap Raymond, at L’Hemitage Beach, a sizzling 
reefbreak unloads, dealing a new hand. As we get ready to surf another crowd of 
kids start hitting the car door like a drum. They dance and we tune in on the tricky 
clifftop access to this long left, finding a fisherman to guide us safely to the beach. 
The aspect faces directly southeast, receiving all available swell and delivering 
overhead walls, with looming outside set waves and a pounding shorebreak. As the 
tide pushes, the spot gets leaner and meaner. We stay knitted to the faces, 
celebrating a majestic break. I catch a glimpse of a clifftop bird of prey locked into a 
hover over the restless beds of wild flowers lining the shore. The bird plunges 
dramatically into a sea now stirred from glassy into a white-tipped frenzy, the 
afternoon onshore wind rushing in with its blessings and curses, and moving off 
hurriedly. Surfing on this thin skin of Haïtian water we get to know more about the 
calm geometry at the centre of these elaborate tropical weather changes, a mirror of 
our own shifting emotions, working at the animal edge of human form.  
 
After a long surf until dusk we are forced to take the road back through the highlands 
to Jacmel because it is getting late, will be dark soon, and there are supposedly a 
few paved sections, with no rivers to cross from Douzvil to La Vallee, then Musac to 
Gabriel. In our minds we are still surfing the pounding waves, pulled up and back by 
the distant moon, with lyricism and fluidity, brought together for a great gig in anxious 
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times for Haïti, riding on a gamble, and going back for more, dealt more uncertain 
hands, and again - a full house. But a full house in Haïti means nine sleeping on the 
floor, and a royal flush is an open loo. You have to deal with it.   
 
The day slips away into its overnight grave just as our headlights fail and for a 
moment we are zombified, our eyes cindered. But Chachou is a decent mechanic 
and able to fix the lights. We hastily tot up our collective karma, figuring we have 
enough in the bank to gamble on getting home without looking the skeleton dancer in 
the face. And we do, because Haïti teaches you how to see colour by candlelight, a 
more focused moonlight, so that a more subtle world opens up, where hot pink 
becomes flesh-like, sparkling blues are bruised and deep, and vivid greens become 
milky and mobile.  
 
But back in Jacmel the sun also rises, hard-hearted, throwing things into sharp relief. 
While the Haïtians, or perhaps their spirit doubles - people of the twilight - work hard 
to rough out those crisp edges and sharp contrasts. Latticework of all kinds breaks 
up the direct light and throws a range of shadows, rough bougainvillea climbing the 
lattice to give the eye further rest from edges, further distinctions. There is no sharp 
line between life and death, just a fuzzy gradation. The emergent, and paradoxically 
orchestrated, disorder is absolutely right on the pulse - that is, just off the beat, 
putting a bend in the river, an eddy in the pool, a bowl in the wave. The economy 
follows the same pattern of the indistinct, of slow fade, purposefully just below 
ground, intentionally off the radar, characteristically out of kilter, and undeniably 
thriving in an unseen way: light and dark alternating, the world a pulse, never a 
constant. Haïti may seem impoverished materially, but there is an evident style in 
getting by that continues to capture my heart, and affirm that Haïtians are capitalists 
only of the spirit. Emotional full hands.  
 
Our first fieldtrip is nearly over and we must head to Port-au-Prince to fly home, each 
of us in surfexplore to a different home. We say farewell to Chachou, and I give him 
my longboard as a gift. The capital, post-earthquake Port-au-Prince, would for many 
be a destination equivalent to Hell, stripping back the skin and exposing the skeleton, 
allowing the skeleton to walk out for a brief period, convene with the dead and then 
slip back under the skin as a refreshed frame. But, to paraphrase an off-the-cuff 
remark by the late artist Louise Bourgeois (1998) - ‘I’ve been to hell, and I can’t wait 
to go back!’ There is a special hell-buzz in Port-au-Prince, an ‘apocalypso’. The 
music is sometimes dark and confusing, like a night sulphur that stimulates as it 
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suffocates. Just as the upbeat can turn travel into elevator sounds (going up), so the 
downbeat can make travel irresistible (going down : katabasis). Going down to the 
basement places and the cinder-glow they exert on the surrounding country conjures 
an intense attraction. Inevitably, I want to be there and to get out at the same time. 
But isn’t that just like snaking down the mountain passes in a beat-up four-by-four 
with tired eyes, two inches from the drop and the brakes at the point of collapse? 
Anabasis-katabasis. 
 
Heading to the airport we pass the last of the temporary tent towns. But I now 
conclude that everything is ‘temporary’ in Haïti - nothing is left to rot except the decay 
of time itself, as everything is recycled. A free-radical strand of shoelace is snapped 
up to tie a boot; ’quake rubble is crushed to make cement to rebuild a factory to 
make shoelace, so that the person bending to tie her or his shoe with a fragile, 
makeshift fabric is only part of the fabric of a bigger movement of white sun burning 
out and black night lifting off, a tale of improvisation. ‘Piti, piti, wazo fe nich li - Little 
by little, the bird builds its nest,’ they say in Creole. Haïti scars me in a way that 
surfing scars me. Despite the knockbacks, I am destined to go back. Ou bat tanbou 
epi ou danse anko - You beat the drum and you dance again. 
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Figure 23 Surf break mapping Haïti fieldtrip one  
(added to the World Stormrider Guide database). 
 
• Break name Grande Cay Aquin 
    
Speedy short righthander with a critical takeoff and a bowling section. 
• Stormrider ID 21 (determined by mapping 30 spots, numbered north coast 
(east to west) to south coast (west to east) respectively).   
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°13’16.32” N / 18.22111° 
• GPS Long 73°24’39.45” W / 73.41083° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Rock Ledge and Sand 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Right 
• Favourable Wind Northwesterly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections / Performance 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wedging 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical / Vertical 
• Length Short 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium  
• Crowds Solo Surfing  
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town Aquin 
• Directions Boat access from Aquin 
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• Break name Aquin Sandbar 
   
Wrapping left hander and shorter right, both easy to ride and working all tide. 
Backwash and rip currents can be a problem. Wind sensitive. 
• Stormrider ID 20 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°12’39.72” N / 18.21111° 
• GPS Long 73°26’02.92” W / 73.43417° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Dead Coral  
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections and Performance 
• Speed Fast / Medium 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Slopey / Wrapping / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town Aquin  
• Directions Boat access from Aquin 
 
• Break name Baie Du Mesle 
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High quality super shallow and long left reef that will break during seven second plus 
period seas. Hollow sections and walling faces in clear blue water. This remote spot, 
only accessible by boat, is officially the eastern reef of Petit Baie Du Mesle. 
• Stormrider ID 17 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°13’04.14” N / 18.21778° 
• GPS Long 73°34’42.82” W / 73.57889° 
• Size Range (ft) 2 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Live Coral 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide Mid to High Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow 
• Power Bowly / Wedging / Wrapping 
• Depth Super Shallow / Dry Sucks / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Long 
• Rating World Class 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town St Louis du Sud 
• Directions Boat access from Aquin. 
 
• Break name Marigot 
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There is a high concentration of quality reefs and rivermouths east and west of 
Jacmel. Marigot is not the most consistent spot during the south coast season from 
May to September, but during higher period swells (seven seconds plus) can deliver 
fast, tight-to-shore three feet lefts over boulders, with hollow sections.  
• Stormrider ID 30 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°13’20.74” N / 18.2225° 
• GPS Long 72°18’14.08” W / 72.30389°  
• Size Range (ft) 2 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Boulders 
• Wave Type Pointbreak Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections / Performance 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wedging / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Long 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Low 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Marigot Jacmel  
• Directions Follow the rivermouth to the coast just east of Marigot. 
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• Break name Kabik 
   
A small coral grove and some enticing beachbreak peaks deliver fun, easy to ride 
rights and lefts in electric blue waters. Light east-south-east winds with under five 
seconds period seas will create rideable waves here. Under bigger conditions, head 
to higher quality reefs east and west. 
• Stormrider ID 26 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°14’01.98” N / 18.23389° 
• GPS Long 72°22’21.97” W / 72.37278° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Uneven Reef and Sand 
• Wave Type Submerged Peak 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Medium 
• Shape Steep  
• Power Bowly / Slopey / Wedging / Backing Off  
• Depth Shallow / Well Covered / Boils / Flat Spots 
• Takeoff Vertical / Easy 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Level Beginner 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution Residential 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Fee to Pay / Carpark 
• Nearest Town Jacmel 
• Directions Use the sandy beachside carpark. 
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• Break name Cayes Jacmel 
  
Shallow left reef that works all tide and offers good peaky takeoffs, fast walls and 
open faces for cutbacks. An option to surf at the beginning of a seven seconds 
period Caribbean Sea swell when surf is more chaotic. By day two, as clean, 
organized swell lines appear, head to the neigbouring reefs east and west.  
• Stormrider ID 25 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°13’43.88” N / 18.22889° 
• GPS Long 72°23’57.97” W / 72.39944° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Uneven Reef 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Fast / Medium 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Bowly / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution Residential 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Cayes Jacmel  
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• Directions Access from a scrapyard carpark just before Cayes Jacmel. Or 
walk east to the spot from the roadside. 
 
• Break name Cotterelle Beach 
   
This peaky beach break over sand and cobbles is one of the most consistent spots in 
the Jacmel area, likely to even have a rideable wave (under five seconds period) in 
the November to March northeast season (when surfers should head for the north 
coast). The short lefts and longer rights wedge up on takeoff, peel for a short ride, 
then meet a shorebreak closeout that can break boards on a bigger day. There are at 
least three peaks to choose from. 
• Stormrider ID 29 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°14’00.09” N / 18.23333° 
• GPS Long 72°21’10.72” W / 72.35306° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Boulders and Sand 
• Wave Type Beach Break Peaks 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Outgoing Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Fast / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wedging 
• Depth Well Covered / Flat Spots / Backwash 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution None 
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• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Cayes Jacmel  
• Directions Park in front of the beach, leaving plenty of space for local tap-tap 
buses and other traffic to pass through the narrow coast road. 
 
• Break name Cotterelle Point 
   
Playful, shallow right reef point that can connect into a 100 metre ride with 
performance walls, and shallow boils when east-south-east winds create seven 
seconds period between May and September. Beware of the urchins on the reef. 
• Stormrider ID 28 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°13’53.25” N / 18.23139°  
• GPS Long 72°21’20.57” W / 72.35583° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Uneven Reef 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Right 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Medium 
• Shape Steep / Power / Bowly / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution None 
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• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Cayes Jacmel  
• Directions Park at Cotterelle Beach and walk up to the point. 
 
• Break name Brasiliene 
   
Reeling rivermouth lefthander snapping over large cobblestones with morning 
offshores sending spray into the air. Offshore bathymetry makes this a swell magnet 
with four to six feet high quality waves during five to seven seconds period south-
south-east seas. 
• Stormrider ID 23 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°11’22.92” N / 18.18972° 
• GPS Long 72°38’18.13” W / 72.63833° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Boulders 
• Wave Type Rivermouth Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Long 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo surfing 
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• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town Jacmel  
• Directions Offroad four-by-four access only. 
 
• Break name L’Hemitage Beach 
    
Perfect aspect to receive all available southeast swell and deliver long, performance 
lefts, with looming outside set waves and a pounding shorebreak. One of the most 
powerful spots in southern Haïti, and handles afternoon onshore winds.  
• Stormrider ID 22 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°10’38.44” N / 18.17722° 
• GPS Long 72°43’33.91” W / 72.72611° 
• Size Range (ft) 2 - 8 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Boulders 
• Wave Type Pointbreak Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections / Performance 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Thick / Bowly / Wedging / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Well Covered / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical / Vertical 
• Length Long 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
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• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Bainet 
• Directions Four-by-four access offroad from Jacmel, and via inland paved 
road from Bainet. Tricky clifftop route, so look for a local guide to lead you 
safely to the beach. 
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Writing out Haïti Fieldtrip two 
 
 
Figure 24 Map of Haïti and thematic map of Haïti as ‘clothes peg’ mapping remainder of south coast for 
‘leverage’ around Jacmel, Aquin, Ile A Vache, Les Cayes, Port Salut, Les Anglais and Tiburon. 	
Figure 25 (over page) Photo-montage from fieldtrip two  
(all images John Callahan / surfexplore) celebrating anabasis and katabasis in Haïti. 																		 						
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Getting traction in Haïti needs a number of visits. This is the second research trip and 
things feel different, in synch. This time, I am ready to grip the surfaces that fly away 
from you like night spirits. I am not as confused by the cultures of dark carnivals, the 
hidden force, moonless nights descending as a caul. This time, I get my fingers on 
the zippers of the surface - and out pops a tender country, badly misunderstood, 
framed and double-crossed. Haïti was crossed once by Arawak Indians, then by 
African mysteries, and double-crossed by a host of Catholic saints sprinkled on the 
earth and in the national psyche by imperialists. But Haïtians took these white saints 
and adapted them Vodou, drawing them back to the black, reinvented as iconoclash. 
The resultant syncretic icons were framed, set up, the images already set on ‘fade’ 
and the frames made of flawed timber. Haïti is held up/trodden down as having no 
ambition, lacking an economy, gripped by superstition, spiritually and materially 
corrupt. But this adds up to no more than amateur footwork. Haïtians, in contrast, 
have style (‘style’ defined by Alphonso Lingis (1998) as something ‘that captivates 
us’) - but perhaps their critical audience is blind to the spectacle.  
 
Arriving in Port-au-Prince is hitting a high-octane dance floor in full swing, where 
‘surplus’ is a dirty word. There are no extras - what you see is what you get. It is not 
‘like’ anything, anywhere else in the world. The trees are on fire with smoking 
orange-red flowers - the flamboyant’s seedpods fall to the ground, like well-worn 
leather shoes curling at the toe under the heat lamp, even in the pools of shade. 
Khaki coloured dogs hang outside tinfoil houses, mastered by no one in particular. 
Empty, gasping, sun-drenched windows are suddenly filled with three suns looking 
out, three bright faces born from the house shade, the eyes doing the talking.  
 
Maybe somebody just hit me in the bicep with a shot of thiopental - the truth drug. Or 
caught me with my defences down and handed me a reality check. This is Haïti 
redux - but it is me doubled over, laughing at myself and the fold I have created, the 
pocket of anticipation deep in the gut, the rumbling like a drumroll, and the sudden 
realisation that Haïti is actually one of the most exciting places to experience in the 
world. I unfurl like a frozen field mouse unfurls as the shadow of a hovering sparrow 
hawk passes. The truth drug of Haïtian street life brings you bolt upright, with your 
mind uncoiled, and then, as if at the edge of a perpetual skirmish, your mind bounces 
to a halt and the bodymind takes over, nodding slowly at first and then rocking until it 
fizzes. 
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At night, as the day’s body of garbage spreads its fingers, smouldering rubber dumps 
that spontaneously burst into flame mark the roadside. Sometimes, this ring of fire 
seems like an alternative grid, sparking fingers and flaming hands drumming free fire 
music that runs away into the earth, as the electricity once again fails. Port-au-Prince 
is used to power cuts - blakawout - ‘lights out’. Indeed, it might be the only city in the 
world that thrives on lack of electricity, where resourcefulness is so often demanded 
to jump the gap. And if you have a generator, your neighbours might cunningly erect 
a web of wires to tap the source and light up the homes of nine families, with nine 
kids each, and nine more down the line. Port-au-Prince is life multiplied and then 
multiplied again, undivided, as a head-on gamble with death. And they shake hands, 
in broad moonlight, at every crossroads, on every corner, and in every bend of every 
blood vessel of the people here who wear their hearts on their sleeves, in spades.  
 
In Haïti, the curtain is always half-raised, so that you never know if the show is about 
to begin or has just ended, but you had better be on the right side of the curtain. The 
rah-rah drumbeat and tom-tom roll is always there, in the background, rattling the 
soul. You have to turn this over in your mind. It is not like waking up to the smell of 
coffee and croissants in a boutique hotel between shock white cotton sheets in a 
classy part of town. You cannot afford to be weak in spirit here, or mean of heart. 
This place, again, was born not just in revolt, but in revulsion at the idea that one 
person can enslave another, and in return for this realisation, the Haïtian spirits said: 
we will never double-cross you as long as you keep the faith of this strange double-
cross world of the black saints and the sinner ladies.  
 
Callahan, Cataldi, Erwan and I meet up with Russell and Vadim. On this occasion 
they have time to travel with us for the entire trip. Crucially, they have the country’s 
idiosyncrasies wired, and are key for openhearted surf explorers ready for simulated 
open-heart surgery, who collectively advocate non-exploitative, sensitive travel. Haïti 
is a rigorous test bed for our integrity, a place where you need a solid team - ekip 
solid in Creole.  
 
I take the wheel in Vadim’s four-by-four, following Russell through Port-au-Prince to 
Jacmel in the south. We trust in traction and find that we can grip at last. Our 
freeform band is the sound of worn tyres, shuddering bolts, threadless threads, 
loosening nuts, jerking wheels, and bucking seats. I must suddenly write my own 
script on the pitted roads with this bucking beast, or we are dead before we arrive. 
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My text is in trail - constantly flickering taillights as I work the brakes against the 
forward lurch from clutch, gears, and accelerator. This is how you get a grip here - by 
shuffling back and forth, almost irritably but with precision, between accelerator and 
brake, between exhaustion and the inexhaustible, knowing and unknowing. 
Concentrate, or we will be written off. Traction rules, imagination grips and the body 
will follow, with instinct at the wheel, a black Madonna jangling from the rear-view 
mirror.  
 
Port-au-Prince gives way to Léogâne, still recovering from the earthquake, fig trees 
rising, the eyes saturated with copper colours and fields of sugar cane now rushing 
away at our backs. Seed-eyed farmers and their families work the countryside 
outside of Léogâne, where Papa Zaka rules, the Vodou patron of agriculture and 
genial man of the mountains. Haïtians mimic this spirit god at carnival, clad in blue 
denim and a straw hat with a tasselled raffia bag, smoking a pipe. But the roadway 
that runs by Papa Zaka’s earth can be a wild and confusing place, closer to the 
Kongo spirits of the crossroads and the grave, where accidents lie in wait and 
clairvoyance is essential. The crossroads - carrefour - where three or four roads 
meet has long been sacred in many cultures (Hillman 1997). It is here that people 
are hung, or the newly dead laid out to rest; where lovers part and souls get taken by 
the lost highway, lured down the wrong route. Blues singers sell their souls for just a 
glimpse of talent, a new lick, a cross-chord combination, or an instantly recognisable 
slide guitar sound. Crossroads are places of decisions and Haïti muddles the mind. 
Benign Papa Zaka turns his back, as the traveller is double-crossed, cross-dressed 
and cross-stitched, not star-crossed or blessed, but failing the cross-examination, 
slipping, losing traction, sliding down the scale and bumping across the frets, 
abandoned. For a grip on things you must invoke Bosou - the triple-horned bull - 
pawing at the ground, absolutely confident in the charge. In improvisation there is 
freedom.  
 
Agwe rules the sea, and we have negotiated the crossroads with due care to meet 
this force at close quarters. At Jacmel we hear the ocean’s low growl and its top 
notes sung off the back of breaking waves. A break called Pistons - named by 
Russell and Vadim after the remaining engine of a wrecked boat - pumps mechanical 
lefthanders across knucklebone pebbles. The midday onshore has hit land to mess 
with the wave, and on my first drop the water-fist unclenches to swat me as I am 
hauled over from the heels. Wipeout. The wipeout is a reminder to get my traction - 
feet-on-wax-on-board-on-water, toes relaxed, uncurled, arch of the foot dropped, 
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dead weight, look down the line, flow into the turn, walk to the nose, toes over - 
traction regained. The Kongo spirits also rule the cross-step and the three-step rule: 
invoke, enjoy, and repeat. But the wipeouts are a mystery, inverted like the Tarot’s 
Hanged Man, hung like meat for a few seconds in the churn, contemplating the drop. 
And then you bob up like a cork, renewed, re-turning.  
 
Pistons is a tight-to-shore, claustrophobic ride - not for crisscrossing turns, but for 
finding space in the cramp, so Cataldi and Erwan surf in succession, in line, orderly 
queuing, quiet against the grain of the disorderly Haïtian soul, invoking spirit over 
soul. Where the wave gets a little busy, Cataldi conjures drawn-out floaters to slow 
things down. Erwan lands off-the-lips as if at the very eye of the storm, in a still patch 
of ocean, the movie reel flicking over and over, the final frames flapping, the screen 
gone white. Cataldi is cat-like, with model technique and grace. Erwan is fast but 
light-footed, bringing timing and torque into conversation. There are Zen moments 
and concrete poems - short, snappy manoeuvres and turbulent duck-dives that 
impress the body with watermarks. We are patient, open-minded, and alert. You 
have to rehearse these things in Haïti to get the best out of the cracks of opportunity. 
Local surfer Chachou joins us. Callahan quietly catches ghosts through his 
viewfinder, documenting the one-off mix of types and styles.  
 
After the reflex of the bottom turn the cortex kicks in for some forethought, and 
messages are zapped to the cerebellum at the back of the brain that deals with 
balance. Planning is required: the frontal lobes light up. I know that the key to the 
ultimate longboard manoeuvre - hanging ten - is perfect trim. Speed and balance is 
calculated by a front / back brain combination. As messages zing in both directions 
through the jelly of the cortex, so the body must be loose yet poised like a stalking 
cat. This dance is delicate - noserides follow walking the board within the strict rules 
of cross-stepping. The board must not clatter, but glide. Neither swivel nor stride, but 
walk, foot over foot until both arrive, parallel, toes now curled over the tip. For a few 
seconds I glide in the most precarious position possible, add a flourish by arching the 
back and flinging my arms up, triumphant. Step back with the same grace, otherwise 
dumped, outstaying my welcome.   
 
Responding to the swell direction, we leave Jacmel (planning to return to map more 
breaks in this area later in the trip) and chase west, listening to local radio stations 
playing Haïtian compas, roots and rara. Dufort, Petit-Goave, Aquin - French names 
morph into Creole. Catholicism is rinsed black. But getting a grip here is a far more 
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subtle challenge. Engaging slippage between spirit and soul, heights of the mind and 
depths of the bodymind, moving between two worlds with ease, is hard for those 
brought up with a Cartesian mind-body split. I now know that this split was created to 
ease the pain of living in two worlds, straddling the borders.  
 
Following months of research, Russell and Vadim have organised a powerboat at 
Les Cayes. We park the four-by-fours and motor out to Ile a Vache, checking into a 
small guesthouse in the northwest of the island. I close my eyes, listening to an 
orchestra of nightjars and owls, and think of Lingis inspiring my travel writing: “Sleep 
is not simply exhaustion; exhaustion produces sleeplessness. Sleep comes when 
repose and confidence are there.” (Lingis 1995: 42).  
 
I wake to mockingbirds. We walk across the island to the swell-exposed south, 
potential surf breaks marked on our maps. Cows graze under mango trees whose 
fruits are collected for market. A tern skitters over shallow green lefts, as we surf 
across lumps of limestone and coral. It is tide and size sensitive, walling up at high 
tide, but demanding a larger swell period, so the session is cut short. 
 
Anxious for some bigger wave size, after a fast lunch we hastily board the 
powerboat. We scour reefs speckled with foam mapped on the previous fieldtrip 
around Grand Cay Aquin and Aquin Sandbar. In the crack of opportunity just before 
dark, we find a small islet the local fisherman call Mosquito Island (quite simply for 
the high concentration of mosquitoes breeding in a stagnant water source). There is 
an excellent clean, head-high left with a powerful drop and a tapering wall. Callahan 
shoots images, expertly balanced in the boat in the channel. Sounds mix - water 
moving, reef cracking, lips licking like cymbals smashing, then the drumming of set 
waves kicks in. We read the sections, exchange rides, and perform across the 
curves. Improvised surfing in the spirit of the moment is the experience of grappling 
with smooth space, the potential for dis-location, new breaks mapped. Cataldi slots 
cleanly into a tube-ride, his back laid-back against the face, looking forward. We get 
traction.  
 
With barely enough time to get back to the island before blackout, we load up, oil the 
outboard motor and make a beeline for Ile a Vache. Twenty minutes later the engine 
cuts out so cleanly that we expect the worse - total collapse, pistons reversed. As we 
thought, the motor will not kick in and we cannot repair it. An oil leak has drained the 
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lubrication. The sun drops like an anchor and the light runs away with it, seabound. 
We are stranded in black, in-between worlds, and it is too deep for us to drop anchor. 
In the scramble to get to the surf we had not even prepared a night-light. We have 
made a basic traveller’s mistake that any boy scout or girl guide would howl at. Kalfu 
and the spirits of the sea-dead gather and gloat as we drift. Thick cloud sets in and 
we are helpless at sea in a place devoid of coastguard care.  
 
Luckily we are within mobile ’phone range. The postmodern spirits beat back the old 
timers of sea-fret and biblical blackness eager to draw out our spirits and ferry them 
away. Russell calls some people on the island, who agree to send out their only boat, 
which ferries small groups back and forth from the mainland at Les Cayes. It should 
take about thirty minutes to find us, but the captain cannot read the GPS, and works 
only on compass directions. Our coordinates are useless to him, and we have just a 
twitchy pocket flashlight with a low battery for guidance. We tire of the slapping water 
and sicken of the sea. The grey ghosts feed on our fear. But panic gives way to a 
strangely calm docility. We drift, defenceless. 
 
Twice we see the red flicker from the other boat, and twice it disappears. They 
cannot see us. We keep calling her captain by mobile ’phone. After two hours she 
spots our near-dead flashlight. Relief wells up like a hot water spring. Kalfu and the 
sea-ghosts palpably leave, dripping disappointment. The trail of our fear dissolves. 
We set up the towrope, relieved to be moving, with adrenaline flushing to re-set our 
dials. An island appears an hour later. We get closer - but it is the wrong island. We 
set off again to find Ile a Vache. After another hour we finally arrive, our initiation 
complete. Ekip solid. 
 
The next day, Russell sources a new part for the boat engine. “It’s likely to have 
come from a drug runner’s modified boat,” he explains, “raced from Colombia at night 
loaded with cocaine. The supercharged engine power combined with a wooden hull 
allows landings up and over the beach at full speed. If chased, the boat can 
disappear into the palm shadows, the drivers disperse, and locals dismantle the craft 
in minutes. Every bag of cocaine is delivered for an instant one hundred dollars 
before various routes north - a paltry price in comparison with its street value in the 
US and Europe, where insatiable demand seems to maintain Haïti as a leading drug 
thoroughfare. But there’s no culture of drug abuse in Haïti.” 
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We unfold maps, and Cataldi turns on his iPad to highlight more potential breaks 
marked on the GPS. Senses fixed onshore, we ferry back to Les Cayes to collect our 
parked wagons and chart an impressive looking right rivermouth at Torbek. The sets 
are inconsistent because the swell is blocked by Ile a Vache (unless it comes direct 
from the south-southeast). But the wave shape is first-rate, peeling over boulders 
and sand for an easy, open ride. We sample the waters, then continue driving west 
to Port Salut. This conch coloured beach town was once blazing with indigo 
production, bringing riches to the colonisers, as did sugar, coffee and cotton. The 
Arawak Amerindians - who inhabited Hispaniola when Columbus arrived in 1492 - 
were virtually annihilated by Spanish settlers. 250,000 died in two years (Dubois 
2011). Europeans famously slaughtered the Haïtian Indian leaders, including a 
Queen - Anacaona - the Arawak poet, dancer, and painter. Recall the Haïtian 
proverb - bay kou bliye, pote mak sonje - the giver of the blow forgets, the bearer of 
the scar remembers. Haïti has not forgotten. Rara still celebrates the Arawak roots, 
infused with emergent Afro-Haïtian deities. 
 
We check in at the Auberge du Rayon Vert, in front of lemon coloured sand. Port 
Salut has all the ingredients to attract a new wave of surf tourism. The adjacent 
cobble-bedded rivermouth and pointbreak set-ups are too small to surf on this swell, 
so we note the details and follow a track southeast through runnels of rock. Surf 
frowns at the forehead of the more exposed bay in question. We stay in until nightfall 
taking off on crisp peaks and riding left down the curling point. It becomes so quiet 
we can hear the stars clicking on in clusters.  
 
The smell of fresh bread, drawn from Creole ovens, wakes us for an early start. New 
asphalt highway guarantees grip and a smooth ride to explore spots further 
northwest. We head for Roche-a-Bateau, and Chevalier, where a contoured left and 
pennant-shaped right meet in a silty shoredump. The offshore bathymetry and aspect 
of the sand bars make this a reliable spot on small southeast swell pulses. Natural 
sulphurous river sediment stings our eyes as we paddle out. We ride both sides of 
the two-faced wave, figuring out its truths and lies. Push too hard and turns stick. 
There can be too much traction, demanding a light touch, increasing the air under 
your feet. Erwan and Cataldi get it figured. Three families line the shore, hoisting 
their arms, and bursting into cheers. Cataldi’s black, carbon-fibre surfboard beats the 
water drum with its moving head. He shadows the pocket and disappears under the 
lip. Vadim watches from shore with the locals, who tag Cataldi ‘the magician’ 
because his board and dark-green-chequered-top disappear against the backdrop of 
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the sooty sea, so he appears to mysteriously race across the waves as a spirit, a loa, 
glued to their surfaces. As a set unfurls, speaking in salt-tongues, Erwan whips his 
fish-shaped-board into the heart of the engine and powers at wind-sail pace, racing 
around corners, generating speed from turns. The locals applaud every movement, 
and express bitter disappointment if another set unreels without our signature on it. 
We draw luck out of the swell and converse as an art of traction, a magic show, 
perhaps echoing the music of Lasiren, the mermaid spirit.  
 
En route to the potential break at Les Anglais, the asphalt ends and white dust kicks 
up from chalk tracks. A sprawling rivermouth meets a smoking long left point. We 
ride the outside section, where overhead waves tattoo their temporary stories on the 
skins of stones. Bigger peelers break in three sections, running past the town in 
style. This is the longest wave in Haïti, offering a leg-burning experience lasting 300 
metres (a one-minute-long ride). After the session, we head deep into Les Anglais to 
find food. The town feels rusted out from sea blast, crossed with a darker mystery 
than we have experienced so far, and criss-crossed with washed-out characters, 
devoid of the community spirit we had felt in Port Salut. A local walks past with a 
mosquito net and a piece of plastic wrapped around his head as if modelling a new 
line at an alternative Paris catwalk. He grips a silver BMX bike handle bar and his 
yolky eyes, meeting a silver centre, make us wonder if he is a zombie sent to torment 
our souls. Wade Davies (1985) wrote, “Precisely the definition of a zombie […]. A 
body without character, without will.” (Davis 1985: 30). 
 
When Wade Davis (1985), a Harvard enthno-botanist, travelled to Haïti in the 1982, 
he researched how a person can be turned into a zombie by being forced to take 
special powders - coup de poudre (powder strike), which includes tetrodotoxin, the 
poison in the pufferfish. This induces a death-like trance in which the victim’s will is 
said to be now entirely subject to the desires of the Vodou priest. For Davis, and the 
Haïtian anthropologist Michel Laguerre (1989), what makes zombies is the interplay 
between the effects of plant-based drugs and social frames, where the psychological 
state of the person becomes shaped by cultural lore. Davis (1985) tells the story of 
escaped slaves, the maroons, living deep in the mountains, creating an alternative 
rural Bizango society. They brought with them the animism of Africa, including 
knowledge of a variety of ‘poisons’. These were used as tools of social control within 
the maroon communities, and zombification is, in short, their death sentence for 
serious violations of the code of conduct required in Bizango. Men literally become 
drenched in terror. Drugs of vision become prisons for the soul. Connoisseurs of 
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zombie culture and fine wines might pun on how a person can be ‘terroirised’ - 
suddenly gripped in absolute fear in a dread of being buried alive, taken by the earth, 
usually at the carrefour where three roads meet. 
 
Davis’s (1985) book, The Serpent and the Rainbow, was transformed by Hollywood 
into a fright film that recycled every cliché about Vodou. The metropolitan, Western, 
take on zombies has become tuned to postmodern pop horror fiction such as George 
Romero’s Night of the Living Dead (1968), and Michael Jackson’s ‘Thriller’ (Dendle 
2010), where the teenage werecat dances with the graveyard’s corpses under a fog 
and, of course, a comic full moon.  
 
“A few years ago,” says Russell, “I was outside Port-au-Prince riding my motorbike. I 
asked a man cutting sugar cane for directions. The guy turned, sunken eyes washed 
out, offering a stare of such intensity and vacancy that I had no doubt that he had 
been licked by ghosts. He turned back slowly and mechanically to cut more cane. 
The local villagers told me, ‘don’t worry about him, he’s not of this world.’” He had 
been terroirised, drenched by the earth and now acting as an eerie signpost for a 
place nobody wants to visit.  
 
From Les Anglais we drive to Tiburon and map the roadside reefbreaks to shake off 
the shakes until the end of the road where the mountains begin. The more isolated 
you get in Haïti, the more tight-knit are the villages and communities, the brighter the 
pigments, the cleaner the streets. Steep hills, narrow tracks, goat farmers whose 
dialect is soft and yielding - this is the heart of Ayiti - land of high. Soon the hills are 
covered in cloud. The mischievous thunder-bellied weather spirits are washing their 
laundry. The air becomes heavy with moisture - yeasty and torpid, forcing us to be 
slow, perhaps to notice. A flash of fireworks. A clap of thunder. Signs! So we turn 
back fearing that the tracks will be awash with mud. The light drains and those 
counterproductive charcoal fires are lit stripping another milimetre of Haïti’s skin. 
 
Haïti had most of its original forest in the 1920’s. Now there is just two per cent 
(Dubois, 2011). A stark contrast between the verdant Dominican Republic and a bare 
Haïti is readily checked out on Google Earth (appendix 21). Foliage is hacked at the 
roots for charcoal, the main source of energy. Two-thirds of Haïtians depend on 
small-scale subsistence farming. The land has been scraped raw, ridged with soil 
creep, devoid of any terracing, so that when repetitive hurricanes hit, mudslides and 
floods destroy landscapes. Some places never recover from these serial 
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catastrophes. It is literally an issue of losing the necessary traction for survival. 
Charcoal, however, is part of the cultural identity of Haïtians, lovers of Gran Bwa, lord 
of the great forest. So this ecological paradox is also a spiritual issue. Spirits of the 
forest have been driven out and are angry. The wasteland that remains, with fragile 
topsoil eroding, carried by rivers, deposited to potentially kill coral in the sea, leaves 
no traction for the deep earth spirits, the connoisseurs of terroir - the intrinsic flavour 
of the land. So the people’s lives are impoverished both materially and spiritually. It is 
as if they are scratching the topsoil from their own bodies and in time this will leave 
no ground for deep roots.  
 
Haïti seems destined to beat itself up. But this can change. The hurricanes will 
return, but the hills can be replenished so that slides and soil loss are reduced. 
Sustaining charcoal use by replacing tree for tree is essential. The hills are also rich 
in bauxite, copper, calcium carbonate, gold, marble and hydropower all the way to 
the highest point called Chaine de la Selle at nearly 3,000 metres. And small-scale 
coffee, cocoa, mango, sugarcane, rice, corn, sorghum and wood production can be a 
beacon for the future of agrarian Haïti. Close to Port Salut we join one of the 
organisations encouraging Haïtian schoolchildren to reforest, planting two-month-old 
mango trees along clear hillsides. And we leave the area with a rinsed conscience 
and a better grip on the delicate balance between culture and resources.  
 
We return east to document the last few potential spots researched on Google Earth. 
We check Rainbow Beach near Aquin, a possible launchpad for local surf culture and 
surf schools due to the easy to ride peaks and rolling walls of water. School has just 
finished and we push a local group of kids into some green waves. They rise to their 
feet. But we do not have much time to spare, and back in Jacmel we stitch ourselves 
to the wet surfaces with practiced needlework on mapped breaks at Cotterelle, 
collaborating on a tapestry that Callahan captures at each stage of production, 
sucking one life through his lens to be expelled, repeated, re-framed for another, 
future life. Ghost-geographies, traces, network effects.  
 
At Ti Mouillage blues and greens break as the sun moves mercilessly over the 
shallow water while we surf three times a day for three days straight. The main reef 
is a shallow slab with a hollow left and right that delivers the best barrel in the area 
(but also a nasty reef cut when I wipeout). Another barrel is surely approaching. 
Trimming at maximum speed, the wave is tapping me on the shoulder. A curtain falls. 
If the lip smacks me, all is lost, again. But the curtain pours over my head and I gaze 
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out at a curling wall of water with a doorway ahead. Everything converges and 
makes sense. The spit is the wave’s applause. Emerged. Tingling, snapped back to 
real time. Paradoxically, I feel dry as blossom.   
 
In the adjacent cove to the west, local kids have started using wooden planks to ride 
the softer peelers with majesty. Chachou has been teaching some of them on the 
longboard I gave him. From an ANT perspective, how do the activities of surfexplore 
now expand the network of these locals? What is the network effect of our presence 
and what trace shall we leave? Surf fever could spark here as boards are introduced 
as key artefacts in the expanding network. We have certainly been significant actors 
in expanding the network and creating translations. I am sure the locals will rise to 
their feet (a network effect). We share their breaks and toast the trip with locally 
brewed, malty Prestige beer, red snapper, fried plantain, onions and more of that 
wild, hot pepper sauce, picklese.  
 
As a kind of ‘thank you’ ritual for the freely given gift of the surf, I walk out of the 
water with a mindset - I imagine that I am breaking free from the grip of the ocean 
that is provided by its oily and very thin skin, and as I leave so the skin heals and 
forms over behind me. This is not a fiction, or a poetic fancy - the uppermost 1 
millimetre of the ocean, effectively its skin, is a gelatinous, sticky film full of microbial 
life unique to this layer that may be important to the planet. While research on this is 
only just beginning, the general consensus is that gas exchange, central to the 
carbon cycle, such as absorption of methane, occurs here. It could be that the sea’s 
skin, like the rainforests, plays a critical role in regulating gas exchanges that 
ultimately effect global warming (Schwartz 2005). My intuitive ‘breaking out’ of the 
skin of the sea as a farewell gesture may be a real sensation of one skin rubbing 
against another in a common understanding and common project of care. 
 
I have merely scratched the surface of Haïti’s south coast, but fieldwork here has 
given me better traction on the geographical and cultural psyche of a complex place. 
Exploration in Haïti is just as much about setting your dial to zero to re-assess what 
living is about, and why it is important to experience the soul of the Other, as an 
exercise in building character. When I return home, so another slice of Haïti comes 
with me. Something sticks. I feel a new vulnerability, a new sensibility, even lovesick. 
And when a news headline appears on Haïti, I follow wide-eyed, my senses 
overloaded with the smells, tastes, sounds and colours. Travel leaves a permanent 
stain and the faintest connection can invoke deep memory. This second fieldtrip has 
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rinsed my senses in unexpected ways and sharpened my focus to return to map 
more of Haïti’s tidelines and 1,770 kilometres of coastline. I am, like St-John Perse’s 
warrior in Anabasis, ready again for the circular trip of interior to coast, not to 
conquer but merely to receive a saltstain.   
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Figure 26 Surf break mapping Haïti fieldtrip two 
(added to the World Stormrider Guide database). 
 
• Break name Pistons 
   
The north coast is a long way from the capital city for weekend surfers, but the south 
coast can be reached within three to four hours to cover the short 86 kilometre 
distance to Jacmel. The main wave is called Pistons, because it breaks off an 80-
year-old shipwrecked engine, located deep in the Bay of Jacmel. Good lefts will 
appear when east-south-east winds create enough fetch to reach four to six feet 
seas with five to seven seconds periods. Morning offshores dive off the steep 
topography, while the wave is shaped by the rivermouth, depositing sand up on the 
reef. Locals Vadim and Russell (who have pioneered and named this spot) might 
appear on the weekend, and there are now a few Jacmel based surfers, such as 
Chachou. 
• Stormrider ID 24 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18.2309 18°13’53.16” N 
• GPS Long 72.5422 72°32’31.80” W 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Uneven Reef and Sand 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections / Performance 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Slopey / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Long / Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
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• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution Estuary / River 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Submerged Objects 
• Parking Free / Carpark 
• Nearest Town Jacmel 
• Directions There is a free park next to beachside food stalls. 
 
• Break name Ile a Vache 
  
Good left breaking over boulders of limestone with shallow coral sections. Tide and 
size sensitive, working at higher tides and requiring larger seven seconds period 
south-south-east pulses. 
• Stormrider ID 16 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°05’20.33” N / 18.08889° 
• GPS Long 73°42’02.05” W / 73.70056° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Rock Ledge and Sand 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Left 
• Favourable Wind North Easterly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Medium 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Bowly / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
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• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town Les Cayes 
• Directions Passenger ferryboat from Les Cayes to the northwest of the 
island, then follow footpaths to the south coast. Or access by boat. 
 
• Break name Mosquito Island 
  
Excellent left reef with a powerful drop, hollow section and a tapering wall. The power 
of the spot means it handles unfavourable winds, but works best in glassy conditions.  
• Stormrider ID 19 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°13’03.66” N / 18.21778° 
• GPS Long 73°28’12.72” W / 72.47028° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Live Coral 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel / Barrel Sections 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow 
• Power Bowly / Wedging / Wrapping 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Expert 
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• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town Aquin  
• Directions Boat access from Aquin. 
 
• Break name Torbek  
   
Inconsistent, but excellent long rivermouth right peeling over boulders and sand for 
an easy, open ride. Ideal for longboarding. Swells can be blocked by Ile a Vache 
unless they come direct from the south-south-east and have a seven seconds plus 
period.  
• Stormrider ID 15 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°07’04.02” N / 18.11778° 
• GPS Long 73°50’33.55” W / 73.84278° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Boulders and Sand 
• Wave Type Rivermouth Right 
• Favourable Wind North Westerly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Medium 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Slopey / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Well Covered / Flat Spots 
• Takeoff Vertical / Easy 
• Length Long 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
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• Consistency Low 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution Residential / Estuary / River 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Les Cayes 
• Directions Seven kilometres southwest of Les Cayes, follow the river to the 
coast.  
 
• Break name Port Salut Points 
    
A number of left handers over cobbles and aside rivermouths around Port Salut that 
only break under hurricane swells and following south-south-east higher period wind 
swells. Good set ups, but inconsistent. 
• Stormrider ID 14 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°05’29.59” N / 18.09167° 
• GPS Long 73°55’40.87” W /  73.92806° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 5 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Boulders / Rock ledge 
• Wave Type Pointbreak Left 
• Favourable Wind North Easterly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance / Cutback 
• Speed Medium / Slow 
• Shape Steep / Crumbly 
• Power Slopey / Fat/Sloppy / Walling Up / Backing Off  
• Depth Shallow / Boils / Flat Spots 
• Takeoff Easy 
• Length Long / Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
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• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Low 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution Residential 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Port Salut 
• Directions Road access. 
 
• Break name Chevalier 
    
Consistent tight-to-shore wedging lefts and rights meeting in a silty shoredump. 
Breaks in low and high period swells. Offshore bathymetry and aspect of the sand 
bars make this a reliable spot on small southeast pulses. 
• Stormrider ID 13 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°10’55.56” N / 18.18222° 
• GPS Long 74°00’32.40” W / 74.00889° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Boulders and Sand 
• Wave Type Rivermouth Peak 
• Favourable Wind North Easterly 
• Favourable Tide All tides 
• Best On Outgoing Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Medium 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wedging 
• Depth Well Covered / Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
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• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Roche-a-Bateau 
• Directions Cross the river east of Roche-a-Bateau and park beside the grass 
football pitch and walk to the spot through the crop fields. 
 
• Break name Les Anglais 
   
Outstanding sprawling rivermouth left point. Ride the outside section on small swells, 
while seven seconds plus period will offer long peelers breaking in three sections and 
running past the town in style. This is the longest wave in Haïti and prime conditions 
offer a leg-burning experience with no crowds guaranteed. 
• Stormrider ID 12 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°18’03.28” N / 18.30083° 
• GPS Long 74°13’12.51” W / 74.22028° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Boulders 
• Wave Type Rivermouth Left 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections / Performance 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
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• Length Leg Burning 
• Rating World Class 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Low 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution Estuary / River 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Les Anglais 
• Directions Access the top of the point from the boulder rivermouth just east 
of Les Anglais. 
 
• Break name Tiburon Reefs 
  
On the southwest peninsula there are lots of potential southeast swell right and left 
slabs around the Tiburon Reefs just south of the town. There’s a coastal road that 
skirts the reef, with consistent waves between May and September. 
• Stormrider ID 11 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18.3152 18°10’55.56” N 
• GPS Long 74.3972 18°10’55.56” W 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Uneven Reef 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Peak 
• Favourable Wind North Easterly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Medium 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Slopey / Walling up 
• Depth Shallow / Well Covered / Boils 
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• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Tiburon 
• Directions Roadside access before a mountain tracks weaves around the 
west coast, and exposure to southeast swell therefore ends. 
 
• Break name Rainbow Beach  
   
The best beginner spot in Haïti with easy shallow-water peaks and occasional fast 
rights. Watch out for rip currents. All sand bottom. Popular beach with shade and 
powder white sand, and a possible launchpad for local surf culture and surf schools 
in the Aquin area.  
• Stormrider ID 18 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°15’27.69” N / 18.25778° 
• GPS Long 73°28’34.49” W / 73.47611° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Sand 
• Wave Type Beach Break Peaks 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Outgoing Tide 
• Wave Type Cutback 
• Speed Medium 
• Shape Steep / Crumbly 
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• Power Slopey / Walling Up / Backing Off  
• Depth Well covered / Flat spots 
• Takeoff Easy 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average / Poor 
• Ability Level Beginner 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents 
• Parking Fee To Pay / Carpark 
• Nearest Town Anglade 
• Directions Two kilometres west of hotel Jardins sur Mer look for the Rainbow 
Beach carpark. 
 
• Break name Ti Mouillage 
   
The main reef is a shallow slab with a hollow left and right that can deliver the best 
barrel in the area (but also a nasty reef cut if you wipeout). In the adjacent cove to 
the west, local kids have been using wooden planks to ride the softer peelers with 
majesty for decades. Today they are rising to their feet with donated surfboards. Surf 
fever is sparking. Under exceptional hurricane or plus eight seconds period 
conditions, this wave is spectacular.  
• Stormrider ID 27 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 18°14’01.21” N / 18.23361° 
• GPS Long 72°21’43.86” W / 72.36222° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 5 
• Swell Direction E - S 
• Optimal Swell Direction SE 
• Breaks Over Rock Ledge 
• Wave Type Submerged Peak 
• Favourable Wind Northerly 
• Favourable Tide Mid to High tide 
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• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow 
• Power Bowly / Wedging 
• Depth Super Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Short 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Cayes Jacmel  
• Directions Easy roadside parking, but be sure to leave enough space for tap-
tap traffic to move through safely. 
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Writing out Haïti Fieldtrip three 
 
 
Figure 27 Map of Haïti and thematic map of Haïti as ‘clothes peg’  
mapping coastline for ‘leverage’ re-visiting (for carnival) Jacmel, and then the north coast around Cap 
Haïtien and Cormier Plage. 	
Figure 28 (over page) Photo-montage from fieldtrip three  
celebrating carnival and anabasis and katabasis in Haïti. 																									
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Jacmel in mid-February, two days before carnival, brings an irritable itch to the whole 
town, a tangible impatience, earthly bodies getting ready to say ‘farewell to flesh’. 
The dry season is fast drying up. It’s 80 degrees plus under a naked white light set in 
a uniform blue ceiling. Inside a studio at the back of Hotel Florita, finishing touches 
are applied to garish, huge and lumbering papier-mâché puppets and masks with an 
unexpected mix of benign cartoon features and ghoulish, fierce teeth. These giants 
will be the centrepiece of the carnival parade snaking its way through the baked 
streets. I recognise a colossal Ogoun Feraille, Lord of Metals and the spirit of fire and 
war, painted red and blue according to tradition. Agwe, the spiritual sovereign of the 
sea, blows on a conch to part waters - a Vodou beardless Moses. Vodou tradition 
says that these spirit loas lie beneath the ocean’s skin, sharing their time between 
Haïti and the mythic homeland of Guinee, undulating in the currents. But at carnival, 
they materialise in costume craving busy places and choosing to crush into the 
smallest spaces, where they fizz like cupped bees. Be warned - conversation with 
them will turn you inside out and your secret body will see the light and spin away. 
Jacmel’s resident surfer Chachou claims that these spirits also inhabit the inside of 
waves where the lip curls around you to form the elusive tube, and there is an eerie 
calm as time stands still. But underneath is the razor sharp reef ready to shave your 
ambitions down to a sliver at the high point of reverie. Spirits and accidents go hand-
in-hand, everybody wishing for a fortunate mishap, a chance meeting, a lucky slice of 
fate. 
 
Two girls are shuffling irritably, still working on Damballa the great snake, wrestling 
with its coils, putting some spring into the beast. Two men add delicate finishing 
touches to a grande Ezili Freda, the goddess of love and orgasm. Others labour over 
Chango, ruler of the sky, lightning and trees. His colours are red and white and his 
favourite foods are apples, yams, corn and peppers and these must surround him to 
animate his spirit as the carnival bursts into flame. Chango is honoured with a fire 
dance. Representations of him can usually be found near the fireplace or the work 
desk as the hotbed of ideas, the hot inspiration. Others apply the finishing touches to 
Legba, the spirit of communication between all spheres.  
 
The translation from ephemeral spirit to concrete experience is the essence of 
Vodou. Haïtians refuse to talk of the ‘disaster of the earthquake’ but rather refer to 
bagay la - ‘the thing’, a serpent-like force that had manifested and now must be 
wrestled with. This is omnipresent in carnival, where the most imposing of the papier-
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mâché constructions is Guede, the spirit of the dead - a vast skeleton holding 
buildings in his palms. The artists’ studio in Jacmel was shaken so violently by bagay 
la that upstairs a whole corner of the building cracked open, and afternoon light now 
pours in, forming eerie patterns across the walls as shadow memories, ghost stories. 
Fosaj, a local dance troupe, is warming up, practicing for their carnival procession 
that accompanies the papier-mâché puppeteers and the driving drum-based music. 
There is keen anticipation in the air, like arriving at a corner of coastline and seeing 
huge waves thundering around a point, or being dragged underwater during the 
wipeout with live, lacerating, sharp, poisonous coral reef shaving your leg hairs. 
 
The Fosaj dancers form three snaking lines at the back of the floor. Seated and 
facing the light, drummers caress the skeins of a variety of different sized 
instruments, negotiating intertextual rhythms through the briefest of eye contact. 
Suddenly, the small cata drums are hit in cadence through long thin sticks that are 
flexible extensions of the drummers’ hands. The segon group follows with a 
completely different pitch and a cross-current of rhythms while the three largest 
maman drums wait to kick-in as the dancers begin to move. When the drumming 
styles meld this establishes an infectious rada rhythm, gradually growing hotter, 
establishing a beat like a twisting tornado teasing the dancers and around which the 
dancers begin to move. The lead dancer Samba Yonel sets the pace and the other 
dancers hoot and lock into the cross-rhythms, appearing to skate across the smooth-
worn cement floor in bright striped socks. Other, supporting dancers are barefoot, 
and now get hotfoot as the petro drumming enters, offbeat, sharp and unforgiving. 
The drummers begin to tease their skeins. The dancers repeat the basic trope of 
throwing off the shackles of slavery in apparent rage, violence and delirium, but with 
a core of elegance, precision and pride.  
 
Samba Yonel acts as houngan - male priest - in a part-choreographed, part-
improvised Vodou ceremony. He sways, then swings side-to-side, like a building 
swell, the whole group moving forward as a set of waves, arms now splayed, leaving 
the rolling ocean like ascending seabirds, the dance looking to me like a mirror of 
surfing here at the breaks we have mapped in the south coast (Marigot, Cotterelle 
Beach, Cotterelle Point, Ti Mouillage, Kabik, Cayes Jacmel, Pistons, Brasiliene, 
L’Hemitage Beach, Rainbow Beach, Grand Cay Aquin, Aquin Sandbar, Mosquito 
Island, Baie du Mesle, Ile a Vache, Torbek, Port Salut Points, Chevalier, Les Anglais, 
Tiburon Reefs): the long arc of a noseride, feet sliding back and forth like footwork on 
a board, quick, improvised direction changes, flow in the face of swirling waters. The 
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dancers are now as one, feet rising, jumping in unison, the drummers like sets of 
crashing waves. Salt foam whipped off the back by a strong offshore wind catches 
reflected light and simultaneously produces a series of rainbows, stinging the eyes. 
The dancers gain momentum, following the ever-rising cross-beats of the drummers. 
I snap off the lip and roll with the whitewater, slapping down on the green skin and 
torque to beat the clawing foam that wants to swipe me off my board. I make it under 
the burst of foam and onto a wide stretch of green wave that is sucking up and over 
and wants to take me with it. A pause between beats and then I put my foot on the 
accelerator and speed down the line, the wind keeping the wave from collapsing just 
long enough for me to catch up again with the pocket. Levity defies gravity. I even 
showboat in the moment, stepping up to the nose, hanging ten, adapting the dance 
to the moment but also stretching possibility, taking necessary risks. I kick out before 
the wave kicks me in the backside and take a deep breath. The drums kick up a 
gear, the dancers crouch, shuffling, juggling knees, gaining more momentum and 
negotiating a tricky section.  
 
The solos are intense and set against the fabric of drumbeats that resemble a 
grinding sea with relentless forward motion bent on making sand out of rock. The 
dancing is raucous, knees and hips gyrating, elbows out, wrists rolling like fishermen 
casting nets. The drum work moves back and forth between heartbeats from the 
skeins, to cracking rimshots like thunder-tips. As the energy intensifies, blood 
pumping harder, heart rates soaring, the dancers mimic being mounted by the divine 
horseman. The loa, the spirit that the ceremony has invoked, has arrived. The smell 
in the room changes tangibly. The dancers have become horses to the spirit rider. In 
Vodou, the pillar of a community is the houngan or mambo. But Vodou is a 
democratic faith. Each believer not only has direct contact with the spirits, but also 
receives them into his or her body, dancing in the hounfour to become as a god. The 
function of Vodou is to serve the gods as natural forces, to reconcile, celebrate and 
share. In this dance of Vodou, under the guidance of the houngan, Yonel (as god) 
rides the dancers as a herd, but rider god and human horse are one as possession 
takes hold and the current of the celebration moves through them as one body. 
 
When the practice for carnival ends, the dancers resting and the drummers 
unwinding, settled like a calm sea after a storm swell, I am still reeling, exhausted. I 
meet Samba Yonel. 
“Tell me what dance means to you?” 
“Dancing for me is life. Art is life. Dancing is life. That’s it.” 
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“What does Vodou mean to you?” 
“Vodou is the culture of Haïti. This is our culture. So when we represent ourselves in 
dance, we do no represent Catholicism or Christianity, we represent Vodou. The 
drum and the skeleton are parts of Vodou, just like the dance and carnival. It is 
Vodou. That’s it. It’s our future, our past, our now. C’est la vie.” 
“What comes first: the drum, or the dance?” I ask. “Does the drummer lead the 
dancer? Or do the dancers lead the drummers?” 
“The dancer leads the drums and the drums lead the dancer,” he answers 
gnomically. “The dancer leads the drums because with each movement there is a 
break from the drum. You do this (Yonel gestures, arm up), there is a break, and you 
do this, there is a break. That’s how it is. If there is no drum, you won’t have a good 
dancer. You cannot just dance without a drum. But it’s both difficult and easy to 
dance with the drum because each drum has its own character and each step has its 
own character. This dance is Vodou.” Surfing as dance is a processional project of 
the future. 
 
Piano Piano - the thatched cabanas just outside Cyvadier, Jacmel (where we stayed 
during the previous two fieldtrips) - is full. Thousands of visitors have arrived from 
Port-au-Prince for carnival. Near Kabik, Haïtian friend Yanouchka (who we met in 
Port Salut and is now visiting Jacmel for carnival) knows a family who are willing to 
let us sleep in their lakou home (from the French la cour - courtyard) - a set of 
houses owned communally by a large extended family. Throughout Haïti’s history, 
the lakou came to guarantee each person equal access to dignity and individual 
freedom. It was developed largely in absence of - indeed, in opposition to - the 
Haïtian government: an egalitarian system without the state, to regulate inheritance, 
land ownership and family relationships.  
 
The lakou is the beating heart for Haïti’s close-knit family networks, a kind of anti-
plantation system of housing, providing protection from both outside and internal 
influences. Salaried work is the antithesis to lakou-based autonomy, representing 
surrender to the demands of another individual. In principle, at least, the lakou 
divides power in a way that allows rural residents to live and work as they wish, while 
preventing the consolidation of wealth, and therefore control, in the hands of any one 
person within the community. From the moment a child is born into the lakou, he or 
she becomes a property owner: a fruit tree is planted in the yard with the placenta 
and umbilical cord. The fruit of the tree will then be used towards buying necessities 
for the growing child.  
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The lakou where we sleep is painted turquoise and white. It has a zinc roof and 
smells of damp earth, old newspapers and candle smoke. There are banana, mango 
and breadfruit trees, and living fences are made out of cacti, separating pigs from 
goats. Home produce is sold through a network of thriving and bustling markets. At 
the back of the lakou I spot a set of family tombs. Out front, chickens pick at dirt in 
the open yard. Small kids play football, their older brothers fix a bicycle. They have a 
fighting cock with agate eyes, well bred, corn fed, proud, trimmed and pampered.  
“Winner?” I ask the family. 
“Next Sunday we will know.” 
“What happens if he loses?” 
“We have laughter in defeat, therefore we are great winners.” We all laugh out aloud. 
Yanouchka and I help with the cooking, de-scaling fish and soaking rice to be boiled 
in a huge old pot over an open fire sheltered by two broken doors. We eat 
communally.  
 
I sleep badly, excited but strangely anxious about the coming day. It’s carnival. After 
strong black coffee and mango we drive into Jacmel expecting to meet revelry along 
the way, to witness the annual procession. There is a rising hubbub of distant noise. 
We are stopped by ‘rope throwers’ - lans kod or lanceurs - eight figures blocking the 
road. They are covered in charcoal and sugar cane syrup making a sticky skin. They 
have sunglasses, maracas, rattles, and a range of percussion instruments with which 
they make a menacing din, a cloud of sound; and one sports a balaclava, while 
another man wears a bra and holds a handbag. This looks like ancient Greek 
theatre, mixing menace with tragedy and comedy. An audience has now gathered, 
stepping out of a tap-tap onto the street stage, and the performance begins. Through 
a heavily stylised song and dance routine, the rope throwers mock the masters of 
their colonial past and celebrate independence through sly civility. The humour is 
sexual innuendo, the tragedy the reality of slavery and the rope throwers dance in 
honour of Papa Guede, the loa of phallic delight and fun. Haïtian carnival is a 
freewheeling attack on oppressors, a celebration of rebellion against the French 
colonialists and the new imperial powers, a mix of laughter and tears. By contrast, 
European Venetian carnival looks reserved and Brazil’s Rio carnival staged. The 
dance ends, the sinister hanging rope a retreating snake. We cheer the sticky 
charcoal performers and drive to the outskirts of Jacmel, park and walk into town to 
greet the main carnival procession.  
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The parade moves as a sea of bodies through Avenue de al Liberté toward Avenue 
Baraquilla. There are floats with speakers blaring out music, but mainly the bands 
are on foot with homemade whistles, bamboo flutes and hand held ogans, a simple 
metal instrument struck like a bell. A singular voice is that of the high-pitched boula 
ostinato drum. A collective sound gathers like a wind to become a constant tidal-like 
grind, a deep bass to the musicians’ top notes. The procession moves in rhythmic 
waves, and I am already surfing carnival as participant not spectator.  
 
I spot the giant papier-mâché characters built in the artists’ studio, a collaboration 
between Jacmel painters and the French puppet company Les Grandes Personnes: 
here is a towering Ogoun Feraille and busty Ezili Freda, the goddess of prostitutes, 
who sways seductively. Haïtian folklore jokes about wives who temporarily divorce 
their husbands and abandon their children so they can be free to fully enjoy carnival 
through dangerous liaisons, or maryaj pou dis - ten-minute marriages - simulating 
sex with a total stranger. Gran Bwa is a dancing tree, and Guede a skeleton 
earthquake rocking the earth as a shrewd, guileful and dead-earnest joke. The Fosaj 
drummers and dancers follow, playing big rolls on the tom-toms, their gyrations 
enough to dislocate hips. Behind, another local troupe of dancers wear t-shirts 
sponsored by St Paul Lotto with enraged papier-mâché faces. Haïtian festival is 
grounded in rage, in catharsis remembering the horrors of slavery and colonial 
oppression. The colour of carnival is predominantly orange, a sun whose shared 
segments stain in a gesture of democracy.  
 
Snaking through the crowd is a line of men in red jackets with yellow trims, wearing 
shades and sporting prominent bucked teeth, black hats, silver coins and black pants 
with pin lines. They are Chaloskas, mocking corrupt General Charles Oscar who 
terrorised Jacmel in the early 1900s. Long-haired Master Richard buys justice from 
his suitcase bulging with money, while hunchback Dr Calypso cracks a whip and sets 
out to scare children. Small boys in green leotards kick up dust as they hop, hidden 
under shells of papier-mâché and imitating frogs - krapo. Birds, bushes and trees 
follow Kongo and Arawak Indians and giant butterflies. Madame Lasiren, the 
mermaid, walks with her children. Vodou honours hundreds of loa - gods, spirits and 
natural forces - recognizing all life, all objects, and even abstract processes in a full 
democracy of beings.  
 
Dragonslayer archangel Saint Michel threatens with a sword and is tailed by an 
entourage of child angels. There are more animal figures, including Mathurin, a 
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batlike monster with horns. Jacmelian Mathurin Gousse first designed Mathurin and 
was nearly shot in costume by local police who thought he was the devil himself 
(Danticat 2002). More lanceurs, painted sticky black with a mix of charcoal and cane 
syrup, wield long ropes and play hide-and-seek with frightened kids. Juif Errant is a 
wandering Jew, a nomadic figure for all those suffering from political oppression and 
economic instability. The Max Power float symbolises the US Coast Guard 
intercepting refugees after the 1991 coup that unseated popular president Jean-
Betrand Aristide, where 38,000 Haïtians took to sea. Less than five per cent were 
received in the US. Many were taken to refugee camps in Bermuda (Dubois 2012). 
 
A group of young men are dressed as women - Queens of Hearts with long satin 
skirts and low bust-lines. Someone is a raging bull, stirring up frenzy. A girl with a 
stocking over her head carries a sign: ‘My fortune is lost. I am miserable’ - she brings 
laughter rather than pity. Baron Samedi, guardian of the cemetery, leads a line of the 
dead. There are kids dressed as loupgarous everywhere: once-human beasts whose 
souls have been devoured. The demons continue to use the bodies of men when it 
serves their purposes. Haïtians say that your best friend might turn out to be a 
loupgarou, which sometimes accounts for deceit and betrayal. Does an unworthy 
neighbour get rich while rats are eating your corn? He’s a loupgarou. Does a 
layabout win the love of the prettiest girl? Loupgarou at work. Carnival is also a 
chance to take revenge against hunger. The man who fears starvation wears a tie 
made to look like a herring. The drinkers wrap themselves in straightjackets and 
follow a depiction of Papa Guede, who can signify the whole range of human life: sex 
and comedy, despair and death. 
 
The distinguishing feature of the carnival ritual is deguisement - a masking that is an 
unmasking. There is a story behind every mask following the French expression jeter 
le masque - to show one’s true colours. I withdraw to my mask, once again observer 
rather than participant. Haïtian-American writer Edwidge Danticat was not allowed to 
go to carnival as a child. Finally, in After the Dance (2002) she attended carnival in 
Jacmel. So “just for one afternoon, I had allowed myself to remove my own (mask).” 
(Danticate 2002: 158). Danticat let go, and carnival turned her inside out. To let go in 
the surf could lead to drowning (death), but being turned inside out is a regular 
occurrence. Surfing requires self-discipline: early nights, dawn patrols, long days. But 
to surf you must also let go, to risk yourself in the unpredictable moment of the 
breaking wave. I think of surfing as a type of carnival in which the procession is 
regular sets of waves breaking irregularly, often loosely, seeming to seek out the 
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best way to trip you or catch you unawares. Surfers must inhabit a thin line between 
fish and bird at the ocean’s skin, and rehearse their carnival moves as the thunder 
sets roll by.  
 
At Pistons in Jacmel, the waves are ready to nail me to the reef as the carnival 
parade passes by like a steam train, and the surfboard is now my way of joining the 
parade. Surfing invites dance, where the sea is the drummer, the swooping 
sensation of a bottom-turn, the relaxation of time in a tube ride, the feeling of 
weightlessness in hanging five where toes curl over the front tip of a longboard at 
speed; the slice of a sharp cutback, followed by a rubbery sensation, or the rude 
awakening of a bad wipeout where the white-water tumbles you as if in a washing 
machine and your lungs catch fire. Erwan, Cataldi, Chachou, Russell and Vadim join 
me. Outback, the sea is a big sweep of blues at the purple end of the spectrum, 
bruised from within its body by the collective force of deep currents. On the inside is 
a band of green as the waves rake the rocks. We swing into the sets, turning sharply 
from the tail to further map the geography and disappearing down the line in imitation 
of the train ride that is the breaking wave itself. The rides are like trading jokes - a 
slow build up finishing in a sharp punch line of laughter. Chachou waits for a set 
perched like a crane fishing on the reef, a perfect model for patience. At the right 
moment he pounces - timing in surfing is everything - reading the refraction of the 
wave, taking off and then improvising as if straight into a solo, piercing the wave face 
with fierce turns. The wave is tight and shallow, and once the reef is negotiated at 
takeoff, there is the danger of dancing on the cobbles along the shore.  
 
The surf re-stimulates our senses only to remind us that at the tideline the water 
tastes foul - it is polluted. Our sweet reveries are returned with a bump to the human 
condition. The ocean’s magnificent carnival of drumming waves and bass currents 
topped by the melodies of seabirds has a disappointing coda, as if mystery and 
invention suddenly expired where sea and beach kiss. We tread onto the beach that 
is littered with a virtual ocean of green and blue plastic bottles. Despite the pre-
carnival beach clean, overnight the beach has been covered again in plastic bottles 
from the Grand Riviere de Jacmel, which flows onto the sand, bringing boulders and 
sculpturing the surf break. But there is no reason why these plastic bottles cannot 
have value - local kids could clear them up and sell them for recycling. The river that 
brings these bottles onto the beach should be cleaned further up its reach. Chachou 
understands these environmental paradoxes, and his interaction with this beach has 
given him a particular perspective on the coastscape. The sea is Chachou’s 
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workshop as fisherman, lifeguard and surfer, and the bridge of sand that is his local 
beach is the daily portal to each of these crafts and arts. He knows better than 
anybody that for Jacmel to grow as a market of cultural tourism, it must clean up its 
act. 
 
Carnival exhausted, our senses overloaded and memories caught mentally, 
emotionally and digitally, I head north to Port-au-Prince with Russell, Vadim, 
Callahan, Cataldi and Erwan, compass set for Cap Haïtien. St Marc crossroads is 
gridlock - it’s market day. Lines of women carry baskets of rice and eggplant, 
steaming pots of millet and trays of jams balanced delicately on their heads, weaving 
expertly past wheelbarrows selling everything from dental floss to dinner jackets. 
There’s Creole-inflected chatter, each word clipped to fit the rhythm of movement. 
The women have a dominant role in the market economy - six fruit vendors wearing 
headscarves sing,  
“Dix dollar, cinq dollar, un dollar” hoisting buckets of ripe avocados, grapefruits and 
bananas right under my nose. I cannot resist the sweet shaddock grapefruits.  
“Let me try this one,” I ask, now committed to a basketful that will last five days. 
There is competition for space, women meshing, knotworking, baskets overflowing, 
huge barrows laden with produce close to tipping, squealing pigs, freshly severed 
goats’ heads in piles. Mobile medicine counters advertise through loud hailers, 
obviating the need for street drugs. This is no pre-modern Haïtian market but rather a 
postmodern carnival preaching better living through chemistry.  
 
The market appears chaotic, but actually is a complex system at the edge of chaos, 
open to emergence - historically fine tuned and highly evolved, where every lakou or 
extended family group is linked through a network of markets. The apparent hectic 
nature of the market purposefully makes it more difficult for the state to control and to 
tax the trading - there is market savvy at work. Markets represent rural Haïti’s 
powerful ability to resist outside control, channelling commerce for a communal good. 
This is futuristic stuff in the face of a potential collapse of capitalist market systems. 
Historian Laurent Dubois (2012) has studied the work of Haïtian geographer and 
writer Georges Anglade, published only in French. Anglade mapped Haïti’s network 
of markets in a 1982 atlas called Fundamental Aspects of Rural Life, where, writes 
Dubois,  
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Each market sustained the region around it, providing a site for the exchange of news 
as well as for the organization of social events, political action, and secret societies 
that governed life in much of the countryside. (Dubois 2012: 111). 
 
There is then an explicit market economy at work, but also a ‘secret’ or backstage 
networking of market effects and affects. Dubois continues (2012), paraphrasing 
Anglade, by explaining that  
 
The markets helped an ‘infinite number of small intermediaries’ to ‘share the crumbs’ 
of rural production: ‘merchants, resellers, brokers, porters, artisans who all work to 
get a few cents.’ The work of buying and selling in the market was ‘scattered,’ 
continues Anglade, to ‘provide resources to the greatest number of people, notably 
peasants without land,’ who hired themselves out to work for other peasants in their 
gardens. (Dubois 2012: 112). 
 
There is then, a logic to the apparently chaotic market process. Perhaps European 
medieval markets would work in similar ways, but contemporary Haïti draws on the 
complex systems of social media to overlay traditional word of mouth. Market forces 
based on the cohesiveness of extended family units offers a tangible resistance to 
late capitalist models.  
 
From Mirebalais to Lac de Peligre the landscape is coloured copper morphing into 
bronze, before the saturating sun seems to bleach things out into white light. At 
Hinch there is a huge wall of graffiti painted by the local residents with a blue 
background on which are scattered expressionist skulls, and bodies with red faces 
and outstretched green arms. It could be a Vodou worldmap showing the many 
routes between this world and the supernatural, taking the geography of the market 
into another space. A wispy-haired man in a baggy suit has an oversized head, 
almost a mask, and could be of this or another world. Other figures have that same 
fault-line presence. I count this as one of the most striking pieces of art that I have 
seen in Haïti. It captures the paradoxical meeting of fiery suffering and cool personas 
I meet daily here who live an intensity with an unwavering calm, where life is a thin 
skin stretched over a shared ancestral skeleton that will poke through and chatter 
when you least expect it. This mystery of Vodou - living at the edge of the lifeworld 
where death talks in your ear, inhabiting a body from the inside so that your bones 
are visible, reminds me of why I surf - it is a creative and infectious risk, an aesthetic 
life or the life of the senses. If surfing dulls me, as an anaesthetic, something is 
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wrong or sense-less. I want research, writing, surfing, and travel, to literally take my 
breath away. But I want this to happen in Other spaces, ‘smooth spaces’ in 
Deleuze’s and Guattari’s (2005) language, where nomadism and refusal of 
territorialising are the order of the day. 
 
We are soon in Cap Haïtien, a city that seems to live from below, underpinned by a 
tangled rhizomatic structure of business deals and social exchange, like fungal webs 
living symbiotically with the roots of trees, from which the reproductive structures - 
mushrooms - occasionally pop up and release their spores. At any moment, the spirit 
web might mischievously undo your life assemblage. Charles Mingus, the American 
jazz composer, bandleader and bassist, wrote Haïtian Fight Song for the album The 
Clown, to imitate the intense lives of the Haïtian people he so admired, and to protest 
against the legacy of slavery. From its slow and even pulse, the tune builds and 
swings, finally into a wail of sound that reflects the Haïtians’ intense resolution and 
desire to live life to the maximum, abandoning easy, sweet melody for complex 
engagement. Throughout, what is beautiful about this track is the tone - slightly and 
purposefully off the register, as if a weight has to be borne, or a tug from another 
world is always felt bending life slightly out of tune and producing innovation in the 
process. 
 
Mingus’s fight song is right here in the local coins that show the four founding fathers 
of the Haïtian Republic: Jean-Jacques Dessalines (1758-1806), Toussaint 
L'Ouverture (1743-1803), Alexandre Petion (1770-1818) and Henri Christopher 
(1767-1820). 
“These are the four horsemen,” claims a local, Reginal Florival, walking by, finger on 
the pulse, noticing visitors and proud to share some history. “It’s an awesome 
history,” adds Reginal, “a deep stain that Haïtians bear in their souls every day,” 
turning classroom stodge to streetwise rap, referring to the only successful slave 
rebellion in history: “Haïtians’ are the ones that did it first,” he says.  
“Who’s your Haïtian hero?” I ask, expecting one of the four horsemen. 
“My Haïtian hero is me,” says Reginal without blinking an eye, “because I’m a living 
hero and I’m speaking to you now. God gave me the opportunity to meet you, so I 
can express myself. And I’m glad, so I feel like I’m a hero ‘cos I express myself.” 
“Who’s your Haïtian painting hero?” I ask, trying to find a line of inquiry.  
“Well basically me, because I’m an artist also,” says Reginal true to type.  
“What kind of style?” I ask. 
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“I do a lot of graffiti type style - stuff that’s really bizarre where you have to use your 
imagination to really see what I’m talking about. I’m also a poet - a political poet, a 
revolutionary poet. I talk about things subliminally.” Serendipitously, a group of 
schoolgirls walk by dressed in sea-blues with pink ribbons in their hair.  
“Why do Haïtian children dress so beautifully?” 
“Because social mobility starts at school. Haïtian parents understood that a long time 
ago.” 
“If you’ve got one message for those kids, what would it be?” 
“Be what you can be, and reach for the stars.” Those kids are death’s messengers - 
from birth we are born to die, and so must make a relationship with death, an early 
pact. Expect reversal in Haïti. The skeleton is coaxed out, up front, scrubbed clean 
and worn on the outside. Embrace your kin this way and a blood mystery is enacted.  
 
We stay for one night in Cap Haïtien, hire a small boat the following morning, and 
map a collection of live fire coral reefs around Caracol, providing clear water tubes 
cracking close to busy shipping lanes. Lefts and rights spin into a number of reef 
passes, our fins and rails spinning out of control as these spots are tide and wind 
sensitive and favour longer period northeast swells spinning off the eastern seaboard 
of the US between November and March. 
 
A left-to-right bottom turn is no more than a snap, as the wave peaks and unzips so 
quickly that riding is reflex - all limbic system and fight-or-flight physiology. This 
chemistry contracts into a one-off decision that is high risk. A tube opens up and the 
only way through is to step on the accelerator, this time crouching on the nose, five 
toes over, through the tube, time slurred. The door shuts behind me and I am soon 
an irritant cuckoo paddling out again, planning to poach another nest.   
 
Back on land in the four-by-four, we follow a tap-tap tattooed in ancient icons and 
Vodou adverts, honouring Dieu and Dieu avant tous - out of the city, along the coast, 
passing men playing dominoes, where the loser is clipped in clothes-pegs as ritual 
humiliation, all the way to Cormier Plage, a small fishing community with brightly 
painted homes. There are bearded goats and plump pigs and a prize cock relaxing 
for the fight on Sunday where winner takes all. The local fishermen, however, are 
busy, breaking up a wrecked boat to reclaim the wood for building. Hard wood is met 
by hard work, and matched by worksong, the creole chorus helping to ease the 
strain: ‘men anpil chay pa lou - many hands make the load lighter’.  
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The local surfbreak in Cormier Plage is Ginsu. Russell and Vadim first started surfing 
here in 2004 (Pistons and Ginsu were the only two mapped breaks before this 
research). They named the spot after a famous brand of American cutlery and once 
you surf the place you know why. Ginsu is double-edged - if the serrated lip does not 
catch you, the razor reef will. This is just at the edge of chaos. One slip and your skin 
is sloughed, your bones ready to show. Even the smallest contact with those electric 
coral heads will cut, and without quick treatment an infected wound follows. The reef 
is effervescent, and we are agitated to surf. The glassy waves curve, bowl and roll 
following a simple bass theme, easy to hum, like the opening to Mingus’s Haïtian 
Fight Song. But a few waves in and the session becomes more complex because we 
choose to increasingly take risks, our awareness more tuned in to how close we can 
get to the reef on the inside only inches below the water’s skin. We are learning our 
table manners and handling the cutlery with increasing efficiency - adding to our 
baseline of 10,000 hours of practice to gain expertise.  
 
Drums start beating in the close-clipped field at the foot of the headland overlooking 
the surf, where locals have gathered for a ritual, dressed in white. In these moments, 
they venerate a pantheon of loa - again, spirits, gods and natural forces. Singing and 
dancing slough off the bonds to earthly life to slip into a spirit world, temporarily, as a 
sinister rinse for deepening life, and a preparation for death. There is a thin and 
permeable curtain between this world and the otherworld that can be crossed in 
ecstasy and possession, formalised in carnival. The singing becomes a loud, 
vibrating chorus. Knowledge of the dead can be brought back to animate this life. We 
watch and listen from the surf, looking back to land. The sound is now resonating off 
the hills, gathering intensity in the journey. Vodou promises risk in such spirit 
conversations, but the great gift is that of being in rhythm and tone, of inhabiting the 
pulse of events and places so that you live elegantly, like the spirits. The trick to 
surfing is to ride this moment slightly off the centre, off the beat, curving away, just 
behind or just ahead of the pocket of the wave. 
 
Clear water sets arrive. Vodou allows you to ‘see through’ things (a sea-through 
surfing) - to see through the lens of animal life getting close to nature, and to see 
through the follies of humanity. But there can be slippage, the danger of possession 
leading to madness. Wearing the skeleton on the outside of the body, as inversion, 
says that you accept that life sits with death. Put up your hand and say, honestly, ‘I 
am scared.’ Only the foolish and the vain would aim for immortality. ‘Seeing the 
skeleton’ is the central vision of shamanism, which is to allow life to rattle your bones. 
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Vodou is a risky business, as is life. Vodou says: care for a friend, love your children, 
share your food and always walk the line, even where the roots rise to tangle your 
steps. 
 
As a large set wave arrives I am now howling like a dog at the sky, neck arched, 
paddling like fury, sneaking over the first lip before it smacks down to repeat the 
familiar alchemical transformation of blue glass to white foam. The surfboard 
becomes the frozen double of that transition - a rainbow bridge that allows me to step 
in the blink of an eye from inertia to adrenaline-fuelled ecstasy to the fear of the 
water-wrestling hold-down over the razor-sharp electric coral heads, caught between 
fish and bird. The singing stops, the curtain falls, I wipeout. The fire coral scrapes my 
skin with a raking burn - curtain razors, a split-second drama, as sharp as filed teeth. 
My bones sing out in the subsequent clatter and bounce. Fire in water. 10,000 hours 
of practice and still learning. The light is golden as the sun slips behind the Bonnet 
mountains and we paddle ringside, over the urchin forest, scuffing the board to save 
another stinging scrape. We duck through the salt-stained foliage and past the place 
where the ceremony happened, where the notes were true and still hang in the air. 
The sky turns banana-beige, then charcoal, and sparks fly from cooking pits, as 
smells shift register from a greasier daytime mix of cooking and animal heat to a 
cleaner night-time rinse. The spirits sit around and talk. They discuss how slaves 
gained control of a country in an uprising, reversing the sinister order of twisted 
authority, and vowed to reverse sensation by wearing their nervous systems on the 
outside so that they would always be on guard, alert to the awful refrain of the 
master’s voice. They formed a nation and further agreed that they would never 
harbour greed. ‘The giver of the blow forgets, the bearer of the scar remembers,’ 
they say. Haïti was born wild, and has remained so in the face of nervous and needy 
capitalists. But there is no poverty of spirit here. 
 
Tony Casseus is sipping Barbancourt rum at the Cormier Plage bar. A close friend of 
Russell’s, Tony lectures History at the Cap Haïtien University, but mountain biking is 
his real passion. He spearheaded an international mountain bike race, now an 
annual event at the cutting edge of cultural tourism in the country.  
“Haïtians walk everywhere, so in Ayiti - ‘mountainous country’ - the bike trails are 
unbeatable. But it’s been an uphill challenge to attract positive attention. Most people 
think of the Citadelle (a fortress built by Henri Christophe in the early 1800s to defend 
Northern Haïti against Napoleon’s army, who never came, while Henri shot himself, 
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and the fortress was abandoned, lying in eternal wait, cannonballs still pilled up 
intact) as the only tourist attraction. There’s a lot more than that.”  
“Mountain bike, adventure, eco and surf tourism can be an exciting thing for the 
Haïtian economy,” adds Russell. “But we have a saying here that the development of 
Haïti has to be like a rainbow.”  
“Haïti is a mosaic of specificities, of little things,” says Tony.  
“You cannot just develop big business in Haïti,” continues Russell, “but a lot of 
particular things capturing all the colours of the rainbow. For tourism development, 
small is beautiful in Haïti, and variety is key to the future.”  
“Not cruise ships, but local employment, market food, sustainability, lakou living, 
action sports, landscape, carnival and the Haïtian arts,” concludes Tony. 
 
The following morning we take a group of kids surfing in the nearby beachbreak. 
Some just stay lying down, right to contact with abrasive sand. Others perform 
radical kicks as they exit the ride on the beach, collapsing backwards to common 
laughter. There are collisions, wipeouts, a collective drumming into the shorebreak. I 
think of Max Roach who studied the drumming cultures of West Africa and summed 
up his learning with the phrase ‘let freedom ring’. Haïtians let freedom ring long 
before the worldwide emancipation of slavery. I go back to Charles Mingus’ Haïtian 
Fight Song that begins with a crisp, clear theme, but slowly develops into a more 
complex and dynamically structured composition, finally wailing and stinging in a 
climax. The waves in Ginsu also wail and sting, so complex engagement is essential 
to survive each ride. Mingus describes how the deep feeling in his composition could 
only have been born out of identification with the oppression and suffering that has 
led all those who have come out of slavery to make the most out of life. For Haïtians, 
the ‘other side’ that is chaos is the constant presence of death. There is a semi-
permeable membrane between life and death that is readily crossed, so that in 
Vodou (as in extreme surf travel) one must live dangerously, close to death, and 
invite the world of the dead into the world of the living. Wear your skeleton with pride. 
Come back for more. Inside out. 
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Figure 29 Surf break mapping Haïti fieldtrip three 
(added to the World Stormrider Guide database). 
 
• Break name Caracol 
 	 	  
Multiple lefts and rights over coral on both sides of a number of reef passes, but 
access is via a taxi boat and it is inconsistent. The waves are tide and wind sensitive 
and favour longer period northeast swells spinning off the eastern seaboard of the 
USA between November and March. Cap Haïtien is a busy port, but the Caracol 
reefs provide tropical Caribbean clear water potential close to the shipping lanes. 
• Stormrider ID 1 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19.7518 / 18°10’55.56” N 
• GPS Long 72.0161 18°10’55.56” W 
• Size Range (ft) 2 - 5 
• Swell Direction N - NE 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Live Coral 
• Wave Type Submerged Peak 
• Favourable Wind Southerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping / Walling Up 
• Depth Super Shallow / Shallow 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium / Short 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Low 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution Commercial 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Motorised Traffic / Urchins / Submerged Objects 
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• Nearest Town Cap Haitien 
• Directions Boat access only. 
 
• Break name Ginsu 
	 	 	  
Ginsu is the main spot on the north coast. Haïti’s original surfers, brothers Russell 
and Vadim Berhmann, named it after a famous brand of American cutlery. “If the lip 
doesn’t catch you, the razor reef will,” says Russell. Although more of a regular to the 
south coast waves, Russell states that “few spots in the country have the energy and 
consistency of Ginsu.” This is a fast and very ripable right. At low tide, once past the 
dry reef section, the takeoff can throw out some nice short and intense tubes. Then 
the wave starts to curve and bowl. Watch out for the so-called “chopping board rock” 
on the inside. Look out for morning and evening glassy conditions. The reef is so 
shallow and urchin-covered that it is best to paddle out from the next cove west from 
the break at low tide. At high tide it’s possible to paddle out in front of Ginsu. There 
are other potential lefts and rights nearby, depending on swell direction, size and 
period. The light goes early due to the looming and spectacular Bonnet mountains. 
At size Ginsu can be exceptional. But the spot will also break almost daily in the 
northeast trade winds between November and March. 
• Stormrider ID 2 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19.786 18°10’55.56” N 
• GPS Long 72.218 18°10’55.56” W 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 8 
• Swell Direction N - E 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Live Coral 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Right 
• Favourable Wind Southerly 
• Favourable Tide Mid to High Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping 
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• Depth Super Shallow / Shallow / Dry Sucks / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Long / Medium 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Rarely Crowded 
• Pollution Residential 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Labadee 
• Directions Park on the dirt roadside next to the break, or walk from Cormier 
Plage. 
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Writing out Haïti Fieldtrip four 
 
 
 
Figure 30 Map of Haïti and thematic map of Haïti as ‘clothes peg’ mapping the remainder of the  
north coast for ‘leverage’ around Jean Rabel, Saint Louis du Nord, Le Borgne and Cap Haïtien. 
 
Figure 31 Photo-montage from fieldtrip four  
(all images John Callahan / surfexplore) celebrating anabasis and katabasis in Haïti. 
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Flying in for the fourth and final fieldtrip and peering anxiously out of the ‘plane 
window on a clear morning, I spot that Haïti’s outline looks less like a clothes peg 
and more like a human heart, with the Caribbean as the aorta flowing out of the gulf 
between the left and right atria at Port-au-Prince. The exuded warm blood waters lap 
around the island of La Gonave, where you choose the right (Canal de Saint-Marc) 
or the left (Canal du Sud) channel for entry back into the pumping heart. Already 
pumped up, my own heart is racing at the prospect. Nobody wishes misfortune on 
Port-au-Prince, but brushes with death seem to give the heartbeat a new resilience. I 
swear that I can almost hear that iambic pentameter - lub-dup, lub-dup, lub-dup - 
pushing through the clatter of the undercarriage release as the wheels come down 
and we prepare for landing. For such moments you need a hardened heart and Haïti 
has had to steel itself against adversity on so many occasions that you would think 
that its heart had become sclerotic. But far from it - in the body of the people a tender 
heart still beats, life affirming and resistant.    
 
Right here, coming in to land, amidst the chaos and crowds, something rough, 
resilient, ironic and brave persists - a Creole wit, grace, artistic energy, a poignant 
religious expressiveness in Vodou and a nervous edge of risk taking. This is the 
blood pulse of Haïti. I now understand how this place inspires passion. It is a love-
like experience, unpredictable, unmissable. And when I get home I know I will be 
struck by an outpouring of emotion for the place, missing it badly, my heart going out 
to those still suffering from the effects of the earthquake and subsequent cholera 
outbreak.  
 
There is a new titanium and glass arrival terminal at Touissant L’Ouverture airport. 
Light bounces around the walls and walkways, and at the end of the passage just 
before passport control, there’s a welcoming compas band: horns blaring, guitars, 
meringue accordion, keyboard laying down chequered patterns and the ever-
insistent drums. Drums too are at the heart of Haïti. This new terminal is surely a 
positive statement about Haïti’s future. It’s a stark contrast to my first fieldtrip in 2011, 
when Port-au-Prince was surfacing from a low point. Haïtian Vodou had to welcome 
the brutal shock of death as a friend, a conversation partner, however scary. The 
earthquake was an event so radical it cannot now be named by those who suffered 
in its wake, but is simply referred to in Creole as bagay la - the ‘thing’. I distinctly 
remember the strange mix of odours of flowers, flesh and charcoal. Sounds like a 
Haïtian mizik rasin (roots music) trio. I was also struck by the buzz of the city, which 
continues today, like crowds of insects massing and thinning - or a storm swell 
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gathering and dissipating. It felt electric, irresistible and seemed to radiate from the 
street surface itself, rising up from a rhizomatic mass of rebellion straight into the 
senses of the living, energizing their flow.  
 
Here, people don’t just walk, they stream, exuding pride, as if in a collective dance, 
where the drum that keeps the beat represents a lived sense of history - a heart 
pulsing. Clearly, I have fallen in love with Haïti, the insanely chaotic beauty, the 
upbeat polyrhythmic style, the smoky air made greasy with carnival - sweat, 
eucalyptus and charcoal as the lyrical body of the carnival’s anthem. This love affair 
is heightened as you move out from interior to coast through katabasis, and I have 
meticulously followed tracts of coastline through each fieldtrip, stitching myself mile 
by mile to Haïti’s body in embrace, always the heart beating and the blood moving. 
Haïti, like no other country, melds terroir and terror - the very smell and taste of the 
place just a thin skin separating life from a hanging otherworld between life and 
death where the dead appear daily as translucent events, inexplicable weather, 
unintended consequences.   
 
But right now at the airport, the only hazard is a double swinging saloon-style 
bathroom door. Callahan walks in as an aid worker walks out. THWACK! The door 
cracks the aid worker clean on the forehead like a Batman cartoon strip. The white 
aid worker turns whiter still and is in danger of sporting two black eyes. Funny thing 
is, potential shiners don’t immediately come to mind - I find myself thinking that even 
the doors have rhythm here: swing, thwack! swing: Batman blues. You feel as if you 
are in a comic strip in Haïti, because every sequence of events seems to end with a 
punch line, a lesson learned, a Creole adage, a point emphasised where fate, freewill 
and humour work as one. Or maybe this is just deep travel? One of the baggage 
attendants slips me a Haïtian proverb out the side of his mouth: “Stupidity won’t kill 
you, but it’ll make you sweat a lot.”  
 
Callahan, Cataldi, Erwan and I sweat out with laughter about the saloon door that 
continues to deliver one-liners to the un-initiated. It is living rap - the door MC beating 
out a blues rhythm on skin and bone. Luckily, the aid worker escape bruise free, but 
even at the entrance door, Haïti can bruise the unwary, and here at the airport the 
unwary arrive in droves. It shocks me to look around at the arrival hall, filled with 
missionaries and NGO workers sporting ‘Jesus Saves’ on their t-shirts. It’s as if Haïti 
has been reduced to a handy place for new recruits and professional training for an 
increasingly haphazard group of aid workers and evangelists. But this is not a place 
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for amateur travellers, nor should it be a religious battlefield. Haïti is a land of 
complex relationships, where the presence of a swarm of uncoordinated NGOs has 
led to futile competition and duplication. Russell had recently posted a cartoon he 
sketched on the private Facebook research group depicting the mothership Haïti all 
at sea, while on deck bureaucrats work independently to build new, smaller boats. 
The punchline is that they are using the mothership’s wood to build their private 
vessels, and Haïti is sinking with this weight of stupidity.  
 
I look around the airport and there are many fishers of souls, and souls to be fished, 
making Port-au-Prince an increasingly tangled net. Each one is ready with the 
inevitable ‘give a man a fish and he eats for a day, teach a man to fish and he eats 
for life’. But what they forgot is the punchline: ‘until the fish run out’. Haïtians don’t 
need to be taught to fish or to love Jesus, but - and now I’m in danger of preaching - 
to develop sustainability. The fisherman’s net is thankfully now being untangled by a 
focused government, savvy locals, and the Haïtian Diaspora, once cast to sea by 
political and social tragedies within their own country, and now moving back and forth 
between home and abroad, importing ideas and resources, driven by the desire to 
make Haïti’s future sustainable. Of course, there are foreigners deeply infected by 
Haïti, who, like us, just plain love the place: the personality, jokes, songs, stories, 
paintings, and laughter that cannot be extinguished, and that often comes knocking 
at night playing tunes on bones and whistling dark melodies. I’m definitely one of 
those people, soot-stained by Haïti’s slow burning fires - brittle as charcoal in the 
presence of Haïti’s madness, tough as iron in the celebration of Haïti’s courage. 
 
We hire a four-by-four from Russell and Vadim (who are both too busy with work to 
join us), intending to explore the northwest coast from Mole St Nicholas to Limbe. On 
the previous fieldtrips we have now mapped both the entire south coast and 
northeast, including the fire coral reef at Ginsu, Cap Haïtien, from Tiburun to Port 
Salut, to the electric blues of Jacmel, where a local surf scene is taking root. 
 
Following a suggestion from Russell, we check in at Jude Estinfil’s new guesthouse 
in Port-au-Prince. Jude has transformed a family home into what feels a chic 
auberge, with tiling, rooftop terrace and an eclectic range of guests. His recent 
visitors have included anthropologists studying dance troupes; geologists; journalists 
and Episcopalians literally ‘on a mission’. On the ground floor, two representatives 
from a water sanitation company trade adventure stories with a lone lady visiting an 
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orphanage. On the second floor, a group of Protestant evangelists prepare sachets 
filled with bright colours.  
“Nice jewellery,” says Callahan, either with a hint of irony, or, like me, mistaking their 
menagerie of blue-green-yellow for Haïtian beadwork. Twenty eyes fix back at us.  
“We are saving Haïti, not engaged in frivolous beadwork,” someone answers. Turns 
out that the beads are pills - medicine to be handed out at a Protestant clinic the next 
day. I don’t mind the embarrassment. If you are here in Haïti looking for negatives, 
yes, you can find plenty: sanitation, health care, stratospheric birth rates. But many 
Haïtians, like Jude, would rather welcome visitors coming to Haïti for positives. Jude 
is celebrating a new post-quake Haïti:  
“I see change, so I’m happy: earthquake rubble cleared from the streets, more roads 
being paved, new business, and a new vision at the airport.” I quickly learn why Jude 
has a reason to cheer: “I was raised in the terror regime of the Duvaliers. I left for 
Miami in 1986 when Jean-Claude ‘Baby Doc’ was forced into exile, anticipating an 
equally brutal power struggle as Haïti endured Duvalierism after Duvalier. I came 
back following the earthquake.” Jude is an entrepreneur. He sees the postmodern 
missionaries as in business - selling tickets to the otherworld. Why not, if you can get 
the best seats in the house? 
 
Early morning Port-au-Prince bubbles with traffic and boils with life. I can smell 
smoke, sweat and jasmine, and sense a wonderful intensity. Of course there’s the 
omnipresent Haïtian mizik rasin (roots music) trio: flowers, flesh and charcoal. As we 
head downtown with Jude, I notice that Boulevard Jean Jaques Dessalines has new 
road markings, separating out the decorated taptaps. We are quickly buried in the 
flow of traffic. The ubiquitous Nissans, Mazdas, Toyotas and Mitsubishi pick-ups with 
backs raised, carrying people on benches, some so loaded with products that they 
grind the ground, releasing sparks, maybe giving more purpose to their missions. 
Street vendors jump off, and within minutes lay out a spectrum of biscuits, sodas, 
cigarettes, soaps, perfumes and second-hand clothes.  
 
We visit the Marche au Fer - the iron market - once collapsed through bagay la - that 
terrible ‘thing’ - but now resurrected in style. People confirm the joy of being alive 
with displays of craftwork and rows of bargains. One side is crammed with food, the 
other art and Vodou paraphernalia. Black Madonna trinkets and Christian saints sit 
next to Agwe and Lasiren masks, mortars and potions, a syncretic mix of Black 
African and Catholic mythologies, merged during the years of slavery. The paintings 
show earth, water, fertility and roosters on crosses. The colour and bold figuration 
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shouts: “we still have the sun, music, love and hope!” We all know about Haïti’s 
scarring deforestation. But Haïtian paintings depict a wild and fertile land, and 
reforestation is the new theme of carnival. Michel Martelly’s government has a catchy 
Creole slogan ‘Yon ayisyen, yon pye bwa - One Haïtian, one tree’ underpinning a 
campaign to double the nation’s forest cover by 2016. But in Port-au-Prince, artists 
paint what is missing and imagined rather than real, where surrealism is a way of life.  
 
The other side to life here is a world of death, heaving crowds and stinking garbage. 
Stoical acceptance and compassion gets you through the hard times. One canvas 
depicts a Nativity with a lonely Joseph standing off in a corner, eating a banana. This 
painter chose the right fruit and discovered the joke of a husband’s irrelevance when 
his virgin wife gives birth, cuckolded by a Haïtian spirit. 
 
We visit an orphanage with Jude, which pulls at the heartstrings. But right now we 
must cut those strings. I’m deeply infected by Port-au-Prince, and need to spend 
more time in this city, but we have to get moving to the northwest coast to fulfil the 
ambitions of the fieldwork mapping while a north swell is active. There is now an 
excellent road north, beside the bidonvilles - popular neighbourhoods - like Cite 
Soleil, where people make love, give birth and live lives amongst an ever growing 
crowd of charcoal fires spreading all the way to the sea where they splutter and die. 
Unchallenged asphalt goes straight through the fertile Artibonite valley, and over the 
bridge, to Gonaives. It’s dusty and confusing, and I’m pleased to move through, off-
road along the coast to Anse Rouge. We buy bananas from a roadside village with 
heaps of onions and tomatoes for sale. At a streamside, the conversation of families 
can be heard while washing vegetables and clothes. Then we takeoff, senses tuned 
to the surf, and the landscape turns salt dry and tan, as if we are entering a desert.  
 
Saltpans, cacti, and creepers weaving nets over stones line a road the colour of a 
lion’s mane that gradually deepens to red. I enjoy working the clutch on the four-by-
four, the engine purring. It is almost deserted, just occasional Chinese-made 
motorbikes, with passengers carrying impossible loads of pots, plantains and sacks 
of rice, followed by careening trucks filled with quarry stone and courting danger. 
This is Haïti’s rain shadow, but when the road suddenly veers away from the coast, 
we need some directions. 
“Which way to Baie de Henne?” we ask at the crossroads. 
“It depends which way you choose,” answers a lady, while balancing a bucket of well 
water onto her head.  
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“Which way do you suggest?”  
“The quickest way,” she’s says, rising to her feet, not spilling a single drop.   
“Which way is that?” 
“Turn left.” 
“OK. Merci et bonjour.” We are now used to local riddle-speech in Haïti. Similarly, 
when you ask a local Cornish farmer (in the southwest county of Engalnd where I 
live) the best way to get to Land’s End, he or she might tell you ‘straight down the 
crooked road.’ 
 
We arrive at Baie de Henne in the suffocating off-white heat of afternoon as if under 
a bell jar, where every breath matters. Maranatha Bar Restaurant is serving a late 
lunch. It’s cramped, with one large slopping table and wicker chairs. A shaft of light 
cuts through the room, inviting us in. It’s cool in more than one way - laid back. The 
chef quickly delivers a large plate, and balances it out on the table with a cloth so 
that the fish oil does not spill. She adds rice, beans and green banana. We re-fuel.  
 
After a few more hours at the wheel we make it to Mole St Nicholas and a great lump 
of blue sea that looks as if it has been baked solid. The town is lined with zinc-roofed 
houses. Sisters groom each other’s hair. It’s a convenient spot for our first flat tyre. 
The lug nuts loosen, but the wheel is seemingly welded to the hub and we have to 
drive in circles to break it free. Nearby is a bouche-caoutchouc (mechanic), living in 
the typical lakou system, a set of houses owned by an extended family. We banter 
with the family in broken Creole and exaggerated expression, sharing trombone 
slides of laughter, some close to farting noises, followed by real farts as lunch talks, 
which raise chuckles while the mechanic expertly fixes the puncture. 
 
It’s late, we’re exhausted, and we could stay in Boukan Guinguette, but Mole St 
Nicholas receives no swell (due to the northwest aspect), and we are determined to 
we make it to Jean Rabel, closer to our first (swell exposed) surf spot. Cataldi takes a 
turn driving, the headlights leading the way off-road, for three more hours. The 
occasional village-side lotto house indicates another gamble with rocks, the chances 
of another burst tyre. We ask directions at Digicel power points, where locals hang 
out under the streetlight, studying school textbooks, charging cell ’phones and 
gossiping through Twitter and telejiol - telemouth - the rumour system, and the way 
news spread in Haïti, the world’s oldest technology. The vocabulary of Creole is 
French, but the grammar comes from various African languages, and it’s spoken 
phonetically, sounding like a mix of simplified French and English slang. Yet the 
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further north we go, the thicker the accents. And when we do understand, the 
answers continue to be cryptic. 
“How long to Jean Rabel?”   
“It depends how fast you go.”  
 
Like many towns in Haïti, Jean Rabel is fast transforming, with new paved roads. 
After a detour, we find the workers’ dormitory (the only place to stay), and check-in to 
four narrow bunk beds in one small room. We ‘shower’ off the day’s dust under 
torchlight and a trickle of water, and head into a nearby bar blaring out music.  
“Quatre Prestige, s’il vous plait.” Ice cold.  
“Nous pouvons manger ici?” The waitress recommends the goat. I now have a rule in 
the back of my mind - always go for the goat in Haïti. It’s delivered in minutes, with 
rice and plantain. We walk back to the dormitory and fall asleep to the ongoing whine 
of accordion riffs and horn solos from the bar (which seems to stay open all night). 
The workers in the hostel rise early, manning the road construction, and we share 
their breakfast: omelette, fresh bread and a thick cocoa with cinnamon. 
 
Our first spot check is a right pointbreak and sprawling rivermouth. This is the only 
notable spot to the west outside of the giant swell shadow of Ile de La Tortuga. 
Various rideable sections link up over shallow cobbles. We maneouvre with razor-
edge turns, float over long feathering lips and hook under tight pockets for a fun ride, 
with real potential in a bigger northeast swell. But we are motivated to continue east 
and reach greater exposure to the swell. We have ruled out exploring Ile de La 
Tortuga. On Google Earth the north coast of this island appears as one long cliff 
face, dropping dramatically into the Atlantic providing no suitable bathymetry for surf 
breaks. For pirate romantics, however, the appeal is high. I tell the crew about a book 
I’m reading - Best Nightmare on Earth: A Life in Haïti, by American Herbert Gold 
(1986). He recalls a trip with Haïtian friends to find buried treasure on Tortuga in the 
1950s:  
 
Thirteen slaves had been buried alive along with the Spanish doubloons in order to 
the guard the cache. The expedition needed a driver (they had one), a jeep (they had 
it), the treasure map (my dear colleague kept it folded in a little shell case), and 
someone to accept upon his immortal soul the curse of the thirteen slaves. This 
would comprise my share in the cost of the expedition. (Gold 1985: 113). 
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It turned out that they did not find the treasure, but, “in due course the curse found 
me. The thirteen buried slaves had a lucky winner in my case.” (Gold 1985: 113). On 
that trip, Gold contracted malaria.  
 
Our treasure hunt leads us east, disease-free (malarone anti-malarials on hand), out 
of the swell shadow of Tortuga, and also out of Haïti’s rain shadow, through brown-
green Baie des Moustiques, to green-brown Port de Paix, and finally verdant St Louis 
du Nord, where foliage dominates and the lung of the sky seems to breathe easily, 
free from dust. The tin roofed houses are painted pink and cream. I soon see, and 
hear, the latest trend: fixing a car stereo and speakers to the handlebars of Haojin 
motorbikes and playing radio stations through mobile ’phones. Hundreds of 
frequencies compete for airspace and public sound systems speed by, preaching 
rap, reggae and compas. We check into the Hotel Toi et Moi. Her website advertises 
‘large air conditioned rooms with wifi.’ There is no wifi, or AC, and no generator, but 
there are available rooms, and the charismatic owner makes up for the lack of 
facilities with peppery taso - fried goat (always trust the goat). It’s candlelit during the 
evening powercut - blakawout. Electricity kicks in again and the middle floor 
becomes a nightclub where experts dance merengue. We enjoy the show, then fall 
asleep to the medley of compas horns. 
 
Early the following morning, a short drive east leads to a long sand bottom point, that 
will deliver clean rights on a larger northeast swell. Further east the reef at Cap 
Rouge is a swell magnet (again due to bathymetry) with head high peaks and long 
curving rights. A spectacular wedging takeoff transforms into oily walls and shoulders 
for carving cutbacks, leaving saltspray. It breaks all tide, despite the lively and 
shallow end section over a flat coral reef.  
  
From outback, the mountains of Cap Rouge, carpeted in mahogany, pine and mango 
trees, loom like a stage set. There is a herd of cows grazing beside a banana field, 
and a flat patch by the beach where strips of millet grow. The farmers also fish, from 
small sailboats, and confirm that we are the first surfers they have seen. We push 
them into waves on the inside. Again, from an ANT perspective, how does the 
presence of surfexplore now expand the network of these fishermen? What is the 
network effect and what trace shall we leave? If surfing takes off here, then we may 
have been significant actors in expanding the network and creating translations. Key 
to our mediators are good humour and good manners - a reflexive awareness of 
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what values and habits we bring as foreigners and deep travellers that may mask our 
appreciation of the Other, our hosts. 
 
Outside St Louis du Nord, across the sprawling rivermouth boulders, the weekend 
market is like a stirred beehive. Couples cross the water with heavyweight baskets, 
humming worksong, setting up shop. One has a case of ‘hair relaxant’ (and as she 
greets us, jokes, “good to give that barnet a break every now and then”), candy and 
cigarettes, another has pots stacked in a sevis of food, pitching up beside colleagues 
with boiled corn, millet flour, cane syrup, manioc cakes, stewed chicken and grilled 
pork. There are fish, breadfruit, oranges, shoes, soaps, nuts, peppers and beans, a 
feast for the senses and an invitation to enter the ritual of bargaining: aubergine, 
carrots and garlic are all displayed under recycled cardboard boxes for shade, with 
adults, grandparents and children selling. And now comes a seller with loud hailer 
advertising medicine. Someone else comes in like a hornet. Sold. A truck arrives, 
loaded with wigs, hair clips, hats and kitchen supplies. A vendor decanters potato 
chips into small bags for re-sale. Baskets, barrows, couples, all compete for trade 
with cousins, nieces, nephews and brothers. Kids, bare-feet, learn the ways of 
business in Haïti - like surfing a stormy windswell, where improvisation reigns. 
Capitalism of a sort is laid bare. Wallets are pierced, pockets filled, and energy 
drained through haggling and bargaining. More pans and bags and goats, and finally 
piles of raw sugar cane and charcoal arrive, fuelling the daylong bazaar. 
 
We spend the coming week surfing between St Louis du Nord and Anse-a-Foleur. 
Grand Ford is a long reef with fast and shallow right handers snapping over fire coral, 
the water clear green, inviting, the sand powdery. Anse-a-Foleur is a consistent 
rivermouth peak that handles both shorter period northeast windswell and afternoon 
onshores. The left is peaky, but the right offers a good bowl and open carving 
sections in the morning offshore. Dark blue outside sets feather on the cobbles, 
turning smoky green as they hug the inside, forming darting sections. We share the 
line-up with fisherman on canoes and men diving for lobster. Some show us how 
they use their crude canoes as surf kayaks, paddling into sets with galvanised metal 
oars. They know the line up intimately. We show them how to surf. We leave boards 
to encourage the growth of a surf community. In Anse-a-Foleur one local kid, we 
know, ‘caught the surf bug’. Translation was achieved. We strive to be mediators 
rather than intermediaries. 
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We plan the next phase of the journey, debating the routes to get from Anse-a-Foleur 
to Le Borge. There is an hour-long passenger boat ride (meaning no four-by-four 
once we arrive), an extended trip back inland to avoid a mountain range, or, what 
looks like a slow five hour ascent and descent over a mountain separating the north 
and northwest provinces. Through text-messages Russell and Vadim advise us that 
“the road ends in Anse-a-Foleur,” but there is clearly a mountain track, the locals 
claiming “all the way to Le Borgne.” We cannot resist the allure of the shortcut and 
trust local knowledge.  
 
Early the next morning we pass a serendipitous offering on the roadside of red wine 
(Vino Tinto Campeon), laid out neatly atop a red flag, with a hand-written letter and 
two candles. A passing farmer advises us that it’s an offering to Baron Samedi (the 
guardian of the grave). This is the spot where a loved one had died in a bike 
accident. In Vodou, service of the loa and family ancestors involves ongoing ritual 
responsibilities, and to shirk them is considered both shameful and dangerous. Here, 
death is confronted and dramatized, made social and shared. The old farmer will 
remember a time when Haïti’s president Francois ‘Papa Doc’ Duvalier dressed like 
Baron Samedi in black hat, dark suit and coattails, reminding the population that he 
held the key to the cemeteries and could decide who would be the next inhabitants at 
will. We pay our respects to the offering.  
 
Inevitably, the crossroads at the foot of the mountain track to Le Borgne is marked by 
a graveyard. Blood racing, we start the steep mountain ascent. Cataldi, a Land Rover 
Defender specialist (he’s driven them for twenty years), offers a lesson in the art of 
using second gear, tackling the track like a veteran. It’s red earth, then rocky, 
scratching all the way up the hillside. Behind the mountains there are more 
mountains, and behind them, more mountains. This is the pyschogeography of Haïti.  
 
Beside a massive smouldering charcoal pit, we ask a farmer:  
“How long does it take to get to Le Borgne?” 
“It depends what four-by-four you have,” he says, adding to the list of cryptic Creole 
answers we’ve been gathering throughout this final fieldtrip (as we penetrate deeper 
into a forest of Vodou). As we continue, one side of the track becomes a certain-
death drop to the valley. The route is narrow, and totally uneven. Erwan and I yo-yo 
in and out of the back seat, moving stones and guiding the tyres through tight 
sections with only an inch to spare with the valley below calling for our deaths. The 
REV of the throttle and elastic sound of clutch between first and second gear is 
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broken by the CLINK of stones and KA-PUNK of rock against chrome, phonetic like 
Creole. The engine roars, the tailgate rattles and Cataldi is precise with the gears, 
up-and-down-and-up through first-second-first. There is incessant bouncing, head 
slams. In circumstances like this Callahan is never excited, or agitated or wasteful of 
energy. We reach the summit, out-of-breath, pull up the handbrake, and celebrate 
both the views and Cataldi’s driving. Callahan captures the view. 
 
Downhill, the grip of dry stone is replaced by mud on narrow passes. It becomes 
unpredictable, now frightening.  
“I’m worried these tyres will let us down,” says Cataldi. “They’re not designed for wet 
terrain - too wide, and the wrong treads.” Minutes later we loose traction. It turns into 
a full skid, heading anxiously towards the edge of the track with a drop that will level 
the whole fieldtrip, life included, to a zero. BRAKES. Alive. Hovering on the edge. 
Adrenalin spreads. Erwan and I leap out, flushed with fear.  
“The passenger side wheel is off the track,” I point out, looking over a drop to Baron 
Samedi’s front door. I look up at Cataldi. His pupils dilate to the size of coins. 
Callahan is frozen in the passenger seat. I walk around to the driver’s side and check 
the full extension of the handbrake with Cataldi. He steps out, before Callahan 
delicately climbs across to the driver’s side, cat-like. Three wheels, somehow, keep 
the four-by-four stable on the track. We give blessings, perhaps aided by our respect 
this morning for the Vodou offering by the roadside.  
“We were nearly the living dead, entombed in metal,” says Callahan. 
“Let’s push the wagon back onto the track as Cataldi accelerates in reverse gear,” 
Erwan suggests. Cataldi gulps, exhales, and gets back into the driver’s seat. Our 
plan fails - just not enough hands for the push. As if summoned, three farmers arrive, 
and help push the wagon safely back on the track. One wears a red hat often 
modelled by Papa Legba, the loa who speaks all languages, and opens (or closes) 
the gates between this world and the other, guarding the spiritual crossroads. 
 
Senses now razor-edged, we guide the wagon through the next 30 minutes of mud 
and narrow passage. Then, on the next corner, we meet a tap-tap pick-up head on, 
conveniently at the one place where there is just enough space to pass. It’s a 
powerhouse Toyota Hilux, her bodywork bruised, coloured raging red, modified for 
the route, with massive clearance and narrow mud tyres.  
“This is my daily run,” says the driver. “I’m the only person mad enough to work the 
route. I’m shocked to see you.” He laughs out aloud in celebration of our 
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achievement so far, and motors on to keep his schedule. And we laugh back, 
nervously, acutely aware that we are still here, and not over the edge, zombified.  
 
Haïtian civilisation extends to the very highest places, and around the next corner 
there’s a farm stall, manned by a lady in a red headband, our lucky colour for the 
day. We nearly died, so we toast life with a warm Coca-Cola and deep gratitude, and 
explain what just happened. 
“Your ti bonanji - gold angel - is with you,” she says (or Papa Legba opened the 
gates to Le Borgne). Thank God. We add a papaya to the tab. The fruit is still hard, 
but the hot route down will surely aid the ripening. We get back in the four-by-four, 
and navigate more edges that fall away into oblivion, to meet the sight of a 
staggering, drawn-out rivermouth, widening and spreading all the way to the Atlantic, 
and finally sea level. We gasp in relief. 
 
Le Borgne sports old colonial architecture, reminiscent of Cap Haïtien, with rickety 
doorways and peeling paint. The gingerbread houses, that seem to be spun out of 
sugar, are now in the jaws of the termites, twisted and bumped. We check in at the 
half-finished La Perle Hotel, make our way past the pigs and town dump, and inspect 
the rivermouth peak. We greet the locals and head towards the rivermouth. A group 
of kids spin skipping ropes with the movement of dancers, maybe Le Borgne’s first 
generation of surfers. The waves are excellent, long tapering rights and short playful 
lefts. We surf in evening light until the sea turns oily, diesel blue, then the sun burns 
out behind the mountain. The fear of the mountain pass is washed out, but will return 
in dreams. 
 
Stimulated with fresh local coffee and the now ripe papaya, we drive out to 
Chouchou Bay, along a coast now accessed by new roads, and more being built. 
Here Papa Legba really has opened the gates to Le Borgne. Backed by steep 
mountains, Chouchou Bay has a rivermouth, mangrove swamp and a good left. It 
needs a big northeast swell to break clear into the deep-water channel boasting 
violets and indigos, for a short critical barrel section then a wrapping face. The reef is 
live coral and thriving with urchins. Key to the activity of surfing is exploiting 
contradiction - seeing this as a resource rather than a hindrance. Surfing must deal 
consistently with contradiction. It is a contradiction itself that the surfer rides upright, 
ready to be tipped but always working against that gravity, maintaining the point of 
balance. Imagine playing tennis on a moving court! Surfers too have to read between 
the lines, where ‘lines’ also refer to sets of waves approaching a beach, and physical 
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conditions are ‘read’. Surfers ‘make waves’ as a form of rhetoric, persuading others 
of their creativity and character. Surfers and surf culture is often blunt - getting to the 
point - the Point of course also being the shared surf break where surfers gather for 
their shared rituals, create their texts, spout their rhetoric, and spin off for hundreds 
of metres across glassy walls of water breaking on sharp coral reef worked over by 
the underwater churn of the spinning waves. 
 
Continuing east, Bas Limbe town is so organised that there are even signs that warn 
of coming signs. The mayor follows us out to the beach to ask if we need any help. 
We arrive by Limbe Island and paddle out to ride the shallow fast left. Erwan is 
quickest to his feet, pushing deep into the sections. There are steep performance 
sections and an end bowl, more live fore coral poking through the wave face. I catch 
the pockets, getting high on the nose, up near the lip, to avoid touching any live wires 
just beneath the sea. A long, stretching ride is like fanning hot coals. From land, 
Callahan captures the angles with a striking frame, turning the moment into the 
eternal, getting under the skin of the action.  
 
Haïti’s slippage gets into the muscles. A takeoff on a ragged wave seems peaceful 
enough until the wave bowls up to twice its size on an inside section and injects more 
slippage into an already erratic ride. I catch an edge and the wave flips me as the rail 
of my board cracks my head. I am rolling underwater with no space to spare before 
shallow reef and muscle-memory seems to have switched off. I am tumbled and cut 
and can only let go. But I am stunned, not knocked unconscious, and my board has 
surfaced like cork, the leash my lifeline. When I pierce the sea’s skin from below, the 
whole sky seems to gather and fill my lungs. Churning white from the next wave 
snatches back my satchel of air. But this time I am ready for the ride, imagining my 
aching muscle is now cork too, the wipeout a friend. 	
 
Despite the wipeouts Haïti remains a promised land for adventurous surfers, further 
confirmed by the concentration of set-ups we’ve now mapped along the north coast, 
soon to be shared globally through the World Stormrider Guide database and Magic 
Seaweed Swell Report. I know I will return soon to this body, wearing my skeleton on 
the outside with pride, and rake along its coastline, entering of course through the 
aorta of Port-au-Prince into the beating heart of the land, longboard in tow, prepared 
for oily waters underfoot, wind stripping foam from the wave as I glide by, bending 
the cutback so hard that my fins pop clear in a sharp wail, and then snap back as the 
wave collapses whole and I kick out in an arc that allows me to seamlessly snatch 
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the board in mid-air, land with grace and paddle out with a gaze already anticipating 
and summarizing the coming ride through new waves of travel writing. 
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Figure 32 Surf break mapping Haïti fieldtrip four 
(added to the World Stormrider Guide database). 
 
• Break name Jean Rabel 
    
This is the first (and only) notable spot to the west outside of the giant swell shadow 
of Ile de La Tortuga. There is a right pointbreak and a sprawling rivermouth with 
various rideable sections over shallow cobbles. Link up the shallow spots with razor-
edge turns, float over long feathering lips and hook under tight pockets for a fun ride, 
with real potential in a solid northeast swell.  
• Stormrider ID 10 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19°55’15.53” N / 19.92111° 
• GPS Long 73°11’02.51” W / 73.18417° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction N - NE 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Boulders & Sand 
• Wave Type Rivermouth Right 
• Favourable Wind Southerly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Fast / Medium 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution Estuary / River 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
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• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Jean Rabel 
• Directions Follow the road out of town north to the coast and access either 
side of the rivermouth. 
 
• Break name St Louis du Nord 
    
Although fickle and needing a solid northeast swell, this long sand bottom point, 
backed by tropical foliage, can deliver perfect longboard rights on low tides. 
• Stormrider ID 9 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19°55’43.84” N / 19.92889° 
• GPS Long 72°42’24.62” W / 72.70694° 
• Size Range 1 - 5 
• Swell Direction N - NE 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Sand 
• Wave Type Pointbreak Right 
• Favourable Wind Southerly 
• Favourable Tide Low to Mid Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance / Cutback 
• Speed Medium / Slow 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Bowly / Slopey / Wrapping / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Well Covered  
• Depth Boils / Flat Spots 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Long 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Low 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution Residential / Estuary / River 
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• Hazards Rip-Currents 
• Parking Fee To Pay / Carpark 
• Nearest Town St Louis du Nord 
• Directions After the first (of two) rivers in the east of town, follow the road to 
the coast. Pay at the fenced beach carpark and walk up to the point.  
 
• Break name Cap Rouge 
    
Spectacular wedging right reef, with long curving walls and oily shoulders just outside 
the sprawling rivermouth boulders and weekend markets of St Louis du Nord. Paddle 
200 metres offshore for an easy, all tide ride, followed by a lively and shallow end 
section over a flat coral reef. Works in both short fetch northeast trade winds and 
longer period northeast swells. 
• Stormrider ID 8 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19°55’09.24” N / 19.91917° 
• GPS Long eg. 72°39’49.47” W / 72.66361° 
• Size Range (ft) 2 - 8 
• Swell Direction NE - E 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Dead Coral  
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Right 
• Favourable Wind Southerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Fast / Medium 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
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• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town St Louis du Nord 
• Directions Park safely on the wide coast road between St Louis du Nord and 
Anse-a-Foleur. 
 
• Break name Grand Ford 
    
The first of many potentially excellent breaks before St Louis du Nord, Grand Ford is 
a long reef with fast and shallow right handers snapping over fire coral and looking 
more like the Indian Ocean water colour than the Atlantic. Needs a high period 
northeast swell. 
• Stormrider ID 7 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19°53’56.46” N / 19.89889° 
• GPS Long 72°36’06.59” W / 72.60194° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 5 
• Swell Direction NE - E 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Live Coral 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Right 
• Favourable Wind Southerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping 
• Depth Super Shallow / Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Medium 
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• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Low 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Anse-a-Foleur 
• Directions Two kilometres east of Anse-a-Foleur, park in front of the spot 
after the paved road ends (and becomes the mountain track to Le Borgne). 
The road skirts the coast west, making it easy to check various reef passes. 
 
• Break name Anse-a-Foleur 
    
This is a fun and consistent rivermouth peak that handles both shorter period 
northeast windswell and afternoon onshores. The left is peaky, but the right offers a 
good bowl and open carving sections in the morning offshores. 
• Stormrider ID 6 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19°53’48.60” N / 19.89694° 
• GPS Long 72°37’25.31” W / 72.62361° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 6 
• Swell Direction NE - E 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Boulders 
• Wave Type Rivermouth Peak 
• Favourable Wind Southerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Performance / Cutback 
• Speed Medium 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Bowly / Slopey / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Well Covered / Boils / Flat Spots 
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• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution Estuary / River 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Anse-a-Foleur 
• Directions Follow the river on the east side over hard cobbles all the way to 
the spot. 
 
• Break name Le Borgne  
     
Le Borgne is a right reefbreak/rivermouth, close to Pointe Boeuf, than can peel down 
the line for 100 metres and give some east wind protection. There are tapering rights 
and also short playful lefts in oily, diesel blue water. There is also a shallow left on 
the east side of town that could be tackled on a big northeast swell, but is suicidal in 
most conditions (due to the shallow rock ledge).  
• Stormrider ID 5 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19.8494 18°10’55.56” N 
• GPS Long 72.5253 18°10’55.56” N 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 5 
• Swell Direction N - E 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Boulders 
• Wave Type Rivermouth Peak 
• Favourable Wind South Westerly 
• Favourable Tide All Tides 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections / Performance 
• Speed Fast / Medium 
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• Shape Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Long / Medium 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Intermediate 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution Estuary / River 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town Le Borgne 
• Directions Paddle across the rivermouth from town or take the short 
ferryboat. 
 
• Break name Chouchou Bay 
  
Backed by steep mountains this bay has a small village, rivermouth, mangrove 
swamp and a good left. This impressive setting needs a big northeast swell to break 
clear into the channel for a short critical barrel section, then a wrapping face. The 
reef is live coral and thriving with urchins.  
• Stormrider ID 4 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19°49’53.90” N / 19.83167° 
• GPS Long 72°29’54.28” W / 72.49833° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 5 
• Swell Direction N - E 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Live Coral 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Left 
• Favourable Wind South Westerly 
• Favourable Tide Mid to High Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
• Wave Type Barrel Sections 
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• Speed Fast 
• Shape Hollow / Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping / Walling Up 
• Depth Shallow / Boils 
• Takeoff Critical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Excellent 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Low 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Parking Roadside 
• Nearest Town Chouchou 
• Directions A new road winds along the coast connecting Le Borgne and Cap 
Haïtien, providing a look out spot. Park at the village, walk along the 
mangrove and paddle out to the left. 
 
• Break name Limbe Island 
   
Shallow fast left, with steep performance sections and an end bowl. When small 
watch our for live fire coral poking through the wave face.  
• Stormrider ID 3 
• GPS Lat (N/S) 19°48’46.99” N / 19.81306° 
• GPS Long 72°22’34.53” W / 72.37639° 
• Size Range (ft) 1 - 5 
• Swell Direction N - E 
• Optimal Swell Direction NE 
• Breaks Over Live Coral 
• Wave Type Submerged Reef Left 
• Favourable Wind South Easterly 
• Favourable Tide Mid to High Tide 
• Best On Incoming Tide 
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• Wave Type Performance 
• Speed Fast 
• Shape Steep 
• Power Bowly / Wrapping 
• Depth Super Shallow 
• Depth Boils 
• Takeoff Vertical 
• Length Medium 
• Rating Good / Average 
• Ability Level Expert 
• Consistency Medium 
• Crowds Solo Surfing 
• Pollution None 
• Hazards Rip-Currents / Urchins 
• Nearest Town Limbe 
• Directions Take a short boat ride from the mainland, or paddle. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
 
A key contribution to the surf travel literature has been the mapping of surf breaks 
along both the north and surf coast (30 spots in total) of Haïti. The surf break 
mapping has been logged in each practice based chapter (figures 23, 26, 29, and 32) 
and entered into the Stormrider Guide database to generate figure 33; the first 
comprehensive map of surf breaks in Haïti.  
 
 
Figure 33 Haïti’s surf breaks. 
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Beyond the map this thesis also offers an original contribution to the surf travel 
literature through demonstrating the formation of what Bruno Latour (2008) - within 
the tradition of ANT - calls a work-net: a series of translations across actors 
(artefacts, persons, ideas and symbols) as mediators (active agents that mediate the 
expansion of a network). I also draw on CHAT (Engeström 2008), postmodern 
ethnography (Clifford and Marcus 1986) and postmodern geography (Soja 2011) to 
call the work-net/networks ghost-geographies. ‘Work’ is used here descriptively and 
as a pun. The net ‘works’ because it is expanding and not crystallizing or collapsing. 
And the net requires work or labour. The expanding work-net/network is a product of 
labour in three main areas: 
• Travel and mapping: the entire coastline of post-earthquake (2010) Haïti has 
been mapped (literally and metaphorically) for its surf potential as an exercise 
in cartography (in accordance with World Stormrider Guide guidelines) and 
the geographical imagination, resulting in public engagement through 
published books and a film (Bleakley 2012, 2015, 2016), although data in 
terms of audience response has not been gathered. 
• Travel and surfing: travel morphs away from standard tourism to exploration 
(including deep travel) as risk overtakes regulation; travel explicitly engages 
the Other as a form of learning and respect in a reflexive post-colonial 
attitude; potential heroic tropes are overtaken by collaborative activities (the 
‘labour’ here is not Herculean but a product of, and a contribution towards, 
the collective enterprise of the surfexplore team). 
• Travel and writing: intermodal writing is uniquely related to the non-verbal 
syntax of surfing, Haïti’s coastline is written out with surfing in mind. 
Engagement operates: at the macro level as the rhythm and cycle of 
anabasis (moving from coast to interior) and katabasis (interior to coast); and 
at the micro level as the activity of surfing and mapping of surf breaks, 
offering tropes for writing.      
 
What I set out to do on the surface: making a work-net 
ANT has its origins in sociology, particularly the work of Bruno Latour (2005/2007), 
where its main contribution has been to describe the formation of social activity as 
networking through a ‘radical symmetry’ of ‘actors’  - persons, physical artefacts, and 
ideas - given equal status in a radical democracy. The work-net is formed through a 
series of translations (activities and conversations) between persons, artefacts and 
ideas (mediators) based around four surf travel explorations to Haïti resulting in 
cartography (a mapping of the entire coastline of Haïti for surf potential) and 
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intermodal writing. A work-net is further described by Bruno Latour (2008, 2011) as a 
generative web of interconnecting mediators that expands according to productive 
interchanges (translations) between those mediators. Networks are defined as being 
of use “whenever action is to be redistributed” (Latour 2010: 2).  
 
In this research I have described how the expert actions of surf travel (coastscape 
exploration inspired by postmodern ethnography and geography) interpenetrate and 
then are redistributed through writing and surf break mapping as a trace of activity.    
 
Latour reverses ‘net’ and ‘work’ from the conventional ‘network’ to place emphasis 
upon the very real labour that is required to produce a net effect. Recorded here are 
the traces of those translations, the ghost-geographies - activities and events that 
happened and have now left a mark, like a smoking gun - a set of clues and cues 
comprising three approaches to writing and archiving: writing with and about (i) 
surfing, (ii) travel, and (iii) postmodern ethnography and geography, focused on Haïti. 
The writing that has emerged from the relationships between these activities and its 
endpoint or inscription is, again, a network effect.  
 
Where intermodal writing and cartography (formally mapping Haïti’s surf potential) 
intersect, this echoes recent work in ‘transtextual’ and ‘transcultural’ geography 
(literally ‘writing out the earth’) (Peraldo 2012; Peraldo and Calberac 2014). 
Emmanuelle Peraldo and Yann Calberac have a different focus for their work to my 
research (they are interested in the rhetorical work of fictional ‘maps’ in Daniel 
Defoe’s Moll Flanders, Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels and Lewis 
Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass). They make, however, the key connection - or 
translation - between mapping and writing, or space/place and inscription/activity. 
Their key contribution is that mapping can be framed as a narrative activity. This is 
readily appreciated in Shakespeare’s The Tempest (1610-11/2007), Cesaire’s A Une 
Tempete (2012) or Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe (1719/1985), for example, where a 
mapping of the body of the island affords a metaphor for both a personal body (we 
are trapped or shipwrecked in this body for as long as we are alive), and a body-
politic (the paradisiacal and magical commonwealth for Shakespeare; the nascent 
empire for Defoe).  
 
The key challenge in a multi-disciplinary and intermodal project of this scope and 
scale is to clearly articulate the respective roles (contexts, methodologies and 
contributions to the field) of the core areas of study: surf, travel and writing. These 
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three areas (in correspondence with the methodological framework of ANT and its 
foundations in CHAT) afford equal status in this research, as do the roles of 
geography, ethnography and writing. My holistic approach to research and writing is 
guided by the literal definition of both geography (‘writing out the earth’) and 
ethnography (‘writing out culture’). Both the practice-based and discursive elements 
of the research claim equal status. Separating these various categories is potentially 
dangerous because they are effectively networked - and so analysis of components 
is a little like undoing knitting or turning the rug over to lose the design and just see 
the threads. The expanding network should be appreciated as a whole and in 
process. 
 
While ANT is necessary for modelling the activities described above, it is not 
sufficient - adding CHAT to ANT as a theoretical model supplies sufficiency. CHAT 
(Engeström 2008) considers ‘boundary crossings’ (Engeström and Kerosuo 2003) 
between activity systems as a model of ‘expansive learning’. The areas in this 
research can each be considered as discrete activity systems. However, their 
potential boundary crossing interactions (where surfing, travel in Haïti and writing 
meet) makes them far more interesting in terms of product. Each activity system has 
a possible object for its interactions between elements (subjects, communities of 
practice, artefacts, assigned or improvised roles, and rules of work or engagement) 
and an actual outcome. The ongoing actual outcomes of activity systems are what 
determine whether or not successful boundary crossing can occur with other activity 
systems to progress such outcomes (for example as network expansion, mapping of 
surf breaks, social engagement or community development, ensuring activity has 
reception in engaged audiences, social networking, archiving and publishing). In the 
case of this research, I have demonstrated that work-nets/ networks and activity 
systems interact in ways that lead to a series of generative outcomes and pave the 
way for future activities.  
 
My research on Haïti’s coastscapes must be partial, as, according to ANT 
methodology, I can only ‘dig where I stand’ to reveal a limited slice of my focus area. 
If there is an overarching statement or viewpoint that emerges from my research it is 
to challenge the narrative of a post-independence history of Haïti depicted as a 
steady decline from its groundbreaking ‘glorious’ revolution (Nesbitt 2008) to its 
current state as ‘the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere’ (Mims 2010). 55 In 																																																								
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contrast to this narrative of decline, this thesis celebrates Haïti’s coastscape through 
engagement as a practice-based writer and surfer. 
 
I have drawn inspiration from the Haïtian Revolution (1791-1804), as a dual struggle 
against both slavery and colonialism, that challenged and shattered the fundamental 
ideologies and material practices of the transatlantic world. This was founded upon 
the racialised and exploitative transatlantic slave economy and what the poet Aimé 
Césaire (1960) regarded as its proto-fascist, colonial regimes of violence. In an 
‘Orientalist’ (Said 1978) vein, again Haïti's post-independence history has often been 
depicted as a steady decline from its groundbreaking ‘glorious’ revolution to its 
current state as ‘the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere’. In contrast, Haïti 
could be celebrated for its record of human rights and emancipation as a counter-
history, while ‘poverty’ in economic terms may not equate with poverty of spirit.  
 
I have now experienced first hand how the recounting of historical ‘truth’ can be 
manipulated to serve the interests of a particular group in power. Nevertheless, I 
reject the facile proposition that history is no more than self-justifying propaganda 
written by the ‘winners’ of conflict. Rather, I suggest that we can gain a broader and 
more accurate view of past events by striving to listen to a broader spectrum of 
voices. While recognizing that groups and individuals may lack equal access to 
modes of communication, I maintain that the variety of voices are there - we simply 
have to work harder to hear them. Unlike the American and French Revolutions, the 
Haïtian Revolution was the first in a modern state to implement human rights 
universally and unconditionally. The Haïtian Revolution is therefore of vital 
importance in thinking today about the urgent problems of social justice, human 
rights, imperialism and human freedom. ‘Piti, piti, wazo fe nich li - Little by little, the 
bird builds its nest,’ as Haïtians say in Creole.  
 
It could be argued that I am making a forced association between surfing, travel and 
writing, under the guise of intermodality. However, as with all practice research, the 
‘proof is in the pudding’ - as the writing and surf break mapping that emerge from the 
project are developed as a conversation, bolstered by a non-verbal syntax that is the 
collective activity of surfing itself, from the scoping of breaks to the paddle out, riding 
the wave and kicking out - a mini cycle of katabasis and anabasis. I chose ANT as 																																																																																																																																																														
55 According to the CIA World Factbook “Haiti is one of poorest countries in the Western Hemisphere (where) eighty 
percent of residents live in poverty.” http://edition.cnn.com/2010/WORLD/americas/01/12/haiti.facts  
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my main research methodology precisely because it seamlessly integrates theory 
and practice. The thesis demonstrate a rigorous honouring of my approach to 
research and writing, namely through practice as immersion (via postmodern 
ethnography). The ‘digging where you stand’ ethnographic research method in ANT 
has enabled a ‘close noticing’ postmodern geography and reflexivity that has opened 
paradoxes and ambiguities assumed to be unknowable or unapproachable (these 
can also be thought of as ‘folds’ in the fabric of the journey), providing important new 
work on surf travel writing in Haïti, directly related to the following objectives: 
 
• Explore and ‘write-out’ Haïti’s coastline with surfing in mind. 
• Map Haïti’s surfing locations literally (cartographically) and metaphorically as 
a developing writer. 
 
The practice-based travel writing has drawn on several modes (therefore 
‘intermodal’). Again, the challenge has been to clearly demonstrate the application of 
methodology and method through such intermodal writing. The research has 
questioned if ‘thinking with’ surfing and surf travel can afford an innovative approach 
to writing about Haïti. The aim has been to develop an intermodal surf travel writing 
(for my practice as a travel writer) through reflexive engagement with Haïti’s 
coastline. I have fleshed out the skeletal process of ethnographies and auto-
ethnographies through ANT as an activity, enacted and traced - the formation of a 
work-net and the collection and exhibition of its traces through intermodal writing. 
Indeed, in surfing, the research process has been literalised, embodied, and 
practiced through experimentation in the field. Metaphors have become flesh, and 
fleshy metaphors. But, again, this has also been a way of thinking - thinking ‘with’ 
and ‘about’ a transforming identity and practice, and I have emerged from this 
research with stronger foundations for my practice as a writer, surfer and traveller.  
 
Within this networking across modalities, drawing on ANT and finessed by CHAT, 
several ‘actors’ (persons, artefacts, ideas and activities) have circulated in such a 
way that they have strengthened each other’s presences to widen and deepen the 
network, where the network effect is illustrated throughout the thesis in writing and 
surf break mapping. Several networks have then interacted (as activity systems) 
through successful boundary crossings, to produce a series of network or work-net 
effects. The network now holds differing actors in a process of expansive 
development as it yields an effect or product. A network can be likened to a complex, 
adaptive system that has a number of ‘attractors’ or nodes (equivalent to ‘actors’) 
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and that yields an output, such as an increasingly expert activity (see figure 34 
below). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 34 The PhD network or work-net. 
 
Each activity system has an object: writing, ecological perception, ethnographic 
study, deep travel, and surfing. Each object in turn has an outcome in terms of 
developing expertise: improving writing, developing ecological perception, developing 
a geographical imagination, further travel to improve reflexivity and further surfing to 
improve arēte (virtue) and invite kairos (opportunity). Virtue is important here as the 
core of reflexivity in travel as an attempt to suspend imperialism in the presence of 
the Other.  
 
In summary, actors in the network have been: 
• Myself as an auto-biographical and auto-ethnographic subject who has 
simultaneously ‘written out’, ‘acted out’ and re-searched as a form of 
identity construction. I have simultaneously been a surfer, traveller, writer, 
geographer and ethnographer. These roles have transformed into identity 
production through specific activities. For example, in auto-biographical 
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terms, I create a life, yet write out this life simultaneously in a conscious 
and ironic gesture to challenge personal-confessional modes of 
autobiography. Rather, I have written myself in to the Haïtian coastscape 
(as a surfer and geographer) as I ‘think with’ surfing and geography and 
act with an ecological perception (sensitised to what particular features 
the world affords). The cartographical process does not just describe but 
writes out the coastscape with an audience in mind (the immediate 
audience being the World Stormrider Guide database). 
• ‘Thinking with’ and writing with surfing (in mind), in which surfing has been 
treated historically, culturally and as an activity with a non-verbal syntax, 
including surfing as arēte and kairos - virtue and timing, or seizing 
moments of opportunity.  
• Following the anabasis-katabasis movement of surf travel, including deep 
travel as reflexivity, where a high degree of risk demands both education 
of attention (ecological perception) and grasping the moment (again 
kairos or opportunity). 
• ‘Thinking with’ and writing with interpretations of Haïtian culture as an 
ethnographer through fieldtrips, drawing on extensive live notebook work 
in Haïti via a spirit-ethnography. 
• ‘Thinking with’ and writing with a geographical imagination. This is 
environment-centred, taking Haïti as both subject and character, and 
conscious of the Other in celebration of difference, where writing is a 
means though which Haïti is celebrated. 
• ‘Thinking with’ and writing with Haïti’s coastscape, as a geographer, 
cartographer and surfer, in which I have mapped the surfing potential of 
the entire coast through four fieldtrips.    
 
The thesis acts as proof of concept of network/work-net thinking, in which a network 
is neither a thing, nor an idea nor a symbol, but rather a trace of events, a ghost-
geography. The network, while formed prospectively, is considered retrospectively in 
terms of its expansive and durational properties. This network creates lasting change 
and evidence of such change. For example: a set of circulating actors that interact to 
produce a significant text and contribution to both the metaphorical and 
cartographical literature on surfing in Haïti; that can enhance both surf tourism and 
local surf culture; and further provide intermodal writing with audience reception in 
mind. 
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The heart of this network activity is informed and shaped by my long experience as a 
professional surfer. This, in turn, is shaped by my academic background as a 
Cambridge-educated geographer, and current profession as a writer and developing 
traveller through surfexplore.  
 
The direct network effects (concrete translations) over the last five years, 
demonstrating ANT in practice (equivalent to ‘discovery’ in science and ‘evidence’ in 
social sciences) include: 
• Intermodal writing on Haïti (in this thesis). 
• The publication of four books including surf travel writing on Haïti (see 
appendix 4). 
• The mapping (Stormrider Guide / Low Pressure Publications / Magic 
Seaweed Swell Reports) of Haïti’s surf breaks 
http://lowpressure.co.uk/?s=haiti&post_type=product 
http://magicseaweed.com/Haiti-Surfing/345/ 
• The development of surfexplore http://surfexplore.info 
• The relationship between ‘surfing’ ‘Haïti’ and surfexplore evidenced via 
Google results for keywords ‘surfing Haïti’ https://www.google.co.uk/#q=surfing+haiti 
• The publishing (of travel guides, magazines and online articles) on surfing in 
Haïti https://www.flickr.com/photos/surfexplore/albums/72157624644713290 
• The development of Haïtian surf culture and Haïtian surf tourism 
http://www.surfhaiti.org 
• The development of my practice as a writer / surfer / traveller / filmmaker 
http://www.sambleakley.co.uk 
 
What I set out to do under the surface: living with the traces of a work-net, 
spirit-ethnographies and ghost-geographies 
Intermodal writing in this thesis has been a conscious and reflexive approach to 
writing (or inscriptions) that captures the process of movement, risk and engagement 
encountered in deep or challenging surf travel. In the form that is illustrated, my 
surfing activity and its non-verbal syntax is central. Such writing is again 
characterised, in its broadest sweep, as the movement from interior to coast and 
coast to interior (an arc of exploration) that encompasses katabasis and anabasis. It 
is both trope - as a metaphorical sweep - and a physical reality. It is a marriage of the 
strenuous, graceful, emotionally taxing and cerebral. It is carefully and deeply 
planned to embody open-endedness and is then a good example of activity as 
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uncertainty or ‘engaged ambiguity’. Its central value complex is a combination of care 
for environment, care for others and tolerance of ambiguity. 
 
As discussed in the chapter 2.2, katabasis is from the Greek meaning to ‘go down’ 
and describes both the physical descent from inland mountainous territory to the 
coast and the metaphorical heroic descent into hell described in myth. This trip can 
be infernal, challenging, risky, a movement to the unknown. This movement also 
refers to the descent of the sun, the dying of wind, and a military retreat. The 
opposite movement is anabasis - from coast to interior, often an uphill struggle. For 
example, Xenophon (430-354 BC), a Greek historian, in Anabasis describes the 
retreat of 10,000 Greek soldiers (including Xenophon himself) under Cyrus the 
Younger who set out to defeat the Persians. The soldiers were largely mercenaries 
including a large body of Persian exiles. They were individually able warriors, but not 
able to swarm as a collective or a developing network - hence their defeat.   
 
The motif of St-John Perse’s poem Anabasis (1924/1970) - that describes the 
journey of an adventurer from coast to interior - is one of breaking out of the chains 
of coastal settlement and a confined life to rediscover the life of the nomad in 
travelling to the interior. I have taken this motif as central to my modelling of the 
transition from border crossings between activity systems to a developing network 
dependent upon good translations across elements. However, I have not drawn on 
Perse as a literary expert and thus have not engaged in exegesis of his work. Rather, 
I have taken the spirit of the writing and its central activity metaphor - the eternal 
return of interior to coast to interior as a deepening spiral of insight and stimulus to 
writing and surfing. This is Perse’s contribution to my thinking.  
 
Perse’s description of leaving a settlement for a nomadic existence (as discussed in 
chapter 2.2) is a trope used by Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (2005) as ‘de-
territorialising’ - moving from ‘striated’ or well-mapped space (grids) to ‘smooth’ 
space (unmapped and risky, or uncharted territory). Further, one moves from the flat 
into the ‘folds’ of a coastscape and a mindscape, just as one risks being sucked ‘over 
the falls’ as one moves from the flat of the peaking wave into the fold of the ‘tube’. 
The mapping work of Haïti’s surf breaks has of course been a movement from 
smooth, nomadic and de-territorialised space to mapping the striated, arguably to 
promote a ‘commonwealth’ (Hardt and Negri 2009) where local and visiting surfers 
will be able to access this information via the World Stormrider Guide database, Low 
Pressure surf guide publications and Magic Seaweed Swell Reports (online swell 
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forecasts and surf spot guides). Reflexivity is important to prevent territorialising. For 
example, all the mapped surf break names (‘Cap Rouge’, ‘Les Anglais’) refer to the 
nearest coastal settlement to the wave (not ‘Poitrine Point’ or ‘Zombie Point’ that 
could have been seen as a caricature or derogatory label, reinforcing the Orientalism 
discussed in the chapter 1.2), aside from four breaks: Mosquito Island, Ginsu, 
Pistons and Rainbow Beach named (in respective order) by local fishermen, Haïti’s 
first two local surfers (Russell and Vadim Berhmann) and the local tourism business 
community in Aquin. 
 
The most critical image emerging from the intermodal writing on Haïti has been 
‘wearing the skeleton on the outside’. Perhaps this is a symbol of raw vulnerability 
indicative to fieldwork and engagement with Haïti. In hindsight, my initial 
representations of Haïti as ‘clothes peg’ should be re-configured as another image, 
for example ‘crab’s claw’. ‘Clothes peg’ fails to evoke the character and atmosphere 
of Haïti, and perhaps Haïti’s geographical outline as the jaws of an animal snapping 
serves to mobilize a new phase of work on Haïti (with reference to the geographical 
imagination and Edward Soja’s (1996) thirdspace), and allies with the image of 
‘wearing the skeleton on the outside.’ Again, the skeleton image is a strong case of 
the trace of a network in ANT. It is a ghost image (noted in note books live in Haïti as 
a spirit-ethnography); defined as experience where most of the time one does not 
know if it is a solid reality or fiction. Perhaps fiction plays a bigger role in this 
research than I set out in my aims. In trying ‘to get under the skin’ of Haïti, I am also 
trying ‘to get under the skin of the reality of being in Haïti’ following a writing style 
(infected by the word 'style' in surfing) modelled particularly by Ryszard Kapuściński 
and Alphonso Lingis. In advocating this style, transferring my writing and surfing style 
onto white page, I also develop an image of Haïti, arguably stylized, but certainly 
‘wearing the skeleton on the outside.’ 
 
This research has, of course, involved engagement with Haïti’s culture of Vodou. 
Other writers have endured similar experiences when exploring Vodou. In Refusal of 
the Shadow: Surrealism and the Caribbean (1941/1996) Pierre Mabille explains: 
 
To study Vodou is precisely to plunge into the forest and brave its traps. At the instant 
you think you are furthest from your goal, you find you are only separated from it by a 
thin curtain of trees, and when you think you’re close, you can walk for hours only to 
find yourself led ‘to the border’ without encountering anything. While the reading of 
Judaic, Christian or Islamic texts often makes one think of the seduction of the 
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mirage, it is the labyrinth that invariably comes to mind once you try to penetrate into 
Vodou. How can you be sure you haven’t passed right by the hidden sanctuary, the 
thing you had to see? (Mabille 1941/1996: 244).  
 
The parallels with my work here are evident. In my writing, I aim to reflect the 
ambiguities that present themselves in extreme surf travel exploration in Haïti that 
has geographical and ethnographic components. I draw on the work of Lingis and 
Kapuściński precisely because these writers offer examples of translations of risky 
activity, such as extreme travel, into a writing that takes on characteristics of that 
travel and becomes part of a network of activity and expression based around the 
travel. I am aware of a recent wave of critique of a portion of Kapuściński’s 
‘reportage’ as ‘fictional’ (discussed in chapter 3.2). Dissection of my practice based 
writing will reveal ‘fictional’ elements. 
 
Ethnographers and writers such as Michael Taussig (2009), William Vollmann (2009) 
and Pierre Mabille (1941/1996) write highly stylized auto-ethnographies and memoirs 
that can readily be classified as meta-fiction (fictions commenting on the state and 
purpose of fiction). This has been labelled ‘creative nonfiction’. I have not followed 
the line of pushing the ‘creative’ element of nonfiction travel writing to extremes, but I 
have attempted to engage the senses in Haïti, to educate sensibility. I have also 
attempted to progress these ontological problems by getting to grips (physically 
through experiential practice based surfing and fieldwork and metaphorically through 
practice based writing) with the raw processes people have been going through 
historically in Haïti (rebellion, anti-capitalism, identification with Vodou, carnival, 
natural disasters, and financial poverty, but cultural pride). This work then also 
explores axiological systems as a network system of values such as ethical issues 
about neo-imperialism and cross-cultural exchange, again a recognition of the 
importance of arête.  
 
My research advocates a ‘treading lightly’ approach, symbolized by the footprint of 
Man Friday in Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe (1719/1985) and St-John Perse’s 
verse echoing Crusoe (1924/1970). Seeing the footprint of the Other can raise two 
responses: it can be paranoid, like Crusoe, where one shores up and protects his or 
her interests, a form of imperialism. Or one can open him or her self up and take the 
risk to walk in to the space of the Other (in the mode of Kapuściński and Lingis).  
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Intermodal writing, as I illustrate here in Haïti, is unapologetically a trace, a set of 
recast memories of the enactment or activity that was the travel and was the surfing. 
It is a ghost activity, a ghost-geography, a spirit-ethnography, an expanding work-net. 
It is ‘live’ only in the secondary sense of bringing something to life, of re-creation. 
Otherwise it is permanently in rehearsal, as notebooks, drafts, redrafts, overmarkings 
and remaking.  
 
Intermodal writing, then is the trace of an activity system, or rather several activity 
systems that serve to (re)distribute action. It is a trace because it is not the activities 
themselves that are the writing but without the activities the writing would not be 
possible. If we take the currently expanding work-net of surfexplore and its offshoots 
as an example, actions are continually redistributed through the various activity 
systems crossing boundaries and interacting. For example, the sediments in 
geological time of: 
 
http://surfexplore.info 					https://www.google.co.uk/#q=surfing+haiti 										http://lowpressure.co.uk/?s=haiti&post_type=product 															http://magicseaweed.com/Haiti-Surfing/345/ 																				https://www.flickr.com/photos/surfexplore/albums/72157624644713290 																								http://www.surfhaiti.org 																													http://www.sambleakley.co.uk 
 
are re-ordered as an expanding network (figure 35): 
 
Figure 35 An expanding network interfacing with other 
networks and leaving splinter networks and traces. 
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Intermodal writing then follows CHAT and ANT in describing itself as an object of an 
activity system, or several activity systems engaged in boundary crossings in which a 
work-net/network is developed serving to redistribute action (from travel to surfing to 
writing).  
 
Future developments  
Where a network is established it is a memory trace of words that gives body to the 
memory, and is a wearing the skeleton on the outside of the body. Extending 
epistemology and ontology (being and experiencing) into axiology, here the body is 
notebook, embodied metaphors, cognitive sense, extended cognition, traces and 
footprints that add up to an ethical framework, following Emmanuel Levinas’ model of 
how an ethical self is made only in the face of the challenging Other whose values 
must be faced/given a face. Achieving this in intermodal writing has demanded de-
literalising - not to take things at face value, but give them imaginative depth, where 
the psyche talks 'from the perspective of the dead' (as world history). I am therefore 
not writing about individual figures (and developing characters and personalities 
within the surfexplore collective or the people we meet in Haïti), but writing holistically 
about a history of humankind, including natural disasters, slavery and mythological 
characters depicted at carnival and ceremonialised in Vodou. This offers a holistic 
sweep where ‘the dead are living through the writing’, de-literalising mythologies.  
 
I have not written about individual heroic persons, but attempted to give character to 
Haïti, as much the wind, the body of the swell, the breaking waves and landscapes 
and coastscapes as leaders of the anti slavery movement. My writing does not 
attempt to just model an anti-imperialist attitude, but an ecological attitude as 
opposed to an ego-logical attitude, abandoning presentation of self for sensitivity to 
presentation of the Other. So the purpose of the writing has therefore been to 
capture the affordances that shape experience. Importantly, it does not attempt to 
dictate an experience, but offers an affordance, which educates experience. This is 
not the same thing as telling people what Haïti is like. 
 
Where Vodou personalises and puts the skeleton on the outside of the body, I have 
attempted to put the skeleton of the Haïtian coastscape (physically and literally 
mapped through surf travel exploration) onto the body of my writing as an original 
contribution to the literature.  
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A network effect that I have not explored further in this thesis (due to inherent scale 
and scope limitations) - but have mentioned - is audience response or reception, 
examining how the reader has experienced and ‘lived’ the connections, thus 
reinforcing the intermodality of the writing. For example, how do Haïtian surfing 
brothers Russell and Vadim Behrmann interpret the publication of articles about their 
local coastscape? This could further reveal how everything realised by the network 
effect (such as a nascent surf scene developing in Jacmel, or a community cleaning 
up a polluted beach before carnival, or audience reception in Port-au-Prince, of 
surfing and subsequent writing about surfing in Haïti). Such audience response 
elements are important in considering travel, surfing and writing as performances. 
Another important element not addressed in the thesis is identity construction (Sionis 
2000) of a surfer and traveller. This would constitute a thesis in its own right. My 
focus is rather on the ethical imperative of the Other - as Haïtian culture and 
coastline. In the lineage of Emmanuel Levinas (in Marcus 2008), Jacques Derrida 
(1990) and Martin Heidegger’s (2009) I argue that writing is not for oneself but for an 
Other, to create an ethical correspondence between Self and Other. Writing 
purposefully empties out to ‘face’ an Other, or to allow dialogue. This might suggest 
that intermodal writing is self-consciously aware of its potential imperialism. I extend 
this, through an ecological perception, to the Other that is the environment 
(coastcape) to be conserved. How shall we place ourselves in space (Casey 2001), 
or rather place ourselves in the shoes of a shifting ocean?  
 
Intermodal writing is just a term to describe the writing that consciously emerges as 
the object of the activities system and ‘boundary crossings’ described earlier to form 
the work-net that is this thesis. The travel writing makes no claims for 
experimentation in the writing itself, and certainly no claims for a self-conscious and 
reflexive awareness of grammatical gymnastics. The experimentation comes rather 
in the risk and danger of the travel and surfing that forms the inspiration for the 
writing. Where the non-verbal syntax of surfing and the major tropes of travel 
(anabasis and katabasis for example) are transferred across to the writing, perhaps 
this could be seen as experimental. The writing may then be infected with such 
activity tropes. Otherwise, the writing is ‘plain’ activity, and arguably ‘activity writing’ 
would be a better term than intermodal writing.   
 
In future work I would like to explore form as well as content, for example in the use 
of typographical displacement, where (in John Hall’s advice) ‘writing inscribes and is 
seen - it sits or swings’ (Hall 2008), perhaps in a left to right page alignment that 
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could be a translation to page or mirror in writing of the rhythmic movement of a 
mode of transport or feet walking. Further work could explore what the Romantic 
poets of the late eighteenth and nineteenth century - William Wordsworth, Samuel 
Coleridge, Thomas de Quincey and John Ruskin - (and Virginia Woolf) might bring to 
surf travel writing with reference to movement and rhythm. In hindsight, I could have 
been more experimental about typographical displacement with particular 
relationship to both surfing’s non-verbal syntax and phonetic Creole (certainly a path 
of further work with reference to ‘translation’ in ANT and ‘poeisis’ in surfing). Despite 
the clear opportunity for typographical displacement in the citation below, this is not 
explored by Haïtian anthropologist Gina Athena Ulysse in her online platform Ra-
San-Blaj (2011): 
 
Resist the impulse to translate, pronounce it first. Think consciously of the sound. Let 
the arch of the r roll over the ah that automatically depresses the tongue; allow the 
hiss in the s that will culminate at the front of the teeth to entice the jaw to drop for the 
an sound while un-smacking the lips will propel the bl surrounding the depressed ah 
again ending with j. Play with its contours. Know what this word feels like in your 
mouth. In Haitian Kreyòl. 3 syllables. Ra-San-Blaj. (Ulysse 2011). 
 
In terms of style, I slide readily between metaphor and the concrete, and use many 
slippery phrases and notions in the intermodal writing to really ‘get the hang of what 
is going on’ or perhaps ‘get stuck in the lip’ and wipeout in terms of surfing’s non-
verbal syntax. My justification is that I am trying to illustrate the use of embodied 
metaphor, such as wearing the skeleton on the outside - necessarily complex and 
contradictory (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). Again, I emphasise the terms ghost-
geographies and spirit-ethnographies - using tropes that make sense of sense-based 
experience, particularly the embodied metaphors that permeate surf culture. The 
travel writing, therefore, maintains and retains a ‘real’ sense of the environment as it 
presents itself without stripping it of its qualities.  
 
A further stream of work has developed from - but is not discussed in - this research 
explores mindfulness and surfing in relation to an environment-centred (via eco-
perception (Gibson 1979)) ‘bodymindfulness’ (Bleakley 2016). Mindfulness is usually 
described as an inward-looking process of stopping, reflecting and clearing the mind 
in learning a discipline of meditation or Zen awareness. Among the hustle and bustle 
of contemporary life, moments of stillness can help us to regain a sense of self, of 
composure or centreing. Mindfulness has also been used widely to combat anxiety 
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and depression. I argue, however, that surfing as mindfulness does something a little 
different. It does not simply take us inside ourselves to find a still centre, but rather 
orients us within the environment to find place. We are immersed in water and the 
salt-soaked zone just above the sea’s skin. Around us, terns dive and fish jump. We 
are active, alert and intent on balance. Mindfulness in surfing is then, paradoxically, a 
moving out of mind into the world, moving against the grain of inner-directed thought 
and reflection into an acute sense of what the environment demands of us - where 
winds, currents, beach shapes, wave types and lunar-tidal movements meet. In this 
sense, we move from ‘egology’ to ecology and we generate a bodymindfulness, 
locating ourselves in place and space. While I introduce the work of James Gibson 
on ecological perception in this research, I do not develop this in the way that my 
current work on ‘bodymindfulness’ in surfing does. Gibson’s work has been 
developed in the recent philosophy of ‘Externalism’ (Rowlands 2003) and ‘extended 
cognition’ (Clark 2008; Clark and Chalmers 1998). 	
Following the anabasis-katabasis movement of surf travel and writing with a 
geographical imagination, this research does not primarily aim to use embodied 
writing with the human body in mind, but rather an embodied writing with the body of 
the earth in mind. This metaphor again would also include wearing the skeleton on 
the outside of the body, for the skeleton too is of the body of the earth, its revealed 
stone not just on land but contouring the ocean floor to create wave forms. I aim to 
pursue ‘cultural geomorphology’ (De Landa 2000) in further work, linked to eco 
perception and Externalism. 
 
Despite the work-nets/ networks that are promised and achieved within the work, the 
taxis of the thesis is towards an anti-conclusion. Martin Heidegger’s and then 
Jacques Derrida’s (1990) praxis of sous rature (putting words or phrases under 
erasure to demonstrate limits, or that descriptions are necessary but inadequate) 
means that we are limited by horizons. The surfer looks to the horizon for the coming 
set, a fluid environment, attempting to ‘read the morphology of the coastscape’ in a 
close noticing and ecological perception. We can never fully explain it, but only 
experience it. This is very much an experiential project. And the outcome is an 
experiential writing, an ‘activity writing’ (perhaps a stronger term than ‘intermodal 
writing’ and a term I intend to develop in further work).  
 
Sous rature implies that conclusions are illogical, limited. ‘Wearing the skeleton on 
the outside of the body’ is a visual trope and a means of putting the body under 
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erasure as death temporarily precedes life. The experiences held within the binding 
of this thesis refuse conclusions but invite an image - again, wearing the skeleton on 
the outside as a recognition of the role of Vodou. In reference to research in Haïti 
(‘Memories of Haïti’) Pierre Mabille (1941/1996) writes  
 
to study Vodou one has to experience it (further) […] (the) language (of Haïti), 
confusing the part with the whole, often evokes the heart of the forest […] . But the 
point is that the forest does not have a centre; it is everywhere and nowhere. (Mabille 
1941/1996: 260). 
 
Above all, six years of detailed work on Haïti has left me deeply inspired by the 
country. Arguably, in line with Mabille’s (1941/1996) reference to Vodou and the 
‘forest of things’, the more I have researched Haïti, the more lost I have become.  
But I have certainly emerged from this research with a greater feel for Haïti, Haïti’s 
history and culture beyond the focus on Haïti’s revolutionary origins. Haïti has 
scarred me in a way that surfing scars me, as an inscription that goes through and 
not just on the body. It is a ‘vale of soul-making’ (John Keats 1819), like the ocean. 
Despite the knockbacks, I am destined to go back. Ou bat tanbou epi ou danse anko 
- You beat the drum and you dance again. This thesis has been a celebration of the 
various forms of inscription, scarification and mark making based around surf travel 
exploration to map Haïti’s coastline. Imprints necessarily tell only part of the story, 
lingering as work-net or network effects: ghost-geographies or traces, smoking guns, 
waves ridden, salt-stain, wearing the skeleton on the outside. Wipeout. 
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Appendix 
The following appendix includes contextual background on surfexplore, including an 
interview with surfexplore photographer John Callahan, private Facebook group 
screen-shots, scans of work published from research projects in popular surfing 
magazines, bookwork and notepad inserts. 
 
Appendix 1 John Callahan interview, conducted by Sam Bleakley: 
Where did you grow up and how did you start surfing? 
I was born in South Carolina. My sister was born in France a year or so earlier. My 
mother had a good story about how I was conceived in the French countryside in 
September 1960, after a picnic when “Your father got frisky”. Conception stories are 
always more interesting then “where were you born?”  
 
We lived in Japan, in Okinawa for four years when I was very young as my father 
was an officer in the US Air Force and was serving two tours in Vietnam. We moved 
to Hawaii in 1969, where my mother had lived for ten years before my parents were 
married. That’s where I lived for most of the next 30 years, with five years in 
California for University and a few years of travelling. 
 
My sister and I had learned to swim in Okinawa, and when the family moved back to 
Hawaii, we rented longboards at Waikiki and caught waves at a break called Canoes 
with the other tourists. Now I only surf on projects when the waves are too small, it is 
raining or otherwise unshootable. And I use the theory that as the photographer, I do 
not need to bring a board on a photo trip. I have the option to borrow a board from 
anyone on the project and no one has ever refused. This way, I don’t have to carry a 
board and I get to try new and interesting surfboards, everything from a twin-keeled 
mini Simmons from Emiliano Cataldi’s quiver to one of the new FireWire longboards 
that you (Sam) are riding.  
 
When did you start surf travelling? 
After graduation from high school in Hawaii, I went camping in Mexico for three 
months with some friends. We had a VW van, some cots for sleeping, a couple of old 
golf clubs to kill snakes and no idea what we were doing. We drove down to 
Mazatlan first, then surfed from Michoacan to Baja and got some great waves. We 
met new friends, a few banditos, a few federales, got sick, got very stoked and the 
van broke down at Scorpion Bay in Baja. That trip opened my eyes to the fact that 
places other than Hawaii had great surf. We camped at Rio Tixla in Michoacan for 
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the month of July and there was swell after swell, incredibly consistent. It wasn’t as 
good as Hawaii - it was better. I started thinking: were there other places in the world 
with waves this good?  
 
What drew you into photography? 
I had a few cameras before high school and always liked the process of visualizing 
an image, then seeing it in a print. I had several photo classes in high school, 
developing the film and making prints in a darkroom, which was interesting and fun. I 
didn’t like mixing the chemicals, but it was very interesting to be able to manipulate 
the image to get a desired outcome. 
 
Then, studying a Design major at the College of Fine Arts at UCLA, California, 
photography was part of the curriculum along with graphic design, industrial design 
and landscape design. Following graduation, I started doing more and more 
photography with very good editors and clients. I took out a bank loan in order to buy 
a 600mm autofocus lens for surfing action material, which was quite expensive. I 
also bought two good professional quality film cameras with the budget. After that, it 
was full speed ahead. I had to earn money from photography to service the loan, and 
managed to repay the bank ahead of schedule. 
 
How did you start surf photography? 
After I graduated from UCLA, I was assisting for several established photographers 
in the Los Angeles area learning more about technique, equipment and the imaging 
business. I have been surfing since small-kid days in Hawaii; so I surfed a lot in 
University, mostly at Topanga in the winter and Malibu in the summer as these two 
spots were closest to the UCLA campus in Westwood. From Malibu, I got to know 
two prominent LA surfers in Allen Sarlo and Jamie Brisick and they said we should 
do a shoot. I was also in touch with Larry Moore (photo editor) at Surfing magazine. 
He gave me a few rolls of film and a list of things to look for (and a few things not to 
shoot also). The magazines are always interested in good watershots, so in addition 
to lineup and wave images, Larry told me to get out there and swim and sent a nice 
new 4/3 mm wetsuit from Rip Curl to make that easier.  
 
What makes your photography distinctive? 
I think I have a distinctive veiwpoint, something that is increasingly valuable in the 
digital age. My images don’t look like anyone else’s unless they have deliberately set 
out to duplicate something I have already done. I look at a lot of other people’s 
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images, but I have always tried to do something different, something unique and that 
perspective has value in the image marketplace. 
 
A strong image can be many things - composition, emotion, colour, subject, there’s a 
long list of what to think about when you have a camera in your hand. With camera 
phones, many people have a powerful camera in their hands 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. Notice I said to think first before pushing the button, as photography 
happens in the brain of the photographer first before it becomes an image. Henri 
Cartier-Bresson would walk the streets of Paris for hours with his 35mm Leica, and 
on many days, he did not expose a single frame of film. When he did see a situation 
that could produce ‘the decisive moment’ he was looking for, it was because he knew 
what he wanted after giving the concept an obsessive amount of thought before he 
produced any images at all. 
 
What’s your relationship with camera technology? 
I like it. Digital imaging is fantastic. With good software and a decent computer, 
things can be done with images that were impossible or very difficult with film. I don’t 
miss film at all in that context. I regard the ‘Film Forever’ retro movement with a 
certain degree of disdain. Either these people don’t know what they are doing with 
digital images or they have a certain fear of technology that forces them backward to 
utilize comparatively primitive methods and materials to produce a nostalgic result. 
There isn’t anything that can be done with analog materials that cannot be done 
digitally, so it’s really a complete waste of time. 
 
What camera equipment do you use when travelling? 
When travelling I try to keep my camera kit as compact as possible. Bringing a lot of 
stuff to a remote place may seem like a good idea, but if you can’t carry it with you, 
you can’t use it. Back in film days, it was necessary to have huge, heavy, large-
aperture lenses to get good quality images with film, but today that is not the case. I 
shoot a lot of material with a mirrorless camera or a crop-sensor DSLR and get 
excellent results. Smaller and lighter is the trend for the future. I have a full 
compliment of three DSLR cameras from Canon, including a 5D Mark III and two 
7D’s along with more lenses than I actually use. To be truthful, I have shot a lot of 
recent material without a DSLR - with an iPhone, a mirrorless G1X and a GoPro 4 for 
a different look than the traditional ‘pro’ image captured with a 35mm DSLR. I think in 
five years, the large and heavy DSLR will still be used, but we will have the option of 
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producing high-quality images with much smaller and lighter devices like the ‘iPhone 
10’, the ‘GoPro 9’ or digital devices that have not been invented yet. 
 
Why did you move to Singapore? 
Around the end of the millenium, my wife and I became convinced we should leave 
Hawaii for a number of reasons. The only question was where to go? I had visited 
Singapore several times, but I didn’t know that much about it. A research effort made 
it clear the Singapore government was very accommodating to qualified foreigners 
who wished to live and work in Singapore, so we decided to give it a try. On paper, 
it’s not that different from Hawaii - hot, Asian, and rather expensive. In practice, it is 
very different. The Singapore government really does make an effort to shape an 
English-speaking global city with excellent infrastructure, great transportation links 
and a favourable climate for business under the rule of law with minimal tax burdens 
and almost no corruption.  
 
What are you most inspired by currently? 
With our surfexplore group, we are inspired to take culturally-aware surf travel to a 
new level. New places, new waves, new experiences to document via a variety of 
veiwpoints and techniques. It’s a big world out there and while instant dissemination 
of images and text worldwide has made the world a smaller place, it has also 
focused people on their own areas - we want to broaden the field considerably as we 
think it is not only interesting and fun to do these kinds of projects, but cross-cultural 
understanding is vital to making a better world. 
 
Can you summarise surfexplore? 
We organized the group in 2010 after having worked together on a number of 
projects since 2004 and having the same philosophy about surf travel. We are a 
multi-national, multi-lingual group with a variety of outlooks, perspective and 
philosophies. With our experience in Africa, Asia and the Americas, we are the most 
capable surfing travel team anywhere in the world and it is our intention to do more 
projects in remote locations, looking for new waves, new cultures and new 
experiences. It was clear to us years ago that the surf travel genre was stale and 
many projects paid for by major sponsors could be done anywhere, as there was no 
mention or concern for the local people or their culture - the videos and internet or 
magazine articles were only focussed on the 18 year old sponsored surfers and their 
surfing. We all know that surfing and surf travel is much more than the waves. Our 
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published materials reflect on how each location is different with its own peculiar set 
of circumstances.  
 
Surfing and waves are the motivation for our surfexplore projects, but the journey 
itself is usually the story - not the arrival. We have completed more than 40 projects 
so far in Africa, Asia and the Americas including Haïti, Barbados, Italy, Algeria, 
Tunisia, Mauritania, Western Sahara, Liberia, Ghana, São Tomé, Gabon, Comoros, 
Mozambique, Madagascar, Kenya, India, Oman, Maldives, Myanmar, New 
Caledonia, Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, China, Japan, Taiwan, Philippines and 
Vietnam. What we do not do with surfexplore is go to the same places and do the 
same things - no Hawaii, California, Australia, New Zealand, Iceland, France, Tahiti 
or Fiji. Those locations have been covered many times by many photographers and 
surfers and are not of significant interest to our group. Our secret to finding new and 
unridden waves in unusual places is actually rather simple - research. There is no 
substitute to the hard work of gathering as much information as possible about a 
location, and we are fortunate we have French, Italian and Spanish speakers in our 
surfexplore group so we are not limited to English-only locations. When one 
considers only twenty-five or so years ago, the best tool for finding new waves was a 
US or UK government nautical chart - the number of tools that exist today for finding 
new and unridden waves is nothing short of amazing; starting with Google Earth, 
which is the greatest tool for adventurous surfers ever created. The fact that the 
quality and quantity of information available on Google Earth is basically free with 
nothing required other than a good internet connection is incredible, when you 
consider the implications. Would Google Earth be free for anyone, anywhere to use if 
it were a product of a China PRC or Russian company? I don’t think so. 
 
What about the risk in surf travel? 
Other than South Africa, which is well-known for criminality and for good reason, it 
isn’t particularly dangerous to travel in Africa. Quite safe, actually. One should avoid 
the police almost everywhere as they are opportunistic and corrupt, but violence 
against foreigners is rare. I cooperated on a feature for a Brazilian magazine recently 
where they wanted material on ‘dangerous’ countries for surfing travel, like Western 
Sahara, Liberia, Haïti and Angola. Erm, what? I told them straight up, the most 
dangerous countries to travel as a surfer would be South Africa, Brazil and Hawaii, 
where one would be most likely to be the victim of a crime like theft or assault. 
 
Oh yes, we did have a theft incident in rural Haïti. One board, which had been left 
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under the truck in a board bag to keep cool, was taken while we were surfing. We 
had a Creole speaker with us and Russell put out the word that a board had been 
taken and gave his mobile number to several women in the village. In less than one 
hour we got a call that the board had been found in the bushes not far from where we 
were parked. A kid from Port au Prince visiting family in the village had taken it. She 
apologized profusely and asked us to come and collect it.  
 
We gave Russell a reward of USD $50 to give to her. He came back in an hour or so 
with the board and said she had refused the reward, which is a lot of money in rural 
Haïti, and had given a short speech that because they never have any tourists in 
their town, they need to take care of them so they can have more! The cousin from 
Port au Prince got an old-school thrashing and when we saw him again he was also 
apologetic. So much for Haïti being dangerous. 
 
What have been some of the more striking surfexplore projects? 
We have had some of our best projects on the continent of Africa. There are 54 
separate countries in Africa and while it is often mistakenly referred to as the ‘Dark 
Continent’, Africa should be known as the ‘Light Continent’ for the incredible variety 
of people, places and cultures. Unfortunately, there are many problems for travellers 
who want to visit Africa, surfers included; like poor airline service, overvalued 
currencies, corrupt local police and perhaps most annoying is how extremely difficult 
it can be to apply for and receive an ordinary tourist visa. Countries like Algeria, 
Angola and Mauritania make the visa process extremely difficult and expensive and 
as you might expect, these three countries receive few visitors and there are almost 
no surfers. 
 
While we do not usually return to the same places over and over, one location where 
we have done four surfexplore projects is in the extraordinary country of Haïti in the 
Caribbean Sea. Haïti has a bad reputation as a country of poverty and chaos, but 
outside of Port au Prince, it’s an amazing place of music, culture, Vodou religion and 
old African customs that have remained almost unchanged in more than 200 years. 
With fewer than ten surfers in the entire country, we have had some great travel 
experiences and have found many new waves - it’s never crowded. 
 
Working with local NGO organizations is part of the surfexplore programme and in 
some places, it is very important. I think many people are under the impression that 
indigenous people have a kind of mystical relationship with their environment from 
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hundreds of years of residence where they run around naked with flowers in their 
hair, living in complete harmony with all the animals and plants, but in many cases 
that is completely false. Indigenous people are certainly capable of destroying their 
immediate environment with unsustainable practices. Two of the places we have 
worked with local NGO groups are Haïti and Madagascar, where the environment 
has been severely damaged on land, and in the surrounding ocean, by unsustainable 
practices, namely deforestation and overfishing. By working with the local 
populations in sustainable practices like planting trees on land and ending dynamite 
fishing in the sea, the NGO people are trying to educate local people so they can 
have a better future for themselves and their children.  
 
Published surfexplore projects have made a major positive impact in several areas, 
like Haïti, Robertsport in Liberia, Siargao Island in the Philippines, the Nouadhibou 
Peninsula in Mauritania and West Papua In Indonesia, so we think our concept of 
culturally-aware surf travel is valid and a major upgrade from the traditional sponsor-
funded surf travel model. 
 
We are currently working with Puzzlemedia, a French production company on a 
surfexplore television series. The Producer is a big fan of our travel philosophy and 
so far we have completed surfexplore episodes in Madagascar and The Philippines. 
We have a long list of locations in Africa, Asia and the Americas where we would like 
to film future episodes to make a great surfexplore adventure surfing television series 
for audiences worldwide.  
 
Appendix 2 The Surfers Path magazine articles published from this research project: 
“Postquake Haiti” August 2011. 
“Finding Traction in Southern Haiti” August 2012. 
“Haitian Fight Song” March 2013. 
“Lucky Red and the Baron” December 2014. 
  
 
Appendix 3 Examples of diluted versions of the fieldwork writing from the research 
published in magazines such as Carve, 3Sesenta, Surfers, Fluir, Hardcore, 
OnTheBoard, NALU, SurfTripJournal, Magic Haiti and Outside. 
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Appendix 4 Bookwork on Haïti during this research: 
 
Bleakley, S. (2012). Surfing Tropical Beats. Penzance: Alison Hodge Publishers. 
‘Getting Traction in Haïti’ pp. 26-47, ‘Haïti Post Quake’ pp. 138-157, ‘Haïti 
Apocalypso’ pp. 158-179. 
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Bleakley, S. (2012). Surfing Tropical Beats (Chinese Edition). Haikou: Hainan 
Publishing House. ‘第二章 重回海地’ pp. 26-47, ‘第八章 海地大地震’ pp. 138-157, 
‘第九章 海地启示 ’ pp. 158-179. 
 
Clammer, P. (2012). Haiti. London: Bradt Guides. 
 
Bleakley, S. (2015). The Longboard Travel Guide: a guide to the world’s best 
longboard waves. Newquay: Orca Publications. ‘Haïti: Caribbean Surf Minus the 
Crowds’ pp. 78-79. 
 
Bleakley, S. (2016). Mindfulness & Surfing: meditations for saltwater souls. Lewes: 
Leaping Hare Press. ‘Haïtian Vodou’ pp. 93-100 including: ‘The Blood Pulse of Port-
au-Prince’, ‘The Goddess of the Market Place’, ‘Carnival Characters’, ‘Surfing as 
Dance’, ‘Jeter le Masque’, ‘Surfing with Chachou’. 
 
Appendix 5 Fieldtrip notebooks: 
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Appendix 6 Surfing syntax equipment, listed and defined. (All images John Callahan 
/ surfexplore - research in Haïti). 
 
• Boardbag: Fabric bag to carry surfboards. 
• Deck: Upper surface of the board. 
• Ding: Dent or hole in the surface of the board resulting from impact. 
  	  
• Fins: Steering and ‘rudder-like’ device on the back underside of the board, 
commonly positioned as Single-fins (one fin), Twin-fins (two fins), 
Thrusters (three fins) and Quads (four fins), influencing board control as 
stable, loose, controlled and driving respectively. 
• Longboards: Boards over nine feet long that allow both direction change 
manoeuvres from the tail, Cross-step Walking and Noseriding. 
• Leash: Cord attached to the back of the board and the surfer's leg. 
• Nose: Forward tip of the board. 
• Sponsor: Commercial surf company or brand that supports the surfer, either 
financially, or by providing equipment, demanding the placement of logos on 
the surfboard and equipment for advertising. 
• Quiver: Collection of boards. 
• Rails: Side edges of the board. 
• Rocker: Curve of the board from nose to tail. 
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• Shortboards: Boards averaging six feet, allowing a tighter, more radical 
turning radius and manoeuvres than longboards. 
• Stick: Surfboard. 
• Tail: Back end of the board (varying in shape from Square, to Squash to 
Pin, for small, medium and large waves respectively). 
• Wax: Specially formulated paraffin wax applied to upper surface of the board 
for grip. Don’t slip! 
 
Appendix 7 World Stormrider Guide Database entries for the mapping of Haïti’s surf 
breaks http://lowpressure.co.uk/?s=haitiandpost_type=product and 
http://magicseaweed.com/Haiti-Surfing/345/ 
 
Appendix 8 Stormrider database ‘wave size range’ options.  
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Appendix 9 Stormrider database ‘swell direction’ options. 
 
 
Appendix 10 Stormrider database ‘optimal swell direction’ options. 
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Appendix 11 Stormrider database ‘breaks over …’ options. 
 
 
Appendix 12 Stormrider database ‘wave type’ options. 
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Appendix 13 Stormrider database ‘favourable wind’ options. 
 
 
Appendix 14 Stormrider database ‘favourable tide’ options. 
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Appendix 15 Stormrider database ‘favourable tide phase’ options. 
 
 
Appendix 16 Stormrider database entry example, ‘Pistons’ in Jacmel, from fieldtrip 
two. 
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Appendix 17 Stormrider database entry example, ‘wave description’, ‘Pistons’ in 
Jacmel, from fieldtrip two. 
 
 
Appendix 18 Stormrider database entry example, ‘consistency and crowds’, 
‘Pistons’ in Jacmel, from fieldtrip two. 
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Appendix 19 Stormrider database entry example, ‘general description’, ‘Pistons’ in 
Jacmel, from fieldtrip two. 
  
 
Appendix 20 Private surfexplore group Facebook screengrabs: 
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Appendix 21 Contrast in foliage cover between Haïti and Dominican Republic 
revealed on Google Earth. 
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